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Abstract

This thesis addresses the formal verification of a support infrastructure for resilient dynamically reconfigurable systems. A component-based system, whose architectural configuration may change at runtime, is classed as dynamically reconfigurable. Such systems require a support infrastructure for the control of reconfigurations to provide resilience. The verification of such reconfiguration support increases the trust that developers and stakeholders may place on the system.

The thesis defines an architectural model of an infrastructure of services for the support of dynamic reconfiguration and takes a formal approach to the definition and verification of one aspect of the infrastructure.

The execution of reconfiguration policies in a reconfiguration infrastructure provides guidance to the architectural change to be enacted on a reconfigurable system. These reconfiguration policies are often produced using a language with informal syntax and no formal semantics. Predicting properties of these policies governing reconfiguring systems has yet to be attempted. In this thesis, we define RPL – a reconfiguration policy language with a formal syntax and semantics. With the use of a case study, theories of RPL and an example policy are developed and the verification of key proof obligations and validation conjectures of policies expressed in RPL is demonstrated.

The contribution of the thesis is two-fold. Firstly, the architectural definition of a support infrastructure provides a lasting contribution in that it suggests a clear direction for future work in dynamic reconfiguration. Secondly, through the formal definition of RPL and the verification of properties of policies, the thesis provides a basis for the use of formal verification in dynamic reconfiguration and, more specifically, in policies for dynamic reconfiguration.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern computing systems are becoming more complex, more distributed and their architectures characterised as modular or component-based. In a component-based system, functionality may be distributed over a number of components. Consider some example complex, component-based systems; the Galileo international development\(^1\) – a European global navigation satellite system – consists of 30 satellites, 30-40 sensor stations and a number of control stations. Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [80, 100] are distributed real-time computer network airborne systems. IMA uses a layered architectural style, separating applications, the operating system and hardware. Each layer is modularised and connected by a network bus. Finally, the UK Ministry of Defence has published a series of documents [86, 85, 87, 88] highlighting the importance of such modular and component-based systems in future system acquisition.

Developing component-based systems has the potential to provide several benefits to system developers. A modular, component-based approach allows for reusable discrete components to be developed and component providers may compete to supply new components based on enhanced functionality or lower cost [88]. This reusability allows components to be incorporated into a diverse range of systems. Modular certification [103, 28], an ongoing area of research, aims to allow a system composed of discrete components/modules to be certified in a per-component basis with full-system certification determined through the composition of certification results. Component-based systems also provide the benefit of substitutivity. With rigorously specified contract-based interfaces comes the ability to substitute an existing system component with new components which provide the same functionality assuming they comply with the interface. The

\(^1\)http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
new component could use different algorithms for computing the required functionality, have
different underlying technologies or hardware, and may originate from a diverse range of compo-
nent providers. This component-based approach assumes clearly defined interface specifications,
which is beyond the scope of this thesis, however efforts have been made in this field [94].

In this thesis we consider the architectural topology (or configuration) of such component-based
systems – that is the collection of components composing a system and the connections between
them. The architectural topology of component-based systems has, to date, been largely static. That is, the collection of components and their configuration is set at design-time and remains
unchanged throughout the life of the system. In systems with a static architecture, the ability to
react to changes in the environment, or its constituent components, is often limited. We envisage
these changes to include (but not restricted to): constituent component failure or degradation;
increased demand from the environment; and the availability of improved, alternative compo-
nents. In such circumstances, component-based systems should be able to be resilient, and the
aim of architectural reconfiguration is to provide this resilience [66].

1.1 Resilience through Reconfiguration

In recent years, the notion of resilience has been gaining importance: a major European re-
search project, ReSIST\(^2\), had resilience as a core focus; an EU initiative, Critical Information
Infrastructure Protection (CIIP)\(^3\), aims to strengthen the security and resilience of informa-
tion communication infrastructures; and the European Organisation for Security (EOS) consider
European-wide proposals for the resilience of the energy infrastructure [30]. In this thesis, we
consider a system to be resilient if it is able to operate at a degraded level of service and aim to
dependably recover to a normal level of service without the system failing. The system may con-
tinue to operate at a degraded state prior to returning to a normal state. This idea of resilience
is illustrated in Figure 1.1. At time \(t1\) the system level of service begins to degrade - it is still
able to provide the service which is required, however not at an optimal level. Some action is
taken at \(t2\) and the system begins to recover from the degraded level of service. At time \(t3\), the
system once again is able to operate at a normal level of service. We consider a system to be
dependably resilient if we can justifiably trust\(^2\) this resilience.

---

\(^3\)http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/nis/strategy/activities/ciip/index_en.htm
Traditional approaches to the provision of dependability in component-based systems include the use of fault tolerant strategies such as the use of a fixed number of diverse components [109, 2], exception handling to trigger system-specific responses [40], or the use of predefined blueprints specifying alternative configurations to be employed at runtime [57]. These approaches rely on design-time knowledge of components including their availability levels and failure rates, and also on the collection of constituent components comprising a system.

In component-based systems, we can see the potential to alter the configuration at runtime to provide resilience. We refer to this runtime architectural configuration change as *dynamic reconfiguration*. The ability to dynamically reconfigure a system’s architecture allows faulty or degraded components to be removed, new components to be added and the connections between components to be added and removed.

This thesis considers networked component-based systems. The constituent components are interoperable and we assume the presence of wrapper components to achieve common interfaces. The component-based system is *open* in that the collection of available constituent components may be owned and operated by a number of organisations and components may be removed.
or added to this collection at any point. Technological developments such as Open Network Computing (including Sun’s ONC [77] and CORBA [46]), Service Oriented Architectures [110], Semantic Web [117] and Dynamic Service Discovery [84] make dynamic, open architectures more feasible and significant.

We take an abstract view of components – they may provide or require some defined services. The architecture of a system, therefore consists of the collection of abstract components and their configuration. In this thesis, we do not consider the underlying network. The component-based system may dynamically reconfigure. The reconfigurations are limited to architectural reconfigurations – component addition and removal, and connector addition and removal.

For a component-based system to dynamically reconfigure, guidance support is needed to ensure configuration changes occur in a verifiable manner. This verifiable support is lacking at present and requires considerable research and development effort. In the guidance support for the reconfigurations of a component-based system, we take an architectural model-based approach. We therefore require: an architectural model of the system describing the system configuration; component metadata, that is data describing functional and non-functional properties of components – distinct from that data used by components [109]; and reconfiguration policies which, given the system architectural model and component metadata, guide architectural configuration changes when a system is in a degraded state. For this control to be verifiable, policies must be defined using a policy language with a formal semantics.

1.2 Contributions of Thesis

As we will demonstrate in Chapter 2, the current state of the art in dynamic reconfiguration and in policy languages for the control of reconfiguration is generally informal, with little emphasis on formal verification. We aim to address the research question:

Can we provide a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems so that key properties of reconfigurable systems may be verified?

The thesis demonstrates the applicability of formal verification in this novel domain. To address this research question, we have two main objectives: to provide support to reconfigurable component-based systems and to demonstrate formal verification in the infrastructure.
The first objective is to provide support to reconfigurable systems. The contribution this thesis provides to address this objective is to define an infrastructure for the support of general reconfigurable systems and a clear design for the construction of such an infrastructure. The infrastructure developed in the thesis introduces several services to support dynamic reconfiguration. This infrastructure provides a lasting contribution in that it dictates a clear direction for future work in dynamic reconfiguration. As a part of this infrastructure we provide a policy language for dynamic reconfiguration and a clear approach to policy engineering. The reconfiguration policy language we produce is formally defined with an abstract syntax and denotational semantics. Decisions made in the design of the policy language are investigated and a detailed methodology for reconfiguration policies provided.

The second objective is to demonstrate the applicability of formal proof techniques in the verification of properties of a policy expressed in a formal policy language. The contribution of the thesis, is therefore to provide a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support (in particular in policies for dynamic reconfiguration) for resilient component-based systems. This contribution requires taking a formal approach to the development of a policy language and in the verification of the correctness of reconfiguration policies.

Given these contributions, we may consider how the verification task of proving properties of policies relates to the long term goal – the verification of key properties of reconfigurable systems. Figure 1.2 shows the boundaries of the reconfigurable system, the support infrastructure and the policy language forming part of the infrastructure. The verification contribution of this thesis is highlighted by the dashed box in Figure 1.2. In order to verify system-level properties relating to the observable behaviours of the reconfigurable system, we require a behavioural model of the reconfigurable system. In addition to this, Figure 1.2 shows that we must also be able to reason about the changes to the architecture of the reconfigurable system made by the infrastructure. To provide this, we must provide detailed models and theories of the reconfiguration infrastructure. We address this further in the Future work proposed in Chapter 8.

1.3 Methodology

The approach we shall take to achieve the thesis objectives is as follows. We specify a detailed architectural model of an infrastructure for the support of dynamic reconfiguration. The separate
service components of the infrastructure are explored and specified. The infrastructure model provides a clear picture of the services required. We detail the engineering effort required by reconfigurable system developers – those aspects of the infrastructure are deemed system-specific. We also address what technologies must be researched and developed in future work for those ‘off the shelf’ services.

The thesis next provides a policy language which will help designers of dependably resilient reconfigurable systems to govern the component reconfigurations which may take place. The policy language should be flexible enough to allow a system designer to represent any desired reconfiguration actions. Reconfiguration policies should support the resilience of component-based systems and allow a policy designer the ability to reason formally about properties of reconfiguration policies.

We shall provide a system model whose architecture may be dynamically reconfigured, and the means to govern the reconfiguration. System designers shall be able to specify reconfiguration actions as part of a policy to change the model structure. We aim to take a formal approach, adopting a semantic framework for the definition of the policy language that supports formal reasoning about reconfiguration policies\(^4\).

\(^4\)The verification of system-level properties is a substantial task and is beyond the scope of the thesis – we provide a discussion on this in Section 6.1.1.
1.4 Thesis Outline

The remaining chapters of this thesis are organised as follows. Chapter 2 provides a survey of the state of the art in the domains relevant to our work. We discuss limitations in the current state, and how our work differs from the existing material.

The main technical contributions of the thesis are given in Chapters 3 – 6. Figure 1.3 depicts the structure of the thesis with regards to these technical chapters. In Chapter 3, we provide an infrastructure for the support of reconfigurable systems. We detail the different sections of the infrastructure and discuss how the framework may be constructed. Chapter 4 introduces a policy language for dynamic reconfiguration we have developed. We discuss the rationale for decisions made during the design of the language, and also of the architectural model used. The elements key to the language are given using a formal semantic framework. Following from the language definition, we give a case study in Chapter 5. The case study explores the elements of the reconfiguration infrastructure with regards to the distribution of effort of developers of reconfigurable systems. The case study also explores a method for the design of RPL policies. Using the case study and RPL language definition, we define a logical framework in Chapter 6 for the defined policy and propose a number of conjectures and their proof to demonstrate the verification of properties of reconfiguration policies. An evaluation of the infrastructure, policy language and proof framework is given in Chapter 7. We evaluate the thesis work with the objectives we have set, reflect upon the work undertaken in the thesis and discuss how we have advanced the state of the art. Finally in Chapter 8, we consider areas where further work is warranted.
Figure 1.3: Outline of thesis technical chapters
Chapter 2

State of the Art and Related Work

The approach taken in this thesis is to first develop a model of an infrastructure supporting dynamic reconfiguration. Given the infrastructure, we aim to define a formal policy language for control of reconfigurations with an underlying architectural model of the reconfigurable system and verify properties of reconfiguration policies using formal proof. In this chapter, we review relevant research and the state of the art in those fields relating to our approach and thesis contributions. In this thesis, we take an architectural model-based approach to formal guidance support for the reconfiguration of a component-based system. As such, the areas of interest in this thesis include: the dynamic reconfiguration of component-based systems; architectural modelling of such component-based systems; policy languages for the guidance of reconfiguration; and the specification of formal semantic definitions.

In Section 2.1, we present relevant work in the field of dynamic reconfiguration. We first consider the general principles and different areas of research in dynamic reconfiguration. Given these principles, we survey several specific approaches in detail, concentrating on the decision and policy aspects. In Section 2.2 we discuss architectural description languages (ADLs). We consider a sample of different ADLs, determining their approach to modelling system architectures and where relevant, dynamic reconfiguration. This is followed in Section 2.3 by a survey of languages for the definition of policies. Since an aim of this work is to define a formal policy language, we propose a set of criteria for the assessment of policy languages by which we evaluate existing languages. Section 2.4 surveys different approaches for the specification of a formal semantic
definition. Finally we draw conclusions on the state of the art in Section 2.5. Given our evaluation in each section of this chapter, we consider how the state of the art can be advanced by the work reported in the thesis.

2.1 Dynamic Reconfiguration

Enacting runtime changes in component-based systems is a broad area of research attracting considerable attention at present. Several communities of researchers have emerged under different names, concentrating on specific aspects of runtime change. We give a brief overview of these areas of research, along with several specific approaches to managing runtime changes.

In this thesis the term ‘dynamic’ in the context of reconfiguration of component-based systems refers to configuration changes occurring during system operation. This reconfiguration may occur at different phases of system development, depending upon the approach taken. In this section, we consider design-time and execution-time reconfiguration. The term ‘reconfiguration’ has been used at different levels of abstraction in research into dynamic system change. For the purposes of this study, we refer to low level and high level of abstraction. By low level, we mean the reconfiguration of software processes or hardware. In this thesis, a high level of abstraction of reconfiguration refers to runtime changes to a system’s architectural topology (or configuration) – that is the collection of components composing a system and the connections between them\(^1\).

We are also interested in the guidance support of reconfigurable systems. By support, we refer to monitoring the state of the system, the concept of optimal or degraded conditions (and thus a goal to reach) and the ability to reconfigure in relation to the condition of a system.

We begin with a brief survey of design-time approaches to low-level reconfiguration. We follow this by focusing our attention on runtime changes to a system’s architectural topology (or configuration) – that is the collection of components composing a system and the connections between them. We are therefore considering reconfiguration at a higher level of abstraction and for the remainder of the thesis, we refer to reconfiguration as the change in the architectural topology of a system. When surveying high level approaches, we briefly discuss approaches which do not provide runtime guidance support, before focussing in the remainder of the section.

\(^1\)We may consider a higher-level of abstraction such as systems-of-systems (SoS) [89], whereby the components of individual systems are abstracted away – viewing systems as black boxes. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, we discuss SoS in relation to interface definition [94, 95] – not completely unrelated to this thesis.
on approaches to the management of dynamic reconfiguration. The approaches discussed in the
remainder of this section use modelling techniques to aid in the management of execution-time
reconfiguration.

We first consider design-time approaches to low level reconfiguration. Mazzara and Bhat-
tacharyya present two formalisms, $CCS^{dp}$ and $Web\pi_{\infty}$ [70], which are examples of process
reconfiguration – a low level of abstraction. $CCS^{dp}$ is a process algebra which aims to add
process reconfiguration to the existing CCS algebra. $Web\pi_{\infty}$, based on the $\pi$ calculus, encodes
orchestration language behaviour (e.g. from WS-BPEL) for formal process verification and in-
cludes notions for process reconfiguration. The dynamic reconfiguration of hardware is demon-
strated using Reconfigurable Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) which allow dynamic
hardware changes to portions of the circuits to adjust the functionality provided [17]. FPGA
reconfiguration allows portions of the hardware to remain operational whilst reconfiguration is
enacted.

We next survey a number of approaches to specifying architectural change which have been pro-
posed using graph-based notations during the design-time of system development. Wermelinger
et al. introduce a formal graph-based language to describe architectural reconfiguration [119, 118].
Architectures are treated as graphs, where the components are defined using CommUnity (a lan-
guage to define computations). Reconfigurations are specified as graph rewrite rules and are
separate from component computation. Scripts may be defined which specify computations
to be performed and reconfigurations to be enacted – a reconfiguration interpreter coordinates
computation and reconfigurations. Scripts may be added or removed at runtime to allow ad-hoc
reconfigurations. Bruni et al. introduce Architectural Design Rewriting (ADR) [14], considering
how a system architecture may be defined and how reconfigurations may be represented. Like
the approach by Wermelinger, ADR treats architectures as graphs and reconfigurations as graph
rewrite rules. ADR includes architectural styles – a set of rules stating valid configurations –
to ensure the validity of reconfigurations. It should be noted in these approaches, that these
graph-based languages do not allow for the guidance support of reconfigurable systems.

As stated in Section 1.2, we are concerned with guiding and managing change in component-based
systems. As such, for the remainder of this section, we consider approaches to the management of
dynamic reconfiguration. The approaches discussed in the remainder of this section use modelling
techniques to aid in the management of execution-time reconfiguration.
Introduced by IBM in 2001, the aim of autonomic computing [55, 62] is to encompass a range of approaches to enable a system to manage itself. Often referred to as self-* [66], the range of approaches for management include, amongst others, self-configuration, self-monitoring, self-healing, self-adaptation and self-organisation. The organic computing concept [104] is similar to autonomic computing, including a number of self-* capabilities. Organic computing systems are inspired by nature/biological phenomena and relate mainly to systems with human interaction.

Of these self-management concepts, we are concerned about those which may change the architectural configuration of component-based systems at runtime – the system architecture may be reconfigured. Two of these concepts have been gaining traction for managing the runtime configuration of the architecture of component-based systems – self-organisation and self-adaptation. Both approaches aim to reconfigure the system architecture due to change in the environment or system components, however there is a fundamental difference in the control of any changes.

A self-organising system [69] is composed of a number of components which collaborate to determine any configuration changes as a group and aims to make cooperative decisions. The system has no global representation of its architecture and no central authority – desired changes emerge through simple policy rules local to each component. There is no central architecture management. Each component must sense its environment and use internal policies to determine actions to take. These actions may be taken automatically, or through some group decision making, whereby components negotiate or agree on actions to take.

In contrast, self-adaptive systems [90] take a centralised approach to managing configuration changes. A framework of external services is required to determine and enact any changes. A central internal representation of the component-based system architecture and system goals are used to determine any configuration changes. The self-adaptive framework should sense the system’s environment and with the use of the central architectural model and policy, determine any changes to be made to the architectural model configuration. These changes to the internal architectural model are enacted by a service of the framework. We consider the centralised self-adaptive approach for configuration change to be less complex than the distributed self-organising approach. The self-adaptive approach does not require group decision methods nor shared knowledge of the system which must be corroborated when decisions are made.
2.1.1 Criteria on support for Dynamic Reconfiguration

In this thesis we aim to define a formal policy language for guiding reconfigurations – this matches the decision mechanism described above for self-adaptive systems. Therefore, we consider self-adaptive systems in this thesis. We use the following criteria to help us evaluate existing approaches to provide support for self-adaptive systems. The list below introduces the criteria with a description and justification for the choice of each criterion.

Architectural model of reconfigurable system. A framework or infrastructure for the support for dynamically reconfigurable component-based systems should maintain an architectural model of the underlying system. This model should contain details of the component-based configuration. The verification of reconfigurable system architectures requires a model of the component-based system. If the system is to be reconfigurable, then the model must also be modifiable.

Policies for reconfiguration guidance. As stated in Section 1.2, we are concerned with guiding and managing configuration change in component-based systems. This guidance, given the system architectural model and component metadata, directs architectural configuration changes when a system is in a degraded state. This management may be in the form of reconfiguration policies. Policies are required, otherwise reconfigurations may not be predictable.

Formality of approach. The methodology of the thesis in Section 1.3 states that we take a formal approach. In assessing existing approaches, we examine: the level of formality proposed in the definition of the frameworks and infrastructures; and the notations used to model the reconfigurable system architecture and notations for specifying policies for reconfiguration guidance. As we aim to demonstrate formal verification, a formal approach is required.

In this Section, we review several significant approaches to self-adaptive systems against these criteria. In Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 we consider approaches to defining frameworks and infrastructures for the support of self-adaptive, architecturally reconfigurable systems. In Section 2.1.5, we evaluate the current approaches to architecture reconfiguration and draw on deficiencies of the state of the art to motivate the work presented in this thesis.
2.1.2 MetaSelf

MetaSelf is a generic architectural framework to support the decision making of dynamically reconfigurable system exploiting resilience metadata [109, 108, 107]. MetaSelf attempts to unify self-adaptive and self-organising systems using a generic framework with five main components: autonomous components, acquired metadata, self-* mechanisms, enforcement of policies and coordination and adaptation. The run-time framework is shown in Figure 2.1.

The autonomous components are the active entities in reconfigurable systems. The components form part of an open and dynamic network in which binding of components is performed at runtime. Metadata are published by the autonomous components and acquired by the supporting framework. The framework uses resilience metadata, that is “data describing functional and non-functional properties of components […] relevant to system dependability and resilience”. Self-* mechanisms describe how a system should adapt. Dynamic Resilience Mechanisms (DRMs) describe patterns of dynamic change which may be tailored to specific applications. Reconfiguration policies use resilience metadata and DRMs to guide the adaptation of a degraded system. Other policies required include monitoring policies and boundary policies. The enforcement of policies, coordination services and adaptation services utilise the acquired metadata and policies to determine and enact the configuration changes of the autonomous components.

![MetaSelf Runtime Framework](image)
Di Marzo Serugendo et al. advocate taking a formal approach in the development of the components of the MetaSelf [109]. They argue that a formal specification provides predictability when designing such applications. However, as the paper is proposing the approach, the authors provide no evidence of the benefits of a formal approach in this domain, referring instead to existing work on formal specifications for justification.

Di Marzo Serugendo et al. state that the implementation of the runtime environment may differ between applications and that the services composing the framework components may be centralised or decentralised [108]. The services may be global, or locally attached to the reconfigurable system components. The authors introduce different levels of control supported by the architecture [107]. Components with a decentralised internal control may sense and retrieve metadata and policies and individually adapt and collectively coordinate. This is synonymous with self-organising systems. External control provides support externally to the components, enforcing policies and controlling the reconfiguration of policies.

Di Marzo Serugendo et al. propose a development method for MetaSelf [107]. The method details what tasks an engineer must perform in the development process. Though not very detailed, the authors state that the developers must first identify self-* requirements. In the design of the system, the designer must choose the architectural pattern and self-* mechanisms. The policies for reconfiguration and autonomous components are designed, metadata are selected and designed and the framework is simulated. The implementation of the runtime system is followed by verification.

Though case studies are provided to demonstrate the framework as a proof of concept, it is clear that there is still a considerable amount of work to be done. This is apparent in that there are no proposed policy languages, architectural model for reconfigurable systems nor notations for description of architectural change.

**Application to Evolvable Assembly Systems**

Frei et al. adapt the MetaSelf framework for self-organising evolvable assembly systems (EASs) [33, 32, 31]. An EAS is a production line system whereby assembly systems, composed of specialised manufacturing modules that are combined to construct a product, may change to accommodate new products and changes in the production process.
An assembly system is composed of a number of distributed agents: *Manufacturing Resource Agents* (MRAs) which provide some service to a production line and may form a coalition of MRAs to provide some composite service; *Dynamic Coalition Leader Agents* (DCLAs) which act as coalition mediators in times of difficulty; and a number of agents involved in planning and layout.

In the runtime architecture of the EAS, each MRA has an associated controller that contains metadata, policies and a rule engine. The available metadata includes local information concerning the individual MRA and global information concerning the whole system. Local low-level policies are associated with individual MRA controllers and global policies are shared by all agents. MRA agents may form coalitions. Coalitions do not have their own controllers, however they do contain metadata and policies shared by only those agents in that coalition. Figure 2.2 a) depicts the controller for a collection of MRAs, with coalition members having their own individual controllers. Figure 2.2 b) shows the architecture of a system and shows that system-level policies and metadata are shared by all MRAs. Note that policies are distributed over the MRA agents – no centralised agent or infrastructure controls the system. The rule engine of an MRA executes policies during two different phases: creation time and production time. JESS, a Java rule engine, is proposed for executing policies. Whilst the authors give brief descriptions of these policies, they do not provide examples.

When a new product order is introduced, the system triggers a creation time self-organising process. An Order Agent carries a Generic Assembly Plan which states what is to be assem-
bled, which may be used to define a module layout. The MRA modules create coalitions with suitable partners (global metadata includes the services provided by each MRA) and the agents enter the correct position in the assembly system layout. During production time, policies are executed by the MRAs for self-management. Such policies include: coordination policies for task sequencing and collision avoidance; self-optimisation policies for performance improvement and self-healing polices to perform corrective action if modules fail. Three possible scenarios exist for the triggering of system architectural reconfiguration: new layout on receipt of new product order; during the production phase, self-healing policies allow for spare MRAs to be replaced in the event of MRA failure; and layout change when no spare MRAs are available in the event of MRA failure.

A formal specification of the EAS is defined using the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) [34, 31]. The authors model the EAS agents and consider properties they would require a EAS to respect (this task is considered as future work). Creation-time rules are defined using Maude to demonstrate the self-organising creation process – the MRAs self-assemble according to specific chemical rules in response to a product order. The formal model is used as a basis for informal proof and simulation using the executable Maude model.

2.1.3 Rainbow

Rainbow [41, 39, 18] is a software architecture-based self-adaptation framework. Like the MetaSelf framework, Rainbow is a control mechanism, external to a reconfigurable component-based system. The authors argue for the use of this external mechanism so as to localise problem detection and resolution in “separable modules that can be analysed, modified, extended and reused”. Also in a similar approach to MetaSelf, Rainbow proposes an architectural model to reason about the component based system - exposing system-level properties. With Rainbow, the authors address the trade-off required between those aspects of the framework which are system-specific and those which are reusable.

Rainbow is divided into 3 layers as shown in Figure 2.3: the system layer, architectural layer and translation infrastructure. The system layer consists of: probes which observe and measure system state – either published by the system or queried by the probes; a resource discovery mechanism queried for new resources; and an effector mechanism that carries out system modification. At the architectural layer a model manager handles and provides access to the system architectural
model, which is updated by gauges. Also present is the constraint evaluator which monitors the model for constraint violations and trigger changes and also the adaptation engine that determines the course of action and carries out the necessary adaptation. Finally, the translation infrastructure mediates the mapping between the architectural and system layers.

Alongside the framework, the authors also propose an architectural style for reconfigurable systems. The style contains standard style entries such as component and connector types, constraints, properties and analyses. However these are extended using adaptation operators and adaptation strategies. The adaptation operators determine the set of style-specific actions that may alter the system configuration. Adaptation strategies define how the operators are used to move a system away from an undesirable condition, and are defined in terms of system properties and adaptation operators. The combination of the system model, and adaptation operators and strategies comprise the adaptation knowledge. Though this is system-specific, the authors discuss its reusability across systems.

The authors present a case study and describe a prototype implementation of the framework. External tools and languages are used for the system layer probes, and the architecture layer entities implemented in Java are based upon the Acme architecture description language. Experiments with the framework show that adaptation “significantly improved system performance”. However, there is no evidence of either using formal modelling techniques in the construction of the framework, or of formally defined languages in the adaptation knowledge.
2.1.4 Policy-Based Architectural Adaptation Management

Georgas et al. have presented initial studies on a policy-based approach to self-adaptive architectures – Policy-Based Architectural Adaptation Management (PBAAM) [43, 44]. The approach uses a three-part management architecture, as is shown in Figure 2.4.

The Architectural Adaptation Manager (AAM) manages adaptation policies. The AAM is implemented by adapting an expert system using JESS. The policies are translated into executable condition-action rules which prescribe the adaptations to make. Given these adaptation responses from the AAM, the Architectural Model Manager (AMM) makes changes to the system architectural model. Finally the Architectural Runtime Manager (ARM) is responsible for ensuring that any adaptations made to the architectural model are also made to the runtime system.

This architecture is similar to the three-level architecture for self-adaptive systems described by Kramer et al. [66]. In the three level architecture, control is split between component, change and goal management which correspond to the ARM, AMM and AAM respectively. Kramer et al., however, consider only the research issues of each layer – they do not provide any further implementation or architecture design.
The authors propose the use of self-adaptive architectures in the robotics domain and discuss the architectural styles appropriate to the intersection of this domain and self-adaption. Case studies are developed with the ROBOCODE simulator and Mindstorm NXT. The authors incorporate elements of self-adaptive systems (AAM, AMM, ARM) around these robotic systems and also ensure the systems themselves are of a modular nature to benefit from the self-adaptive concepts.

The adaptation policies managed by the AAM are defined with a XML-type abstract syntax, and are translated to condition-action pairs. Georgas et al. present the general structure of an adaptation policy as follows [43].

```
AdaptationPolicy id
    (Description desc)?
    (Observation id arg*)+
    (Response id arg*)+
```

Policies have a unique identifier, an optional description, a number of observations and responses. A sample policy is given below [44].

```
<Adaptation Policy id="ReplaceFiring">
    <StringObservation>
        (energy_report energy <60)
    </StringObservation>
    <RemoveComponentResponse>
        Reactive Fire
    </RemoveComponentResponse>
    <AddComponentResponse>
        <ComponentIdentifier>
            Distance Fire
        </ComponentIdentifier>
        ...
    </AddComponentResponse>
</AdaptationPolicy>
```

Observations may be gained from knowledge related to the system’s architecture or knowledge
concerning the system’s behavioural characteristics – non-functional properties. Responses are the changes to be applied to either the architectural model, or to the policies governing adaptation. These rule-based policies may be dynamically added or removed from the architectural description, though there does not appear to be published reports of how this works in practice. PBAAM does not take a formal approach to the definition of the framework or the adaptation policy language.

2.1.5 Observations on Dynamic Reconfiguration

Using the criteria we proposed in Section 2.1.1, we now draw conclusions as to the state of the art of support for reconfigurable systems. The three approaches for the support of reconfigurable systems we have surveyed in this section have several elements in common. We consider these common elements, how the three differ and draw conclusions as to deficiencies in the state of the art.

All approaches provide some method for monitoring the reconfigurable system. The Rainbow framework proposes probes, MetaSelf introduces the concept of metadata and proposes methods of obtaining metadata (including self-published metadata) and in PBAAM, the runtime manager observes the reconfigurable system. None of the approaches propose a model of this monitored data.

All approaches describe the need for an architectural model of the reconfigurable system which should be used by the frameworks. Rainbow comes closest to describing how this model should be defined through the use of architectural styles, the other approaches provide no indication as to their approach.

Finally, the three approaches all prescribe methods for a system designer to manage system reconfigurations. MetaSelf and PBAAM suggest a policy-based approach. PBAAM describes reconfiguration policies – an XML-like syntax is described, with no semantics given. MetaSelf proposes the use of policies and advocates a formal approach to be taken. Rainbow describes adaptation operations and strategies to manage reconfigurations. As with PBAAM, the results of system monitoring are used to determine which operations are to be used to guide reconfiguration. A language definition for operations and strategies is not present in the literature.

Only MetaSelf proposes a formal approach to dynamic reconfiguration, the notations and demon-
stration attempts of Rainbow and PBAAM do not advocate formal verification of policies or of any element of the reconfiguration frameworks. There is also a clear lack of engineering methodology both for the reconfiguration frameworks and the methods for controlling reconfiguration. The architectural design of the frameworks proposed are poorly defined – only simple diagrams are presented which restricts the possibility of further work to build upon a common framework or infrastructure.

2.2 Architectural Description Languages

An architecture description language (ADL) allows a system modeller to describe the structure of a system in terms of discrete elements of computation and allows them to perform analyses in the design phase of system development. Medvidovic et al. surveyed several ADLs, describing the architecture of software systems [74, 72].

ADLs contain basic abstractions which describe elements of a software or system architecture. Commonly these are system, components and connectors. Typically, ADLs also describe ports – which denote the interfaces of components and roles – the participant of interaction of a connector. Architectural notations may have an underlying semantic definition; given in either natural language or a formal logic. ADLs typically describe static systems – that is system architectures which do not change during runtime. However there have been a few attempts to address dynamic architectures.

2.2.1 Criteria on Architecture Description Languages

We consider the following criteria to judge the ability of architecture description languages to represent reconfigurable systems. The list below introduces the criteria with a description and justification for the choice of each criterion.

Generality. We are taking an abstract architectural view of reconfigurable systems. Therefore, a notation for the description of the architecture should not impose any restrictions on the configuration of components in a system.

Property description. A reconfiguration policy requires an architectural model of a component-
based system, describing the configuration of the system. The policy also requires runtime metadata describing component properties. A notation for architectural description should, therefore, allow component and system-specific properties to be represented.

**Formal semantics.** The semantics of an architectural description language defines the meanings of constructs (such as components, connectors and assemblies). A weak semantic definition is one that is relatively imprecise, usually given in natural language, and which leaves the meanings of some constructions open to human interpretation. At the other extreme, a strong semantic definition states precisely the meaning of each construct with little or no ambiguity. The stronger a semantic definition, the greater the range of analyses that can be performed consistently and with machine support.

**Reconfiguration description.** An architectural model describes the configuration of a system. Typically, ADLs model only static architectures – the configuration does not change. As a design-time entity, architectural models should be able to describe possible reconfigurations.

In this Section, we review several significant notations for architectural description against these criteria. We have selected a range of languages from both academic and industrial sources. Acme, Darwin and C2 are three academic architecture description languages. Although a large number of ADLs have been developed, we chose these particular examples because of the volume of research work that accompanies them, the formality of their language definitions, and their ability to describe reconfiguration. The UML and SysML design notations have been included because of their wide industrial usage. Section 2.2.2 introduces a static ADL with strong academic support – Acme. Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4 detail two academic ADLs which attempt to describe dynamic architectures – C2 and Darwin. In Section 2.2.5 we outline UML and SysML – modelling notations heavily used in industry. Observations are drawn in Section 2.2.6.

### 2.2.2 Acme

Acme [42, 40] is an academic architecture description language\(^2\). Initially developed as an interchange language, Acme is a generic language with little direct support for analysis of architectural models. An Acme model has the following entities to describe architectural structure: *component, connectors, ports, roles* and *systems*. Hierarchies of components may be defined using

\(^2\)Website with current state of Acme: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~acme/, accessed on 20-05-2011
representations and Acme models may be annotated with properties. These properties, consisting of a name, type and value, may be interpreted by the Armani constraint checker within the AcmeStudio toolset, an Eclipse-based tool which has benefited from continual academic development\(^3\).

Acme models may be represented using a graphical or textual notation. A syntax is defined for the textual representation and diagrammatical rules are defined. Figure 2.5 shows a simple client server system, with the large boxes denoting components, small boxes on their edges representing the ports and the circles with arrows depicting the connectors and their roles. The corresponding textual representation is given in Figure 2.6.

![Figure 2.5: Acme graphical diagram of simple client-server system](image)

```
System sys = {
    Component Client = {
        Port r = {...}
    }
    Component Server = {
        Port r = {...}
    }
    Connector Conn = {
        Role r_role = {}
        Role p_role = {}
    }
    Attachment Client.r to Conn.r_role;
    Attachment Server.r to Conn.p_role;
}
```

![Figure 2.6: Acme textual definition of simple client-server example](image)

Acme has a weak semantics – a basic ‘open semantic framework’ is defined which may be used to reason over basic structural abstractions. The values of properties do not have a defined semantics – one may therefore develop syntactic extensions for Acme properties to which a

---

\(^3\)http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~acme/AcmeStudio/index.html, accessed on 20-05-2011
semantic definition may be defined. Gamble uses Acme properties to include CSP arguments, which are exported to the FDR model checker [36]. Acme is a static ADL - the language semantics does not contain methods for altering the reconfiguration of a system at runtime.

2.2.3 Darwin

The Darwin ADL [68] is concerned with the representation and analysis of structure and communication flow in distributed component-based systems. Darwin models are defined with either a declarative textual notation or a graphical representation, specifying basic components with the services they provide and require. Components are bound, linking services provided and required, to form composite components and systems.

Figure 2.7 shows a simple Client-Server architecture description in the Darwin ADL, defined with a textual and graphical representation. In Darwin’s graphical notation the components are denoted by boxes, the ports by circles. Provided ports are shown as filled circles, required ports as empty circles.

```
component Server {
  provide p;
}

component Client {
  require r;
}

component System {
  inst C: Client;
  inst S: Server;
  bind
    C.r -- S.p;
}
```

Figure 2.7: Client/Server architecture represented in Darwin ADL

Darwin allows composite components to be constructed using basic components and other composite components. Component instances may be bound together to form hierarchical structures. Figure 2.7 features a composite component of type System, which contains instances of the Client and Server component types (named C and S respectively), bound over the client’s required port, ‘r’, and the server’s provided port, ‘p’. Notice from both textual and graphical notations, there
is no provision for the representation of properties.

Darwin has been given an operational semantics in the $\pi$-calculus, providing explicit meaning to the architectural abstractions of the language. A $\pi$-calculus semantic definition is introduced for the Darwin syntactic constructs for required and provided services, and the bindings [68]. The authors then expand this to include hierarchical and composite components. The $\pi$-calculus semantic definition is used to prove the correctness of architecture structure [68].

The Darwin ADL provides two methods for dynamic change of the system structure: *Lazy Instantiation* and *Dynamic Instantiation* [65]. Lazy instantiation allows the system to change in a pre-determined manner. This is achieved by accessing a bound service of an uninstantiated component, and is instantiated at runtime as is required by the system. Dynamic instantiation, on the other hand, allows for arbitrary changes to the structure. Under this method, components are instantiated dynamically through a service (of an existing component) with the keyword `<dyn>`. Components are anonymous, being instantiated as an instance of a particular component type, and so may only declare services they require, not those they provide.

We can take the example system from Figure 2.7, and extend it to allow dynamic instantiation. Figure 2.8 shows the composite System component with only one initial Server instance. The System may then instantiate new Client instances through the provided service: `newC`.

![Figure 2.8: Client/Server architecture with dynamic instantiation in the Darwin ADL](image-url)
The Darwin ADL has no notion of altering bindings or of the removal of components.

2.2.4 C2

C2 [91, 92, 73] is an architectural style [78] – it describes rules for the composition and communications of components and connectors in an architecture. C2 SADL is the ADL for defining architectures according to the C2 style. In this section, we consider only the characteristics of the C2 style itself.

All systems designed in C2 have the following structure: components and connectors have a defined top and bottom. The top port of components are connected to the bottom of a single connector and the bottom port of a component to the top of a single connector. A connector may be bound to a number of components. This is depicted in Figure 2.9. In this diagram, the components C1, C2, C3 and C4 are depicted as boxes. Communication links, from the ports of the components, link components to the thick-lined connector channels.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2.9: Example architecture using C2 style

Central to the C2 style is the notion of limited visibility. A component is aware only of those components ‘above’ it – it has no knowledge of those at the same level or below. Components
use services of those components above it through the use of message requests. Responses are broadcast to the connector below along with notification messages – components requiring this response simply ‘listen’ to the connector.

Due to this style, C2 is optimised for hierarchical systems, such as graphical user interfaces. The use of a strict hierarchical structure and strictly non-symmetrical communications may make C2 unsuitable for representing general reconfigurable systems.

Medvidovic describes the role of architectures defined using the C2 style in supporting dynamic reconfiguration [73]. Using the C2 SADL ADL, operations are defined to implement reconfiguration actions. The reconfiguration actions include component addition and deletion, connector addition and deletion, as well as welding and unwelding operations to attach and detach components to connectors. Only a simple syntax is defined for these operations.

The SADL ADL is described as a prototype language⁴, and as such has a BNF-defined syntax but not a formal semantics.

### 2.2.5 UML and SysML

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) [47, 48] aims to provide a general modelling framework for the design of software systems. UML models consist of diagrams describing aspects of a software system from the point of view of the different stakeholders. The syntactic entities of UML diagrams correspond to a metamodel – the diagrams may be seen as providing different views of the metamodel. The UML language definition consists, therefore, of two parts: an infrastructure [47] and a superstructure [48]. The infrastructure (or meta-metamodel) describes the core metamodel upon which the superstructure is based. The meta-metamodel defines the entities used in the UML diagrams specified in the superstructure. The diagram definitions in the superstructure specify notations and semantics of the diagrams which make up the UML.

The diagrams of UML fall into two categories: Structure and Behaviour. Of these diagrams the structural component diagram is the most relevant to our work in that, as with the academic ADLs, it describes how components are connected to form software systems. Components may be further decomposed using additional component diagrams. Component diagrams do not support property definition, however modellers could use other diagram types such as class diagrams to

capture this information. However, due to the relatively weak semantics of UML, there may not be concrete links between these diagrams.

The Precise UML group\(^5\) has attempted to formally define UML and to map UML diagrams to formal notations – however, UML 1.0 was used in this research and the group no longer focus solely on UML. Executable UML [75] (xUML) has an execution semantics defined for a subset of the UML language including the class and statechart diagrams along with an action language. Formal treatments of xUML have been attempted, Hansen et al. translate a subset of xUML into the mCRL2 process algebra [50] and Turner et al. translate a subset of xUML to CSP||B (a notation combining the CSP process algebra and the formal modelling notation B) [115]. Modellers may therefore consider using a subset of UML (metamodel and diagrams) and extend the relevant parts to include contracts through the use of UML profiles and stereotypes. These syntactic extensions may be given a formal semantics for formal verification and analysis.

SysML [49] is a modelling language for system specification in systems engineering. The focus on system engineering allows for the representation of systems, hardware, software, information and processes. This expands on the software-oriented focus of UML. SysML uses a subset of UML 2.0 and provides further extensions to the UML superstructure in the form of a UML profile. Based on UML, SysML also has a weak semantic definition however, as a relatively new language, formal treatments have not yet appeared. As with UML, the relevant diagrams to our work are the structural diagrams – in particular the internal block definition diagram which is related to the UML component diagram.

### 2.2.6 Observations on Architectural Description Languages

Although we have not surveyed a complete set of architectural description languages, we have described what we consider to be a representative sample. Using the criteria we proposed in Section 2.2.1, we now draw conclusions as to the state of the art of ADLs and their suitability for meeting the objectives of this thesis.

Models defined in Acme are able to represent general architectures, restrictions are not placed on communication or configuration of an architecture. Acme models may feature analysis-specific properties, which may be used by external analysis tools. Acme models, however, do not support

\(^5\)http://www.cs.york.ac.uk/puml/, accessed on 20-05-2011
dynamic reconfiguration.

Darwin places no restrictions on the architecture of systems – allowing the designer the ability to represent any general system architecture. Although Darwin provides methods of reconfiguring, it does not provide all reconfiguration operations required – there are no operations to remove components or alter the bindings between components. Also, we see in the description of dynamic instantiation in Figure 2.8, the new component added must be of a predetermined type. In the sort of systems we envisage, the designer may assume that the components to be used in the reconfigurable systems are of an unknown type. The Darwin ADL does not represent properties of the components in a system.

The C2 style and C2 SADL ADL provides operations for all reconfigurations we may consider. However, the C2 style restricts architectures to a set hierarchical structure and communication methods – this is not suitable for a large number of system architectures and we consider too restrictive for the general case. The C2 style does not consider system or component properties.

UML and SysML allow general architecture representations – UML is software-focused, SysML is system focussed – however both contain many abstractions and notions which are not of concern in this work. UML and SysML are diagram-based notations with a weak, informal semantics which may lead to inconsistencies between diagrams. Although there have been some efforts to provide a formal semantics to UML, they typically focus on the behaviour and executable aspects of the language. Neither notation accommodates dynamic reconfiguration in any form.

2.3 Policy Languages

Many different areas of computing science (and indeed society in general) make use of policies. In computing, the fields which often cite the use of policies are network management, security and AI, and the definition of a policy often varies in these different communities [23, 63]. We will use the definition of policies used by Damianou et al.: “Policies are rules governing the choices in behaviour of a system” [23] and thus, we consider a policy language to be a language for the specification of polices.

Sloman describes two classes of policy: authorisation policies and obligation policies [111]. Au-
authorisation policies dictate what an entity is permitted or not permitted to do. Such policies are used extensively in the security domain. Obligation policies, however, dictate what an entity must or must not do. Damianou et al [23], developers of the Ponder policy language (see Section 2.3.3) provide a survey of policy languages which addresses authorisation and obligation policy languages. In this thesis, we consider policies for control of reconfigurations to be classed as obligation policies and thus, in the remainder of this section we shall focus on this class of policy languages.

Kephart and Walsh discuss policy languages in the context of autonomic computing from an artificial intelligence perspective [63]. They define three levels of obligation policy: action, goal and utility function policies. They suggest that early autonomic systems will employ action policies - essentially reflex agents which carry out particular actions given a condition the system encounters. Goal policies dictate a desired state and deduce actions to transition to this goal state. Finally, utility policies express each possible state as a value and take necessary actions to achieve the feasible state with the highest utility. The current policy languages, which we will review in the remainder of this section, may be classed as action policies and that working towards a goal policy will aid in our requirement for resilience.

2.3.1 Criteria on a Policy Language

An aim in this work is to provide support for dynamically reconfigurable systems. As identified in Section 2.1, one aspect of this support is in the management of reconfiguration. We thus propose the use of reconfiguration policies. Below we detail our criteria by which we may compare existing policy languages and determine any deficiencies in the state of the art. The list below introduces the criteria with a description and justification for the choice of each criterion.

**Evaluation initiation.** An obligation policy dictates what action should be taken. For this action to take place a policy should state the conditions under which an action is initiated.

**Ability to represent resilience.** As stated in Chapter 1, a dynamically reconfigurable system should be resilient to degradation of service. A policy that guides the changes of a reconfigurable system should allow a policy designer the ability to explicitly state this resilience aim.

**Conflict resolution.** As obligation policy rules typically consist of some initiation method and
an action, there is scope for conflicts. A conflict may occur when multiple actions are initiated simultaneously and concurrently executed. It is our view that, for a system to be dependably resilient, a policy should not lead to conflicts in actions performed. We do not consider non-determinism or underspecification to be forms of conflict.

**Application of reconfiguration actions.** A reconfiguration policy must be able to prescribe changes to a system’s configuration. This will be in the form of actions. A policy language must either support such actions or allow a policy designer to use a reconfiguration action language.

**Formal Semantics.** An objective in this thesis is in the formal verification of reconfiguration policies. For the formal verification of such policies, we require a language with a formal syntax and semantics. The semantics of policy languages should encapsulate and provide detail on the other criteria mentioned here.

For the remainder of this section, we review several policy languages against these criteria. Using the survey of policy languages [23] as a basis, we consider two management obligation-based policy languages: PDL in Section 2.3.2 and Ponder in Section 2.3.3, and the generic policy language APPEL in Section 2.3.4. We also address teleo-reactive (T-R) programs in Section 2.3.5. T-R programs, although not initially considered policies, contain similarities to obligation policies, resemble goal-based policies and therefore are worthy of inclusion.

### 2.3.2 PDL

PDL is a policy description language created by Lobo et al [67] which uses event-condition-action rules. PDL defines *policy rules* to be of the form: “event causes action if condition”. Events in PDL occur in discrete simultaneous slices of time called *epochs*. An event may occur over a number of different epochs and multiple events may occur in the same epoch. The duration of an epoch is policy dependant – the designer may provide a definition as to the granularity, though no detail is provided. The event of a PDL rule may be some primitive event or a more complex event. Complex events include conjunction, disjunction, sequence of events and number of events.

The PDL language definition covers only the decision making mechanism of a policy. The language itself is very general and does not describe how events or actions are represented. The
syntax is defined informally. Conditions may only reason over variables appearing in the event part of a rule.

The event-based nature of the language matches our notion of reconfiguration due to resilience, namely the triggering of the policy due to component failure, worsening of service quality/availability, change of mode, etc.

There are some aspects of PDL which are not suitable for a reconfiguration policy language. As the policy language is centred around the notion of events, actions may only be triggered when events occur. Consider a system, $S$, in which components $B$ and $C$ are providing a service to a component $A$. If component $B$ fails, and component $A$ no longer receives the service at the required level, we may wish to reconfigure the system, perhaps by adding new components. If we add a new component $D$ to the system to also provide service to component $A$ and the system is still unable to perform at the required level, we may not reconfigure until the next triggering event. There is no opportunity for sampling the level of service in between triggering events. Resilience is a key feature of our work, representing this in a PDL policy is inherently difficult. Without any notion of ordering or priority, nor the ability to include the notion of optimal and degraded states, this is not achievable.

The authors of PDL have proposed a notation for conflict resolution in policies [19]. They describe action- and condition-cancellation monitors which are able to block actions or ignore events. These monitors operate using predefined logical rules written by policy authors, potentially with the need for explicit resolution for each possible conflict. The authors note, but do not provide any solution to the potential for hazardous side-effects from the resolutions. The translation of PDL policy rules to logic programs forms the basis of the precise formal semantics of PDL [19].

2.3.3 Ponder

The Ponder policy language defined by Damianou et al. [24] is a declarative object-oriented language which allows a policy designer to specify both management obligation and security policies.

A Ponder policy rule\(^6\) is similar to a PDL rule in that they take the form of event-condition-action

---

\(^6\)As our interest is in obligation-type policies [111], in this section when we refer to Ponder policy rules, we consider only the obligation rules.
rules for management of distributed systems. Rules dictate the action a defined subject must take on an object in a target domain. The event notation is not as detailed as PDL—a simple syntax is provided—and may be defined as internal events caused by policy rules, or events associated with external entities. Complex events may be constructed using composition rules—including event ordering and timing between events. As with PDL, the mechanism for determining event history and execution methods is policy-specific and not detailed by the language definition.

An action language is not defined and Ponder relies upon the capabilities of the subjects (human or automated manager components [23]) and targets referenced in the policy rules.

Ponder policies are defined as types, which are instantiated as policy rules through policy elements (such as subjects and targets). This allows for rule reuse—whereby multiple subjects may have the same actions in given events and conditions.

Composite policy rules in Ponder reflect complex enterprises. Policies are grouped to apply to an organisation structure which may be beneficial to policies for system administrators, however are not relevant to dynamic reconfiguration.

Ponder provides no support to conflict resolution. Conflicts may occur, for example, if multiple policy rules are be triggered by the same event under a given condition which dictate a subject to perform contradictory actions. As Ponder is an event-based notation, we have the same concerns about its suitability as with PDL—policies are only triggered at designated events—which may leave a system in an undesirable state until such an event occurs. We also note that representing resilience in Ponder policies is difficult in the same way as PDL—we may not define optimal and degraded conditions with any ordering.

2.3.4 APPEL

APPEL (An Adaptable and Programmable Policy Environment and Language) is a generic policy language originally developed for the control of Internet telephony [116].

An APPEL policy consists of a collection of policy groups, each containing a collection of policy rules. APPEL policy rules, as with PDL and Ponder, are in the form event-condition-action. Events, or triggers, may be composed, however time is not considered. As APPEL is a generic language, the core language does not include an event or action language; they are intended to
be domain-specific. Actions in a policy rule may be composed using the *and*, *andthen*, *or* and *orelse* operators.

APPEL policies and policy rules may be *localised*, allowing rules to target particular sections of the target system. This allows different policy rules in an APPEL to be scoped to different system components. The definition of locations is policy-specific.

APPEL policy rules are organised into policy groups which may be optionally ordered, executed in parallel, or a choice may be made between policies. If these optional operators are not used, representing resilience in APPEL policies is difficult in the same way as Ponder and PDL; multiple policies triggered with conditions evaluating to true are executed simultaneously. APPEL also has no concept of optimal and degraded conditions in policy rules.

APPEL policies, whilst initially defined informally, are given a formal denotational semantics expressed in $\Delta$DSTL [79]. Using the formal language definition, Montangero et al. reason about policy conflicts in APPEL policies [79]. The authors consider three types of conflict: *actual*, *possible* and *potential* which consider the eventuality a combination of action executions which either will or may lead to conflict. For an example simple policy, the authors prove that the combination of two policy rules with these actions lead to conflict. The proof relies on the domain knowledge that the execution of both actions leads to conflict.

### 2.3.5 Teleo-Reactive Programs

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, teleo-reactive (T-R) programs are not policies. However we aim to demonstrate how they may apply to policies. The T-R program concept, developed by Nilsson [82, 83], is designed to control (robotic) agents towards a goal using actions defined prior to runtime.

A T-R program contains an ordered collection of condition-action pairs: $[c_1 \rightarrow a_1, \ldots, c_i \rightarrow a_i, \ldots]$. Each condition $c_i$ is a Boolean expression on the agent’s environment and each action, $a_i$, is an operation with the aim to direct the agent towards its goal. In the T-R sequence above, the condition $c_1$ is the *goal condition* and $a_1$ taken to be the *nil* action - this translates to “when the goal has been reached, do nothing”. Each subsequent condition $c_i$ is a regression of the goal, and the corresponding action $a_i$ is an action such that it aims to meet a condition strictly earlier in the sequence. Nilsson states that if a T-R program is *complete* (where $c_1 \lor \ldots \lor c_i \lor \ldots \lor c_m$
is a tautology) and respects the regression property (“each condition $c_i$ is a regression of some higher condition through an action $a_i$”) then the agent implementing the program will always achieve its goal. The notion of a condition $c_i$ being a regression of another condition $c_{i-1}$ may be defined as being the weakest precondition ($c_i$) that guarantees the execution of an action ($a_i$) will achieve the postcondition ($c_{i-1}$).

The environment, however, may affect the system state in a way that is detrimental to the system. Therefore it may be assumed that the actions undertaken may not achieve the desired conditions. The presence of continuous feedback allows the agent to ensure that the correct action is executed. As long as the environment does not consistently undermine the T-R program, then we may assume that the agent will meet its goal.

In a T-R program, each action may be discrete, durative, or another T-R program. Discrete actions are those that have a definite end point, and durative actions are those that continually run until the corresponding condition is no longer active. Allowing another T-R program to be called raises the possibility of a hierarchical structure of T-R programs, and indeed recursion.

The notion of a goal condition and regressive conditions lends itself to the notion of resilience defined in Section 1.1, in that it may allow the system functionality to degrade to these regressive, sub-optimal states and we provide actions with the aim to achieve the optimal goal state.

In the context of reconfiguration, it is possible to envisage the use of T-R programming as a basis for defining policies. We consider the monitoring of the reconfigurable system and using this metadata to compute the conditions of the T-R program and the T-R actions may be some discrete reconfiguration action.

The T-R program framework was originally presented with no formal syntax or semantic definition, although an informal description of semantics was provided [82, 83]. Subsequent work by Hayes et al. [51, 26] gave a time interval semantics and uses rely/guarantee rules to reason about T-R systems. We provided an initial study of a structural operational semantics for a T-R policy language [93]. During the development of this work, however, we felt that there are features of teleo-reactive programs which do not fully lend themselves to a policy language for reconfiguration. Durative actions, although useful in control systems, are not applicable in a reconfigurable system. The reconfigurable actions available to such systems are not durative – they have an end point. We experienced difficulty when incorporating interrupting actions in
the semantics and determined interrupts are not required in the policy response.

2.3.6 Observations from Policy Language Evaluation

In this section, we have described four languages for defining management obligation policies: Ponder, PDL, APPEL and teleo-reactive programs. Using the criteria we proposed in Section 2.3.1, we now draw conclusions as to the state of the art of policy languages and their suitability for meeting the objectives of this thesis.

The four languages all rely on external monitoring for the initiation of policy actions. T-R programs use a condition-action pair, whilst PDL, Ponder and APPEL require the occurrence of an event in combination with a boolean condition expression. The method of condition evaluation therefore differs – the T-R approach considers constant evaluation of conditions in control systems; PDL allows a policy designer to define the duration of epoch which form the basis of events; Ponder uses bounded complex events; and APPEL does not specify how events are evaluated.

Resilience is a key aspect of the objective of the thesis. Incorporating the ability for a policy designer to design resilience into the management of a reconfigurable system should be made explicit. If more than one policy rule in PDL or Ponder may be initiated, neither language dictate any ordering of priority for action execution. APPEL has an optional ordering of policy rules. T-R programs however explicitly state the ordering of rules and the conditions reflect the level of degradation of the system being controlled. This is consistent with our vision of resilience. The lack of flexibility in terms of non-determinism however may be detrimental in terms of policy design – requiring greater effort for a designer to determine absolute ordering of rules.

The rules in T-R programs are initiated and executed sequentially and as such, conflict is not possible. Policies defined in Ponder, PDL or APPEL, however allow several policies to be executed concurrently, which may lead to conflict. Conflict detection is reasoned about in APPEL, with some discussion on resolution. In his thesis, Bandara [6] categorises policy conflicts into modality and semantic conflicts. Modality conflicts occur in obligation policies when one policy rule obliges a given action to take place and another rule refrains that given action from taking place. Semantic conflicts would be more common in reconfiguration policies and occur when...
two or more actions are obliged to be enacted which have incompatible meanings. Semantic
conflicts are, therefore, application-specific. For example, we may consider a situation where one
action adds new component B connected to an existing component A and a second action which
removes the initial component A. This pair of rules may conflict in that the first action may no
longer connect component B to component A. Dealing with policy conflicts is an ongoing issue
in policy languages.

None of the policy languages reviewed in this chapter include a language for defining rule actions.
The reason for this is so that the policy languages may apply to many domains and applications.
As such, they do not reflect the reconfiguration abstractions required in the management of
reconfigurable systems – an additional reconfiguration action language must be defined.

Our evaluation of the policy languages also shows that neither the PDL nor Ponder languages
definitions have been given a formal semantics. APPEL, initially given a natural language seman-
tics, has a denotational semantics expressed in ∆DSTL. Formal semantics have been proposed for
T-R programs, however they are not part of the language definition and have not been adopted
by the T-R community. For formal verification of policies, a formal semantics must be defined
for the languages.

2.4 Approaches to Formal Semantics for a Reconfiguration
Policy Language

The final area of research we detail in this chapter is the development of a formal language defi-
nition - a necessary precursor to the goal of verifiable resilience. A language definition typically
consists of two parts; its syntax and semantics. The syntax of a language dictates of the lan-
guage constructs, for example expressions and statements. The semantics describes the meaning
of the language. An objective of this thesis is the formal verification of reconfiguration policies.
As such, we require a language with a formal dynamic semantics. In this section, we consider
approaches for the definition of language semantics.

The syntactic definition may be given in an abstract or concrete definition. An abstract syntax
allows us to define the language structure, whereas a concrete syntax contains details necessary for
the parsing of a language such as syntactic keywords and ordering. In this thesis, we are primarily
concerned with language features, and so concentrate on abstract, rather than concrete, syntax. For the rest of this section, we provide a simple syntactic definition to illustrate approaches to defining language semantics.

In this thesis, syntactic structures are defined in a notation based on VDM-SL [58] as used by Jones [59] and Coleman et al. [22]. Consider a portion of a simple language which contains number of statements. The abstract syntactic element $Stmt$ below defines an enumeration on the types of statement in the language, including $If$, $Assign$ and $While$.

$$Stmt = If | Assign | While$$

The abstract syntax of the $If$ element may be defined as below. An $If$ element is a composite structure with three fields corresponding to the $test$, $then$ and $else$ components, each component part is labelled and typed.

$$If :: test : Expression$$

$$then : Statement$$

$$else : Statement$$

When defining a semantics, we may instantiate the VDM syntactic records. A record constructor function allows us to define objects; instances of the VDM record. A $mk$, constructor function may be defined for each syntactic element. For example, the function signature:

$$mk_{If} : Expr \times Stmt \times Stmt \rightarrow If$$

results in the record constructor

$$mk_{If} (test, then, else)$$

which may be used in semantic definitions.

In defining a language semantics, we consider a static and dynamic semantic definition. A static semantics aims to restrict syntactically correct texts to those considered valid – those texts we assign meaning to in a dynamic semantics. A static semantics ensures texts are well formed, including correct typing of expressions and also scoping of variables. We consider a static semantics to be a well-formedness function over a policy and static environment. An objective of this thesis is the formal verification of reconfiguration policies. As such, we require a language with a formal dynamic semantics. From this, we may define reconfiguration policies and
reason over them using a formal theory based upon the policy language’s semantic definition. We consider three methods for defining a formal language definition; structural operational semantics (Section 2.4.1), denotational semantics (Section 2.4.2) and axiomatic semantics (Section 2.4.3). We also refer readers to works by Neilson and Neilson [81] and Winskel [121] which provide introductions to these semantic approaches, discuss their differences and equivalencies and act as excellent texts on the subject.

2.4.1 Structural Operational Semantics

A structural operational semantics (SOS) describes how the individual steps of a program are executed on an abstract machine. The approach was introduced by Plotkin [96, 98] and with its origins later recounted by Plotkin [97]. A number of excellent texts introduce and discuss SOS which we would recommend for interested readers [81, 121, 52].

A SOS definition is akin to an interpreter in that it provides the meaning of the language in terms of relations between beginning and end states. The relations are defined on a per-construct basis. Accompanying the relations are a collection of semantic rules which describe how the end states are achieved.

Using semantic rules as defined by Plotkin, we are able to define the meaning of the syntactic structures in terms of the steps of a program. Semantic rules define the meaning of the transition relations, defining the behaviour of the language. Relations are defined in terms of pairs of configurations: typically some combination of program state and language syntactic structure. The use of such relations and semantic rules allow for non-determinism as a configuration may transition to a number of new configurations [59]. The non-determinism occurs as the semantic definition does not state a preference over the choice of semantic rule when multiple semantic rules apply to the same configuration.

When proving properties of programs, we use a logical framework consisting of the syntax (i.e. legal grammar for the language), a logical base (such as predicate logic, LPF, etc.) and axioms and inference rules stating how the language grammar may be used – this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. Hughes and Jones [54] propose using the semantic rules from an SOS definition in the form of inference rules when verifying properties about texts written in a language defined using SOS.
Example - Conditional If Statement

As a motivating example to SOS (and other semantic definitions) we consider the *If* syntactic statement introduced in Section 2.4. The SOS semantic definitions are given using rules in the style employed by Plotkin [98]. The SOS definition of the *If* statement first requires a semantic relation for the *Stmt* syntactic element. A semantic transition arrow is presented as a labelled arrow, $\xrightarrow{s}$, which defines a relation between the configuration of a *Stmt* and initial state, and a final state. The initial and final states are defined with type $\Sigma$, which we do not define here. This transition arrow may be used throughout the semantic rules.

$$\xrightarrow{s}: (Stmt \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma$$

In the SOS definition of the *If* construct, we consider two cases - when the test evaluates to true or false. We provide two different semantic rules, with differing hypotheses covering the two cases.

We present the semantic rules as Plotkin rules. The hypothesis defines the conditions necessary to be true and the conclusion defines the relation that is allowed to hold. Plotkin rules may be informally read in a clockwise manner. In the first semantic rule, *If-T*, beginning with the left hand side of the bottom line, we can see that this rule applies to configurations with an *If* statement. Moving to the top (hypothesis) line, we consider those conditions which must be met for the rule to apply. The hypotheses state that we can evaluate the *test* under a state, $\sigma$, to be **true** (denoted using the expression relation $\xrightarrow{e}$ – a relation between an expression and initial state to a final state), and the *then* statement results in a new state $\sigma'$. In these conditions, we can say that the right hand side of the transition on the bottom line holds, and we achieve a new state $\sigma'$.

$$\xrightarrow{\text{If-T}} (\text{test}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{e} \text{True};$$

$$\xrightarrow{\text{If-T}} (\text{then}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s} \sigma';$$

$$\xrightarrow{\text{If-T}} (\text{mk-If(test, then, else)}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s} \sigma'$$

The second rule is similar to the first, however the hypothesis states that the *test* must evaluate to **false**, and the *else* statement results in a new state, $\sigma'$.

$$\xrightarrow{\text{If-F}} (\text{test}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{e} \text{False};$$

$$\xrightarrow{\text{If-F}} (\text{else}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s} \sigma';$$

$$\xrightarrow{\text{If-F}} (\text{mk-If(test, then, else)}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s} \sigma'$$
2.4.2 Denotational Semantics

Denotational semantics was developed by Strachey and Scott [106]. Where an operational semantics defines how a program is executed, a denotational approach defines a language in terms of denotations, in the form of abstract mathematical objects, which represent the semantic function that maps over the inputs and outputs of a program. As with SOS, several texts provide excellent introductions and references to denotational semantics which we would recommend reading [81, 121, 105].

A denotational semantics may defined intensionally or extensionally [25]. An extensional definition omits information on the way semantic functions compute their results. Thus, for example, two sorting programs may be mapped by an extensional denotational semantics to the same input/output function [25]. An intensional approach includes the computation strategy for a program and includes aspects of computation such as the time it takes to complete, the amount of space required, or the path traversed during computation [113]. The two approaches are relative – a semantic definition may be more intensional than another, as more information is included.

A key concept of denotational semantics is that of the compositionality of the denotations. The denotation for a composite syntactic structure is determined by the denotations of its constituent elements [114]. The compositional property of this approach allows one to understand the meaning of complex structures simply through the denotations of its separate parts. When proving properties of programs defined in a language with a denotational semantics, one is thus able to prove properties of these complex programs by proving the correctness of the combination of the constituent sections of the program.

A denotational definition requires a semantic domain which constitutes related sets of elements to be used in semantic functions [105]. Typical semantic domains include boolean and natural number values, and may include language specific domains such as the architectural model required in our work. Domains have associated operations which may be used throughout semantic functions.

In requiring the semantics to be represented as abstract mathematical denotations, Nielson states that “a prerequisite for doing so is to establish a firm mathematical basis [...] and this task turns out not to be entirely trivial”[81]. Clearly there is a marked overhead in mastering the
denotational approach – in particular, in defining the mathematical objects forming language denotations. This is most apparent in looping constructs which require a fixed point [81].

Example - Conditional If Statement

Taking the example introduced in Section 2.4.1, we provide a motivating example to demonstrate a denotational definition of a common programming language concept. We use the conditional If statement with the same syntax as used in the SOS example.

We first consider the $Stmt$ semantic function signature: given a $Stmt$ syntactic object and state, a new state is produced.

$$S: Stmt \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma$$

A series of denotations are then given for the different $Stmt$ elements ($If$, $Assign$ and $While$), the one we are interested in is the $If$ statement. Below, we present a part of the semantic function $S$, for a syntactic element $If$. We state the syntactic element being assigned the denotation within Strachey Brackets, $[]$, thus the equation below refers to an if statement, $If(b, s_1, s_2)$, in a state $\sigma$. The equation states that the meaning of an if statement uses an operation of the boolean semantic domain: $\text{if \ then \ else}$. If the meaning of the expression $b$ is true ($B[b]$$\sigma$) then the meaning of the if statement is the meaning of the statement $s_1$ ($S[s_1]$$\sigma$), otherwise the meaning of the if statement is the meaning of the statement $s_2$ ($S[s_2]$$\sigma$). This example highlights the compositional nature of a denotational language definition.

$$S[if(b, s_1, s_2)]\sigma = \text{if } B[b]$$ $\sigma$ $\text{then } S[s_1]$$\sigma$ $\text{else } S[s_2]$$\sigma$$

The $\text{if \ then \ else}$ operation in the above denotation refers to an operation in the boolean semantic domain. A semantic domain constitutes related sets of elements to be used in the semantic functions. Domains also have associated operations – functions which take arguments from the domain. The domain may be briefly summarised as:

**Boolean Values**

Domain $b \in \text{Bool} = \mathbb{B}$

Operations

true, false: $\text{Bool}$
\[ ¬: \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \]
\[ \lor, \land: \text{Bool} \times \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \]
\[ \text{if } \text{then } \text{else } : \text{Bool} \times D \times D \rightarrow D \text{ (For prev. specified domain } D) \]

A number of operations are defined in the domain. The operation of interest here is \text{if } \text{then } \text{else }.. The operation signature states the operation requires a boolean value, followed by two elements from a given specified domain. An operation body may be given for the operation, however it is not included in this example.

### 2.4.3 Axiomatic Semantics

An axiomatic semantic definition states how one may wish to prove properties of a program. The meaning of a language is given by axioms defined for each of the syntactic program constructs in the form of Hoare rules [53]. An axiomatic semantics describes the effect of a language on the values of state variables and what assertions can be made describing properties of those state variables. As with the structural operational and denotational semantic approaches, Neilson and Winskel provide a description of the axiomatic approach for language definition [81, 121].

Hoare rules take the form \{P\} s \{Q\}, which is read “given an initial state in which the precondition \(P\) holds, and the execution of \(s\) in the initial state results in a new state, then the postcondition \(Q\) holds in this new state”. These rules, also known as partial correctness assertions, say nothing about whether the command \(s\) terminates. For this, a stronger total correctness assertion would be required.

Using an axiomatic semantics gives a logical proof system for the proving of (partially correct) program properties. Assertions (pre-/post-conditions) may be expressed in two ways; using an extensional or an intensional approach. In the extensional approach, one constructs the assertions in a predicate over the program state. The intensional approach uses an assertion language, typically a more powerful formalism. This language may be needed to be tailored for the language being described.

Given an axiomatic semantic definition of a language, a program written in that language may be proven correct against a given specification – that is a given precondition and postcondition – using the inference rules constituting the axiomatic definition.
Example - Conditional If Statement

Taking the running example of a simple conditional \textit{If} statement, we can show an example axiom defined in an axiomatic semantics. We use the same syntactic definition as used throughout Section 2.4.

The axiom we obtain is given below in the inference rule \textit{If-axiom}. The rule states (on the bottom, concluding line) that if the \textit{If} statement \texttt{if C then S1 else S2} is executed in a state satisfying \( P \), then in the final state \( R \) holds – given the two conditions stated above the line. The first condition states that when both \( P \) and \( C \) hold then \( R \) holds after the execution of \( S1 \). The second condition states that when \( P \) and \( ¬C \) hold then \( R \) holds provided \( S2 \) terminates.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \! P \land C \! \} & \quad S1 \quad \{ \! R \! \} \\
\{ \! P \land ¬C \! \} & \quad S2 \quad \{ \! R \! \} \\
\hline
\{ \! P \! \} & \quad \text{\textbf{if-axiom}} \quad \text{if C then S1 else S2} \quad \{ \! R \! \}
\end{align*}
\]

2.4.4 Comparison of Semantic Approaches

We have outlined three approaches to specifying the formal semantics of a language: structural operational; denotational; and axiomatic. We have two main aims in defining the language semantics. Firstly to enable a policy designer to be able to understand the meaning of policies defined in the formal reconfiguration policy language and secondly to demonstrate the verification of policies defined in that language.

The operational and denotational semantic approaches are considered ‘model-based’ approaches. That is the meaning of a language is defined in terms of a model of the ‘program’ state. The state model – defined as a semantic object and a collection of transition relations (SOS) or denotations (denotational) – describes the collection of objects in a memory store, a policy may change and what changes may be made by a policy. As a model-based approach may allow us to manipulate abstract models of a policy and its state, we consider the SOS and denotational approaches most suitable for understanding the meaning of a policy. The SOS approach allows us to determine how a policy is executed and the denotational approach describes the effect of a policy on the state and so may be seen as complementary to the understanding of policies.
The second use of the semantic definition in this thesis is to prove properties of policies defined in the formal policy language. All three approaches may be used in the formal verification of policies. Using an axiomatic approach enables us to reason over the correctness of a policy in respect to a specification [81], SOS allows us to use transition relations as axioms [21, 54], allowing us to use the SOS definition in proofs directly. Finally, the denotational approach allows us to reason about properties of polices [81].

Given the approaches we consider here, we propose providing two semantic definitions of the formal policy language defined in this thesis. We provide a denotational definition which aids in the understanding of policies and shall enable us to prove properties of policies through the definition of a proof theory of the policy language and of policies defined in that language. An SOS definition is also provided to be used by policy designers to aid in the understanding of policies and also in the development of policy interpreters in future work. As the denotational definition forms the basis of the formal verification effort in this thesis and the SOS definition is used purely for reference, a semantic equivalence proof is not required in this thesis, however is considered as future work in Section 8.2.

2.5 State of the Art Summary

In this chapter, we have surveyed the state of the art in those fields of research relevant to the objectives of this thesis. In this section we conclude on our evaluations and how we aim to improve or use extant work.

In Section 2.1, we addressed the field of dynamic reconfiguration – explaining the general principles followed by several works proposing frameworks for managing reconfigurable component-based systems. We observed that the state of the art tends to be informal, with little practical emphasis on formal verification and little guidance as to the engineering methodologies for the design of such frameworks and in particular reconfiguration policies. We believe that the MetaSelf work comes closest to our vision. Although only presented at a theoretical level, MetaSelf proposes a formal approach, incorporating monitoring a reconfigurable system for component metadata, maintaining an architectural model of the system and the use of reconfiguration policies. Taking this approach (which is similar to Rainbow and PBAAM) we propose an infrastructure of services supporting a reconfigurable system – given an architectural design with defined
interfaces to guide future research in this domain.

An infrastructure managing a reconfigurable system must have an architectural model of that system which forms a basis when reasoning over the system state. In Section 2.2, therefore, we considered several architecture description languages for modelling the reconfigurable system. The approaches surveyed demonstrated the emphasis on static architectures – Darwin and C2 attempt to realise reconfigurable systems, however they do not fully support our requirements. From this survey, an architectural model containing the basic architectural abstractions along with reconfiguration actions such as the addition and removal of components is sufficient to represent a reconfigurable system. Therefore we propose to base our model on these concepts but not to use an existing notation.

Section 2.3 presents a survey of management obligation policy languages. Given the identified criteria, we believe that there are no extant policy languages which fulfil our objectives of this work. However, based on our existing work on a formal semantics of teleo-reactive programs developing a policy language based on the T-R program paradigm is a viable approach.

Finally, as we wish to develop a formal semantic definition for a reconfiguration policy language, we consider several approaches in Section 2.4. Based on the findings of the section, we propose the development of a denotational semantic definition for the development of a reconfiguration policy language. The denotational definition is used to define a formal theory of RPL and RPL policies and thus shall enable us to prove properties of policies defined in the formal reconfiguration policy language. Whilst this denotational definition shall form the basis of the formal approach, we also provide an structural operational semantic definition. The SOS definition is given to allow a policy designer to have a greater understanding of policies – an equivalence relation between the approaches is not deemed necessary for this thesis.

In the next chapter, we define an infrastructure for the support of reconfigurable systems. We detail the different sections of the infrastructure and discuss how the framework may be constructed. Given this infrastructure, in Chapter 4 we develop a formal semantic definition for RPL, a reconfiguration policy language. Subsequent chapters introduce a case study policy for the application of the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL (Chapter 5) and demonstrate the formal verification of RPL policies (Chapter 6).
Chapter 3

An Infrastructure for Dynamic Reconfiguration

The architectural design of component-based systems may be static or dynamic. A static architecture is defined by system developers at the design-time stage of development and remains unchanged through run-time. We refer to the time period where activities are carried out in designing systems as design-time; the time at which a system architecture is typically defined [112]. Run-time refers to the time period at which the system is operating, which is often also known as execution-time. A dynamic architecture may change during run-time – components may be added or removed and the configuration changed. The majority of system architectures are static. We may further categorise dynamic component-based systems as either closed or open.

A closed system contains a fixed collection of available component types and instances, whereas in an open system this component collection is subject to change.

When designing the architecture of closed component-based systems which may dynamically reconfigure at run-time, the system developer explicitly defines possible configurations a system may enter during run-time. For open systems whose structure is dynamic, however, the number of potential changes may be unbounded. It is infeasible for a system developer to take the same blueprint approach [57, 45] as with closed systems. Therefore the developer requires means to manage and guide the reconfigurations during run-time.

In Section 2.1, we detailed three approaches to providing a set of services to support dynamic reconfiguration – Rainbow, MetaSelf and PBAAM. The sets of services form frameworks detailing
the interactions between the different services. These frameworks are detailed informally and without clear direction as to the engineering methodology required both by developers of generic aspects of the framework and in those specific to different reconfigurable systems.

An infrastructure of services to support predictable configuration changes in component-based systems is proposed in this chapter. We define an infrastructure to address the objective of providing support to reconfigurable systems and to aid in scoping the verification work of this thesis. The reconfiguration infrastructure provides management and reconfiguration support for an open network of components, operated by a number of organisations including the use of legacy components. The components are interoperable, using wrapper classes to ensure compatibility between different component providers. The systems are reconfigurable to the extent that their topology, or configuration, may be altered. The configuration changes permitted are component addition and deletion and connector addition and deletion. We consider two developers: a developer of the reconfigurable system; and a developer of the reconfiguration infrastructure. A large proportion of the infrastructure is generic and will be created by the reconfiguration infrastructure developer. Certain aspects, however, are specific to the reconfigurable system and thus are the responsibility of the system developer. We consider the division of effort in this chapter.

We first propose the requirements for the reconfiguration infrastructure in Section 3.1. Given these requirements, in Section 3.2 we provide an overview of the infrastructure, followed by a more detailed infrastructure design in Section 3.3 which details the service components which are composed to form the infrastructure. Finally, in Section 3.4, the distribution of engineering effort between system-specific and generic elements for constructing a reconfiguration infrastructure is addressed.

### 3.1 Requirements for a Reconfiguration Infrastructure

A reconfiguration infrastructure should support the dynamic reconfiguration of a component-based system. We consider a reconfiguration infrastructure to have the following elements: the infrastructure must be able to guide configuration changes through some policy; the sensing of the system components to determine when to reconfigure; an internal architectural model of the system; and the actuation of any chosen system reconfigurations.
We provide a number of requirements for a reconfigurable infrastructure and take the same approach as used by Di Marzo Serugendo et al [108] in defining the requirements and addressing them with an infrastructure overview in Section 3.2. We divide the requirements into several sections to include and reflect the required infrastructure elements introduced in the preceding paragraph: infrastructure architecture, component sensing, system architectural model, reconfiguration actuation, reconfiguration policy and formal methods.

Infrastructure Architecture

The components of a reconfigurable system are not necessarily aware of their environment or of the state of global system properties. They do not have the capability to take part in the control of system reconfigurations. We take a service-based approach in the vein of service-oriented architectures (SOAs) [110] – components may provide services to other components in their environment which may require those services. This coupling of service provision and requirement forms the configuration of the system. An external decision-making entity, the infrastructure in question, is required to provide the control of system reconfigurations, separate from the interoperable system components.

We take an abstract view of components and the configuration of provided and required services in the reconfigurable system being managed, and do not include details of the underlying network or communication protocols when describing the reconfigurable system. We make the assumption that the network connection between components is faultless and sufficient bandwidth is available. Although this is clearly not representative of current technology, we take this step to simplify the model of the reconfigurable system. If we wish to model properties of connections, we could include connectors as first class instances by using component instances to model connectors.

We do not consider communication protocols and mismatches in this thesis – we assume the presence of wrapper components which may be used by the infrastructure to ensure architectural mismatches [38] do not occur\(^1\). We consider the assumptions made here in possible future work in Chapter 8.

If components fail or are removed from the system (or its environment) the infrastructure must detect this, and react as necessary. As components are added to the reconfigurable system’s

\(^1\)The CONNECT project (https://www.connect-forever.eu) considers dynamic connector creation which may be of use.
environment and are made available to that system, they should be considered as potential new components for the system if required.

For an infrastructure to be adopted by the community, the developer of a reconfigurable system (and its support infrastructure) should be able to reuse as much of the infrastructure as possible. It should be clear where effort is required in system-specific aspects of the infrastructure. This reusability allows for the potential to re-use the formal theories of the individual service components, thereby assisting the process of verification.

**R1** Supported reconfigurable system should be separated from the configuration decision process

**R2** Infrastructure should provide support for the detection of component failure and creation and in response, take suitable action

**R3** Infrastructure services must be generic and reusable where possible

**Component Sensing**

To form the basis of decision making and in particular determining the need for reconfiguration, metadata [1] are required. Component metadata are non-functional data about the reconfigurable system components (and the components in its environment) such as availability, quality of service and cost. Metadata may be published by the individual components.

In an open network of components, however, components may be provided by a diverse selection of organisations and indeed may include legacy components. This may result in components which do not provide the necessary metadata for an application, or indeed any metadata at all. The infrastructure, therefore, must be able to observe and monitor such components.

Control services for specific applications may require more complex metadata such as trends, or system-wide properties. Meaning may be added to the metadata by analysing and reasoning over the metadata.

**R4** Infrastructure should obtain metadata published by components

**R5** Infrastructure should obtain metadata not published by components where required

**R6** Infrastructure should provide a capability to perform run-time analysis and reasoning over
System Model and Reconfiguration Actuation

Taking an architectural approach to dynamic reconfiguration provides two clear advantages in reasoning about a system that may undergo dynamic change. Firstly, an architectural system model in conjunction with component metadata allows the infrastructure to ascertain system and function-level properties. Secondly, having access to an architectural model of the reconfigurable system allows developers of such systems the ability to create explicit reconfiguration policies dictating the reconfiguration actions which may be executed.

Any changes made to the model by the reconfiguration policy must be planned and enacted by the infrastructure. The infrastructure must dictate how the changes should be performed. This process requires knowledge of the architectural model of the system, the changes to be made and also of the internal state of the system.

R7 *Infrastructure must maintain a model of reconfiguration system*

R8 *Reconfigurations being performed must be planned and enacted by the infrastructure*

Reconfiguration Policy

For an infrastructure to support the resilience of a reconfigurable system, a policy should determine the action to be taken given a system in a degraded condition. The action should take the system to a less degraded condition or maintain the level of degradation, depending on the granularity of actions. The policy must be able to reflect the domain knowledge of the designer of the reconfigurable system. The policy may use metadata obtained from system components and manipulate the system architectural model using the reconfiguration operations allowed by the infrastructure.

Policies may also be needed by a system developer in different parts of the infrastructure to control the behaviour of the infrastructure itself. For example, policies are needed to govern the rate of metadata acquisition or aspects of component discovery.
R9 Infrastructure should allow the facility for runtime policies for controlling metadata acquisition, component discovery and other aspects of the infrastructure

R10 Infrastructure must allow a reconfiguration policy to provide actions to take at run-time, given a degraded system

Verification Support

We are concerned with ensuring the dependable resilience of a reconfigurable system, where resilience can justifiably be trusted [2]. Hence, a developer of the reconfigurable system and the reconfiguration infrastructure should be able to verify system-wide properties such as resilience and timing properties. On top of these system-wide properties, the services of the infrastructure should be verifiable; that is, a developer should be able to prove properties of each of those entities. This will promote confidence in the infrastructure.

R11 Infrastructure should allow for the verification of system-level properties

R12 System designer should be able to verify properties of infrastructure services

3.2 Overview of a Reconfiguration Infrastructure

We propose an architectural model of an infrastructure consisting of a number of service components. The proposed infrastructure model provides a means for system designers to support and control the reconfigurations performed on the system. The infrastructure architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. In this section we give an overview of the infrastructure and detail how it addresses the requirements given in Section 3.1. In Section 3.3, we define an Acme model of the infrastructure overviewed here.

The architectural model of the infrastructure we propose forms a basis for a generic infrastructure for the control of a reconfigurable component-based system. In Section 3.4 we discuss the distribution of effort over the constituent service components of the infrastructure – those components which are generic and those requiring system-specific development.

The proposed reconfiguration infrastructure architecture is designed to provide external control
to a reconfigurable system. The reconfigurable system, consisting of a number of components in some configuration, provides some service. A registry of components contains a collection of components in the system’s environment that may be used by the reconfigurable system to provide some part of the service. The infrastructure is intended, therefore, to encapsulate all operations relating to the reconfiguration of the system—system and registry observation, reconfiguration decisions and control of architectural reconfiguration. This addresses requirement R1, in that there is a distinct separation of concerns between the normal system processes and reconfiguration control.

Addressing requirement R3, a modular approach is taken in the design of the infrastructure.
The infrastructure consists of three main services; Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service, System Configuration Service and Reconfiguration Control Service. Each service may be further decomposed into sub-modules. This approach allows us to isolate those aspects of the infrastructure which are system-specific and those which may be used across all infrastructure instances.

Component metadata are gathered by the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service (MARS). To address requirements R4 and R5, we propose two classes of metadata acquisition service. These services may acquire either component-published metadata or metadata obtained by monitoring the system and registry components. Several such services may be present in the system, and may be provided by some trusted third party. Given this ‘raw’ metadata, a reasoning service performs system-specific functions to add meaning to the metadata, as is required by R6. Component failure is determined by the MARS. Acquisition services detect failed components depending upon the metadata acquisition method. This meets part of requirement R2.

The System Configuration Service (SCS) maintains a model of the system and registry configuration, keeping track of any topological changes, as required by R7. New components in the system environment are discovered by a discovery service of the SCS – completing requirement R2. Component failure, determined by the MARS, is sent to the SCS. This information is used to update the system/registry model. The SCS is also responsible for planning and enacting any reconfiguration prescribed by the infrastructure. The reconfiguration planning and enacting services are responsible for ensuring the correct reconfiguration of the system, as per requirement R8.

The Reconfiguration Control Service receives a system architectural model with component metadata from the MARS and SCS. A policy executor executes a reconfiguration policy to determine any configuration changes needed by the system. The reconfiguration policy addresses requirement R10. The decisions made by the policy are disseminated to the SCS which enacts the specified modifications to the system topology.

The services of the infrastructure will, where applicable, use policies to guide their behaviour. These policies should use a specified formal policy language and be written by the engineer of the reconfiguration infrastructure. We envisage such policies to be present in the discovery service of the SCS and in the acquisition reasoning services of the MARS. These policies will address R9.
The verification of system-level properties, as required by R11, is a substantial task and is beyond the scope of the thesis. We therefore do not propose a solution, however we discuss this further in Section 6.1.1 and readdress this as further work in Chapter 8. To address R12, where relevant, the services composing the reconfiguration infrastructure should be defined formally. The language used to define the reconfiguration policy of the Reconfiguration Control Service, for example, is formally defined. This definition and the formal verification of an example policy follow in later chapters of this thesis.

3.3 Reconfiguration Infrastructure Architectural Model

Given the overview in the previous section, we provide an architectural model of the infrastructure. Defining the architecture of the reconfiguration infrastructure in terms of component interfaces facilitates understanding of its structure. This aids our ability to explore the different aspects of the infrastructure in turn and thus determine that the components conform to the specification. The model provides a means for us of scoping the remaining work in this thesis and detailing assumptions on the infrastructure. The infrastructure model is also used, in Section 3.4, to determine the distribution of engineering effort for the development of a reconfiguration infrastructure – detailing those aspects of the infrastructure which may be considered reusable and those system-specific.

We use the Acme architectural description language [42] for the infrastructure model definition. An Acme model has the following entities to describe architectural structure: components, connectors and systems. Components and connectors are attached using ports and roles. Hierarchies of components may be defined using representations. Acme models may be annotated with properties. These properties - consisting of a name, type and value, are not interpreted by the Acme tool, but are made available to external analysis tools.

Acme is an architectural interchange language. It has a basic syntax for components and connectors allowing the description of the component interface in terms of ports, and also allows hierarchical definitions of components with subcomponents. The fact that Acme is an interchange language allows a number of different notations to be incorporated into a component definition which may be interpreted by different analytical tools. This allows us to model the basic structure of the infrastructure and the interfaces of the components. We may then, in future
work, use formal notations in the properties of components for exporting to formal verification tools as required. This is demonstrated by Gamble [36] where CSP arguments are included in model properties and exported to the FDR model checker.

Acme models may be represented using a graphical or textual notation. A syntax is defined for the textual representation and diagrammatical rules are defined. In Figure 3.2(a) we present a simple client-server system description to briefly introduce the Acme textual notation. There are two components \textit{client} and \textit{server}, each with a single port. A single connector \textit{rpc} has two roles and an attachment specifies how the components are connected. The same system is presented in Figure 3.2(b) using the diagrammatical notation of Acme.

\begin{verbatim}
System simple_cs {
    Component client {Port send-request}
    Component server {Port receive-request}
    Connector rpc {Roles {caller, callee}};
    Attachments {
        client.send-request to rpc.caller;
        server.receive-request to rpc.callee}
}
\end{verbatim}

(a) Textual description

(b) Visual description

Figure 3.2: Simple client-server system in Acme [42]

In the remainder of this section, we define an Acme model of the reconfiguration infrastructure outlined in Section 3.2. Section 3.3.1 outlines the infrastructure, its relationship with the reconfigurable system and registry and of its constituent components. Those constituents are the System Configuration Service (Section 3.3.2), the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service (Section 3.3.3) and the Reconfiguration Control Service (Section 3.3.4).

\section*{3.3.1 Reconfiguration Infrastructure}

The Acme model defines a Reconfiguration Infrastructure component which is connected to a Reconfigurable System and Registry as shown in the Acme visual representation in Figure 3.3 and the textual description below. The textual description below gives an abstract, high-level, infrastructure definition. The infrastructure has several interface points which are connected to
ports in the reconfigurable system and registry. Connectors are given to represent the flow of information between the infrastructure and reconfigurable system. The textual Acme description shown here does not include the attachments between connectors and components - the complete textual description is provided in Appendix A.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.3**: Top-level Acme model of reconfiguration infrastructure and reconfigurable system

```text
System Infrastructure_and_System = {
    Component Reconfiguration_Infrastructure = {
        Port self_pub;
        Port monitor;
    }
```

²We describe the direction of information flow over connectors using arrows on the connector roles. This may be described using properties in the textual description, though this is omitted in the thesis.
Port reconfig_operations;
Port comp_disc;
}

Component Reconfigurable_System_and_Registry = {
    Port reconfiguration_operations;
    Port comp_disc;
    Port monitor;
    Port self_pub;
}

Connector reconfig_ops;
Connector comp_disc;
Connector self_pub_metadata;
Connector monitor_metadata;

The reconfiguration infrastructure component is decomposed further. Acme uses the Representation notion to allow an architecture to have a defined hierarchy of components. The earlier description of the reconfiguration infrastructure component is extended below to include its representation. The infrastructure contains three components corresponding to those given in the overview of Section 3.2 and four connectors. The ports of the infrastructure component are all bound to ports in the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service and the System Configuration Service. These bindings, not shown below, are given in Appendix A. Figure 3.4, shows the visual representation of the reconfiguration infrastructure component.

Component Reconfiguration_Infrastructure = {
    Port self_pub;
    Port monitor;
    Port reconfig_operations;
    Port comp_disc;

    Representation Reconfiguration_Infrastructure_Rep = {
        System Reconfiguration_Infrastructure_Rep = {

            Component System_Configuration_Service;
            Component Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service;
            Component Reconfiguration_Control_Service;
        }
    }
}
The three components of the reconfiguration infrastructure; the System Configuration Service, Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service and Reconfiguration Control Service, are now discussed in more detail.
3.3.2 System Configuration Service

This infrastructure element is concerned with the dynamic reconfiguration of the topology of the reconfigurable system and registry. For the decision-making process to determine which configuration changes to make, an internal architectural model of the system is required. The System Configuration Service component of the infrastructure maintains the system architectural model and performs those configuration changes prescribed by the Reconfiguration Control Service. The textual Acme description of the SCS (and subsequent components) is in Appendix A. Figure 3.5 gives the visual representation of the component.

The System Configuration Service has two main functions: to maintain an architectural model of the managed reconfigurable system and registry; and to plan and enact any required reconfigurations. Figure 3.5 depicts four sub-components of the SCS which provide this functionality.

The maintenance of the architectural model is performed by the Component Discovery Service and System/Registry Model Service. The Reconfiguration Planning Service and Reconfiguration Enacting Service provide the functionality of planning and enacting configuration changes to the managed reconfigurable system.

With the reconfigurable system and registry composed of an open network of components, the existing components in the system’s environment may become available at any time, or components may be arbitrarily added. The Component Discovery Service probes the system environment for these new components. The discovery service sends information of the new component to the System/Registry Model Service. As part of the discovery service, a policy may be used to guide various aspects of the service behaviour. It is envisaged that such a policy will determine the time between system environment probes, and the range of components considered in the discovery process. The System/Registry Model Service maintains an architectural model of the reconfigurable system and component registry, containing an abstract topological representation of the system in the form of the components, connectors and their configuration. The architectural model includes component-specific and system-wide metadata, provided by the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service, discussed in the next section. The system architectural model is provided to other elements of the infrastructure.

A reconfigurable system in a degraded condition may be subject to changes in its configuration, given the resultant model passed down from the Reconfiguration Control Service. Upon the
receipt of a new configuration, the Reconfiguration Planning Service requests the current architectural model of the system from the System/Registry Model Service service and the current system state from the running reconfigurable system. The planning service analyses the configuration changes and system state, developing a workflow plan for reconfiguring the system.
The system changes take place during the normal system operations, the system is not taken offline. The planning service, therefore, must deal with issues such as creation and deletion of connections between components, transferring state between components and other low-level issues. This plan for reconfiguration is passed to the Reconfiguration Enacting Service. The Reconfiguration Enacting Service performs the low-level configuration changes such as the creation of new connectors and transferring of component state. The enacting service receives feedback from the system components upon the successful completion of these operations.

3.3.3 Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service

Metadata describes functional and non-functional properties about the running reconfigurable system and registry components. The metadata available is component- and system-specific, and its use differs depending upon the reasons for reconfiguration. In the reconfigurable infrastructure, metadata are acquired and processed by the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service component. The Acme visual representation, showing the architecture of the MARS, is given in Figure 3.6.

As with the System Configuration Service, the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service has two main functions: to acquire metadata from the constituent components of the managed reconfigurable system and components in the registry; and to reason over that metadata to provide meaningful information required to determine resilience properties of the reconfigurable system. Figure 3.6 depicts the five sub-components of the MARS which provide this functionality. Metadata acquisition is performed by the Metadata Acquisition Control Service, Self-Published Acquisition Service and Monitoring Acquisition Service. The Metadata Reasoning Service processes component metadata which is stored by the Metadata Store.

For the MARS component of the infrastructure to acquire metadata, it must first know from which system and registry components to obtain metadata. The Metadata Acquisition Control Service receives the system architectural model, produced by the System Configuration Service, and uses this model to prescribe the components the acquisition services must obtain metadata from.

There are two methods for obtaining metadata from the system and registry components: self-publication or monitoring. Two services cover these methods: Self-Published Acquisition Service
and Monitoring Acquisition Service. The Self-Published Acquisition Service gathers data provided by the system and registry components themselves. Such metadata may consist of identity, cost of service or interface details. Data gathering by the Self-Published Acquisition Service may use a combination of push and pull techniques\(^3\). Often metadata such as performance and quality

\(^3\)Push occurs when the request is initiated by the system or registry components, whereas pull occurs when the request for is initiated by the Self-Published Acquisition Service.
measures are not directly available from the components. In this case the Monitoring Acquisition Service may be utilised. The metadata gathered by this service are entirely system-specific, dependant largely on what metadata may be gathered by the components, and what metadata are required by the Metadata Reasoning Service. The output from the Acquisition services is made available to the reasoning service. Once more, the form of these metadata vary between systems.

We make the assumption that the metadata acquisition services are also able to detect component failure – this may be through the monitoring of components by the Monitoring Acquisition Service or by the failure of the Self-Published Acquisition Service to retrieve self-published metadata. This failure information may be used by other elements of the infrastructure.

As stated in Section 3.2, we envisage the use of policies to guide the acquisition of metadata. Such runtime policies should determine the rate of component acquisition; frequency of polling and collection of metadata, frequency of publishing the collected metadata, and so forth.

Given the acquired metadata, the Metadata Reasoning Service processes the data. This processing will be system-specific, however reasoning techniques may reused across reconfigurable systems and specific domains. These include analysing trends in the metadata, placing trust in the sources of metadata, and so forth. The metadata, received from the acquisition services, are reasoned over, analysed and output in a meaningful manner required by the reconfiguration policy in the Reconfiguration Control Service.

The final component of the MARS, the Metadata Store, provides storage and management of historical metadata. The component receives updated metadata pushed from the Metadata Reasoning Service. Any previous metadata is stored for historical analysis, requested by the Metadata Reasoning Service.

### 3.3.4 Reconfiguration Control Service

The final section of the infrastructure for dynamic reconfiguration is that concerned with determining what changes are to be made to the reconfigurable system in a degraded condition. The Reconfiguration Control Service (RCS) will determine the changes to be made given the architectural system model and metadata provided by the SCS and MARS respectively. Changes to the configuration should provide resilience to the system - returning the system to an optimal
condition as defined by the system designer. The Acme visual representation of this component is given in Figure 3.7.

![Diagram of Reconfiguration Control Service](image)

Figure 3.7: Reconfiguration Control Service

The Reconfiguration Control Service has only one function: to guide any configuration changes to the managed component-based system based on the architecture of the system and resilience metadata. The RCS has two constituent components, the Executable Reconfiguration Policy and Policy Executor to provide this functionality.

An Executable Reconfiguration Policy explicitly defines what reconfiguration actions are to be taken by the System/Registry Reconfiguration Service when the reconfigurable system is deemed to be in a degraded condition. The policy must ensure that the reconfigurable system is resilient. As defined in Chapter 1, a resilient system should be able to operate at a degraded level of service and recover to a normal level of service – the reconfiguration policy should guide this recovery. The reconfiguration policy is the focus of the rest of this thesis. The Policy Executor of the RCS obtains a current system model detailing the system architecture and metadata from the SCS and MARS. Given a change in either metadata or system model, the Executable Reconfiguration Policy is invoked. Any changes prescribed by the policy results in a new system configuration to be pushed to the SCS, which performs those reconfigurations.

### 3.4 Distribution of Engineering Effort

By taking a modular approach to the design of the reconfiguration infrastructure in the infrastructure design overview in Section 3.2, we have effectively separated the areas of concern of the
various aspects of the infrastructure. This also allows us to provide an analysis of the distribution of engineering effort of the elements of the infrastructure – those aspects which require the development specific to a given reconfigurable system and which common components may be developed. Both system-specific and generic ‘off-the-shelf’ components will require considerable research and development effort. It is our belief that there may be some commonality between system-specific components – aiding in reusability and reducing this effort. This commonality may take the form of design patterns or algorithms in the implementation of the component.

In the engineering of an infrastructure for the management of reconfigurable systems, we propose two developers: *infrastructure developers* creating generic, reusable components and *system developers* producing system-specific components for the support of a particular reconfigurable system.

In this section we address each service component of the infrastructure and consider the division of generic and system-specific research and development effort, as summarised in Table 3.1. The reconfiguration infrastructure architectural model, as described in Section 3.3, has three main constituent components: the *System Configuration Service*, *Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service* and *Reconfiguration Control Service*. These components are discussed in Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Generic/System-specific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component Discovery Service</td>
<td>Generic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System/Registry Model Service</td>
<td>Generic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfiguration Planning Service</td>
<td>Generic/System-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconfiguration Enacting Service</td>
<td>Generic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Published Acquisition Service</td>
<td>Generic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring Acquisition Service</td>
<td>Generic/System-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Reasoning Service</td>
<td>Generic/System-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Store</td>
<td>Generic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Executor</td>
<td>Generic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executable Reconfiguration Policy</td>
<td>System-specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.1: Summary of Engineering Effort Distribution*

### 3.4.1 System Configuration Service

The System Configuration Service will largely be generic across the service-oriented component-based reconfigurable systems as discussed in the infrastructure requirements in Section 3.1. The *Component Discovery Service* will use component detection principles such as those employed
in the service discovery phase of service-oriented architectures [84], thus will be the concern of
the infrastructure developer. As described in the architectural definition for the infrastructure,
the discovery service includes a runtime guidance policy. This policy, defined in a generic policy
language, is system-specific and allows a system developer to make system-specific decisions as
to component discovery. For example, a system developer may wish to define policies for the
rate of discovery, and the range of components considered in the discovery process.

The System/Registry Model Service is also a generic component. As the system architectural
model is an abstract collection of components and their composition, it is constructed by the
components of the infrastructure. This component is again, therefore, the concern of the infra-
structure developer – where the initial architectural model is defined, with the use of constraints
where applicable to ensure undesirable configurations are not entered.

The Reconfiguration Planning Service could be either system-specific or generic. A generic service
may be able to deduce the plan for reconfigurations for most systems. System-specific planners
could use generic algorithms tailored to a particular system where the system developer may wish
to specify how some reconfigurations should occur in different situations. The Reconfiguration
Enacting Service is a fully generic component - all low-level reconfiguration details are the concern
of a infrastructure developer.

### 3.4.2 Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service

The metadata obtained from system and registry components and required by the Reconfigu-
ration Policy differ between reconfigurable systems. In developing the Metadata Acquisition
and Reasoning Service, a system developer must deduce firstly what metadata are available
and what are needed. The required metadata may be self-published, monitored or reasoned
metadata.

The Self-Published Acquisition Service is not system-specific – the metadata are published by the
components, thus a generic acquisition service is used to receive this metadata. The Monitoring
Acquisition Service services may be system or domain-specific, though this does depend upon
the components of the reconfigurable system and the needs of the reconfiguration policy. The
monitoring of metadata specific to a particular domain, or metadata common to a range of
applications may be reused across systems. A library of monitoring techniques may be developed
over time, which system developer may use. Alternatively, third-party monitoring services may be employed where the system developer must specify the metadata required. Once again, system-specific policies allow some customisation of generic acquisition service components.

The *Metadata Reasoning Service*, similarly to the *Acquisition Services* will contain a mixture of system and domain-specific effort which differs between reconfigurable systems. A library of reasoning techniques and algorithms may be developed which will perform domain-specific and common analysis of the metadata. If the metadata are system-specific and the reasoning required is also system-specific, then this component must be developed solely by the system developer. The reasoning of system-specific metadata may use generic metadata reasoning techniques.

Finally, the *Metadata Store* is a generic component, though may be conceivably configured for different applications – for example history storage may differ due to reasoning requirements. This will be the concern of the infrastructure developer, with some possible customisation from the system developer.

### 3.4.3 Reconfiguration Control Service

The Reconfiguration Control Service contains two components: the Policy Executor and the Executable Reconfiguration Policy. As the Policy Executor will execute a policy with a formal syntax and semantics, it is considered a generic component, which is the concern of the infrastructure developer. The policy is defined in a reconfiguration policy language. The policies written in this language are dependant on an architectural model of the system and metadata from the MARS and SCS respectively and are system-specific. The research question of this thesis asks if we can provide a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems so that key properties of reconfigurable systems may be verified. We therefore wish to demonstrate formal verification in an aspect of the infrastructure. As the guiding mechanism for the architectural change of a reconfigurable system, we concentrate on the Executable Reconfiguration Policy. The remainder of the thesis, therefore, centres on a reconfiguration policy language, and we address a more detailed engineering method for the definition of system reconfiguration policies in later chapters.

It should be noted that the other elements of the infrastructure may also be defined using formal modelling methods – however, this is beyond the scope of the thesis. We address this matter in
Chapter 8, when discussing future work.

3.5 Reconfiguration Infrastructure Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a set of criteria required for an infrastructure of services supporting a reconfigurable component-based system. Based on these requirements, an architectural design for such an infrastructure has been presented. Each requirement is explicitly addressed in the architectural design. The reconfiguration infrastructure architectural model is defined using the Acme ADL – it consists of service components that provide particular services to the infrastructure. The model specifies a structure for the components of the infrastructure, defining the composition of the high-level components (System Configuration Service, Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service and Reconfiguration Control Service) including their interaction points in terms of ports and the connections between ports. Furthermore, the model specifies the subcomponents of each high-level component – including communication paths between each component.

The infrastructure provides a means for us scoping the remaining work in this thesis and detailing assumptions on the underlying infrastructure. The infrastructure also provides a clear direction for future research in reconfigurable systems, providing a concrete design with defined component interfaces. An engineering distribution for the development of system-specific infrastructures has been defined. This provides clear direction for infrastructure and system developers – detailing those aspects of the infrastructure which may be considered reusable and those system-specific.

In the remainder of the thesis, we concentrate on the reconfiguration policy of the infrastructure reconfiguration control service. As stated in our infrastructure requirements, we take a formal approach. In Chapter 4, we propose a formal language for the representation of reconfiguration polices – RPL. In Chapter 5 we present a case study to demonstrate RPL and as a basis for demonstration of formal verification and we explore the aspects of the infrastructure which must be defined for the case study.
Chapter 4

RPL: A Formal Reconfiguration Policy Language

An objective of this thesis is to provide a basis for verification in dynamically reconfigurable systems. To achieve this, we first defined a reconfiguration infrastructure specified in Chapter 3. We argue that the component services of this infrastructure should be formally defined. This chapter, therefore, provides a formal definition of one of those component services to demonstrate the applicability of a formal approach. We provide a formal definition for only one component service so to provide a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems, as stated in the research question. We propose that a formal approach should also be taken for the remaining elements of the infrastructure. This is beyond the scope of this thesis and is discussed in future work in Chapter 8.

The Reconfiguration Control Service of the reconfiguration infrastructure controls what changes must be made to the configuration of the component-based system and when they should be enacted. In this chapter, we provide a formal language definition for the reconfiguration policy language, RPL, of the Reconfiguration Control Service. As stated in Chapter 3, we take a model-based approach – a reconfiguration policy requires an architectural model of the managed reconfigurable system. We introduce a simple architectural model with reconfiguration actions available to RPL policies to change the architectural configuration.

Policies defined using RPL consist of a collection of policy rules which specify the condition a reconfigurable system must be in for an action to be taken. The approach taken to defining
RPL is to first introduce the decision making process – that is the means to determine, given an architectural model of a reconfigurable system with defined metadata, when an action should be taken and which action is to be taken. The actions of RPL policy rules may dictate the changes to be made to the architectural model configuration.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 4.1, we outline three example reconfiguration scenarios, which we use to inform our definition of RPL. Section 4.2 defines the notation used to define an architectural model of the reconfigurable system to be manipulated by the RPL policy language. We discuss design decisions relating to RPL in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. We first consider the decision making process followed by the response of policy rules. Given these design choices, the language definition of RPL is presented in Section 4.5. We provide a language definition with an abstract syntax and formal semantics. The combination of formally specifying both the decision mechanism and the action language provides a new direction of research into the predictability of dynamic reconfiguration. Finally, in Section 4.6, we detail activities required to form a method for the design of an RPL policy.

4.1 Reconfiguration Scenarios

We present three short reconfiguration scenarios that we shall use when introducing the architectural model in Section 4.2, and the RPL policy language design decisions in Section 4.3 and 4.4. These examples are given so as to inform and illustrate the selection of language features.

4.1.1 Scenario 1 - Search and Rescue system

In a simple search and rescue (SR) location system, we consider a search and rescue team which requires location information of their current position. Several different components may provide this location service, for example GPS, GPRS cell data, wifi, and so forth. In addition, there are several services which may be available once the SR system has been deployed (for example the Galileo navigation system). The location services may become unavailable at anytime and their availability may also fluctuate – thus degrading the system. The SR system must be resilient to the changes in availability of location services. The use of each service may also incur some cost

1http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
– in the form of battery depletion – to the SR system. Connecting to multiple location services may excessively deplete the battery life of the SR location system. The reconfiguration policy must therefore be mindful of the power cost of location services, so not to simply add all available components providing location services when there is any degradation of service.

When the availability of the location services falls below a given level, the reconfiguration policy may dictate some change to be made to the configuration of the SR system so that the location service availability is provided adequately.

4.1.2 Scenario 2 - Travel system

In the second scenario, we propose a travel system composed initially of three components. The central booking management (CM) component requires hotel and flight booking services, provided by the hotel booking (HB) component and flight booking (FB) component respectively. In this system, the reliability of the services provided by the HB and FB components may change during the lifetime of the system. Several components, which are not part of the system, may also provide these services. The operators of the system attach no priority over the reliability of each service.

As with the previous scenario, when the reliability of either the hotel or flight service falls below a given level, the reconfiguration policy may dictate some change to be made to the configuration of the travel system such that the reliability of services is optimal.

4.1.3 Scenario 3 - Video streaming system

We consider a video streaming system with three components: image streaming, image quality and image frame rate. The image streaming component requires: an image quality service which determines the quality of video streams; and an image frame rate service which determines the frame rate of video streams. These services are provided by the image quality and image frame rate components respectively. Each service has associated metadata; the picture quality service has a satisfaction metric; and the image frame rate service has frame_rate metric. An optimal cost for the provision of these two services is evaluated, ensuring that the system designer may not simply continually add new components to the system in order to achieve the optimal quality
and frame rate.

When the *satisfaction* or *frame_rate* metrics fall below the optimal levels or the *cost* exceeds the desired level, the reconfiguration policy may dictate some change to be made to the configuration of the streaming system.

### 4.2 Reconfigurable Architectural Model

The reconfiguration infrastructure defined in Chapter 3 introduces the need for a reconfiguration policy to dynamically guide architectural changes to a managed component-based system. The policy must, therefore, have access to an architectural model consistent with the reconfigurable system along with metadata of the system and its constituent parts. The combination of the structural model of the system, component metadata and system metadata constitutes the reconfigurable system architectural model. This architectural model is used by the policy in decision making and to dictate changes to the configuration. In this section, we define a model to be used by the reconfiguration policy. We make the assumption that this model may be produced and maintained by the System Configuration Service of the reconfiguration infrastructure. The notation used to specify the architectural model including system structure and metadata is formalised in Section 4.5.2.1.

As stated in Chapter 3, we propose an abstract view of the architectural model. By taking an abstract view, we consider neither the properties of connections nor communication protocols, and we are able to focus on the configuration of components in the managed reconfigurable system. Whilst we assume faultless connectors, if we wish to model properties of connections, we could model connectors as component instances. Enriching the architectural model is considered as future work in Chapter 8.

The system architectural model consists of a collection of *components* and a collection of *connectors* between those components. The *components* of a system refer to the physical computational entities of the system. The components of a system provide *services* required by other components of the system or its environment. The services are modelled as abstract datatypes for the purposes of simplicity. Components may be viewed as systems themselves with an internal architecture of sub-components, however in our model, we deal only with their external system
boundary. Components also have associated component-specific metadata. This is defined by
the reconfiguration infrastructure as discussed in Section 3.3.3. Connectors in systems pertain
to communication paths between system components. Any communication between components
must occur through connectors. A connector details the service being communicated and the
identity of the components providing and requiring that service.

The collection of system components and connectors at a single point of time is defined as the
system configuration. This may also be referred to as the system topology. System-wide metadata,
for example data relating the the provision of a given service across a number of components,
may be defined for a system.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the SCS models a component registry. The registry is a collection of
components that are not part of the system configuration, but are available and may be added
to the system configuration. The collection of system components and registry components is
disjoint – components may not be members of both collections.

4.2.1 Architectural Model Application of Reconfiguration Scenario

We may apply the architectural model to the illustrative examples in Section 4.1. Figure 4.1
depicts each system in turn (Figure 4.1(a) – the search and rescue system, Figure 4.1(b) – the
travel system, and Figure 4.1(c) the video streaming system). The figures depict components,
with unique identifiers and details of the provided and required services. The components are
linked with connector instances to form a system in a sample configuration.

4.2.2 Architectural Reconfiguration Actions

In Medvidovic’s work on dynamic architectural change [71], there are four key reconfiguration
actions which may alter the configuration of a system modelled with the architectural description
above; add component, remove component, add connection and remove connection. The model
configuration may also change outside the control of the infrastructure – for instance due to
component failure. However, in this section we consider only those changes determined by a
reconfiguration policy. External changes are the focus of the System Configuration Service of the
reconfiguration infrastructure. We detail how these actions are addressed in the architectural
Figure 4.1: Architectural model depicting architectural configuration – note: metadata are not included in this diagram. The element names of the components and connectors, and their example values, are emboldened for emphasis.
model. The architectural reconfiguration actions are formalised in Section 4.5.2.1.

**Add Component.** The *component addition* action adds a given component to the system component collection. The operation first removes the component from a component registry, followed its addition to the system’s collection of components. For the addition to take place, the given component instance must not be in the system, but available in the component registry.

**Remove Component.** The *remove component* operation removes a given component from the system component collection and subsequently adds the component to the registry of components. This action requires that the component is in the system and not connected to any other system components prior to removal and also that the component instance is not present in the component registry.

**Add Connector.** The *add connector* action creates a link to a pair of components. The link is added to the system model connector collection. We assume that the components of a system may be arbitrarily connected; such that either a common interface exists through which interaction occurs, or the *reconfiguration enacting agent* of the reconfiguration infrastructure may utilise wrapper components to ensure connections are free of mismatch. The action requires that each component being connected exists currently in the system and the components provide and require the relevant service.

**Remove Connector.** Performing the *remove connector* operation assumes that the property of quiescence [64] must hold. That is that both components in the configuration must have ceased communication with each other and thus the system is in a safe state to terminate communication. The property of quiescence is assumed to hold in this thesis, it is the focus of the System Configuration Service of the reconfiguration infrastructure. We consider this property as future work in Chapter 8. The remove connector action also requires that the components in question are currently in the system.

### 4.3 Policy Decision Mechanism

The reconfiguration policy exists as a constituent part of the Reconfiguration Control Service (RCS) of the reconfiguration framework. The Policy Executor of the RCS receives externally
defined values consisting of the system architectural model defined in Section 4.2 and component metadata. The Policy Executor evaluates the reconfiguration policy given these external values and system model as inputs to the policy.

The system model and metadata variables are declared and instantiated by the System Configuration Service (SCS) and Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service (MARS) respectively. The types of the metadata variables may be system- or domain-specific. For the sake of demonstrating the effectiveness of the language, we define metadata variables to be scalar values, but this is not a general restriction. The values of metadata variables may not be altered by the policy and thus are treated as constants by the policy.

Given the system architectural model in some configuration and metadata variables, the policy must determine the “best” course of action to take. As stated in Section 2.3, policies govern the choices in behaviour of a system. In a reconfiguration policy, the configuration changes (the choices in behaviour) are decided depending upon the state of managed component-based system. This notion of an action to be performed given the condition of managed system lends itself to rule-based obligation-type policies. These rules state what action should be taken depending upon the condition of the system being governed by the policy. RPL also uses of a collection of policy rules as its decision making mechanism.

Section 4.3.1 introduces the policy rules of RPL and Section 4.3.2 considers their ordering in a RPL policy. Section 4.3.3 illustrates the RPL policy mechanism with regards to the reconfiguration scenarios given in Section 4.1. The Policy Executor is not addressed in this thesis, however, we address its development as further work.

### 4.3.1 Policy Rules

A policy rule comprises two key parts, a *triggering condition* and a *response* and may be informally read as “if the triggering condition evaluates to true in a given state, then the response shall be executed”.

*Triggering conditions* are predicate Boolean expressions over the metadata variables, system architectural model and locally defined internal variables. The expressions have no side effect on the variables or architectural model. We limit the expressions to simple Boolean expressions, including relational expressions, in this thesis to demonstrate the verification techniques of Chap-
6. However including more complex expressions such as quantifiers is not an insurmountable challenge and is proposed as possible future work.

The decision as to when evaluation occurs is determined by the Policy Executor. We assume rule conditions to be continuously evaluated. We may also consider the Policy Executor to execute the reconfiguration policy when changes are made to the architectural model of the component-based system being managed or to component metadata. Such changes may occur when certain events occur in the reconfigurable system or its environment. Examples of such events include changing of system or component metadata, environmental influence on system configuration, new components becoming available, and component failure. Note that these examples include events which may worsen or improve the performance of the reconfigurable system. This method of policy execution differs from the policy languages surveyed in Chapter 2; both Ponder and PDL require a policy designer to explicitly define the events which must occur for each policy rule to be evaluated.

The policy rule response, which may be executed when the triggering condition evaluates to true, is discussed in detail in Section 4.4.

4.3.2 Rule Ordering

A problem, when executing a policy consisting of a collection of policy rules, occurs when a reconfigurable system is in a state such that the condition of more than one rule holds. This situation may arise in a conflict. For example, consider a reconfiguration policy containing two rules with conditions that hold at a given time. One rule creates a connection between two components CompA and CompB and the other removes the component CompA. In this situation the policy supplies instructions to the System Configuration Service which may lead to a conflict: if CompA is removed, followed by the creation of the connection, then we have a clear conflict. To avoid such conflict, RPL has an explicit ordering of the rules, described in this section.

As detailed in Section 2.3.5, the teleo-reactive approach to producing control systems has concepts in common with a policy for dynamic reconfiguration. The rule ordering used in T-R programs, with the notion of a goal condition and a sequence of degraded conditions, mirrors our notion of optimal and degraded levels of service in a resilient system as discussed in Section 1.1.
We therefore adopt a rule ordering similar to that used in teleo-reactive programs. In the ordered collection of policy rules of RPL, the triggering condition of the first policy rule is the \textit{goal condition}. A system which satisfies the goal condition is performing at an \textit{optimal level of service} (where the \textit{optimal} level is determined by a policy designer) and reconfiguration need not take place; thus no action should be taken – in RPL we denote this by the \textit{Nil} action. Subsequent rules in the collection are ordered by the policy designer. The conditions of those rules subsequent to the goal condition are regarded as \textit{degraded conditions} – a system which satisfies a degraded condition (and not the goal condition) is performing at an \textit{degraded level of service}.

In a T-R program, the rule collection is a \textit{strict total order}: each rule condition is \textit{strictly} more degraded from those earlier in the collection. In RPL, however, we allow greater flexibility in the rule ordering: the collection of policy rules has a \textit{non-strict total ordering}. In Figure 4.2, we depict a collection of rules, \{(c_1, r_1), (c_2, r_2), ..., (c_n, r_n)\}, with these two orderings: in Figure 4.2(a) a strict total ordering, and in Figure 4.2(b) a non-strict total order. A non-strict total order, in contrast to a strict total order, allows two or more policy rule conditions to be equally degraded. This is shown in Figure 4.2(b); conditions \(c_2\) and \(c_3\) are equally degraded and thus if the system is in a state such that both are true (and the goal condition is false) then either \(r_2\) or \(r_3\) may be evaluated. In the situation where two rules have conditions which evaluate to true and are of equal degradation, the response of either of these rules may be evaluated. This choice may be made non-deterministically.

![Figure 4.2: Comparison of rule ordering approaches](image_url)
the rule ordering explicitly, adding to the complexity of a reconfiguration policy. However, a non-strict total ordering allows greater flexibility to the policy designer and thus requires less effort than a strict total ordering. The orderings enforce the notion of resilience and remove the occurrence of conflicting actions.

As our notion of degradation is not reflected in the semantics of the language, but is part of the policy design, the rule ordering must be explicitly specified in some way. We propose the use of a mapping data structure for a collection of rules with a non-strict total ordering. The collection is represented as a map from the level of degradation to an unordered collection of rules matching this level of degradation. Figure 4.3 depicts a policy with a non-strict total ordering of rules (where, for example, ru1 is the policy rule (c1, r1)) with the system condition degradation explicitly shown (a degradation of 0 is rule with the goal condition, and subsequent levels are more degraded). Given this policy, we may represent this rule collection as the mapping \{0 \mapsto \{ru1\}, 1 \mapsto \{ru2, ru3\}, 2 \mapsto \{ru4\}, 3 \mapsto \{ru5\}, 4 \mapsto \{ru6\}\}. As we model the collection of rules at the same level of degradation as a set of rules, we may also consider the rule ordering as a total strict ordering of rule sets.

![Diagram of non-strict total ordering of rules with explicitly defined level of degradation.](image)

Defining a non-strict total rule ordering for RPL policy rules, is distinct from those policy languages described in Chapter 2. Both PDL and Ponder use an unordered collection of policy rules – this is also true of the informal policy notations used by Rainbow and PBAAM also
described in Chapter 2. This ordering mirrors our notion of optimal and degraded levels of service in a resilient system as discussed in Section 1.1, also distinguishes RPL from the surveyed policy languages.

4.3.3 Policy Mechanism Application in Reconfiguration Scenarios

In this section, we present example policies for each reconfiguration scenario described in Section 4.1. These policies illustrate the policy decision mechanism and indicate why the mechanism features are selected. We present the policies in a concrete syntax and should be read as informal policies – the final RPL language definition follows later in this chapter.

In Figure 4.4, we present a policy for the first scenario – srPolicy. It contains four policy rules in a rule mapping. Each rule is a condition-response pair, detailing the response to be taken if the condition is true. For example, in the first rule, if the condition availability \( \geq 8 \) holds for a system in a given state, then the Nil response is executed. The policy illustrates the RPL rule ordering to reflect the notion of resilience used in this thesis. The condition of the first rule, mapped to by 0, reflects the optimal level of service of a system – in this example, when the availability is greater than or equal to 8. The next rule, mapped to by 1, has the next most optimal condition degraded from the goal – where the availability is less than the optimal (8) but greater than 6. This is repeated until the final rule. Each degraded rule condition has a corresponding response, which aims to take some action to return the system to a more optimal level of service. These responses may include reconfiguration actions.

\[
srPolicy = \{0 \mapsto \{availability \geq 8 \rightarrow \text{Nil}\}, \\
1 \mapsto \{6 \leq availability < 8 \rightarrow add1\text{comp}\}, \\
2 \mapsto \{4 \leq availability < 6 \rightarrow add2\text{comp}\}, \\
3 \mapsto \{availability < 4 \rightarrow add\text{allcomp}\}\}
\]

Figure 4.4: Policy for search and rescue system

A policy for the travel booking system is presented in Figure 4.5. Like the previous example, this policy consists of several rules in a mapping. In this policy, we have two services which may degrade, represented by the hotel-reliability and flight-reliability metadata. The optimal level of service is defined as both services having a reliability of greater or equal to 9 – which is given in the condition of the first policy rule mapped to by 0. As the operators of the travel system
attach no priority over the reliability of each service, the next two rules are both mapped to by 1 in the rule mapping. The rules are contained in a rule set. If both conditions evaluate to true, a non-deterministic choice may be made between the execution of the response of either of the two policy rules.

\[
\text{travpolicy} = \{0 \mapsto \{\text{hotel-reliability} \geq 9 \land \text{flight-reliability} \geq 9 \} \rightarrow \text{Nil},
\]

\[
1 \mapsto \{(\text{hotel-reliability} < 9 \rightarrow \text{inchotel}),
\]

\[
(\text{flight-reliability} < 9 \rightarrow \text{incflight})\}\}
\]

Figure 4.5: Policy for travel system

A policy for the video streaming scenario is given in Figure 4.6. Using the rule ordering and the notion of degraded conditions, a policy designer may indicate their priorities between competing requirements. In the policy, the optimal level of service occurs when the quality satisfaction is greater or equal to 9, the frame rate is at its maximum, 30, and the cost at 10 units (the unit is not of importance). The next most optimal condition is where the quality satisfaction and image frame rate are at their optimal level, but the cost is too high. When at this condition, some response should be taken to reduce the cost. The subsequent conditions reflect more degraded levels of service. The rule map ordering shows that the most degraded condition occurs when the frame rate is below 10. Thus, the most important service is the image frame rate, followed by the quality satisfaction and finally the system cost.

\[
\text{vidpolicy} = \{0 \mapsto \{\text{quality-satisfaction} \geq 9 \land \text{frame-rate} = 30 \land \text{system-cost} = 10 \} \rightarrow \text{Nil},
\]

\[
1 \mapsto \{\text{quality-satisfaction} \geq 9 \land \text{frame-rate} = 30 \land \text{system-cost} > 10 \rightarrow \text{reduccecost},
\]

\[
2 \mapsto \{\text{quality-satisfaction} < 9 \land \text{frame-rate} = 30 \rightarrow \text{increaseQual},
\]

\[
3 \mapsto \{10 < \text{frame-rate} < 30 \rightarrow \text{incFrame1},
\]

\[
4 \mapsto \{\text{frame-rate} < 10 \rightarrow \text{incFrame2}\}\}
\]

Figure 4.6: Policy for video streaming system

4.4 Policy Response

In this section, we detail the response of a policy rule, as introduced in Section 4.3. The responses of RPL policy rules depend on whether the goal condition of the policy is true. When a system is in a state such that the goal condition of a RPL policy is true, the policy should make no changes to the system. In RPL this is the Nil response. When the reconfigurable system does not meet
this optimal goal condition, it is deemed to be degraded. In this case, a policy rule response may be either a rule collection or a reconfiguration action. The rule collection response introduces a hierarchy of rules, a useful construct in designing a policy language for reconfiguration. This nesting increases readability of reconfiguration policies, and also allows the policy designer to develop policies in stages to recover from different levels of degradation. The final response type of a policy rule is to perform a reconfiguration action on the system architectural model.

Neither Ponder nor PDL describe a language for the response part of a policy rule. This is due to the fact that both are generic policy languages – not specialised for reconfiguration policies. The policy notations used in Rainbow and PBAAM mention the use of reconfiguration actions, however a syntax is not given. As we intend RPL to be a language for specifying reconfiguration policies, we focus the policy responses to a specific reconfiguration language, defined in this section.

In the remainder of this section we further describe the reconfiguration action responses available in RPL policies.

4.4.1 Reconfiguration Actions

An explicitly defined reconfiguration action (henceforth referred to as an action) dictates what reconfigurations must take place to the system architectural model. Given a system satisfying the triggering condition of the rule, an action performs reconfiguration operations on the component-based system architectural model. The structure of actions is similar to that of block constructs in programming languages such as Algol 60 [3]. An action consists of a collection of local variables and a list of action statements. The action also has access to global policy variables, component metadata and the system model.

Four varieties of action statement are defined in RPL: conditionals, assignments, system model reconfiguration actions and complex actions. We address each action statement type below.

RPL offers two simple conditionals in actions: If statements and For loops. If statements are considered to act as in most existing programming languages. The For loops of RPL act as iterators through list-type data structures. Two For loop statements exist in RPL: for the iteration through members of sets and members of sequences.
The variables in RPL are either of scalar or architectural types. Scalar values include Booleans and natural numbers. Architectural values are those corresponding to the elements of the system architectural model (components and connectors). The assignment statements in RPL, therefore, must accommodate both scalar and architectural assignments. All assignments must be provided with an identifier and a value. The assignment statement sets this value to the identifier in the internal variable state of the policy.

As stated above, actions perform architectural configuration changes on the system model. The reconfiguration changes available in an action are covered in Section 4.2.2, that is to add components and connectors and to remove component and connectors. Each reconfiguration action makes assumptions about the state of the system model. Adding a component instance requires that it is present in the registry and is not in the system prior to the addition. Component deletion, conversely, requires that the component is in the system. The component deletion action has an additional stipulation in that the component being deleted must not be connected to any other components in the reconfigurable system. When adding a connector, both components being connected must be a part of the system and they must provide or require the relevant service. RPL has three actions for the removal of a connector: removal of all connections to a given component; removal of all connections of a given service to a given component; or removal of a connection of a given service between two specific components.

Finally, RPL includes three complex action statements: let, best component and component search. A let statement acts in a similar way to the let statement of VDM. The intention is to allow a policy designer the ability to assign a member of a set to a local variable and evaluate a sequence of action statements with this local variable. The scope of the local variable is limited to the provided action statement list. The best component statement incorporates an externally defined function using system metadata to determine the ‘best’ component from a given collection of components. This function is not given as part of RPL. The component search statement determines those components capable of providing or requiring a specified service from a given collection of components.
4.5 Reconfiguration Policy Language Definition

Given the design decisions detailed above, we propose a formal definition for RPL. This language definition addresses both the policy decision mechanism and the reconfiguration action language. It should be noted that by defining a formal language definition for RPL, we ensure RPL is unique from the informal definitions of those policy notations described in Chapter 2.

A language definition typically consists of definitions of both syntax and semantics. The syntax dictates the structure of the language constructs, for example expressions and statements, and the ways in which they may be combined. The semantics describes the meaning of the language. We consider both static and dynamic semantic definitions. A static semantics ensures texts are well formed, including type-correctness of expressions and scoping of variables. We define the static semantics of RPL by means of a well-formedness function over a policy and static environment. A static semantics aims to restrict syntactically correct texts to those considered valid. The static semantics should be sufficiently strong to ensure that every well-formed sentence of the language satisfying the relevant static semantic function is assigned a meaning in the dynamic semantics. A dynamic semantics describes the meaning of policies in a dynamic environment.

The definition of RPL is presented as follows. We provide an abstract syntax in Section 4.5.1 and detail key elements of the language. The well-formedness functions comprising the static semantics are verbose, and as they do not add to the meaning of a policy nor how its constructs may be combined, we do not discuss them in this chapter. A static semantic definition is provided in Appendix C. As proposed in Section 2.4.4, we provide two dynamic semantic definitions of the formal policy language defined in this thesis. A SOS definition may aid in the understanding of how a RPL policy may be executed and also in any verification tasks as described in Chapter 8. Although not used in the verification performed in this thesis, as described in Section 2.4.1, an SOS definition of RPL is presented in Appendix E. We also provide a denotational semantic definition. This definition, also adding to the understanding of policies, enables the proof of properties of policies. We give a denotational definition of RPL in Section 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Abstract Syntax

The syntax of a language may be given in an abstract or concrete definition. An abstract syntax allows us to define the language structure, whereas a concrete syntax contains details
necessary for the parsing of a text, such as syntactic keywords and ordering. In this thesis, we are primarily concerned with language features, and so concentrate on abstract, rather than concrete, syntax. This approach is widely used when interested primarily in the definition of language semantics [81, 105, 121].

The abstract syntax of RPL is defined using VDM-SL [58], as described in Section 2.4. In Section 4.5.1.1, we provide the syntax of the policy decision-making elements: the top level policy object and the collection of policy rules. Section 4.5.1.2 presents the syntax for the reconfiguration actions of RPL. The abstract syntax is given in full in Appendix B.

### 4.5.1.1 Policy Mechanism

The top level syntactic object of the policy language is the policy itself. The *Policy* object, as shown below, consists of the declaration of global policy variables, $v$, a sequence of assignment statements, $al$ and a policy rule map, $rm$. The global variables field of the policy is represented as a mapping from identifiers to variable *Types*, and the assignment list is used to instantiate these global variables. The policy rule map forms the collection of rules constituting the decision mechanism.

$$\begin{align*}
  Policy & : \ v : \text{Id} \mapsto Type \\
            & \quad al : \text{AssignList} \\
            & \quad rm : \text{RuleMap}
\end{align*}$$

The variable types permitted in RPL may be *ScalarTypes* or *ArchTypes*. *ScalarTypes* include the natural numbers and Boolean values. *ArchTypes* represent the architectural model entities associated with the reconfigurable system (components and connectors). Collections of architectural types may be given in sets and sequences.

$$\begin{align*}
  Type & = \text{ScalarType} \mid \text{ArchType} \mid \text{CollType} \\
  \text{ScalarType} & = \text{NatTp} \mid \text{BoolTp} \\
  \text{ArchType} & = \text{Comp} \mid \text{Conn} \\
  \text{CollType} & = \text{SetType} \mid \text{SeqType} \\
  \text{SetType} & : \ tp : \text{ArchType}
\end{align*}$$
The policy rule map, of type `RuleMap`, consists of a single field `ru`: a mapping from a natural number to a set of policy rules. A mapping collection allows the rules to be ordered in the non-strict total order, as discussed in Section 4.3.

\[
\text{RuleMap} :: \text{ru} : \mathbb{N} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Rule-set}
\]

A policy rule, of type `Rule`, consists of a Boolean condition `b` and a response `re`. The triggering condition of the rule is a Boolean expression, with the response discussed below.

\[
\text{Rule} :: \ b : \text{BoolExpr} \\
\text{re} : \text{Response}
\]

The policy rule `Response` may be either another rule mapping, a reconfiguration action, or the `Nil` response. We shall discuss actions in Section 4.5.1.2. Allowing the response to be a rule mapping allows for the policy designer to incorporate hierarchical structures in policies.

\[
\text{Response} = \text{RuleMap} | \text{Action} | \text{Nil}
\]

As shown above, the syntax for the policy mechanism part of the language is very simple: an ordered collection of sets of condition-response pairs. The response may be either another collection of rules or a reconfiguration action. We provide a discussion on the actions next.

### 4.5.1.2 Reconfiguration Actions

An action consists of local variables `v` and a collection of action statements `asl`. The scope of `v` extends only throughout the action statements `asl`, as enforced in the context conditions in Appendix C.

\[
\text{Action} :: \ v : \text{Id} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Type} \\
\text{asl} : \text{ActStmtList}
\]

\[
\text{ActStmtList} :: \text{as} : \text{ActStmt}^*
\]

The `ActStmt` is a union of the different types of action statement. We take this collection from the description of action statements in Section 4.4.1 – thus consisting of assignment statements (`ScalarAssign` and `ArchAssign`), conditional statements (`If`, `ForSet` and `ForSeq`), architec-
tural reconfiguration statements (AddComp, RemComp, ...) and complex statements (LetComp, BestComp and CompSearch).

\[ActStmt = Assignment \mid Conditional \mid ReconfigAct \mid Complex\]

\[Assignment = ScalarAssign \mid ArchAssign\]

\[Conditional = If \mid ForSet \mid ForSeq\]

\[ReconfigAct = AddComp \mid RemComp \mid AddConn \mid RemConn \mid RemConnByComp \mid RemConnByServ\]

\[Complex = LetComp \mid BestComp \mid CompSearch\]

The assignment statements of RPL assign an expression to a local variable identifier in the semantic model. The conditional statements in RPL include a standard If statement and also for loops ForSet and ForSeq for the iteration through sets and sequences respectively. The syntactic and semantic definitions for the assignments and conditional If are not given here, however are present in the full language syntactic definition in Appendix B. We present the iterators here.

The ForSet and ForSeq statements allow iteration through members of a set or sequence – the abstract syntax of each is near identical. An identifier, \(i\), is given as a local variable which is assigned to a value in the set identified by setId in the ForSet statement, or seqId in the ForSeq statement. The variable is local to the statement list \(asl\).

\[ForSet :: \quad i : Id\]
\[\quad setId : Id\]
\[\quad setType : Type\]
\[\quad asl : ActStmtList\]

\[ForSeq :: \quad i : Id\]
\[\quad seqId : Id\]
\[\quad seqType : Type\]
\[\quad asl : ActStmtList\]

The syntax for RPL action statements that can change the configuration of the architectural model mirrors those reconfiguration actions of the model detailed in Section 4.2.2. The actions
to add and remove components simply require a local variable identifier \( c \) for the component to add to or remove from the system.

\[
\text{AddComp} :: c : Id
\]

\[
\text{RemComp} :: c : Id
\]

The action statement for adding a connector takes the local variable identifiers for two components those providing \((p)\) and requiring \((r)\) a given service \(s\). The service is denoted by an abstract token datatype.

\[
\text{AddConn} :: p : Id
\]
\[
 r : Id
\]
\[
 s : \text{token}
\]

The reconfiguration action to remove a connector from the architectural model, is provided by three syntactic objects: \(\text{RemConn}, \text{RemConnByComp}\) and \(\text{RemConnByServ}\). The first of these, \(\text{RemConn}\), requires variable identifiers for both the connected components and the service of the connection. \(\text{RemConnByComp}\) requires the variable identifier for just one of the components in the connector to be removed. Finally \(\text{RemConnByServ}\) takes one variable identifier and the service of the connection to be removed.

\[
\text{RemConn} :: p : Id
\]
\[
 r : Id
\]
\[
 s : \text{token}
\]

\[
\text{RemConnByComp} :: c : Id
\]

\[
\text{RemConnByServ} :: c : Id
\]
\[
 s : \text{token}
\]

RPL includes three complex action statements. These statements are \(\text{LetComp}, \text{BestComp}\) and \(\text{CompSearch}\). A simple let expression is included in RPL. The action statement allows a local variable to be defined for a member of a given set of components. The statement assigns a member of the set \(cs\) to the identifier \(i\) which may be used within the scope of the action statement list \(asl\).

\[
\text{LetComp} :: i : Id
\]
\[
 cs : Id
\]
\[
 asl : \text{ActionStmtList}
\]
The “best component” action, (BestComp) requires two identifiers $i$, $cs$ and a natural number $n$.

The first identifier $i$ corresponds to target variable name to which the best component is to be assigned to. The identifier $cs$ relates to a set of components from which the best $n$ components will be chosen.

$$\text{BestComp} :: i : Id$$
$$cs : Id$$
$$n : N$$

Syntactically, the CompSearch action is similar to BestComp. It takes two identifiers $i$, $cs$, a token $f$ and the an enumerated value $t$. Again the identifier $i$ is the target to which the components found shall be assigned to. The second identifier $cs$ is a link to the set of components being searched, $s$ is the search term denoting the service to be found, and $t$ is used to define whether the service is to be provided or required by the searcher.

$$\text{CompSearch} :: i : Id$$
$$cs : Id$$
$$s : \text{token-set}$$
$$t : \text{Prov} | \text{Req}$$

Expressions in RPL may be either ScalarExprs, which include arithmetic and relational expressions; ArchExprs, which consist of expressions determining the makeup of the system architecture; and MetaExprs, which allow querying of system service metadata and component metadata.

$$\text{Expr} = \text{ArchExpr} | \text{ScalarExpr} | \text{MetaExpr}$$

The full expression syntax is given in Appendix B.

### 4.5.2 Denotational Semantic Definition

Here we propose a denotational definition for the dynamic semantics of RPL. As described in Section 2.4.2, a semantic definition comprises two parts: a semantic domain and a set of denotations (or semantic functions). A semantic domain constitutes related sets of elements to be used in the semantic functions. Domains also have associated operations – functions which takes arguments from the domain. Given the semantic domains, the remainder of the
denotational definition consists of a number of semantic functions. The semantic functions relate to the syntactic elements of the defined language. For a motivating example of a simple semantic domain and denotational function for the *If* syntactic element, see Section 2.4.2.

We briefly outline the semantic domain of the dynamic state and the reconfigurable component-based system to be managed by a reconfiguration policy in Section 4.5.2.1 – the full semantic domain is provided in Appendix D. This outline formalises the architectural model proposed in Section 4.2. Following the presentation of the RPL syntax, the remainder of this section gives the denotational functions in Section 4.5.2.2, beginning with the policy mechanism and then the actions. The full denotational definition is given in Appendix D.

### 4.5.2.1 Semantic Domains

The language definition of RPL has several semantic domains. These domains describe related sets of elements which may be used in the denotational functions of RPL. In this section we outline these semantic domains. The domains outlined here are presented in the same style as Schmit [105]: domains are enumerated; the domain name is boldened; followed by the domain definition. In this section, we present extracts from the domain, the full semantic domain definition is presented in Appendix D.

The first domain, the dynamic state, is the **State** domain. The domain definition, preceded by the keyword ‘Domain’ states that all uses of the term $\sigma$ in the semantic definition refer to a $\Sigma$ semantic object and describes the structure of that object. The domain definition dictates that the $\Sigma$ semantic object consists of an *IntVars* object (the internal variables of a RPL policy) and a *System* object (the architectural model of the reconfigurable system).

**III State**

Domain $\sigma \in \Sigma = \text{IntVars} \times \text{System}$

Internal variables, defined by the **Internal Variables** domain, are defined as a mapping from variable identifiers $Id$ to values – given by the **Value** domain. Notice that the **Internal Variables** domain has a second part, denoted by the ‘Operations’ keyword. The operations of a domain define operations which may be used on instances of a semantic object defined by that domain. Operations have a signature which defines the inputs and outputs of the operations and an operation definition. The **Internal Variables** domain has two operations: the first, $iV(\_)$
is a value lookup – given a IntVars object and an identifier of type Id, a Value is returned; the second operation, $iV \uparrow (i \mapsto e)$, is a mapping override operation\(^2\) which sets the value of $i$ to $e$.

**IV Internal Variables**

Domain $iV \in \text{IntVars} = \text{Id}\xrightarrow{m}\text{Value}$

Operations

\[
iV(\_): \text{IntVars} \times \text{Id} \rightarrow \text{Value}\\
iV \uparrow (i \mapsto e): \text{IntVars} \times (\text{Id}\xrightarrow{m}\text{Value}) \rightarrow \text{IntVars}
\]

**Identifiers** are defined as abstract *token* datatypes – we are not concerned with their representation. The **Value** domain dictates that values in RPL may either be ScalarValue, that is boolean and numerical values, or an ArchValue, component identifiers and connector objects.

The architectural model of the reconfigurable component-based system, introduced in Section 4.2, is formalised in the semantic domain of the RPL language definition. The top-level domain of the system model is given below as the **System** semantic domain. The domain definition states that the System semantic object is composed of Comps, Conns, ServMetadata and Registry objects, which are also given in the domain definition. We present a selection of the operations on the System domain. Four operations are defined for the addition and removal of components within a System semantic object. Two operations, addSComp and remSComp, correspond to the system component mapping Comps and two addRComp and remRComp relate to the component registry, Registry. Given a state object of type $\Sigma$ and identifier of type Id, the addSComp operation overwrites\(^3\) the components field of the System by the result of another operation addComp, belonging to the Component Mapping domain. Similarly, the remSComp operation overwrites the components field of the System by the result of the remComp operation. The two registry operations addRComp and remRComp are essentially identical to their component mapping counterparts, overwriting the registry field of the System by Registry domain operations.

**X System**

Domain $s \in \text{System} = \text{Comps} \times \text{Conns} \times \text{ServMetadata} \times \text{Registry}$

Operations

\[
\cdots\\
\text{addSComp}(\sigma, c): \Sigma \times \text{Id} \rightarrow \Sigma
\]

\(^2\)The VDM syntactic element $\uparrow$ is the mapping override operator.

\(^3\)We use the $\mu$ operator on tuples to modify values of constituent fields. For example, the function $\mu(id, i \mapsto e)$ changes the content of the field $i$ of record $id$ to the value $e$. 

addSComp(σ, c) ≜ let cId = σ.iV(c) in
μ(σ.s, cs → addComp(σ.s.cs, cId, σ.s.r(cId)))

remSComp(σ, c): Σ × Id → Σ
remSComp(σ, c) ≜ let cId = σ.iV(c) in
μ(σ.s, cs → remComp(σ.s.cs, cId))

addRComp(σ, c): Σ × Id → Σ
addRComp(σ, c) ≜ let cId = σ.iV(c) in
μ(σ.s, r → addRegComp(σ.s.r, cId, σ.s.cs(cId)))

remRComp(σ, c): Σ × Id → Σ
remRComp(σ, c) ≜ let cId = σ.iV(c) in
μ(σ.s, r → remRegComp(σ.s.r, cId))

The final semantic domains of the RPL definition we discuss in the thesis body relate to metadata. The Service Metadata domain relates to system-level metadata, defining the ServMetadata semantic object. The object is defined as a mapping from an identifier to a Metadata object, with a single mapping lookup operation. The purpose of this domain is to allow different aspects (for example the services provided by a system) to have associated metadata. The Metadata domain defines the Metadata semantic object to be a mapping of an identifier to a ScalarValue, similarly to the Internal Variables domain. However, notice that there is only one operation – a mapping lookup. There is no operation to change the metadata mapping. This ensures that, as stated in Section 4.3, policies may not alter the metadata values.

XIV Service Metadata
Domian mV ∈ ServMetadata = Id m → Metadata
Operations
mV(_:): ServMetadata × Id → Metadata

XV Metadata
Domain md ∈ Metadata = Id m → ScalarValue
Operations
md(_:): Metadata × Id → ScalarValue
4.5.2.2 Semantic Functions

Policy Mechanism

The policy mechanism portion of the language definition contains three denotational functions relating to the syntactic objects defined in Section 4.5.1.1:

\[ P: Policy \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \]
\[ RM: RuleMap \times \mathbb{N} \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \]
\[ RE: Response \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \]

We describe the functions in this section.

The first, \( P \), is a function which takes a \( Policy \) object and state \( \Sigma \) and returns a new state. Given a policy containing global variables \( v \), an assignment list \( al \) and a rule mapping \( rm \), and given a state \( \sigma \), the denotation of the policy is the denotation of the rule mapping in a state determined by the denotation of the assignment list with a state \( \sigma \) with its \( vars \) field overwritten with the global variables \( v \). So that the policy first evaluates the policy rule with a condition meeting the goal condition, the \( Policy \) denotational function supplies the \( RM \) function with the natural number zero.

\[ \begin{align*}
P: Policy \times \Sigma &\to \Sigma \\
[v, al, rm]_\sigma &= RM[rm, 0](\mathcal{A}\mathcal{C}[al](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v)))
\end{align*} \]

The rule mapping denotational function is a function from \( RuleMap \), degradation level \( (\mathbb{N}) \) and a state object \( \Sigma \) to a new state \( \Sigma \). The first line of the function body contains a set comprehension which determines those rules in the map with the given degradation level whose denotation for the triggering condition evaluates to \( True \) – this is assigned to a local variable \( i \). If the resultant set \( i \) is non-empty, the meaning of the rule mapping is then chosen nondeterministically as the denotation for the response of a rule in the set of true rules \( RE[j, re, \sigma] \). If the set is empty, however, then if there are further levels of degradation in the mapping, the denotation of the rule mapping is a recursive function call, incrementing the degradation level. If there are no further degradation levels, the current state is returned.

\[ \begin{align*}
RM: RuleMap \times \mathbb{N} \times \Sigma &\to \Sigma \\
[rm, l]_\sigma &\text{ let } i = \{ r \mid r \in rm(l) \& SE[r, b, \sigma] \}
\end{align*} \]
in if $i \neq \{\}$
    then let $j \in i$
        in $RE[j, re][\sigma]$

else if $\exists l' \in \text{dom} \cdot l' > l$
    then $\mathcal{R.M}[rm, l + 1][\sigma]$
else $\sigma$

The denotation for the response is dependent on the type of response used in a rule. The denotational function takes a $Response$ object and state, and returns a new state. The meaning of the response is either a reconfiguration action or rule mapping denotation, depending upon the type of response given.

$RE: Response \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma$
$[rs][\sigma] = \mathcal{R.M}[rs, 0][\sigma]$
$[ac][\sigma] = \mathcal{A.C}[ac][\sigma]$
$[\text{Nil}][\sigma] = \sigma$

Reconfiguration Actions

The action portion of the language definition also contains three denotational functions relating to the syntactic objects defined in Section 4.5.1.1:

$\mathcal{A.C}: Action \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma$
$\mathcal{A.S.L}: ActStmtList \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma$
$\mathcal{A.S}: ActionStmt \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma$

We describe the functions in this section.

The denotational function for a reconfiguration action containing local variables $v$ and body $asl$ has the meaning of the action statement list, given an amended state. The amended state is the initial state with its $\text{vars}$ field overwritten with the local variables.

$\mathcal{A.C}: Action \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma$
$[v, asl, \text{Nil}][\sigma] = \mathcal{A.S.L}[asl](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow v))$

The $\mathcal{A.S.L}$ denotational function takes a list of action statements and a state, returning a new
state. The meaning of such a list, with the head as and tail asl is the denotation of asl given a state determined by the denotation of as (given the initial state supplied by the ASL denotational function). If the list is empty, no change is made to the initial state.

\[ \text{ASL: } \text{ActStmtList} \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma \]
\[ [[as] \Rightarrow asl] \sigma = ASL[asl](AS[as] \sigma) \]
\[ [[]] \sigma = \sigma \]

In line with the abstract syntax definition given in this chapter, below are the key action statements relating to the reconfiguration of the system. As with the syntactic definition, we address different types of action statement in turn. Beginning with assignment statements, the semantic definition states that expression \( e \) is evaluated by the relevant denotational function (either \( SE[as] \sigma \) or \( AE[as] \sigma \) depending on the type of the expression), and then assigned to the identifier \( i \) by overwriting the internal variable of the policy state \( \sigma \).

\[ \text{AS: } \text{ActionStmt} \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma \]
\[ [\text{ScalarAssign}(i, e)] \sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto SE[as] \sigma)) \]
\[ [\text{ArchAssign}(i, e)] \sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto AE[as] \sigma)) \]

The conditional statement If denotational function appeals to the scalar expression denotational function \( SE[b] \sigma \) with the Boolean condition \( b \), the result of which determines which action determines which action statement list \( (as_1 \text{ or } as_2) \) is evaluated by the ASL denotational function.

\[ [\text{If}(b, as_1, as_2)] \sigma = \text{if } SE[b] \sigma \text{ then } ASL[as_1] \sigma \text{ else } ASL[as_2] \sigma \]

The looping conditionals ForSet and ForSeq have similar recursive denotational functions. We shall, therefore, only give an explanation of the ForSet statement. The function first checks the base case – where the set denoted by the state internal variable lookup using the setId identifier is empty. If this is not the case, the action statement list asl is evaluated with the internal variables of the state altered. This alteration occurs by assigning an element of the set, \( s \) (chosen non-deterministically) to the local identifier \( i \). This is followed by the denotational function of the ForSet action statement with the set in the internal variable mapping mapped to by setId reduced in size by the removal of the element \( s \).

\(^{4}\)The VDM syntactic element \( \Rightarrow \), is the sequence concatenation operator
\[ \text{ForSet}(i, setId, -, asl) \sigma = \begin{cases} \sigma & \text{if } \sigma.iV(setId) = \emptyset \\ \sigma & \text{else let } s \in \sigma.iV(setId) \\ \text{in } \mathcal{ASL}[asl](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto s\})); \\ \mathcal{AS}[\text{ForSet}(i, setId, -, asl)](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow \\ {setId \mapsto \sigma.iV(setId) - s})) \end{cases} \]

\[ \text{ForSeq}(i, seqId, -, asl) \sigma = \begin{cases} \sigma & \text{if } \sigma.iV(seqId) = [] \\ \sigma & \text{else let } s = \text{hd } \sigma.iV(seqId) \\ \text{in } \mathcal{ASL}[asl](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto s\})); \\ \mathcal{AS}[\text{ForSeq}(i, seqId, -, asl)](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow \\ {seqId \mapsto \text{tl } \sigma.iV(seqId)})) \end{cases} \]

The architectural operations all appeal to relevant operations of the semantic domain. For example, the \textit{AddComp} statement denotational function first adds the component to the system component mapping (using the operation \texttt{addSComp}) followed by its removal from the registry (\texttt{remRComp}).

\[ \text{AddComp}(c) \sigma = \text{remRComp}(\text{addSComp}(\sigma, c), c) \]

\[ \text{RemComp}(c) \sigma = \text{remSComp}(\text{addRComp}(\sigma, c), c) \]

\[ \text{AddConn}(p, r, s) \sigma = \text{addConn}(\sigma, p, r, s) \]

\[ \text{RemConn}(p, r, s) \sigma = \text{remConn}(\sigma, p, r, s) \]

\[ \text{RemConnByComp}(c) \sigma = \text{remConnByComp}(\sigma, c) \]

\[ \text{RemConnByCompServ}(s) \sigma = \text{remConnByCompServ}(\sigma, s) \]

Finally, we consider the statements \textit{LetComp}, \textit{CompSearch} and \textit{BestComp}. The denotational function for the \textit{LetComp} action statement is similar to the \textit{ForSet} denotational function in that a local variable, with an identifier \(i\) and a value \(c\) non-deterministically chosen from a set \((\sigma.iV(cs))\), is defined for an action statement list denotation. The \textit{LetComp} action does not, however, have a recursive function.

\[ \text{LetComp}(i, cs, asl) \sigma = \begin{cases} \sigma & \text{if } \sigma.iV(cs) = \emptyset \\ \sigma & \text{else let } c \in \sigma.iV(cs) \\ \text{in } \mathcal{ASL}[asl](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto c\})) \end{cases} \]
The \textit{CompSearch} and \textit{BestComp} denotations appeal to the semantic domain operations \texttt{compSearch} and \texttt{bestComp} respectively. The operation for \texttt{compSearch} is specified in the complete denotational semantic definition of Appendix D, however the \texttt{bestComp} operation is not.

\[ \text{CompSearch}(i, cs, s, t) \sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma. iV \uplus (i \mapsto \text{compSearch}(\sigma, cs, s, t))) \]

\[ \text{BestComp}(i, cs, n) \sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma. iV \uplus (i \mapsto \text{bestComp}(\sigma, cs, n))) \]

4.6 Towards a Method for RPL Policy Design

Given the definition of RPL, we detail the activities required to form a method for the production of such a policy. Such a methodology – prescribing a set of rules to form a method – including the waterfall and spiral methods [112], exist for the design of software systems. In this section we detail several activities which would form a method for RPL policy design. We expand further on these activities in the case study defined in Chapter 5 – a RPL policy is defined for the management of an example component-based system. From this case study, we may explore the activities detailed here, to further develop a method for RPL policy design.

\textbf{State system requirements} A standard software engineering practice discussed in detail in requirements engineering literature [112, 99, 13] is to develop a list of requirements to understand the services used by system. Requirement elicitation is itself a large subject. As RPL policies consist of an ordered collection of policy rules to provide resilience to reconfigurable systems, policy designers should pay particular attention to requirements determining ranges of acceptable functionality. This should include non-functional properties on those system services – for example dependability properties (availability, reliability), cost and so forth. Any priorities of acceptable behaviour between different services should also be considered – see the travel system scenario, outlined in Section 4.1 and its policy in Section 4.3.3, for example.

\textbf{Determine available metadata} A policy designer must first determine what metadata are available from the reconfigurable system and its components. The metadata may be available in ‘raw’ form or analysed by the Metadata Reasoning Service of the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service of the reconfiguration infrastructure. All metadata are provided to the policy by the MARS. Identifying sources of faults may also provide a means of de-
terminating the metadata to collect, in that metadata may be reasoned over to detect faults in the reconfigurable system.

**Obtain goal condition** Using the requirements and metadata, define a predicate to represent the optimal level of service of the managed system. This condition is the goal condition of the policy. The RPL policy rule condition syntax states that the (goal) condition is in the form of a Boolean predicate using a combination of constant values and values determined by system and component metadata.

**Determine degraded conditions** Again, using the requirements and available metadata, an ordered list of conditions is to be produced. The first condition in this list should represent the next most optimal condition the reconfigurable system may enter – degraded from the goal condition. This should be repeated until the most degraded condition deemed acceptable with regards to the system requirements. As has been stated earlier in this section, defining degraded conditions is similar to that used in creating T-R programs and unique from other policy languages.

**Create mapping for policy structure** Given the conditions developed in the previous two steps, the rule mapping is to be constructed. The rule mapping constitutes a mapping of natural numbers to sets of rules. The natural number represents the level of degradation of the rule conditions – the lower the number in the domain of the mapping, the less degraded the condition. The rule with the goal condition, therefore, should be mapped to by the natural number 0. If the ordering designed in the previous two steps has no conditions with an equal level of degradation, then each rule set is a singleton. The rule ordering in RPL is discussed in Section 4.3.2 for more detail.

RPL also allows for hierarchical rule mappings - allowing a system designer the ability to group a number of related degraded conditions. If required, a rule mapping as a response to a top level rule may be created.

**Determine rule responses** The RPL syntax states that the responses of RPL rules may be either: Nil, a reconfiguration action or another rule-mapping. In designing the rule responses, a policy designer should first start with the goal condition. A system in this state should not perform any reconfiguration actions and thus the Nil action should be used.

For the remaining actions, the policy designer should determine what reconfiguration ac-
tions should be taken to ensure the reconfigurable system moves to a state satisfying a less degraded rule condition. Alternately, if a number of actions may be needed, then the option of another rule mapping allows for a hierarchy enabling a number of ordered actions to be taken.

These activities are required to define a RPL policy in the context of the reconfiguration infrastructure introduced in Chapter 3. A method would organise these activities in a way suited to the needs of the policy developer. This, however, is specific to a given application and so not detailed in this section. In next chapter, Chapter 5, we define a RPL policy using these steps for the management of an example reconfigurable component-based system.

4.7 RPL Summary

We have detailed the design decisions behind the reconfiguration policy language RPL and given a formal syntax and semantics for the language. The aim of this is to aid in the design of analysis and support methods and tools, including formal verification, undertaken in Chapter 6. We presented the architectural model we consider for representing reconfigurable component-based systems. Based on the assumptions we made in Chapter 3, we consider a simple architectural model consisting of a system composed of components and the connections between components. Components are service-based in that their functionality is defined through provided and required services. We also consider a registry of components that may form part of a reconfigurable system, but are not in use by that system.

We have discussed the design of a policy language, first considering the rules of a policy and their ordering, and second, in the policy rule responses. Given this design we present the syntax and semantics for RPL. An abstract syntax was defined for RPL which enables us to formalise the syntactic structures of RPL without being concerned with the parsing issues in a concrete syntax. The semantic definition allows a policy designer to understand the meaning of RPL policies and aids in verification (discussed in Chapter 6). The full definition of RPL is given in Appendices B, C, D and E.

Given the language definition of RPL, we outlined the activities required to form a method for the design of reconfiguration policies. We present a number of detailed steps as to how a policy
designer should approach the task of producing a RPL policy.

RPL is distinct from those policy notations surveyed in Chapter 2. The differences are summarised below:

- RPL policies are continuously evaluated, and thus the triggering of a policy rule response is handled by the condition and the rule ordering.

- RPL has an ordered collection, rather than an unordered collection and thus reflects our notion of resilience.

- RPL has a reconfiguration action language which describes the response of policy rules. The language has a defined syntax and semantics.

- RPL has a formally defined semantics in contrast to the informal definitions of the surveyed approaches.

In the following chapter, we introduce a case study as a means to illustrate the application of the reconfiguration infrastructure in Chapter 3 and the method activities introduced in Section 4.6 to produce a reconfiguration policy defined in RPL. This policy will, in turn, form the basis of the demonstration of formal verification in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5

Case Study

In this chapter we present a case study: the demonstration of the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL policy language for an example reconfigurable system (the ‘case’), with the purpose of identifying strengths and weaknesses of the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL language, and providing some conclusions on a method for RPL policy design. The case study exploration is performed in two ways, firstly the demonstration of the approach to be taken by a developer of reconfigurable systems in designing system-specific components of the reconfiguration infrastructure introduced in Chapter 3. Secondly, a reconfiguration policy, specified using the RPL language introduced in Chapter 4, is defined to control architectural reconfigurations occurring in the system. The case study also forms a basis for demonstrating the formal verification contribution of this thesis: in Chapter 6 we demonstrate the formal verification of properties of the RPL policy defined for the case study.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1, we identify criteria for formulating a case study. We introduce the case study with a description of the reconfigurable system in Section 5.2. Any simplifications and assumptions we make in the case study are justified in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 details the steps to be taken in designing the components of the infrastructure for the support of the reconfigurable system of the case study. Using the guidance in Section 3.4, we detail the design decisions for those case study-specific infrastructure components. We define the system architectural model and provide a definition of the external metadata variables. Requirements for the system are detailed, followed by design decisions in producing a reconfiguration policy. In Section 5.5, we apply the design method described in Section 4.6 to produce a reconfiguration policy using RPL and finally the example policy
itself. The RPL policy defined for this case study is used in Chapter 6 to address the formal verification of a reconfiguration policy. Finally, in Section 5.6, we draw conclusions on the case study exploration of the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL policy design.

5.1 Criteria for a Case Study

In order to ensure we select a relevant and representative example system, we identify criteria to help in its assessment for the purpose of demonstrating the reconfiguration infrastructure, the definition of a reconfiguration policy using RPL and for forthcoming efforts in formal verification. These criteria are informed by the assumptions of component-based systems managed by the reconfiguration infrastructure, as described in Chapter 3.

Component-based system. The case study must be based on a component-based system, where constituent components may provide and require services used by the system. Components are connected by a networked communication medium which we may assume to be perfect. The components may thus be distributed physically and in terms of the network of components.

Open network of components. Components of the system may be removed by external entities beyond the control of system governance. Components which become available during system runtime may be incorporated into the system. The open nature of the system ensures we place no limit on the scale of the system with regards to the number of components making up the system, or the registry.

Reconfigurable system. The component-based system must be reconfigurable and must exhibit all reconfiguration operations considered in Section 4.2.2: addition and removal of both components and connectors.

Component metadata. Component metadata must be demonstrated. We may assume that metadata-based reasoning may be provided by the reconfiguration infrastructure to describe system-level metadata relating to the provided and required services of constituent components.

Optimum system-level property. There should be some system-level property that the sys-
tem designer requires to be preserved as an optimal level of service. It should, therefore, be the goal of the reconfiguration policy to maintain or achieve this property.

**System degradation and failure.** The system must display some degradation of level of service or the constituent components must be susceptible to failure. System degradation should be represented in the component metadata. System degradation and component failure allows us to demonstrate the resilience afforded by the reconfiguration infrastructure.

**Service priorities.** The case study should exhibit some priorities between the provision of services at differing levels of degradation. The study should also include services, between which, there are no priorities.

**Complexity of system.** Determining the appropriate complexity of a suitable case study is not trivial. We consider a suitable system to contain several components, and provide and require several services. This requirement ties in with the requirement for an open network of components – the openness results in a potentially large number of components. Whilst the case study should contain necessary abstractions, it should not be unrealistically elementary.

## 5.2 Case Study Description

The case study presented in this chapter is inspired by the topology scenario presented by Gamble [35] and the wireless sensor case study by Provan et al. [101]. In this scenario, the system consists of a number of remote wireless nodes which detect movement in an area under observation. The system transmits any movement to a command centre in a remote location not considered in this simple case study. All communications use a perfect wireless communication medium with infinite bandwidth and reliability for this case study (an assumption introduced in Section 3.1 when outlining the class of reconfigurable systems covered in this thesis).

A network of nodes is formed to cover the physical space and to transmit movement data to a central command base. The network is composed only of these devices. Two types of node are present in the case study; **sensing nodes** and **hub nodes**. Sensing nodes may provide two different sensing services; **audio or visual**. A node may provide multiple services at any given time. The set of sensing services provided may differ from node to node. At any time, one (and only one)
hub node must be present in the system. The hub collects sensed data from the other nodes of
the network and transmits this information to the command centre. Hub nodes require audio or
visual data.

The nodes may be provided by several different organisations, using a diverse range of hardware
and software for sensing. These nodes may be arbitrarily added and removed from the system’s
environment, and also removed from the reconfigurable system by the owning organisations. The
sensor nodes may use a number of different technologies to detect movement, may have different
costs associated with use, and may differ in quality. It is assumed however, a common interface is
employed across all sensors irrespective of the internal component composition, consistent with
the assumption made in Section 3.1. Sensor and hub nodes are prone to failure and degradation
due to their low cost and being situated in an adverse environment.

The open network of nodes and their susceptibility to degradation indicates this system is unlikely
to maintain an optimal level of service at all times. This optimal level of service is where the audio
and visual services are provided satisfactorily (we address this in more detail in Section 5.4.3)
and where a hub node is present in the system. The resilience property we wish this case study
system to respect is that some action must be taken for a degraded system not performing at an
optimal level of service with the aim to recover to that optimal level.

Nodes that are not in use by the system enter a low-power mode. These nodes may be woken from
the low-power mode at any time. Wireless communication paths may be created and deleted
between nodes at any time. These actions constitute the available reconfiguration actions the
system designer has access to. The use of reconfiguration actions on the case study system may
provide the required resilience.

Nodes in use by the system and those in low-power mode may publish metadata which detail their
non-functional properties. This metadata may detail availability, cost, range or noise. The meta-
data published by nodes may differ due to different organisations providing the sensors.

The requirement of resilience in this case study coupled with the open network of nodes implies
that the development of design-time blueprints of system configuration is not a realistic solution
to managing configuration change. The reconfiguration infrastructure presented in Chapter 3
may provide this required support for reconfiguration. The infrastructure is capable of gathering
and reasoning over component metadata, maintaining an architectural model of the reconfig-
urable system and the reconfiguration policy is able to specify actions on the system architecture to provide reconfiguration guidance and control.

Table 5.1 summarises how the wireless sensor case study example, inspired by the topology scenario presented by Gamble [35] and the wireless sensor case study by Provan et al. [101], meets the requirements set out in Section 5.1.

5.3 Case Study Assumptions and Simplifications

This case study has been designed so that it is general enough so not to be specific to the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL language defined in this thesis. Assumptions are made in the case study to allow it to better illustrate the key features of RPL and the verification techniques presented in later chapters. The key assumptions are as follows:

- The case study states that all communications are carried over a wireless medium with sufficient bandwidth and sufficient reliability – the communication medium is perfect. Whilst this is clearly a simplifying assumption, this is justified by the fact that in the architectural description in Section 4.2 we consider an abstract connector definition and is also a stated assumption introduced in Section 3.1 when outlining the class of reconfigurable systems covered in this thesis. If a realistic communication model is required, this can be modelled by treating the communication medium as a component. This simplification does not effect the case study’s ability to exercise the policy approach.

- The sensor nodes provide services and hub nodes require services. We also state that multiple services may be provided by a sensor at any time. Whilst RPL and the reconfiguration infrastructure support components which provide and require services, we make a simplification in the case study and we do not consider such components.

- A star network is used as the architectural pattern for the case study – it is a simple architecture and allows us to constrain the reconfiguration actions to demonstrate RPL. This choice does not negate the possibility for other architectural structures to be used. Whilst we can not say whether more complex architecture structures would be more difficult to reconfigure or to specify RPL policies, we believe the findings gained from this structure may be generalisable. Further research may be required on a range of structures.
### Requirement | Comparison with Case Study
--- | ---
Component-based system | The system is composed of a distributed network of sensor and hub nodes. These nodes are the components of the system and are connected by a networked wireless communication medium.

Open network of components | Sensor and hub components may be added to the physical space at any time. Components may be provided by different organisations. An assumption is made that components in the physical space have common interfaces and may be used by the system. Components may also be arbitrarily removed from the physical space and thus from the system, and the number of components is not limited.

Reconfigurable system | Components of the system may be added to the system configuration, from the registry of available components, by waking them from the low-power mode. Components may be removed from the system to the registry. Connection addition and removal is achieved through the creation and deletion of wireless communication paths.

Component metadata | Sensor and hub components may publish metadata which detail their functional and non-functional properties. This metadata may detail availability, cost, range or noise. The metadata published differs component to component.

System-level optimum | The system-level properties which are of interest and which form the optimal level of service, and thus the goal of the policy relate to the satisfaction of audio and visual services and the presence of a hub component in the system.

Component degradation | The components are assumed to be susceptible to degradation and failure. The component metadata may represent this degradation in terms of availability, range or noise.

Service priorities | Sensor components in the system may provide audio and visual services. There is no priority between the provision of these two services. The presence of the hub node, requiring the two services, is the highest priority.

System Complexity | As mentioned earlier, the number of components in the system and registry is not bounded. The system components may provide and require two services, which is adequate for the study. The components also have several metadata associated.

Table 5.1: Summary of how sensor network meets our requirements for a case study
• We assume a common interface on all sensors. This reflects the assumption stated in Chapter 3 that components are interoperable, using wrapper classes to ensure compatibility between different component providers.

• The reconfiguration actions available in the case study reflect those available in RPL. This is not designed to suit only RPL but, as justified in the description of RPL reconfiguration actions in Section 4.2.2, they reflect the reconfiguration actions considered in other extant works.

• We do not assume that all sensor and hub nodes provide complete metadata – this is stated in the case study description. This is a realistic decision in that legacy nodes may not produce such metadata, whereas newer versions may.

5.4 Reconfiguration Infrastructure for Case Study System

In Section 3.4, we outlined the separation of development effort of an infrastructure for the support of reconfigurable systems between generic and system-specific elements. The infrastructure consists of several services, separate from the constituent components of the reconfigurable system. In this section, we highlight the tasks an infrastructure or system developer is required to tackle. We present high-level descriptions of the design of the infrastructure components: we will not cover specific implementation details. We approach each service component of the infrastructure in turn.

5.4.1 System Configuration Service

The System Configuration Service requires little system-specific development. As the case study entities consist of simple sensor nodes, we can assume that the Component Discovery Service may provide support for system and registry components. A system-specific policy shall be required stating the services provided by sensor nodes and required by hub nodes thus limiting the components considered in the architectural model. The Reconfiguration Planning Service and Reconfiguration Enacting Service are generic infrastructure component services, thus require no system-specific effort. As stated in Section 3.3.2, the System/Registry Model Service is not
system-specific. However an architectural model of the reconfigurable system is required for the service to manage and is required by the reconfiguration policy.

The architectural system model is as follows. The network nodes correspond with those of the architectural model defined in Section 4.2. The discrete hardware sensor and hub nodes in the case study are classed as components. The wireless communication links between nodes are modelled as point-to-point connectors. We represent the configuration of the architectural model in Figure 5.1 using the notation defined in Section 4.2. In the figure, components are represented as labelled rectangular boxes with their ports as labelled filled circles. The services provided and required by components are assigned to the variables $p$ and $r$ respectively. Connectors are given as arcs between component ports. The directional arcs are labeled with the name of the connected service assigned to the variable $s$ and the component providing ($Prov$) and requiring ($Req$) the named service.

![Figure 5.1: Architectural model of sensor network](image)

Alongside the reconfigurable system, the *registry* contains references to any components that may be used by the system, but which are not currently in use and thus in low-power mode. The components not in use by the system have no connectors bound to their ports.

In the semantic definition of RPL (given in Section 4.5.2), the denotational function of a policy is defined over a semantic object, $\Sigma$. The object $\Sigma$ contains local variables of the policy and
the architectural model of the reconfigurable system. The semantic object is defined in Section 4.5.2.1. In this section, we may use the system element of the semantic object to define an architectural model of the case study reconfigurable system. The system element has four fields relating to the architectural model and system-wide metadata: the components, connectors, system metadata and the registry. The component collection is modelled as a mapping of unique component identifiers to sensor component instances. Those component identifiers are of an abstract data type and defined upon discovery by the Component Discovery Service. The component instance definitions consist of a set of provided services and a set of required services. A service is abstractly described using an enumerated type, containing the values “audio” and “visual”. Component instances also have component-specific metadata. The system connectors field comprise a set of connector objects. A connector object consists of the component identifiers providing and requiring a service, and the service name itself. The registry is also represented as a component mapping of identifier to component instance definition. Component and system metadata is discussed in Section 5.4.2 when we address the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service.

The system element of the semantic object description in Figure 5.2 depicts a wireless sensor network system $s$. We use a VDM-like notation, but we include the field names of the System record type to aid in understanding the structure of the System object. The system $s$ consists of a mapping of components, $cs$ with identifiers $c_1, c_2, c_3$ and $c_4$. Components $c_1, c_2$ and $c_4$ are those sensors providing different sets of services and component $c_3$ is the hub - which requires the relevant services of the system. The sensing components may only communicate with the hub component. Those communications exist through connectors between the components given as the set of connector objects, $cn$. Each connector has three fields: identifiers of the providing and requiring components and the service name. The registry consists of components $c_5, c_6$ and $c_7$.

### 5.4.2 Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service

The case study description in Section 5.2 details the possible metadata made available to the infrastructure through the self-publication by the system components. We envisage a combination of the Self-Published Acquisition Service and Monitoring Acquisition Service to obtain this metadata. As stated in Section 3.3.3, the Self-Published Acquisition Service is a largely generic
\[ \sigma.s: \text{System} = \text{mk\_System(} \]

\[ \text{cs} = \{ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_1) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\text{visual, audio}\},\{\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\}, \]

\[ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_2) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\text{visual, audio}\},\{\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\}, \]

\[ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_3) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\}, \{\text{visual, audio}\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\}, \]

\[ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_4) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\text{visual}\},\{\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\} \} \]

\[ \text{cn} = \{ \text{mk\_Connector(}\text{mk\_Id}(c_1), \text{mk\_Id}(c_3), \text{audio}), \]

\[ \text{mk\_Connector(}\text{mk\_Id}(c_2), \text{mk\_Id}(c_3), \text{visual}), \]

\[ \text{mk\_Connector(}\text{mk\_Id}(c_4), \text{mk\_Id}(c_3), \text{visual})\}, \]

\[ \text{md} = \{ \text{visual} \mapsto \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}, \]

\[ \text{audio} \mapsto \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}, \]

\[ \text{hub} \mapsto \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\}, \]

\[ \text{reg} = \{ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_5) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\text{visual}\},\{\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\}, \]

\[ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_6) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\text{audio}\},\{\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\}, \]

\[ \{ \text{mk\_Id}(c_7) \mapsto \text{mk\_Component(}\{\}, \{\text{visual, audio}\}), \text{mk\_Metadata(...)}\} \} \}

\]

Figure 5.2: System field of semantic object for sensor network

infrastructure component service. As the case study description states that the sensors are not required to publish metadata, the Monitoring Acquisition Service component must be used to obtain metadata required by the reconfiguration policy but which is not published by the system and registry components. This infrastructure component will be system-specific, however, the monitoring techniques used are not in the scope of this thesis. We envisage a library of monitoring techniques to be available for a range of metadata types. The Metadata Acquisition Control Service, which dictates from which system and registry components metadata must be acquired, is not system-specific.

The Metadata Reasoning Service is specific to a given system depending on the metadata which may be acquired from system components and the metadata required by the designer of a reconfiguration policy. Although we do not consider the techniques used to reason over the case study metadata, we may consider how the component metadata may be used. To simplify the case study, we use a notion of satisfaction as featured in the topology scenario of our case study source [35]. This gives an indication as to the quality of the service(s) provided by the sensors. The satisfaction metadata is provided by the Metadata Reasoning Service and may be determined by composing the acquired component metadata: availability, range and noise. As
in the case study source, we do not consider the algorithm used to determine the satisfaction metadata. Alongside this component metadata, the MARS component composes system-wide metadata of all system components providing a given service. Although the Metadata Reasoning Agent requires no historical metadata in its reasoning, the generic Metadata Store is used to record component metadata for auditing purposes.

Given this metadata produced by the MARS, in Figure 5.3, we populate the Metadata element of each system component, and of system-level metadata in the semantic object. Each component has a Metadata object, containing mappings from metadata identifiers to values. System-level properties are defined as a mapping of services to Metadata objects.

\[ \sigma.s.\text{System} = \text{mk}.\text{System}( \]
\[ \begin{align*}
    cs &= \{ \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_1) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{satisfaction} \rightarrow 8\})) \}, \\
    \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_2) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{satisfaction} \rightarrow 4\})) \}, \\
    \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_3) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{satisfaction} \rightarrow 4\})) \}, \\
    \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_4) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{satisfaction} \rightarrow 6\})) \}], \\
    cn &= \{ \ldots \}, \\
    md &= \{ \text{visual} &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{satisfaction} \rightarrow 8\}) \}, \\
    \text{audio} &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{satisfaction} \rightarrow 7\}) \}, \\
    \text{hub} &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\{\text{InSys} \rightarrow \text{True}\}) \}, \\
    reg &= \{ \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_5) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\ldots)) \}, \\
    \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_6) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\ldots)) \}, \\
    \text{mk}.\text{Id}(c_7) &\rightarrow & \text{mk}.\text{Comp}(\ldots, \text{mk}.\text{Metadata}(\ldots)) \} \}
\]

Figure 5.3: Metadata field of semantic object for case study system

5.4.3 Reconfiguration Control Service

The Reconfiguration Control Service provides the guidance for any configuration changes to the managed system to provide resilience. The RCS receives the system architectural model (from the SCS shown in Figure 5.2) and metadata variables (from the MARS shown in Figure 5.3) as inputs. The RCS comprises two elements: the Policy Executor which executes a centralised Reconfiguration Policy. The policy is, therefore, external to the reconfigurable system and dictates the changes to be made to the system architectural model. The Policy Executor component
service is largely a generic component that interprets RPL reconfiguration policies.

The final part of the reconfiguration infrastructure we consider is the Reconfiguration Policy which is system-specific. The remainder of this chapter will focus on this aspect of the infrastructure, using the proposed RPL reconfiguration policy language and activities of the design method of Chapter 4. In this section we describe how a reconfiguration policy designer may define the order of degraded conditions a system may enter to provide resilience to the managed component-based system. We also describe actions which a policy designer has access to in order to return the managed system to a more desirable condition.

The optimal condition in which the reconfigurable system may operate is given in terms of the metadata variables provided by the MARS and given in terms of the services the system provides. The optimal condition therefore may defined using the values below, where \( VSat \) and \( ASat \) are the satisfaction metadata values for the visual and audio services and \( HInSys \) the presence of a hub component in the system.

\[
VSat = 8, \quad ASat = 7, \quad HInSys = True
\]

The visual and audio services are classed as equally important in this case study, but the hub service is the most important: a system without a hub is in the most degraded state. This is reflected in Figure 5.4 below, where the bottom condition, at level 5, has the expression:

\[
\text{meta}(hub, InSys) \neq HInSys
\]

The most optimal state occurs when the system meets all required conditions – the top condition in the figure at level 0:

\[
(meta(video, Sat) = VSat) \land (meta(audio, Sat) = ASat) \land (meta(hub, InSys) = HInSys)
\]

The next most optimal condition occurs when the hub service is provided and either the visual or the audio service is performing above the required level – as we wish to extend the life of the components, we do not want to employ more components than required. These conditions are given at level 1 in Figure 5.4, with two rules. The first considers the visual satisfaction:

\[
(meta(hub, InSys) = HInSys) \land (meta(video, Sat) > VSat)
\]

and the second, audio satisfaction:
Note that there are two conditions at this level. When the system is in a state where both conditions hold, this reflects a non-deterministic choice between two rules at the same level of degradation. The remaining rules consist of a series of degraded conditions whereby the audio and visual services perform at lower than required levels of service.

Figure 5.4: Relation of optimal and degraded conditions

Given a system in a degraded condition, we may use the reconfiguration actions described in Section 4.2.2. Given the actions the policy may execute, and knowledge of the optimal service and priorities, we may now construct a policy.
5.5 Reconfiguration Policy Design

In this section, we present an example of a reconfiguration policy defined using RPL following the method described in Section 4.6. The aim of the policy is to control reconfigurations and thus provide resilience for the managed component-based system of the case study defined in this chapter. The system architectural model, available metadata and levels of degradation have been determined in Section 5.4.1, Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3 respectively. We take a two-stage approach in defining the policy: we begin by establishing the policy structure (that is the ordering of the policy rules) in Section 5.5.1; then, given the rule ordering, we define the reconfiguration actions of the policy in Section 5.5.2. The policy is given in full in Appendix F.

5.5.1 Policy Structure

In constructing the policy, we begin by declaring any local variables to be used in the triggering conditions of the rule mapping. For this policy, we define a number of variables (which we consider constants) relating to the values of the optimal condition, given in Section 5.4.3. The reconfiguration policy syntax denotes that a policy consists firstly of the declaration of variables – a mapping of variable identifier to their datatypes, followed by their instantiation as an AssignList sequence.

\[
\text{policy} = \text{new Policy}(
\{ VSat \mapsto \mathbb{N}, ASat \mapsto \mathbb{N}, HInS \mapsto \mathbb{B} \};
[ VSat = 8; ASat = 7; HInS = \text{True} ];
\{ ... \}
)\]

Next, we focus upon the rule mapping of the policy. The ordering of policy rules has been specified in Figure 5.4. The first rule is simply the goal of the policy (the optimal condition). The policy map syntax is specified as a mapping from natural numbers, the RPL design method and semantic definition tells us that we start evaluation from the domain with value 0. Therefore, the rule with the optimal condition must form the singleton set mapped to by 0. Notice that in the rule condition the Boolean expression uses a mixture of local variables (\(VSat, ASat\) and \(HInS\)) and also metadata expressions. As this is the goal condition, the rule response is Nil.
We omit the contents of the variable mapping and AssignList sequence for brevity from here on.

\[
policy = new \text{Policy} \\
( \\
\quad \{\ldots\}; \\
\quad \ldots; \\
\quad 0 \mapsto \{( (mExpr('vis'\text{,'Sat'}) = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud'\text{,'Sat'}) = ASat) \land \\
\quad \quad \quad (mExpr('hub'\text{,'InSys'}) = HInS) ) \rightarrow \text{NIL} \}, \\
\quad \ldots \} \\
) \\
\]

Subsequent conditions in the rule mapping identify degraded conditions that the system may enter. The case study specifies that the next degraded condition occurs when a component providing the hub service is in the system but either the visual or audio services are not performing optimally. The worst condition the system may enter occurs when the hub service is not being provided. The remaining rule conditions of the top-level policy therefore simply consist of expressions using the hub metadata value. The actions to return the reconfigurable system to its optimal condition are defined once the policy structure has been specified, thus we use placeholders when designing the policy – incAudVis, a RuleMap and addHub, an action.

\[
policy = new \text{Policy} \\
( \\
\quad \{\ldots\}; \\
\quad \ldots; \\
\quad 0 \mapsto \{( (mExpr('vis'\text{,'Sat'}) = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud'\text{,'Sat'}) = ASat) \land \\
\quad \quad \quad (mExpr('hub'\text{,'InSys'}) = HInS) ) \rightarrow \text{NIL} \}, \\
\quad 1 \mapsto \{(mExpr('hub'\text{,'InSys'}) = HInS \rightarrow new \text{RuleMap}(\text{incAudVis}) ) \}, \\
\quad 2 \mapsto \{(mExpr('hub'\text{,'InSys'}) \neq HInS \rightarrow new \text{Action}(\text{addHub}) ) \} \\
) \\
\]

This completes the top level of the policy mapping. We now address the placeholder incAudVis to further elaborate the policy structure. Taking the policy structure of Figure 5.4, the policy rules state that the audio and visual services exceeding the optimal satisfaction levels are equally
degraded. Thus, in this rule mapping, the set of rules mapped to by the number 0 contains these equally degraded rules. The subsequent rules of the policy correspond to the degraded levels given in Figure 5.4. The responses of the rules in the mapping are given as placeholders to actions which we define in Section 5.5.2.

\[
\text{incAudVis} = \text{RuleMap}(
\{0 \mapsto \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{`vis'};\text{Sat}) > \text{VSat}) \rightarrow \text{rem1V},
\quad ((m\text{Expr}(\text{`aud'};\text{Sat}) > \text{ASat}) \rightarrow \text{rem1A})\},
\quad 1 \mapsto \{(6 < (m\text{Expr}(\text{`vis'};\text{Sat}) < \text{VSat}) \rightarrow \text{add1V}),
\quad (2 < (m\text{Expr}(\text{`aud'};\text{Sat}) < \text{ASat}) \rightarrow \text{add1A})\},
\quad 2 \mapsto \{(4 < (m\text{Expr}(\text{`vis'};\text{Sat}) < 6) \rightarrow \text{add3V})\},
\quad 3 \mapsto \{(0 \geq (m\text{Expr}(\text{`vis'};\text{Sat})) \rightarrow \text{addAllV}),
\quad (0 \geq (m\text{Expr}(\text{`aud'};\text{Sat})) \rightarrow \text{addAllA})\}\}
\)

5.5.2 Policy Actions

In this section, we define the details of the actions on the case study policy using RPL, given as placeholders in the above policy structure. As some of the actions are identical for dealing with both degraded visual and audio services, we shall only present the visual actions here (the full actions are given in Appendix F). The first response of the policy rule mapping is Nil, and thus no action is defined.

The next rule, when the visual service satisfaction level exceeds the optimum condition, has the action response \text{rem1V}. This is an action to remove one visual component from the system, allowing the system to preserve the global life of the system sensing nodes. The action defines a number of local variables: \text{hub}, \text{currVis} and \text{currComps}. The action statement list follows. Firstly, the \text{currComps} variable is assigned the set of all components currently in the system by executing the \text{CurrComps()} architectural expression. The \text{hub} and \text{currVis} variables are subsequently assigned subsets of the \text{currComps} variable using the \text{CompSearch} action statement. Given the set of components in the system providing the visual service, the \text{LetComp} action statement selects an arbitrary component \text{remVis}, removes the connection between it and the hub, followed by removing the component itself.
rem1V = new Action(
    {hub ↦ COMP, currVis ↦ COMPSET, currComps ↦ COMPSET},
    [currComps = CurrComps();
     hub = CompSearch(currComps, {“visual”, “audio”}, Req);
     currVis = CompSearch(currComps, {“visual”}, Prov);
     LetComp(remVis, currVis)
     RemConn(remVis, hub, “visual”);
     RemComp(remVis)]
)

The next action, add1V, performs a fine-grained addition in that only one component is added. As with the rem1V action, local variables are defined. The action differs, however, in that the regComps variable is assigned to the set of registry components by executing the RegComps() architectural expression. All components in regComps which provide the “visual” service are assigned to the regVis variable, the best of which is assigned to addVis. The addVis component is finally added to the system, and a connection made between it and the hub.

add1V = new Action(
    {addVis ↦ COMP, hub ↦ COMP, regVis ↦ COMPSET, regComps ↦ COMPSET, 
    currComps ↦ COMPSET},
    [currComps = CurrComps();
     hub = CompSearch(currComps, {“visual”, “audio”}, Req);
     regComps = RegComps();
     regVis = CompSearch(regComps, {“visual”}, Prov);
     addVis = BestComp(regVis, 1);
     AddComp(addVis);
     AddConn(addVis, hub, “visual”)]
)

The next two actions, add3V and addAllV are similar in that a set of components from the registry will be added to the system rather than one individual component as in the previous action. As the actions are similar, we only provide the addAllV action below. The bulk of the action is the same as add1V above, however in the addAllV action, the addVis variable is assigned the set of all registry components providing the “visual” service. A ForSet action
statement is used to iterate through the addVis set of components, for each adding the component to the system and creating a connection to the hub.

\[
\text{addAllV} = \text{new Action}(
\{ \text{hub} \mapsto \text{COMP}, \text{addVis} \mapsto \text{COMPSet}, \text{regComps} \mapsto \text{COMPSet},
\text{currComps} \mapsto \text{COMPSet} \},
\text{currComps} = \text{CurrComps}();
\text{hub} = \text{CompSearch}((\text{currComps}, \{ \text{“visual”, “audio”} \}, \text{REQ}));
\text{regComps} = \text{RegComps}();
\text{addVis} = \text{CompSearch}((\text{regComps}, \{ \text{“visual”} \}, \text{PROV}));
\text{ForSet}(c, \text{addVis})
\quad \text{AddComp}(c);
\quad \text{AddConn}(c, \text{hub, “visual”});
\}
\]

The final action addHub is given below. The best component in the registry capable of performing the hub service (where the “visual” and “audio” services are required) is assigned to the newHub variable and added to the system. The currVis and currAud variables are assigned the current visual and audio sensors in the system. ForSet action statements are used to iterate through each current system sensor component, adding connections to the new hub with the correct service type.

\[
\text{addHub} = \text{new Action}(
\{ \text{newHub} \mapsto \text{COMP}, \text{regHub} \mapsto \text{COMPSet},
\text{regComps} \mapsto \text{COMPSet}, \text{currComps} \mapsto \text{COMPSet},
\text{currVis} \mapsto \text{COMPSet}, \text{currAud} \mapsto \text{COMPSet} \},
\text{currComps} = \text{CurrComps}();
\text{regComps} = \text{RegComps}();
\text{regHub} = \text{CompSearch}((\text{regComps}, \{ \text{“visual”, “audio”} \}, \text{REQ}));
\text{newHub} = \text{BestComp}(\text{regHub}, 1);
\text{AddComp}(\text{newHub});
\text{currVis} = \text{CompSearch}((\text{currComps}, \{ \text{“visual”} \}, \text{PROV}));
\text{currAud} = \text{CompSearch}((\text{currComps}, \{ \text{“audio”} \}, \text{PROV}));
\text{ForSet}(c, \text{currVis})
\]
AddConn(c, newHub, “visual”);
ForSet(c, currAud)
    AddConn(c, newHub, “audio”);
}

5.6 Conclusions on Case Study

Given the case study defined in this chapter and the approach taken to define a reconfiguration policy, we address the lessons learnt and thus may draw conclusions of the reconfiguration infrastructure, RPL language definition and on a method for RPL policy design.

- In highlighting the system-specific elements of the reconfiguration infrastructure, it became clear that the System Configuration Service must have an initial architectural model of the reconfigurable system. We have defined an architectural model for the case study system in this chapter, and it should be the responsibility of the reconfigurable system designer to provide this model of the initial architecture to the System/Registry Model Service. The remainder of the SCS is generic, and thus aside from the initial model and the services which are of concern, little more may be ascertained of the SCS from the study.

Defining the architectural model requires knowledge of the system configuration at the time of system deployment. The system element of the semantic object provides a simple, but expressive, means of recording the system configuration.

- The task of determining available metadata is complex, as is described as part of a method for RPL policy design and in the definition of the Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service of the infrastructure. In this study there are three types of metadata available (range, noise and availability) – published by system components or acquired by monitoring elements of the infrastructure. In practice there are many issues which may arise which may lead to difficulties in RPL policy design, it is our opinion that the area of component and system metadata is ripe for future research. Gamble et al [37] discuss dependability-explicit metadata which considers methods for obtaining metadata and which overlaps with our observations below:

  – How trustworthy are components? Are the metadata being published an accurate
representation of the state of the component, or could a component manufacturer maliciously provide incorrect information? We may thus ask how dependable this metadata is and what steps we may take in preventing and tolerating errors in metadata. Avizienis et al. [2] introduce different forms of errors and possible fault tolerant techniques which may be of use.

- Is the data up to date? At what rate are metadata updated – are they an accurate representation of the current state of the system components? We consider RPL policies to be continuously evaluated and thus rely on up-to-date metadata. If we cannot assume that metadata is up to date, then the responses defined in a policy may result in an unacceptable state.

- How plausible are monitoring techniques? We state that the Monitoring Acquisition Service of the MARS must obtain metadata from those components which do not publish metadata. Whilst the case study does not highlight any specific issue, we must consider when using this metadata whether the trustworthiness, accuracy and freshness (if data is up to date) of data is comparable to any published metadata. This clearly requires extensive research and experimentation beyond the scope of the thesis, both to determine relevant monitoring techniques and guidance for infrastructure and system designers.

- We propose a satisfaction metadata, which is determined given range, noise and availability metadata. We make an assumption that a function may be defined to produce this satisfaction metadata, however to define this function we would require theories of each type of metadata. These theories would be needed to reason over the compositionality of metadata. The challenge of defining theories and compositionality is not a trivial problem [94]. Formal theories are required for the task of formally verifying properties of metadata.

- The RPL design method activity of defining a goal condition is relatively simple in this case study. The condition is defined using the system-level metadata relating to the satisfaction of the system services and the presence of a hub component. We have not considered metadata of individual components in the RPL policy in this chapter. Kephart and Walsh discuss goal based policies [63] and describe case studies which include the notion of goal policies, which may also aid in producing a method for defining goals.
The next activity of a RPL policy design method is to define an ordering of degraded conditions. Where the case study description explicitly states priorities of a system (in this study the presence of a hub component in the system is the highest priority), defining conditions relating to the degradation of the system in terms of service-level metadata is possible. Equally when there is no priority, the use of a non-deterministic between policy rules is of use. Forcing a user to define an ordering, as stated in the design of RPL in Section 4.3.2 can be a large overhead – especially when there are a large number of policy rules. A policy designer may place all rules in a single policy set, however this negates the advantages stated in Section 4.3.2. As the case study example system has two services, we are unable to conclude on how generalisable determining the degradation levels are for complex systems with large numbers of services. This requires further case studies with increasing complexity.

The final activity highlighted as part of a method for RPL policy design is to define the responses of policy rules. During the course of defining the policy for the case study, we encountered two main difficulties:

- Predicting the effect of changing the system configuration on the system-level metadata is an issue we can not at present address. This is linked to an earlier issue with respect to metadata – compositionality. We require theories of metadata types to be able to begin reasoning about the system-level properties, both before and after policy execution.

- Due to the open network of components, at design time a policy designer does not know which components may be available in the component registry. We include accessor operations and rudimentary search and best component operations in RPL to aid a policy designer, however more research is required to both improve the RPL language and to provide guidance as to how to use these operations to understand the dynamic state. We have provided a first attempt to demonstrate this in this chapter where actions may access the registry state and use operations to determine the best components in the state.

- A library of responses may be developed to address common reconfiguration actions, which may be influenced by fault tolerance techniques such as n-version programming and diverse implementations.
5.7 Case Study Infrastructure and Policy Summary

A case study containing a simple reconfigurable component-based system has been described. It depicts a reconfigurable network of sensor nodes communicating with a hub node. Nodes may fail and may be arbitrarily added to or removed from the network by external entities. The case study met a set of requirements to ensure it is representative and assumptions and simplifications have been acknowledged.

The case study has demonstrated the design of a reconfiguration infrastructure, defined in Chapter 3, for a specific example system. We introduced the architectural model of the reconfigurable system required of the infrastructure – defined using the architectural notation and semantic model defined in Chapter 4. The task of metadata acquisition and reasoning is addressed with a discussion as to the available metadata and required metadata in the case study. Finally, we consider the optimum and degraded levels of service the reconfigurable system may enter.

Given the system architectural model, component metadata and degradation levels of the reconfigurable system identified in this case study, we developed a reconfiguration policy for the control of the architecture changes of the system. This reconfiguration policy was defined using the RPL policy language defined in Chapter 4, considering the design method activities specified.

The final section of the chapter draws conclusions on the reconfiguration infrastructure, RPL language definition and RPL policy design given the case study of this chapter. These conclusions give some insight into the challenges posed in the development of a method for policy design and issues which may be tackled in future work, discussed in Chapter 8.

Continuing the use of the case study, in particular the RPL reconfiguration policy, we continue in the next chapter by demonstrating an approach to formal verification of RPL policies. We use the RPL formal language definition and the case study policy to define a theory of RPL and of the case study policy and formally verify a number of properties.
Chapter 6

Towards the Formal Verification of RPL Policies

6.1 Introduction

A contribution of this thesis, as stated in Section 1.2, is to provide a basis for verifiable dynamically reconfigurable resilient systems. Chapter 2 identified that the verification of properties of reconfigurable systems and the mechanisms for the support of reconfiguration have not been addressed in great depth by the community. In this chapter, therefore, we aim to demonstrate the verification of a reconfiguration policy defined using RPL.

6.1.1 Verification of Reconfigurable Systems

Sommerville, in reference to software engineering, states that verification “involves checking that a program conforms to its specification” [112]. Boehm summarises the verification question as “are we building the product right?” [10]. To determine what the verification task entails, we must first define what the ‘product’ or ‘system’ is that we are to verify. This allows us to consider the context of this work with respect to the ultimate goal of the verification of a reconfigurable system. Section 3.1 provided requirements for a reconfiguration infrastructure, in which we state that a reconfiguration designer should be able to verify properties of constituent elements of the infrastructure (for example a RPL policy). The infrastructure should also support verification of application-specific system-level properties of the reconfigurable system. When
outlining the reconfiguration infrastructure architecture, we stated that the verification of system-wide properties is beyond the scope of the thesis. We shall elaborate on this position in this section.

Figure 6.1 depicts the boundaries of those elements we are interested in verifying: a RPL policy, the reconfiguration infrastructure and the reconfigurable system. In order to verify system-level properties relating to the observable behaviours of the reconfigurable system, we require a behavioural model of the reconfigurable system. In addition to this, Figure 6.1 shows that we must also be able to reason about the changes to the architecture of the reconfigurable system in the form of reconfiguration commands provided by the reconfiguration infrastructure, given component metadata of the system. To provide this, we must provide detailed models and theories of those elements of the reconfiguration infrastructure defined in Chapter 3. Thus, the task of verifying system-specific properties of reconfigurable systems is deemed beyond the scope of the thesis and is addressed further in Section 7.1.4.

This thesis concentrates on the verification of RPL policies. Given Figure 6.1, we consider the verification of an RPL policy as the checking of compliance of the policy to properties we want to hold over the policy: where a policy executes over an architectural model, and component and system metadata. Formally, we verify a set of properties $\mathcal{O}$ holds for a policy $p$ applied in a given context $C$: $C[p] \models \mathcal{O}$, where; the policy $p$ is the case study policy defined in Section 5.5; the context $C$ is established as the architectural model and metadata of a reconfigurable system.
(given Figure 6.1) and therefore, given as the element $\sigma.sys$ defined in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. The properties $\Theta$ we wish to hold are defined in Section 6.3.

### 6.1.2 Formal Verification

Formal verification techniques aim to prove the correctness of a mathematical system model with respect to a specification. In the context of RPL, taking a formal approach to verification allows us to confirm or refute, with a high level of confidence, properties of a policy in a context, as described above. We have taken a formal approach in the development of the RPL language – defining a syntax and semantics with the intention of laying a foundation for such verification.

There are two main methods of formal verification - model checking and theorem proving. Model checking \cite{20, 102} requires an abstract model to be created of the reconfigurable system, the system’s environment and of the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL policy. The model checker exhaustively explores the states a system may enter given a policy and external behaviour. Model checking requires a suitably abstract model in order to reduce the number of possible states and avoid a state-space explosion. A number of model checking tools are in development in academia such as Spin\textsuperscript{1} and SAL\textsuperscript{2} and have seen significant industry deployment \cite{5}.

Theorem proving entails the symbolic justification of an assertion using a collection of logical theories, rules and previously asserted facts. In contrast to model checking, theorem proving does not require an exhaustive search of a programs state space in order to verify properties. Theorem proving may be performed using an automated theorem prover or manually. Automated theorem proving is a rapidly advancing area of academic research, and several tools are widely used. For example, Isabelle\textsuperscript{3} is a generic proof assistant in that any calculus may be used (higher order logic (HOL) is most commonly used), PVS\textsuperscript{4} is a verification system, combining a specification language with a theorem prover, HOL4\textsuperscript{5} a interactive proof assistant for higher order logic, and Rodin\textsuperscript{6} is a platform for the Event B formal method which supports automated theorem proving. Such automated theorem provers would require either a shallow or a deep embedding of a model.

\textsuperscript{1}http://spinroot.com/
\textsuperscript{2}http://sal.csl.sri.com/
\textsuperscript{3}http://isabelle.in.tum.de/
\textsuperscript{4}http://pvs.csl.sri.com/
\textsuperscript{5}http://hol.sourceforge.net/
\textsuperscript{6}http://www.event-b.org
in which proofs are to be carried out and the underlying modelling language [11, 12]. For our purposes, a shallow embedding would encode a specific RPL policy and the RPL language in the calculus of the prover. This is a simpler solution in that one does not need to define a theory for the fundamentals of the modelling language (for example equality, quantification and complex datatypes), as is the approach taken in a deep embedding. A shallow embedding means, however, that we may not directly reason in terms of the syntactic structures of a policy, but in structures of the underlying calculus.

The syntax of RPL is defined in VDM-SL\(^7\) and semantic functions defined in a VDM-like notation. As tools for automated theorem proving of VDM models are in their infancy, considerable effort is required to translate RPL into the logic of existing theorem provers. Hand written natural deduction proofs, although requiring more manual effort than the use of automated theorem provers, tend to be easier for a human user to understand. Clearly however, human errors are more likely in large unwieldy proofs.

In this chapter we take a formal approach, using hand written proof as the verification method. We use the policy defined using RPL in Chapter 5 as a concrete example to demonstrate this formal verification. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the concept of logical frames and their importance in defining a theory of the reconfiguration policy language RPL and the case study example policy. Given this theory, we demonstrate how the theory may be used in a handwritten proof to formally prove compliance of a RPL policy to a conjecture. In Section 6.3, we introduce those properties which are of interest to a reconfiguration policy designer. We first address the proof obligations followed by validation conjectures. Alongside these rules we provide rigorous formal natural deduction proofs verifying the aforementioned properties of the example reconfiguration policy.

The demonstration of the formal verification of RPL policies provides a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems. The task of verification of system-specific properties is considered as future work in Chapter 8.

\(^7\)For the remainder of this chapter, we use VDM to refer to VDM-SL, as opposed to VDM++ or other variations of the VDM specification language.
6.2 Developing a Theory for RPL and RPL Policies

When reasoning over RPL policies, a theory is required. A theory is a collection of related symbols, axioms and rules. Jones et al. [60] describe how theories for reasoning about formal models may be constructed for different logics including first-order predicate calculus (FOPC) and logic covering undefinedness such as the typed logic of particle functions (LPF). Theory inheritance allows results proved about basic types and operators to be inherited into theories of more complex entities, for example the theory of complex datatypes inherits the theory of FOPC which in turn inherits the theory of equality and so forth [60].

In order to define a theory, however, a logical frame is required. The logical frame dictates a ‘meta-language’ for the theory – describing how a theory is to be defined and a syntax for the rules of a theory. We propose the use of a logical frame and theories as defined by Jones et al. [60]. The logical frame is intended to allow arbitrary theories to be instantiated. We consider this logical frame suitable for our work – the full formal syntax described by the authors contains a number of features specific to the tool [60].

The syntax of RPL introduced in Chapter 4 and the static semantics in Appendix C are both defined in VDM and the denotational semantic definition defined using VDM-like function definitions. As the semantics of RPL is largely defined in terms of VDM, we may consider this a shallow embedding of the language. As such, a theory of RPL inherits the theory of VDM as given by Biccarregui et al. [8]. Finally, we may then define a theory for a given policy defined in RPL – extending the theory of RPL.

In this section, we produce a theory for the RPL policy described by the case study in Chapter 5. Section 6.2.1 introduces the logical frame we use for defining theories in this thesis. We present the theory of RPL in Section 6.2.2, and in Section 6.2.3 the theory of the case study policy.

---

*The authors state that there are some logics which may not be expressed in this framework, including non-monotonic logics, where new assumptions can invalidate existing deductions. The authors also state that the framework supports only direct derivations of inference rules when constructing a theory. This excludes derivation by more complex ‘meta-reasoning’. These considerations are not a factor in our work.*
6.2.1 Logical Frame

A theory consists of a signature – the symbols available – and a set of inference rules and is defined using a logical frame. In this section we introduce the logical frame we use to describe the theories we require for formal reasoning. We introduce how signatures, followed by rules, are defined using the logical frame.

Signature

A signature dictates the collection of symbols which may be used in inference rules. The logical frame groups symbols into constants, binders and type constructors [60]. Constants are symbols that include functions, operators and relations, for example: True, ∧, =. Binders include the existential and universal quantifiers, ∃ and ∀, and introduce a variable, its type binding and the body of the binding. Type constructors describe typing of expressions, including symbols such as B, Component and -set. The arity of constants and type constructors is also defined – dictating how many arguments they may expect\(^9\).

The symbols of signatures may be composed with variables to form terms – either an expression or a type. The syntax for terms is described in detail [60], we may summarise it as follows:

- **Compound expressions** apply a constant symbol to their operands (other constituent expressions). Consider the compound expression \(a \lor b\). In this case the expressions \(a\) and \(b\) are applied to the symbol \(\lor\) to form a complex compound expression.

- **Binder expressions** bind a given typed variable to an expression using a binder symbol. The simple binder expression \(\forall a : N \cdot a > 10\) is constructed using the binder symbol \(\forall\), the variable \(a\) of type \(N\) and the expression \(a > 10\).

- **Compound types** apply a type constructor to an expression or type argument. For example, N-set is a compound type with the -set type applied to the \(N\) type.

\(^9\)The arity is a pair of natural numbers; the first dictating how many expression arguments it expects and the second indicating the number of Type arguments. Thus, = is a symbol with arity (2,0) and -set is a type constructor with arity (0, 1).
Inference Rules

Inference rules constitute the rules used in the justification of assertions made in formal proofs and may take the form of axioms, derived rules, lemmas and conjectures. All inference rules in this thesis are presented in the same manner, taking the form of Hilbert-style rules [27]. Rules consist of three components: a name, one or more hypotheses and a conclusion. The (unique) name for a rule allows the rules to be referenced in proofs, and should have some relation to the rule’s purpose. The hypotheses and conclusions are defined as expressions as per the signature of the logical frame. Multiple hypotheses are separated with semi-colons. The conclusion may be asserted when all hypotheses have been shown to hold.

The example inference rule below, \(-1\)-form, has two hypotheses: \(x: \mathbb{N}\) and \(x > 0\), and a conclusion \(x - 1: \mathbb{N}\). The rule may be read: if a given variable, denoted by the identifier \(x\), is a natural number and is greater than 0 then the result of subtracting 1 from that variable is also a natural number.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\(-1\)-form} \\
x: \mathbb{N}; x > 0 \\
\hline
x - 1: \mathbb{N}
\end{array}
\]

As stated above, inference rules take a number of forms. Axioms denote those rules which are taken to be self-evident. Derived rules are rules proved to be true through the use of axioms and other rules proved to be true, thus providing a short-hand method to avoid restating all the steps of the proof in future proofs. Given a formally proved conjecture, the hypotheses and conclusion may be used to form a derived rule. Lemmas are derived rules which are formed as a means to prove a small part of a larger proof allowing a prover to isolate different parts of a proof. Finally, conjectures are those rules we wish to prove.

6.2.2 A Theory of RPL

We use the logical frame introduced in Section 6.2.1 and the RPL policy language as defined in Chapter 4 to define a theory of RPL. As stated earlier, we are proposing a shallow embedding of RPL in VDM to define a RPL theory by extending the theory of VDM [8]. Using the abstract syntax, static semantics and denotational semantic definition (introduced in Chapter 4 and given
in full in Appendices B, C and D) we are able to define axioms for the syntactic constructs of the
language. In this section we provide an example detailing the construction of axioms relating to
the *policy* syntactic element of RPL. The full theory of RPL is given in Appendix G.1.

Using the logical frame defined in Section 6.2.1, we define the inference rules of the RPL policy
element, consisting of formation axioms in Section 6.2.2.1 and definition axioms in Section 6.2.2.2.

### 6.2.2.1 Formation Axioms

To give an example, Figure 6.2 reproduces the syntactic and static semantic definition for the
top-level RPL *policy* element. The policy syntactic element defines the global variable types, \( v \),
assignments of values to those variables, \( al \), and policy rule mapping, \( rm \). The static semantics
ensures that the constituent parts of the policy \( v, al \) and \( rm \) are well-formed and thus the policy
itself is well-formed.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Policy} &:: v: \text{Id} \rightarrow \text{Type} \\
&\quad \text{wfPolicy} : \text{Policy} \times \text{MetaTypeMap} \rightarrow \mathbb{B} \\
&\quad \text{al: AssignList} \quad \text{wfPolicy}(\text{mk-Policy}(v, al, rm), \text{mtpm}) \triangleleft \\
&\quad \text{rm: RuleMap} \quad \text{wfAssignList}(al, v, \text{mtpm}) \land \text{wfRuleMap}(rm, v, \text{mtpm})
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6.2: RPL Policy abstract syntax (left) and static semantic definition (right)

From the syntactic definition and well-formedness static semantic function, we may define a policy
formation axiom. The syntactic definition describes the policy as containing three elements \( v, al \)
and \( rm \) with typing details. The syntactic definition, therefore, leads to three expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
v: \text{Id} \rightarrow \text{Type} \\
al: \text{AssignList} \\
rm: \text{RuleMap}
\end{align*}
\]

We wish to restrict policies to those we see as well-formed. Therefore we consider the static
semantic function \( \text{wfPolicy} \) as a final hypothesis, using the typed elements \( v, al \) and \( rm \) as parameters:

\[
\text{wfPolicy}(v, al, rm)
\]

The formation axiom, *policy-form*, for a RPL policy is therefore defined:
The syntactic definition of Policy also gives rise to three formation axioms for v, al and rm:

\[ (v, al, rm): Policy \]

Defining formation rules of the remaining syntactic elements of RPL is a simple task. We appeal to the typing judgements of the fields of the elements and well-formedness conditions where appropriate. As such, we do not replicate the remainder of the formation rules in the body of the thesis. Appendix G.1 contains formation rules for the remainder of RPL.

6.2.2.2 Definition Axioms

The definition axioms of RPL are defined using the syntactic and dynamic semantic definitions of the language. We may first use the syntactic definition to define definition rules for the elements v, a and rm:

\[ (v, al, rm).v = v \]

\[ (v, al, rm).al = al \]

\[ (v, al, rm).rm = rm \]

The next axiom policy-defn relates directly to the dynamic semantic definition of a policy. We reproduce the denotational function of a policy in Figure 6.3 for reference. The semantic definition states that the meaning of the policy is the meaning of the rulemap rm with a state defined by the meaning of the assignment of values al to variables defined in v.

\[ \mathcal{P}: Policy \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma \]

\[ [v, al, rm]_\sigma = \mathcal{R}\mathcal{M}(rm, 0)((\mathcal{A}\mathcal{L}[al])(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v))) \]

Figure 6.3: RPL Policy denotational semantic definition

We may first rewrite this as a VDM function in Figure 6.4:
\[ \mathcal{P} : Policy \times \Sigma \rightarrow \Sigma \]

\[ \mathcal{P}(p, \sigma) \triangleq \mathcal{R}\mathcal{M}(p.\text{rm}, 0, (\mathcal{A}\mathcal{L}(p.\text{al}, \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v)))) \]

Figure 6.4: RPL Policy denotational semantic definition – as a VDM function

The next axiom \textit{policy-defn} relates directly to the semantic definition of a policy. The first hypotheses relate to the correct typing of the arguments of the function, that is \( p: Policy \) and \( \sigma: \Sigma \).

We also require that the the function body is well-formed, ensuring the equality in the conclusion of the rule is not inconsistent – this is stated by the third hypothesis – the body is of type \( \Sigma \).

The conclusion is defined using the function parameter list and body as in Figure 6.4.

\[
\sigma: \Sigma; p: Policy; \\
\begin{array}{c}
\mathcal{R}\mathcal{M}(p.\text{rm}, 0, (\mathcal{A}\mathcal{L}(p.\text{al}, \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v)))): \Sigma \\
\end{array}
\]

The remainder of the RPL theory provides axioms relating to the RPL language and is given in Appendix G.1.

6.2.3 A Theory of RPL Case Study Policy

The verification we undertake in this chapter relates to a specific instantiation of a policy defined in RPL. In this section we describe how a theory may be defined for the policy introduced by the case study in Chapter 5. The theory is given in full in Appendix G.2. The theory of a RPL policy, along with the theory of RPL, dictates the context in which we may reason about the policy. The theory of a RPL policy contains definition and formation rules relating to the instantiations of the syntactic elements of the language.

Given the policy in Chapter 5, we may define rules relating to the values defined for the syntactic elements of RPL. We first introduce a symbol definition to the theory:

\[
\begin{align*}
policy & \overset{def}{=} (\{\ldots\}, \{\ldots\}, 0 \mapsto \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{''hub''}, \text{InSys''}) = \text{HInS}) \land (m\text{Expr}(\text{''vis''}, \text{Sat''}) = \text{VSat}) \land \\
&m\text{Expr}(\text{''aud''}, \text{Sat''}) = \text{ASat}) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\}, \\
1 & \mapsto \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{''hub''}, \text{InSys''}) = \text{HInS} \rightarrow \text{RuleMap(incAudVis)})\} \}
\end{align*}
\]
\[2 \mapsto \{ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \rightarrow ExplicitAction(addHub)) \}\}

This definition allows us to use the symbol \textit{policy} to refer to the complete case study policy (we have shortened the above definition for space reasons).

We define definition and formation rules for each maplet in the RuleMap of the policy. The formation rules require that the policy is of the correct type, and the conclusions state that the application of the RuleMap \textit{policy.rm} to the domain elements 0, 1 and 2 are of type RuleSet.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{policy.rm: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(0)-form: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(0): RuleSet} \\
\text{policy.rm(1)-form: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(1): RuleSet} \\
\text{policy.rm(2)-form: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(2): RuleSet}
\end{align*}
\]

The definition rules state that, given the RuleMap of the case study policy is of the correct type, the application of the RuleMap \textit{policy.rm} to the domain elements 0, 1 and 2 respectively equals the relevant value in the range of the RuleMap.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{policy.rm: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(0)-defn: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(0)} = \{(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \wedge \ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \wedge \ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{policy.rm(1)-defn: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(1)} = \{(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow (...)\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{policy.rm(2)-defn: RuleMap} \\
\text{policy.rm(2)} = \{(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS) \rightarrow (...)\}\}
\end{align*}
\]

The theory we present here and in Appendix G.2 may not be considered complete – the rules we define are those used in the natural deduction proofs of this chapter. Further rules may be defined as required, for example, additional rules may be defined for the responses of the case study policy - explicitly defined actions and the second RuleMap.
Given the theories of RPL and the case study policy, we define conjectures and use those theories in natural deduction proofs. Beforehand, in Section 6.2.4, we provide a simple motivating example of a hand-written natural deduction proof.

### 6.2.4 Application of a Theory in Formal Natural Deduction Proof

A formal natural deduction proof is a sequence of statements, appealing to a set of inference rules of a given theory to prove a conjecture. As stated in Section 6.2.1, an inference rule consists of a number of hypotheses and a conclusion. In order to use inference rules in a formal proof, we must use arguments including axioms, derived rules or the preceding statements of the proof to match a rule’s hypotheses. In the remainder of this section, we present an example formal proof using the theory of VDM [8], outlining how a prover may use named inference rules of the VDM theory to prove the validity of a conjecture. Below we show the conjecture \( \geq \text{-self} \) which we aim to prove through the use of a natural deduction proof:

\[
\geq \text{-self}
\begin{array}{c}
a: \mathbb{N} \\
\hline
a \geq a
\end{array}
\]

Taking this conjecture, we may begin structuring a formal proof of its validity. Figure 6.5 provides the initial outline of the proof. The top line, preceded by the from keyword corresponds to the hypothesis in the inference rule. The final line, with the keyword infer, denotes the rule conclusion. A question mark on the final line denotes the conclusion has yet to be justified.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{from} & \ a: \mathbb{N}; \\
\quad & \ldots \\
\text{infer} & \ a \geq a: \mathbb{N} \quad ?
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6.5: Formal Proof Structure – \( \geq \text{-self} \)

In solving this particular proof, we take a ‘bottom-up’ approach – we begin by attempting to identify an inference rule or definition to obtain the conclusion as shown in Figure 6.6. Starting with the conclusion, we use the definition of the \( \geq \) operator and see that it may be defined using the existential quantification operator. We therefore use the keyword folding to denote the
folding of a theory definition as shown in the conclusion justification. We supply the line $A$ as an argument to the *folding* justification.

```
from $a : \mathbb{N}$;
...
$A \ \exists k : \mathbb{N} \cdot a + k = a$
infer $a \geq a : \mathbb{N}$ folding $A$
```

Figure 6.6: Formal Proof Conclusion Justified—$\geq$-self

Line $A$ must now be justified. The $\exists$-I inference rule requires a witness value $k$ — a natural number — which satisfies the predicate $a + k = a$. These are given in lines $C$ and $B$ respectively. Note the inference rule used to justify line $B$ uses as an argument $h1$. This refers to the first hypothesis of the proof, in this case $a : \mathbb{N}$. Figure 6.7 shows the completed formal proof for the conjecture $\geq$-self. Each statement between the hypotheses and conclusion includes a justification — the application of an inference rule with arguments consisting of previously justified statements of the proof.

```
from $a : \mathbb{N}$;
$C \ 0 : \mathbb{N} \quad \text{0-form()}$
$B \ a + 0 = a \quad \text{+defn-0-right(h1)}$
$A \ \exists k : \mathbb{N} \cdot a + k = a \quad \exists$-I($C$, $B$)
infer $a \geq a : \mathbb{N}$ folding $A$
```

Figure 6.7: Formal Proof Completed—$\geq$-self

Given the theories of RPL and the case study policy, and also the means to use them to formally prove the validity of validation conjectures, in the next section we define conjectures that we wish to prove about RPL policies. For each conjecture, we provide a handwritten formal proof presented and proved as shown in this section.

### 6.3 Conjectures and their Formal Proof

The conjectures we wish to prove may be defined as *proof obligations* or *validation conjectures*. In this section, we present these conjectures as Hilbert-style rules — consistent with the other
inference rules of this logical framework.

6.3.1 Proof Obligations

Proof obligations are properties which, when proven, demonstrate the ‘consistency’ of a policy. For a policy to have a valid meaning, all such obligations must be proven. For each proof obligation proposed, we provide a natural language description for the property outlining its purpose, followed by a formal definition using the RPL language definition in the form of a named inference rule. Following the rule, we present a formal proof of the validity of the obligation.

The proof obligations are defined in terms of the case study policy. However these are properties which should hold for an given RPL policy. The obligations we consider in this section are the well-formedness of a policy, the totality of policy rule conditions and liveness/deadlock freeness of a policy. These properties are required to demonstrate proof consistency.

PO-1 Well-Formedness of Policy

The well-formedness obligation ensures the policy complies with the static semantic language definition of RPL to ensure the correct typing of the elements of the policy and scoping of variables. The notion of static semantics is introduced in Section 2.4 and a static semantic definition is provided for RPL in Appendix C.

The proof obligation \( \text{wfPolicy} \) below has no hypotheses. The conclusion of \( \text{wfPolicy} \) states that the \( \text{wfPolicy} \) function of the static semantic definition should yield true, given the case study reconfiguration policy \( \text{policy} \) and a metadata typemap \( \text{mtpm} \) (as explained in Section 6.2.3, we use the symbol \( \text{policy} \) as a shorthand for the policy defined in Section 5.5, we use the symbol \( \text{mtpm} \) as a shorthand for a \( \text{MetaTypeMap} \) with the relevant service identifiers).

\[
\text{wfPolicy} \quad \text{wfPolicy}(\text{policy}, \text{mtpm})
\]

The well-formedness proof in Figure 6.8 closely follows the structure of the static semantic functions in Appendix C: the top-level function \( \text{wfPolicy} \) is composed of two conjuncts: \( \text{wfAssignList}([...], \{\rightarrow\}, \text{mtpm}) \) and \( \text{wfRuleMap}(\{\rightarrow\}, \{\rightarrow\}, \text{mtpm}) \). The general proof structure, therefore, splits the proof in two parts: proving each conjunct. Thus the conclusion – \( \text{wfPolicy}(\text{policy}, \text{mtpm}) \) – is justified by first folding the verbose policy definition in line 6 into the symbol \( \text{policy} \). It is
in the proof of the operands that the vast majority of effort is required in the well-formedness proof.

\begin{verbatim}
from mtpm: MetaTypeMap mtpm-form() lemma-wfAssignList-policy(1) unfolding 2 lemma-wfRuleMap-policy(1) unfolding 4 ∧-I(3, 5) folding 6 infer wfPolicy(policy, mtpm) folding 7
\end{verbatim}

Figure 6.8: wfPolicy proof

Lemmas are used in this proof to isolate the justifications needed for the \textit{wfAssignList} and \textit{wfRuleMap} functions, making clear the outline and approach one would take in tackling the proof. As the proof of these lemmas are relatively straightforward (though long and requiring substantial effort), they are presented in full in Appendix H.

Providing a fully handwritten rigorous proof for these lemmas requires considerable effort and a prover may be able discharge these informally – the lower level lemmas of the proof are largely typing judgements and simple symbol manipulation. It may be argued that an automated theorem prover could verify the correctness of this property more rapidly than a hand proof due to the nature of these lemmas.

**PO-2 Totality of Rule Conditions**

In a given RPL policy with a collection of rules, it is required that all triggering conditions of said rules must be total. That is, the triggering condition for all rules in the rule mapping must be defined for any valid state. Formally we may say that, for any rule, and for any state, the rule’s condition must be a defined Boolean type.

The conjecture may be given as the inference rule \textit{ruleCond-total}. The proof obligation rule depicting the totality of rule conditions in a policy has the following hypotheses: a valid state (the first hypothesis), a number of identifiers mapping to internal variables (hypotheses 2 and 3), a MetaTypeMap and policy (hypotheses 4 and 5), \( i \) a natural number, and a rule-set in the
policy’s rule mapping (hypotheses 6 and 7). Given these, the conclusion states that for all rules in any given rule-set in the policy’s rule mapping, the condition of rules must be total. Clearly this property must hold for all rule mappings in the proof. The obligation for the top-level policy rule mapping is given, below.

\[
\sigma: \Sigma; \quad VSat, ASat, HIns: Id; \quad VSat, ASat, HIns \in \text{dom } \sigma_iV;
\]

\[
\text{ruleCond-total}
\]

\[
\forall r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \cdot r.b: B
\]

Figure 6.9 presents a proof of the totality of the triggering conditions of a policy rule mapping. The structure of the proof follows the proof-by-cases tactic. Proof-by-cases may be used to eliminate a disjunction. If a property holds for each operand in a conjunction in separate subproofs, then proof-by-cases states that we may use the \( \lor \)-E axiom to state that the property holds for the conjunction.

The proof in Figure 6.9 uses proof-by-cases to eliminate the disjunction on line 4, essentially stating that there are three rule-sets in the policy’s rule mapping. If a property holds for each rule, then proof-by-cases states that we can eliminate the disjunction using the \( \lor \)-E axiom on the rule’s conclusion. The individual cases use similar tactics – the cases are proved in subproofs on lines 5, 6 and 7.

The proof in Figure 6.9 here depicts only the first case on line 5– the justification of the totality of rules in the first rule-set in the sub-proof. Effort is not necessary for the other rule-sets in this case – the structure and tactics used are the same – and thus are omitted from the proof.

The justification of sub-proof 5 stems largely from line 5.4. On line 5.4, we state that all rules in the rule-set at position 0 in the rule mapping have total conditions. This line is justified by a \( \forall \)-I rule – if it can be shown that the condition of an arbitrary rule \( j \) in the rule-set is total, then the universal quantification holds. This is proven in sub-proof 5.3. As the rule-set is a singleton set, we know that rule \( j \) must be this single member of the set as stated in line 5.3.10. The previous lines of the subproof determine the totality of the rule’s condition and thus the conclusion line of 5.3 uses the \( = \text{-subs-left}(b) \) rule as its justification. Lines 5.3.2 to 5.3.9, which prove the totality of the rule condition, are given in the proof in Appendix H.

**PO-3 Liveness/Deadlock Freeness**
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{from } & \sigma: \Sigma; vVSat, ASat, HInS: \text{Id}; VSat, ASat, HInS \in \text{dom } \sigma; iV; \\
\text{mtpm: MetaTypeMap; policy: Policy; } i \in \mathbb{N}; i \in \text{dom } \text{policy.rm} \\
\end{align*}
\]

1. \[\text{policy.rm: RuleMap} \quad \text{ruleMap-policy-form()}
\]
2. \[\text{dom policy.rm: N-set} \quad \text{dom -form(1)}
\]
3. \[\text{dom policy.rm} = \{0, 1, 2\} \quad \text{dom -defn(1)}
\]
4. \[i = 0 \lor i = 1 \lor i = 2 \quad \text{set-i- } \lor(2, h6, h7, 3)
\]
5. \[\text{from } i = 0 \quad \text{set- } \lor \in(3)
\]
5.1 \[0 \in \text{dom policy.rm} \quad \text{set- } \lor \in(3)
\]
5.2 \[\text{policy.rm(0): RuleSet} \quad \text{at-form(1, 2, 5.1)}
\]
5.3 \[\text{from } j: \text{Rule;} j \in \text{policy.rm(0)}
\]
5.3.1 \[\text{policy.rm(0)} = \{(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land \}
\]
\[\quad (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land \\
\quad (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil})\}
\]
\[\text{policy.rm(0)-defn(1)}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
5.3.10 & \quad j = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land \\
& \quad (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) \\
& \quad \in\text{-single-set(5.3.h1, 5.3.h2, 5.3.1)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{infer } j. b: \mathbb{B} \quad \Rightarrow\text{-subs-left(a)(5.3.h1, 5.3.10, 5.3.9)}
\]
5.4 \[\forall r \in \text{policy.rm(0)} \cdot r. b: \mathbb{B} \quad \forall-I(5.2, 5.3)
\]
5.5 \[0: \mathbb{N} \quad \text{-form()}
\]
\[\text{infer } \forall r \in \text{policy.rm(i)} \cdot r. b: \mathbb{B} \quad \Rightarrow\text{-subs-left(b)(5.5, 5.h1, 5.4)}
\]
6. \[\text{from } i = 1
\]
\[\text{infer } \forall r \in \text{policy.rm(i)} \cdot r. b: \mathbb{B}
\]
7. \[\text{from } i = 2
\]
\[\text{infer } \forall r \in \text{policy.rm(i)} \cdot r. b: \mathbb{B}
\]
\[\text{infer } \forall r \in \text{policy.rm(i)} \cdot r. b: \mathbb{B} \quad \forall-E(4, 5, 6, 7)
\]

Figure 6.9: rules-total Proof
A reconfiguration policy which is providing guidance for a resilient component-based system must provide support for any state the system may enter. The proof obligation may be given as the rule policy-deadlockFree. The rule hypotheses require a valid state, a number of variable identifiers defined, those identifiers to be present in the internal variable mapping domain of the state and the case study policy. Given these hypotheses, the conclusion states that there must exist a rule-set \( i \) in the policy rule mapping whereby there must exist a rule \( r \) in the rule-set \( i \) whose condition evaluates to True.

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma; \Sigma; & VSat, ASat; HInS; Id; \\
& VSat, ASat; HInS \in \text{dom} \sigma; iV; \quad \text{policy; Policy} \\
\exists i \in \text{dom} \text{policy}.rm \cdot \exists r \in \text{policy}.rm(i) \cdot r.b(\sigma)
\end{align*}
\]

The proof for this obligation is provided in Figure 6.10. The proof structure once again follows the proof-by-cases tactic. Line 6 uses the \( \sigma;=;-\lor \neq \) rule to split the valid states a system may enter into those where there is a hub component in the system configuration and states where a hub component is not in the system. For each case (sub-proofs 7 and 8), we prove there exists a rule in the policy rule mapping whereby its condition holds. The proof conclusion is justified, therefore, by the \( \lor\)-E rule – appealing to the disjunction in line 6 and the subproofs on lines 7 and 8.

The proof in Figure 6.10 asserts the property of deadlock freeness for the top level of the policy. As the response of the rule in the second rule-set in the top level policy is another rule mapping and subproof 7 uses this rule as its justification, we must ensure that this property holds for this rule map response. In these situations, the proof hypotheses for each rule mapping level must restrict the possible states to those which respect the triggering condition of the rule for which the mapping is the response.

### 6.3.2 Validation Conjectures

Validation conjectures narrow the range of policies with a valid meaning to those which satisfy properties which are desirable – what we consider to be a well-designed policy. A policy which does not satisfy these properties may still have a valid meaning in terms of the RPL semantic definition. Validation conjectures are presented in the same manner as proof obligations. An informal description is followed by the inference rule to prove, completed by the proof itself.
from $\sigma: \Sigma; \nu VSat, ASat; HInS: Id$

$VSat, ASat; HInS \in \text{dom } \sigma.iV; \text{policy: Policy}$

1. $\text{policy.rm: RuleMap } \rightarrow \text{ruleMap-policy-form(1)}$
2. $\text{dom policy.rm: N-set } \rightarrow \text{dom -form(1)}$
3. $\text{dom policy.rm = \{0, 1, 2\} } \rightarrow \text{dom -defn(1)}$
4. $mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}'): \text{ScalarExpr } \rightarrow \text{mExpr-form(h1, 'InSys')}$
5. $HInS: \text{ScalarExpr } \rightarrow \text{scalarExpr-i-form(h1)}$
6. $(mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}')) = HInS(\sigma) \lor (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}')) \neq HInS(\sigma)$
7. $\sigma \neq \lor \neq (3, 4, h1)$

Figure 6.10: Deadlock freeness proof
The validation conjectures we consider in this section are those we have determined are desirable for RPL policies. These properties relate largely to the ordering of rules and the requirement to ensure the support for resilience. The conjectures we consider are semantically different conditions, reachable rules, no dead rules, no reconfiguration when at the goal and that the policy should not degrade the system.

Due to the verification method we outlined in Section 6.1.1, while we prove properties of the case study policy, the validation conjectures are generic and are not system-specific.

**VC-1 Semantically Different Conditions**

In a mapping of rules (condition $\rightarrow$ action pairs), the conditions should be semantically different: there must exist a state where evaluating the conditions of two different rules yields different results. Given the rule ordering of RPL policies (described in Section 4.3.2), if there are several policy rules in a RPL which are semantically equal, only the first occurring rule in the mapping will be used. This is not to say that multiple conditions may not evaluate to true in a given state.

This may be stated as an inference rule $\text{sem-diff-cond}$. The hypotheses simply provide identifiers to elements of the policy and definitions of their correct typing. The hypotheses introduce two rules, $r$ and $r'$, which are present in rule-sets of the policy rule mapping. The conclusion states that if given any two rules $r$ and $r'$ which are different, there exists a state in which the result of the rule conditions differ.

$$
\text{sem-diff-cond } i, j : \mathbb{N}; \quad \text{policy.rm: RuleMap};\quad i, j \in \text{dom policy.rm};
\begin{align*}
n, n' : \text{Rule}; & \quad r, n \in \text{policy.rm}(i); \quad n, n' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \\
\Rightarrow & \exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma) \neq n'.b(\sigma)
\end{align*}
$$

The case study policy has three policy rules at it top level (as given in Section 5.5.1). Intuitively, this conjecture holds for this policy, by considering states where only one rule condition evaluates to true. Firstly, given a state in which a hub component is not in the system configuration, only the third rule condition holds. Secondly, given a state where a hub is present and either the audio or visual service are not satisfactory then only the second policy rule holds. Finally given the state where where a hub is present and both the audio or visual service are satisfactory, only the first condition holds. This may be repeated for each level of the policy.
More formally, Figure 6.11 presents the proof for this conjecture. The proof tactic used is **proof-by-cases**. Lines 3 and 4 of the proof dictate the possible values of i and j respectively – these relate to the degradation level of the rule-sets in the rule mapping \textit{policy.rm}. We use this fact, at the top level of the proof (the subproofs on line 10, 11 and 12), to show that for any rule-set \(i\), the conclusion holds. The subproofs on lines 10, 11 and 12 deal with the rule-set where \(i\) is 0, 1 and 2 in turn. The proof justifies only the case where \(i = 0\), the tactic used for each subproof is the same.

Subproof 10 begins by extracting the rule-set from the mapping at position \(i\) and in turn the single rule in the set. Lines 10.8, 10.9 and 10.10 present another instance of the **proof-by-cases** tactic on the value \(j\). For \(j = 0\), in subproof 10.8, we state that the rules \(r\) and \(r'\) are the same and thus using the \(\Rightarrow\)-right-vac rule we justify the conclusion. For \(j = 1\) and \(j = 2\), in subproofs 10.9 and 10.10 respectively, we extract the rules from the rule-set and determine the relevant rule \(r'\) for each case. Given the rules \(r\) and \(r'\), we simply define states for which the rule conditions give different results, thus using the \(\Rightarrow\)-left-vac rule to justify the conclusion of each subproof conclusion. Subproof 10 is concluded by the \(\lor\)-\(E\) rule is used to eliminate the disjunction on line 4 using the three subproofs on lines 10.8, 10.9 and 10.10. Finally, the conclusion of the proof also uses the \(\lor\)-\(E\) rule– eliminating the disjunction on line 3 with subproofs 10, 11 and 12.

**VC-2 Reachable Rules**

As a policy is defined as a collection of rules, we stipulate that there should be no unreachable rules. That is for each rule, there must exist (at least) one state for which the triggering condition is true. If this property were not true, then policy rules may never be executed. The conjecture, **reachable-rules**, states that for any given rule \(r\) in any given rule-set \(i\) in the rule mapping of the policy, there must exist a state whereby the rule’s triggering condition evaluates to \textit{True}. The conjecture is given below.

\[
policy.rm: \text{RuleMap}; \quad i: \mathbb{N};
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{reachable-rules} \\
i \in \text{dom policy.rm}; \quad r: \text{Rule}; \quad r \in policy.rm(i) \\
\exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma)
\end{array}
\]

The conjecture holds for the case study policy. We may prove this intuitively, by simply considering states where each rule condition evaluates to true. Firstly, given a state in which a hub component is not in the system configuration, the third rule condition holds. Secondly, given a
from \(i, j : \mathbb{N}; \) \(\text{policy.rm} : \text{RuleMap}\); \(i, j \in \text{dom policy.rm}\);

\[ r, r' : \text{Rule}; r \in \text{policy.rm}(i); r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \]

1 \(\text{dom policy.rm} : \mathbb{N}\)-set

2 \(\text{dom policy.rm} = \{0, 1, 2\} \)

3 \(i = 0 \lor i = 1 \lor i = 2\)

4 \(j = 0 \lor j = 1 \lor j = 2\)

5 \(0, 1, 2 \in \text{dom policy.rm}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
10.8.1 \quad & r' \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \quad \text{⇒ subs-right}(a)(h1, 10.8.1, h6) \\
10.8.2 \quad & r' = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land \\
& (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) \quad \text{∈ single-set}(h4, 10.8.1, 7) \\
10.8.3 \quad & r = r' \quad \text{⇒ trans-right}(a)(h4, 10.2, 10.8.2) \\
10.8.4 \quad & (r \neq r') \quad \text{folding} 10.8.3 \\
\text{infer} & \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \\
\text{⇒ -I-right-vac}(10.8.4) \\
10.9 \quad & \text{from} \quad j = 1
\end{align*}
\]

10.9.13 \((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land \\
(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS).b(\sigma_1) \neq I(10.9.11, 10.9.12) \\
10.9.14 \quad r.b(\sigma_1) \neq r'.b(\sigma_1) \quad \text{folding} 10.9.13 \\
10.9.15 \quad \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \quad \exists I(10.9.8, 10.9.14) \\
\text{infer} & \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \\
\text{⇒ -I-left-vac}(10.9.15) \\
10.10 \quad & \text{from} \quad j = 2
\]

10.10.13 \((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land \\
(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS).b(\sigma_2) \neq I(10.10.11, 10.10.12) \\
10.10.14 \quad r.b(\sigma_2) \neq r'.b(\sigma_2) \quad \text{folding} 10.10.13 \\
10.10.15 \quad \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \quad \exists I(10.10.8, 10.10.14) \\
\text{infer} & \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \\
\text{⇒ -I-left-vac}(10.10.15) \\
\text{infer} & \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \quad \cup-E(4, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10)
\]

11 \text{from} \quad i = 1 

\text{infer} \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \quad \text{*note*}

12 \text{from} \quad i = 2 

\text{infer} \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \quad \text{*note*}

\text{infer} \quad r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma . r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma) \quad \cup-E(3, 10, 11, 12)

*note* Use same proof tactic as subproof 10, not included

Figure 6.11: sem-diff-cond Proof
state where a hub is present both the second and the first condition hold. This may be repeated for each level of the policy.

Figure 6.12 depicts the proof for the reachable-rules conjecture. The proof structure for this conjecture uses proof-by-cases. Line 3 of the proof introduces the cases which relate to the rule-sets of the policy rule mapping. Subsequent subproofs on lines 4, 5 and 6 obtain the conclusion for each case. Each subproof follows the same approach – for each rule-set obtained from a mapping lookup with the relevant value of \( i \), a state is defined and is shown to satisfy the triggering condition for an arbitrary rule in the rule-set. As the rule-sets in the top level of the example policy are singleton sets, this is made slightly easier, in that only one rule condition is needed to be justified for each rule-set. The proof’s conclusion appeals to the \( \lor \)-E rule – eliminating the disjunction on line 3 using subproofs 4, 5 and 6. The proof should be repeated for each nested rule sequence of the policy – using the same proof tactic. Those proofs are not provided in the thesis.

One issue with this conjecture is that of state reachability. Whilst the conclusion of this property asserts that there exists a state where a given policy rule condition holds, we may also wish to determine whether the state is reachable. The proof of this stronger property is naturally complex and requires an exhaustive exploration of the possible states a system may enter given a policy and a model of system and environment behaviour. This may be a further task for model checking or simulation.

**VC-3 Dead Rules**

The RPL semantics states that rule conditions are evaluated in order of priority – determined through by a non-strict partial rule ordering (see Section 4.3.2). The dead-rules validation conjecture states that for each rule in a policy there exists a state such that no other rule higher in the ordering may be triggered. This ensures that the rule is both reachable and that there is a state in which its response has a chance to be executed. As the triggering of rules is handled non-deterministically over those rules evaluating to true in a given rule-set, we needn’t prove anything about those rules on the same level.

The hypotheses of dead-rules rule requires two rule sets to be defined in the policy rule mapping identified by the natural numbers \( i \) and \( j \). The hypotheses also require a rule \( r \) in the \( i \)th rule set. Given these hypotheses, the rule conclusion states that, if rule-set \( i \) is lower in the mapping
from policy.rm: RuleMap; i: N; i ∈ dom policy.rm; r: Rule; r ∈ policy.rm(i)
1  dom policy.rm: N-set
2  dom policy.rm = {0, 1, 2}
3  (i = 0) ∨ (i = 1) ∨ (i = 2)
4  from i = 0
4.1  0 ∈ dom policy.rm
4.2  policy.rm(0): RuleSet
4.3  policy.rm(0) = {(mExpr('vis', Sat) = VSat)∧
                      (mExpr('aud', Sat) = ASat)∧
                      (mExpr('hub', InSys) = HInS) → Nil) 
4.4  r ∈ policy.rm(0) =-subs-right(a)(4.9, 4.8, 4.11)
4.5  r = ((mExpr('vis', Sat) = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', Sat) = ASat) ∧
                      (mExpr('hub', InSys) = HInS) → Nil) ∈ single-set(h4, 4.4, 4.3)
...  
4.10  {{VSat → 8, ASat → 8, HInSys → true},
        {{"vis" → ({{Sat → 9}}), "aud" → ({{Sat → 8}}),
        "hub" → ({{InSys → true}})}},...},...}: Σ
        policy-σ-form *note_1*
4.11  ((mExpr('vis', Sat) = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', Sat) = ASat) ∧
                      (mExpr('hub', InSys) = HInS))(σ)
        *note_2*
4.12  ((mExpr('vis', Sat) = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', Sat) = ASat) ∧
                      (mExpr('hub', InSys) = HInS) → ...).b(σ)
        =-subs-left(a)(4.9, 4.8, 4.11)
4.13  r.b(σ)
        =-subs-left(a)(4.5, 4.12)
infer ∃σ: Σ ∨ r.b(σ)
    3-I(4.10, 4.13)
5  from i = 1
infer ∃σ: Σ ∨ r.b(σ)
    *note_3*
6  from i = 2
infer ∃σ: Σ ∨ r.b(σ)
    *note_3*
infer ∃σ: Σ ∨ r.b(σ)
    ∨-E(2, 4, 5, 6)

*note_1* refer to state in rest sub-proof as σ_1
*note_2* Simple expression definition justification, not included
*note_3* Use same proof tactic as subproof 4, not included

Figure 6.12: Reachable rules proof
than rule-set $j$ (where 0 is the highest rule-set in the mapping), there exists a state where rule $r$’s triggering condition evaluates to true and there does not exist a rule $r'$ in (the higher) rule set $j$ with a condition which also evaluates to true.

$$policy.rm: \text{RuleMap}; \ i, j: \mathbb{N}; \ i, j \in \text{dom} \ policy.rm;$$

$$r: \text{Rule}; \ r \in policy.rm(i)$$

$$\text{dead-rules}$$

$$i > j \Rightarrow \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in policy.rm(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma)$$

The proof for this property is shown in Figure 6.13. As we are proving a property of each rule, we use proof-by-cases as the top-level strategy, each case being a possible value for the $i$th value in the domain of the mapping and proven in subproofs on lines 5, 6 and 7.

The first subproof (on line 5), where $i = 0$, is justified simply. Each possible value of $j$ is either equal to $i$ (where $j = 0$) or greater than $i$ ($j = 1$ and $j = 2$). This is due to the fact that the rules in the rule-set mapped to by $0$ are the goal rule(s) and thus our ordering stipulates that no other rule should be fired. We use the $\Rightarrow$ -I-right-vac rule in such cases due to the first operand of the conclusion implication, $i > j$, being false.

The subsequent subproofs yield more interesting justifications, though we only detail subproof 6 in detail. In the case where $i = 1$ and $j = 0$, we must prove that the second operand of the conclusion implication ($\exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in policy.rm(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma)$) holds – which is given on line 6.10.9. We prove (in line 6.10.4) that the condition of a rule $r$ in the rule-set mapped to by $0$ holds for a given state as defined at line 6.10.1. Next, line 6.10.7 states that there are no rules, in the rule-set mapped to by $j$ (where $j = 0$), with conditions which hold for the given state. We conclude subproof 6.10 by appealing to the $\Rightarrow$ -I-right-vac rule. Subproofs 6.11 and 6.12 are proved in the same way as the subproofs in subproof 5. We use the $\lor$-E rule to conclude subproof 6 – providing the disjunction to eliminate (line 4) and the subproofs for each possible value of $j$ (lines 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12).

The proof conclusion is justified using the $\lor$-E rule, with the disjunction on line 3, and the subproofs on lines 5, 6 and 7 as arguments for the justification.

**VC-4 No Reconfiguration at Goal**

According to the notion of resilience, a system should be able to recover from a degraded state to some optimal state. When a system is in such an optimal state, however, it should not perform
from \textit{policy.rm}: \text{RuleMap}; i, j: \mathbb{N}; i, j \in \text{dom} \textit{policy.rm};
\begin{align*}
r &\in \textit{policy.rm}(i) \\
dom \textit{policy.rm}: \text{N-set} &\quad \text{dom-} - \text{form}(h2) \\
dom \textit{policy.rm} = \{0, 1, 2\} &\quad \text{dom-defn}(1) \\
i = 0 \lor i = 1 \lor i = 2 &\quad \text{set-i} \land \text{v}(1, h2, h3, 2) \\
j = 0 \lor j = 1 \lor j = 2 &\quad \text{set-j} \land \text{v}(1, h2, h3, 2) \\
\text{from } i = 0 &\quad \text{ infer } (5.1) \\
\text{ from } j = 0 &\quad \text{ infer } (5.2) \\
\text{ from } j = 1 &\quad \text{ infer } (5.3) \\
\text{ from } i = 1 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.10) \\
\text{ from } j = 0 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.11) \\
r.b(\sigma_1) &\quad \text{ infer } (6.12) \\
\neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma_1) &\quad \text{ infer } (6.13) \\
r.b(\sigma_1) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma_1) &\quad \text{ infer } (6.14) \\
\exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) &\quad \text{ infer } (6.15) \\
\text{ from } i = 1 &\quad \text{ infer } (5.1) \\
\text{ from } j = 1 &\quad \text{ infer } (5.2) \\
\text{ from } j = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (5.3) \\
\text{ from } i = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.10) \\
\text{ from } i = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.11) \\
\text{ from } i = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.12) \\
\text{ from } i = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.13) \\
\text{ from } i = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.14) \\
\text{ from } i = 2 &\quad \text{ infer } (6.15) \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{ infer } i > j &\quad \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \quad \Rightarrow \text{-I-right-vac}(5.1.2) \\
\text{ infer } i > j &\quad \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \quad \Rightarrow \text{-I-right-vac}(5.2.2) \\
\text{ infer } i > j &\quad \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \quad \lor \text{-E}(4, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3) \\
\text{ infer } i > j &\quad \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \quad \Rightarrow \text{-I-left-vac}(6.10.9) \\
\text{ infer } i > j &\quad \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \quad \Rightarrow \text{-I-right-vac}(6.11.2) \\
\text{ infer } i > j &\quad \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot \sigma \cdot b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \textit{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \quad \lor \text{-E}(4, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12) \\
\end{align*}

\textbf{*note*} Use largely same proof tactic as subproof 6 thus not included

\textbf{Figure 6.13: dead-rules Proof}
any unnecessary reconfiguration action. Whilst the Nil response should be used in this case, the semantics of RPL does not require this. Thus when the reconfigurable system is in a state which satisfies a condition of a rule in the rule-set at level 0 in the rule mapping, then no change should be made to the system model of the state object \( \sigma \). This is reflected in the no-recon-goal validation conjecture given below.

The no-recon-goal rule hypotheses require two states (\( \sigma \) and \( \sigma' \)) where \( \sigma' \) is equivalent to the assignment of policy values to local variables (this is the initialised state of the policy prior to rule evaluation – \( \sigma' = policy.al(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto policy.v)) \)). The hypotheses also include a rule \( x \), which is in the highest level of the policy rule mapping and whose condition evaluates to True. Given these hypotheses, the conclusion states that the resultant system architectural model, given the evaluation of the policy in state \( \sigma \), is unchanged from the initial system architectural model in \( \sigma \).

\[
\sigma, \sigma': \Sigma; \quad policy: Policy; \quad \sigma' = policy.al(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto policy.v)); \\
0 \in \text{dom policy.rm}; \quad x: Rule; \quad x \in policy.rm(0); \quad x.b(\sigma') \\
\text{no-recon-goal} \\
policy(\sigma).sys = \sigma.sys
\]

The policy defined in the case study respects this conjecture and this may be justified informally. The first rule in the rule mapping has the Nil response – semantically, this corresponds to ‘do nothing’. As the policy decision mechanism makes no changes to the system state, the conjecture holds.

The formal proof for this conjecture is given in Figure 6.14. We take a bottom-up approach, where the critical line we require is line 8 – obtaining the definition of applying the policy given a state \( \sigma \). Using the denotational semantic function of RPL policies, we find we must determine the definition of a policy as depicted on line 6 of the proof, obtained using an = -subs rule on line 5. The policy rule map definition in line 5 is justified by the use of the let statement justified in line 4. The let expression requires considerable effort in the form of the subproof on line 2, not shown in full here, though is given in Appendix H.

Using the definition rules derived from the denotational semantics where an action statement list is executed over a state \( \sigma \) requires considerable effort. This occurs because a state object must be defined, followed by the justification of a (potentially large) number of action statements. We also had difficulties when proving the correctness of the let action statement as mentioned
\begin{verbatim}
from \(\sigma, \sigma': \Sigma; policy: Policy; \sigma' = policy.al(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto policy.v)); \)
0 \in \text{dom} policy.rm; x: Rule; x \in policy.rm(0); x.b(\sigma')
1 policy.rm: RuleMap
2 \text{from } y: RuleSet, y = \{ r | r \in policy.rm(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \}
...
\text{infer if } y \neq \{ \}
\text{then let } j \in y \text{ in } j.re(\sigma')
\text{else if } \exists l' \in \text{dom} policy.rm \cdot l' > 0
\text{then policy.rm(1)(\sigma')}
\text{else } \sigma' = \sigma'
3 \{ r | r \in policy.rm(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \}: RuleSet
4 \text{let } i = \{ r | r \in policy.rm(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \}
\text{in if } i \neq \{ \}
\text{then let } j \in i \text{ in } j.re(\sigma')
\text{else if } \exists l' \in \text{dom} policy.rm \cdot l' > 0
\text{then policy.rm(1)(\sigma');}
\text{else } \sigma' = \sigma'
5 (policy.rm, 0)(\sigma') = \sigma'
6 (policy.rm, 0)(policy.al(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto policy.v))) = \sigma'
7 policy(\sigma): \Sigma
8 policy(\sigma) = \sigma'
9 \sigma.sys = \sigma'.sys
10 \sigma.sys: System
11 \sigma.sys = policy(\sigma).sys
\text{infer } policy(\sigma).sys = \sigma.sys
\end{verbatim}

Figure 6.14: no-recon-at-goal Proof
earlier. We define an inference rule \( \text{let} = (\text{used on line 4}) \) which requires (in the proof of the \( \text{no-recon-goal} \) conjecture) the justification of a sequent relating to a witness value to be equal to the set comprehension \( \{ r \mid r \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \} \). This in turn requires reasoning over set comprehensions which we found particularly challenging. The set comprehension is a fundamental aspect of the semantic definition of the rule mapping, which could be considered as useful lemmas in future proof work.

**VC-5 Policy Not Degrade System**

If a system is in a degraded state, then some action must be taken. This property is covered in PO-3 (deadlock freeness). We propose a stronger conjecture here that states that a triggered action should not degrade the system. Clearly, a stronger property still would state that the execution of a rule response should actually result in a less degraded (more optimal) state. However, due to potentially changing environmental conditions, this is an unrealistic property.

The rule below, \( \text{non-degrade} \), illustrates the property of non-degradation. The conjecture has a number of hypotheses, which ensure correct typing of states, the policy and the rule map. The hypotheses also requires an arbitrary rule \( r \) in the rule-set \( i \) (obtained from a mapping lookup with an arbitrary value) to have its condition holding in a state \( \sigma' \) (the initialised policy state – prior to rule evaluation). Given these hypotheses, the rule conclusion states that there exists a rule-set \( j \) which is better or equal in the policy rule map. Within that rule-set there must exist a rule for whose triggering condition evaluates to true given the resultant state from the execution of the initial rule response, \( r.re(\sigma') \).

\[
\sigma, \sigma' : \Sigma; \ \text{policy}: \text{Policy}; \ \sigma' = \text{policy.al}(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \text{policy}.v)); \\
i : \mathbb{N}; \ \text{policy.rm}: \text{RuleMap}; \ i \in \text{dom} \ \text{policy.rm}; \ r : \text{Rule}; \ r \in \text{policy.rm}(i); \ r.b(\sigma') \\
\exists j \in \text{dom} \ \text{policy.rm} : j \leq i \ \land \ \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) : r'.b(r.re(\sigma'))
\]

Informally, the case study policy largely respects this property. On a rule-by-rule basis, we may consider each response and ensure that the system becomes less degraded if the rule condition holds and the response executed. However, two policy rules in the case study may not provide this: those rules with conditions which hold when the hub component is present and either the audio or visual service exceed the required satisfaction level. In this case, the policy aims to remove components from the system so to reduce the overall cost of the system – this is a stated goal of the policy. The actions of these two rules, may, therefore reduce the satisfaction to below
the required level – resulting in a lower degradation level. It is therefore for the policy designer to determine whether this is an acceptable behaviour of the policy.

The formal proof of this conjecture is provided in Figure 6.15. The proof is tackled using the proof-by-cases proof tactic, for which the disjunction is given on line 3. Each case refers to a rule-set in the rule mapping – where $i$ may be 0, 1 or 2. The first case, on line 5, corresponds to the singleton rule-set containing the goal condition. The subproof extracts the contents of the rule-set and thus using equality determines that the rule $r$ is the sole rule in the set. The response of rule is the Nil response - as shown in line 3.8. Using the semantic function of the Nil response, we see no change of state from the execution of the rule as in line 5.11. We construct the subproof conclusion by stating that the triggering condition of rule $r$ may be satisfied by the result of the execution of it’s own response. Thus no degradation has occurred.

The subsequent non-goal rules require considerably more effort and are not given in this thesis. This effort is largely due to the fact that the remaining rule responses are reconfiguration actions. The Nil response is easily discharged. However reconfiguration actions require justifications for a (potentially large) number of action statements. This exposes a weakness of the verification technique that we consider in this thesis, in that an automated approach may allow us to discharge the proof for more complex action responses with less effort. It should be noted however, the theory of RPL and the case study policy we have developed in this thesis would allow such a proof to be discharged – this aspect is not considered a weakness of the work.

6.4 Formal Verification Summary

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the use of formal verification on a policy defined in the reconfiguration policy language RPL. In Section 6.1, we introduced the verification task of this thesis; describing the verification of RPL policies in the context of the ultimate goal of the verification of system-level properties of reconfigurable systems. In Section 6.2, we defined a theory for RPL. The theory is based upon the logical frame outlined in Section 6.2.1. Using the logical frame, we outline a theory for RPL, extending the theory of VDM, based upon the abstract syntax, static semantic and denotational semantic definition of RPL – defined in Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D. Furthermore, we extend the theory of RPL with a theory of the RPL case study.
from $\sigma,\sigma' : \Sigma$; policy: Policy; $\sigma' = policy.al(\mu(\sigma,iV \mapsto policy.v))$;

\[ i : \mathbb{N}; \text{policy.rm: RuleMap}; i \in \text{dom policy.rm}; r : \text{Rule}; r \in \text{policy.rm}(i); r.b(\sigma') \]

1. \textbf{dom policy.rm: N-set} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{dom-form(h5)}
2. \textbf{dom policy.rm = \{0,1,2\}} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{dom-defn(1)}
3. \[ i = 0 \lor i = 1 \lor i = 2 \] \hspace{1cm} set-i- \lor(1, h4, h5, 2)
4. \[ 0,1,2 : \mathbb{N} \] \hspace{1cm} n-form()
5. \textbf{from i = 0}

5.1. \[ 0 \in \text{dom policy.rm} \] \hspace{1cm} set-\in\in (2)
5.2. \text{policy.rm(0): RuleSet} \hspace{1cm} at-form(4, h5, 5.1)
5.3. \text{policy.rm(0) = \{(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow Nil\}} \hspace{1cm} policy.rm(0)-defn()
5.4. \[ r \in \text{policy.rm(0)} \] \hspace{1cm} \in-sub(right)(a)(h4, 5.1, h8)
5.5. \[ r = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \land (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) \rightarrow Nil) \] \hspace{1cm} \in-single-set(h7, 5.4, 5.3)

\[ \ldots \]

5.11. \[ r.re(\sigma') = \sigma' \] \hspace{1cm} \in-sub(left)(a)(h7, 5.5, 5.10)
5.12. \[ 0 \leq 0 \] \hspace{1cm} \leq-left(4)
5.13. \[ r.b(r.re(\sigma')) \] \hspace{1cm} \in-sub(left)(b)(h1, 5.11, h9)
5.14. \[ \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm(0)} \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma')) \] \[ \exists-I-set(h7, 5.2, 5.4, 5.13) \]
5.15. \[ 0 \leq 0 \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm(0)} \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma')) \] \[ \land-I(5.12, 5.14) \]
\[ \text{infer } \exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm}. j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma')) \]
\[ \exists-I-set(4, h5, 5.1, 5.15) \]

6. \textbf{from i = 1}
\[ \text{infer } \exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm}. j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma')) \]
7. \textbf{from i = 2}
\[ \text{infer } \exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm}. j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma')) \]
\[ \text{infer } \exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm}. j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma')) \]
\[ \lor-E(3, 5, 6, 7) \]

Figure 6.15: rules-non degrade Proof
Section 6.3 proposes a number of proof obligations and validation conjectures. The proof obligations ensure the consistency of a RPL policy and validation conjectures are those properties which narrow the range of RPL policies with a valid meaning to those which may be considered well designed. These validation conjectures relate largely to the ordering of rules and the requirement to ensure the support for resilience. Accompanying these properties, we provide hand-written formal proofs.

This chapter provides two contributions towards the research question addressed by this thesis in Section 1.2. Firstly, the task of scoping the verification in this thesis provides the context of our work and also gives a forward look towards a methodology for the formal verification of system-level properties – encompassing the reconfigurable system and the reconfiguration infrastructure. Secondly, the task of formally proving properties of the case study RPL policy demonstrates formal verification in reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems.

As has been mentioned in the chapter, there is the possibility of automating the formal proof of those properties proposed in Section 6.3. Bundy et al. [16] state that a large proportion of proof obligations may be automatically discharged, however some still require human interaction. AI4FM\(^{10}\) is a new research project with the goal of using human proof attempts to aid in proof automation using artificial intelligence learning techniques. The results of this project may be of use for future work in automating proofs of properties of RPL policies.

In the next chapters we evaluate the content of the thesis with respect to our research question and resulting objectives and provide conclusions of the thesis.

\(^{10}\)http://www.ai4fm.org/
Chapter 7

Evaluation and Conclusion

In this Chapter, we first provide a brief overview of the content of the thesis, followed by an evaluation of that content. This thesis began, in Chapter 1, by introducing the research question we aim to address in the research, and stating the resultant objectives. We continued in Chapter 2 by considering extant works in dynamic reconfiguration, architectural description languages, policy languages and approaches to formal language semantics. Chapter 3 proposed the architectural design of an infrastructure for the support of dynamically reconfigurable component-based systems. In Chapter 4 we defined RPL, a formal reconfiguration policy language. Chapter 5 introduced a case study depicting a reconfigurable wireless sensor network. We defined a RPL reconfiguration policy for the case study which forms a basis for the formal verification in Chapter 6.

7.1 Evaluation

In Section 1.2, the fundamental question asked in the thesis was introduced:

Can we provide a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems so that key properties of reconfigurable systems may be verified?

This led to two objectives; firstly to provide a reconfiguration infrastructure and policy language, and secondly to demonstrate the applicability of formal verification of properties of a policy expressed in a formal policy language. In this section, therefore, we may evaluate these objectives
and draw conclusions as to the evaluation of the thesis research question. The first objective is approached in Chapters 3 and 4, thus we evaluate the objective in two parts: in Section 7.1.1 we evaluate the reconfiguration infrastructure and in Section 7.1.2, the policy language RPL is evaluated. Chapters 5 and 6 contribute to the second objective. Section 7.1.3 evaluates the case study that is used to define a RPL policy which is in turn used in the verification task, evaluated in Section 7.1.4. Section 7.2 summarises these evaluations and hence draws conclusions as to the research question of the thesis.

7.1.1 Reconfiguration Infrastructure

We have proposed requirements for an infrastructure to support a reconfigurable component-based system in Section 3.1. These address the infrastructure architecture, component sensing, system architectural model, reconfiguration actuation, reconfiguration policy and formal methods. The aim of defining these requirements was to ensure that an infrastructure for the support of reconfiguration should be designed to monitor the system, maintain a model of the system and perform reconfiguration actions. The requirements dictated that verification was considered at an early stage of design and ensured we considered support elements highlighted in literature – reconfiguration guidance, sensing of the system, an architectural model and reconfiguration actuation. Given these requirements, we provided an overview of the infrastructure design highlighting how we envisaged the infrastructure design addresses each requirement. This overview considered the elements which may be used to provide the support to a reconfigurable system. All requirements were addressed in the architecture design, however requirement R11 – the infrastructure should allow for the verification of system-wide properties – could not be tested in this thesis. We discuss this in more detail in Section 7.1.4.

The infrastructure architecture is further designed using the Acme ADL. The infrastructure is similar to those described in the previous work described in Section 2.1. However, we have provided a more thorough architectural design, including interface design, and also provided a distribution of engineering effort (between system-specific and generic elements) for the development of the infrastructure – an aspect that is not considered in detail in the surveyed approaches. The design meets the requirement of reconfiguration support (as stated in the conclusion of the literature survey) – an infrastructure design is provided to manage the configuration changes of a reconfigurable system when it is in a degraded state.
The informality of the Acme notation used for the infrastructure definition may be seen as a weakness. The objective of defining an infrastructure is to demonstrate the design of an infrastructure and to establish the constituent components required. The infrastructure design also allows us to consider the interfaces of the constituent elements of the infrastructure – scoping their inputs and outputs. As our goal in this thesis is to demonstrate formal verification of a reconfiguration policy however, we are not concerned with the formal verification of properties of the infrastructure itself. We do however make assumptions about the infrastructure in terms of those elements required by the reconfiguration policy (the system model and component metadata) and the policy output. The design also considers how these are obtained – removing the assumption that they are simply available. The design as a whole benefits from this interface design.

To address the architectural element of requirement R11 (the infrastructure should allow for the verification of system-wide properties), further architectural design, perhaps using a more formal ADL, would be required. Depending on the properties one may wish to verify, either the Darwin and Wright ADLs may allow structural or protocol architectural verification respectively. Alternatively, the Acme description given may be enriched, defining properties for the component services, ports, connectors or roles of the infrastructure definition, which may be exported to external tools for verification. Gamble demonstrates the use of CSP processes in port definitions of Acme architectural models [36].

This thesis addresses only one aspect of the infrastructure in detail – the reconfiguration policy language. Considerable effort is required in the research and development of the other aspects of the infrastructure – especially if formal verification is required of all aspects of the infrastructure.

### 7.1.2 Reconfiguration Policy Language (RPL)

For our contribution to provide a basis for formal verification we require a formally defined policy language. We have also stated that we wish to provide resilience to reconfigurable systems. In this thesis, we have proposed RPL. RPL has an abstract syntax and formally defined (denotational and operational) semantics that in turn enables formal verification. We have defined RPL using two semantic approaches enabling the opportunity for both formal proof and model checking. In evaluating the RPL language, we consider two aspects – the design of the policy language and
the formal language definition.

The RPL design centres on a collection of policy rules, reflecting the approach taken by Ponder and PDL. Where RPL differs, however, is in requiring an explicit policy rule ordering in order to address the aim of providing (and proving) resilience. This rule ordering incorporates teleo-reactive program rule evaluation which allows a policy designer to explicitly define the conditions that reflect optimal states and a structured series of degraded states. Using the teleo-reactive program approach as a starting point, we did not consider durative actions or interrupts to be relevant or useful in reconfiguration policies and so are not present in RPL. We have extended the concept by using a non-strict total ordering allowing non-determinism, thereby increasing flexibility for the policy designer. We acknowledge that defining policies using RPL requires more effort than those approaches in the literature – requiring an explicit ordering and stating conditions reflecting levels of system degradation. We have attempted to mitigate this in outlining an engineering method to aid policy designers. It is our belief, however, that this rule ordering provides the benefit of explicitly reflecting the perceived levels of degradation of a system, allowing a policy designer to state the optimal ‘goal’ condition of a policy and stating how a system may achieve this condition – providing resilience.

The RPL language definition consists of an abstract syntax, static semantics and dynamic semantics. Syntactically, RPL contains elements relating to the aforementioned design constructs – policy collections (in the form of rule mappings), policy rules, rule conditions and rule responses. Clearly defining these elements allows a RPL policy structure to be easily defined and matches the language design.

We consider the expressiveness of policy rule conditions to be low, the condition syntax allows only simple expressions to be defined. This was a conscious decision for this research so not to detract from the verification task, and we considered this adequate for the research objectives. Increased expressiveness may be considered an avenue for future research, introducing constructs such as universal and existential quantification which may not be expressed currently. Examples of quantifications in RPL may include determining: whether there exists a component in the registry with a metadata value which meets some required level; if all components in the system meet a minimum level of service; or if any components in the system configuration are not connected. We address this issue further in Chapter 8 and suggest how we may enrich this aspect of the RPL syntax.
The action language we propose for RPL is, in its current state, also slightly simplistic. This was a conscious decision so to ensure the semantic definition remains easy to understand for the basis of this thesis. Addition of extra action statements is possible if deemed necessary. However, the action language does contain statements for all reconfiguration actions considered in Section 4.2.2 and also contains a number of statements for the querying of the architectural model and component registry. RPL contains action statements typical of a number of programming languages including assignment and conditionals. The addition of these constructs illustrates that we may include non-reconfiguration statements to further enrich the language definition.

Whilst RPL does not include unbounded iteration in the form of a while statement, we do provide bounded iteration over sets and sequences. Whilst the addition of the while statement is simple in a structural operation semantics, the denotational semantics would require extra effort, due to the fact that the denotational semantic definition must be compositional. Nielsen et al. state that defining the semantics of the while statement is a ‘major task’ due to the requirement of a unique least fixed point that always exists [81]. This is discussed in a number of texts [9, 81, 121, 105] with respect to simple example languages, however it requires further investigation for RPL.

We have defined the dynamic semantics of RPL using two approaches - a denotational semantic definition given in full in Appendix D and a structural operational semantic definition in Appendix E. The semantic object (the State in the denotational semantic domain) consists of three elements – internal (policy) variables, metadata variables and the system model. Having separate internal and metadata elements however, enables separation of variables and thus ensures metadata variables may not be altered by a policy.

The majority of the RPL semantic definition is intuitive, with the main area of complexity lying in the rule ordering element of the RPL. As a rule mapping is intended to reflect the ordering of rules by their level of degradation, the domain of the rule map corresponds to this ordering. Despite this, the semantic definition intuitively reflects the non-strict total rule-ordering of the language design. The only construct we do not provide a semantic definition for is the BestComp action statement – the definitions have placeholders in the semantic domain of the denotational definition and BestComp semantic rule of the SOS definition. The omission is due to the fact that the ‘best’ may be specific to a given system, requiring further research in the field of metadata.
In providing a static semantic definition and two dynamic semantic definitions, policies defined in RPL may be automatically type checked, compiled and interpreted (although the compilation and interpretation are to mathematical objects in this work). The formal underpinnings allows a RPL policy designer the extra benefit of ability to reason about policies as we demonstrate in this thesis.

In Section 4.6, we define a method for RPL policy design consisting on a set of activities that aid a policy designer in the creation of a RPL policy. The topics discussed are rather large subjects in themselves – for example requirement engineering itself commands large textbooks. As such, we may consider that further work may be required to provide a full treatment.

7.1.3 Case Study

In Chapter 5, we introduced a case study, which is general and not specific to RPL or to the verification task. Several requirements were produced so to ensure a relevant and representative example system was selected. The chosen case study met these requirements and we justified any simplifications so to avoid the problem of defining a case study specific to the reconfiguration infrastructure and RPL reconfiguration policy.

Given the case study outline, we follow the design of system-specific elements of the reconfiguration infrastructure, highlighting how they may be tackled for the case study. We do not give detailed designs for these elements, simply a natural language description, as we focus on the design of the inputs of the RPL policy. Those system-specific elements require considerable research effort – beyond the scope of this thesis. In defining the policy inputs, we have made further simplifications and assumptions to the case study – namely in the metadata reasoning. We have stated that the Metadata Reasoning Service of the infrastructure will compose component metadata to provide a satisfaction characteristic of components and services. This is intended to simplify the boolean expressions of policy rule conditions and indeed to simplify the reconfiguration policy defined for the case study. The simplifications are not made due to the lack of expressiveness of the RPL language. The introduction of satisfaction metadata requires research into the composition and analysis of metadata and of non-functional properties in general. This is beyond the state of the art [94].

Given the case study overview, the definition of a reconfigurable system architectural model
Chapter 5 outlines a reconfiguration policy defined using RPL. The definition of the RPL policy follows the design method in Section 4.6. The first four steps of the method (system requirements, determine available metadata, obtain goal condition, and determine degraded conditions) are largely covered in the description of the case study, and in the definitions of the model of the reconfigurable system and component and service metadata. The goal conditions and degraded conditions are encoded into the policy rules, mappings are formed to define the ordering, and action responses provided. Defining the policy in this manner makes the policy easy to read and makes the resilience afforded intuitive. The policy is presented using a concrete syntax. Whilst somewhat verbose, this is not a fixed syntax, and is used only to demonstrate how a policy may be written.

During the development of the case study, we were able to improve the RPL language definition. These improvements largely centered on the addition of syntactic elements needed in response actions. Constructs added included the looping constructs ForSet and ForSeq required in this case study for looping through collections of component identifiers. We also discovered the need for the LetComp syntactic element when referring to an arbitrary item in a set. This approach led to an iterative approach in defining a policy and improving the RPL language definition. The addition of these constructs did not lead to any changes to existing language elements – adding to the argument for further enrichment of the action statement portion of the RPL language if required.

7.1.4 Verification of RPL Policies

In Section 6.1.1, we considered what the verification task of this research should entail and also the context of this work with respect to the verification of system-level properties of reconfigurable systems. In order to verify such system-level properties of the observable behaviours of the reconfigurable system, we require a behavioural model of the system, along with a behavioural model of the reconfiguration infrastructure. This is beyond the scope of this research, and thus we conclude the task of verifying system-specific properties of reconfigurable systems is deemed beyond the scope of the thesis. However, the verification task in this research provides a basis for this large verification task.

RPL is defined using VDM and the denotational semantic functions are defined using VDM constructs. In light of this and other factors discussed in the chapter, the verification method
undertaken was hand written natural deduction proofs. Performing verification using this method has allowed us insight into the proof process. A consequence of the embedding of RPL in VDM has meant that automated theorem proving and model checking are not options. This is due to the fact that relevant tools are not available for VDM, not a fundamental issue with the choice of logic. Having also defined a structural operational semantic definition, however, provides us the opportunity to consider other verification methods in future work. Despite the lack of model checking, the verification task undertaken in this thesis provides a basis for the verification of reconfiguration policies and in the support of reconfigurable systems.

In developing a theory for RPL, we use the logical frame proposed by Jones et al. [60] and extend the theory of VDM defined by Biccarregui et al. [8]. This task was performed successfully, a useful theory of RPL is presented in Appendix G. The logical frame used is simple and abstract, providing the constructs needed for this task and is adequate for this thesis and the verification undertaken. The frame allows us to use the language constructs in defining the symbols used in the theory and also to use the language definition to produce inference rules. The RPL theory is defined using the RPL language definition and accurately reflects the language syntax and semantics. We do not, however, consider the theory of RPL or the theory of the case study policy to be complete. Additional axioms are required and further derived rules may be considered and defined if more verification work is to be carried out.

We have proposed proof obligations and patterns for validation conjectures to prove of RPL policies. The verification task of this thesis is to prove the correctness of policies defined using RPL, and properties relating to well designed policies – this is reflected in the properties we prove in Chapter 6. The proof obligations ensure well-formedness, totality of rule conditions, and liveness. The validation conjectures aim to ensure RPL policies are well designed, relating largely to the ordering of rules and the requirement to ensure the support for resilience. We consider the proof obligation properties chosen to adequately reflect the properties required for correctness of RPL policies. The validation conjectures are representative of properties we would expect RPL policies to respect, they narrow the range of policies with a valid meaning to those which satisfy properties which are desirable – what we consider to be a well-designed policy.

Some properties have not been proven. Those properties which relate to the effects of RPL policy execution are not considered in the thesis. These properties include those relating to the effect on
the reconfigurable system metadata and thus the level of degradation of a system. Such properties require suitable behavioural models of the reconfigurable system, the system’s environment and the reconfiguration infrastructure which executes RPL policies. This is discussed in detail in Section 6.1.1. Having such models allows for the investigation of further verification techniques including model checking and simulation. However this is beyond the scope of the work reported here. This is especially true for model checking which would require suitably abstract formal models which is a considerable task and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

In evaluating the formal proofs themselves, we may consider the ease of understanding and following the proof, any difficulties or challenges encountered, insight gained into the RPL language definition and case study policy theories and the contribution towards the verification of a RPL policy. The natural deduction proofs produced in this thesis are often long and verbose, commonly due to typing judgements and equality rules. As a consequence, due to the fact line numbers are managed manually, considerable effort was taken up with such ‘clerical’ aspects. Due to the rule-based nature of RPL policies, the majority of proofs use a proof-by-cases tactic as the top-level justification. We took the decision, therefore, to fully prove a given case in the proof and to argue that the same tactic may be used for subsequent cases (see lines 10, 11 and 12 of Figure 6.11 for an example of this). Although one could conclude that this leads to unfinished proofs, we felt that it would not add to the proof demonstration in the thesis. Proofs centering on the effect of a policy on the state lead to great difficulty, in particular the non-degrade proof in Figure 6.15. Lines 6 and 7 of this proof have not been justified due to the fact we are not able to determine the effect a response has on component metadata in a proof. In retrospect, perhaps this property may not be proven without more detailed formal theories of the metadata, their composition and further modelling of reconfigurable systems and the reconfiguration infrastructure.

As proofs were produced, we were able to add to and improve the theory of RPL and the case study policy, this in itself was a useful exercise. The production of the proofs themselves also provided an opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the RPL language and its syntactic and semantic definitions.

Finally we may consider what benefits this verification has provided. We have demonstrated that the verification of reconfiguration policies provides benefits to policy designers and gives a basis for verification on other elements of support for reconfigurable systems. The properties proved
allow a designer to be confident about the well-formedness and liveness of policies and totality of rule conditions – those things we consider to be required of a policy to have a valid meaning. A number of validation conjectures enable the policy designer to be confident about the quality of a policy including the absence of non-redundant rules and semantically different conditions. The natural deduction proofs provide a basis for further verification of policies – proving these properties which are not possible with natural deduction proofs.

We have not addressed the verification of large, complex policies. While the verification technique chosen could be used when scaling up to such policies, significant time and effort would be required. We may take a less rigorous approach in the typing judgements and equalities which would help mitigate these concerns, however, automated verification would be more desirable for large policies.

This evaluation has shown that there are a number of limitations in the use of handwritten natural deduction proofs in verifying properties of RPL policies. Despite these limitations, however, we have shown through the use of handwritten proofs that we may use verification to increase the confidence in the correctness of a RPL policy. This thesis therefore acts as a basis for the use of verification and that further investigation of other techniques is required. We address this in Chapter 8.

7.2 Evaluation Summary

In this section, we return to the objectives specified in Section 1.2, and draw conclusions on the success of addressing the thesis research question.

From Section 1.2, we see that the first objective is to provide a support infrastructure for reconﬁgurable systems, and from this infrastructure to provide a formal policy language for dynamic reconfiguration. This objective is achieved through the reconfiguration infrastructure (deﬁned in Chapter 3 and evaluated in Section 7.1.1), and the reconfiguration policy language RPL (deﬁned in Section 4 and evaluated in Section 7.1.2). The infrastructure provides support to dynamically reconﬁgurable systems – metadata are acquired from the system components, the infrastructure maintains a model of the system and a reconfiguration policy guides any changes. We deﬁne a reconﬁguration policy language RPL with a formal static and dynamic semantics. RPL aims to
allow resilience to be explicitly considered in policy designs and contains reconfiguration actions for changing the system configuration at runtime.

The second objective of the thesis is to demonstrate the applicability of formal proof techniques in the verification of properties of a policy expressed in a formal policy language and is achieved by the production of a case study (defined in Chapter 5, evaluated in Section 7.1.3) and verification of the policy defined for the case study (performed in Chapter 6 and evaluated in Section 7.1.4). The need for a case study and the benefits it provides is not explicitly stated as an objective of the thesis, however it successfully demonstrates the use of the RPL policy language and the policy produced aids in the verification task. As stated in our survey of existing work in dynamic reconfiguration, formal verification has been considered to be an important direction of work in the field of dynamic reconfiguration, however the verification of reconfiguration policies has not been attempted. The verification undertaken in this thesis meets this second objective – a demonstration of the applicability of formal proof techniques to reconfiguration support. In the evaluation of this verification, we acknowledge that the task of verification is not yet complete and that further investigation of verification techniques in the area of dynamic reconfiguration support is required.

We have argued that this thesis meets the objectives set and thus we consider the thesis to justifiably provide a strong contribution to a basis for verifiable reconfiguration support for resilient component-based systems.

In the next and final chapter, we aim to highlight avenues for further work which builds upon the findings of the thesis and which may address the weaknesses identified in this chapter.
Chapter 8

Further Work

There is scope for further work both based on the findings of the research undertaken and also improvements on the work reported in this thesis. In this chapter, we outline these aspects of work. Table 8.1 provides an indication of the effort we consider would be required in the research of future work with the reconfiguration infrastructure, the RPL language and formal verification of RPL policies. We divide the effort required into high, medium and low categories, which correspond roughly to years, months and weeks worth of research time and effort. Clearly, these categories are estimates and are derived from our intuition as to the scale of the problem areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Future Work</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reconfiguration</td>
<td>Network assumptions</td>
<td>Low/Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Component interoperability assumptions</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infrastructure component research</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal infrastructure architectural model</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verification of infrastructure</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>Rule condition expressiveness</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extend action language</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Configuration validation</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPL specification language</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic equivalence proof</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy Executor</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Verification</td>
<td>Model checking</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automated proof checking</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Indication of effort required for areas of future work

Following the thesis structure, we consider relevant areas for further research. In Section 8.1
we discuss the reconfiguration infrastructure, Section 8.2 addresses the reconfiguration policy
language RPL and finally Section 8.3 discusses formal verification.

8.1 Reconfiguration Infrastructure

Network assumptions In Section 3.1 we abstract away from the underlying network of the
reconfigurable system. We argue that, if required, connections may be modelled using
components to elevate them to first class instances. However, to make the reconfigurable
system architectural model more accurate, we could model the underlying network includ-
ing bandwidth, interference and other fault behaviour. This then makes the adding and
removing of connectors in the responses of a reconfiguration policy more realistic as we may
wish to change connection mediums, protocols paths and other communication properties.

The architectural model used in RPL includes the representation of connectors, modelled as
the components being connected and the service being provided. Details such as communi-
cation protocols are abstracted away, as are connector metadata. Enriching the connector
elements of the architectural model would require further effort. The RPL action lan-
guage is sufficiently rich to add and remove connectors, however additional statements are
required for accessing connector metadata (this may be specific to different types of meta-
data, which must be investigated). As we may model connectors as components at present,
we consider this to be low-medium value work. These changes, whilst not major, would
require a medium effort to incorporate into RPL.

Component interoperability assumptions It is assumed that the constituent components
of a reconfigurable system and the component registry are interoperable. Wrapper compo-
nents are assumed to be available to ensure that mismatches do not occur in communication
protocols. Gamble investigates runtime mismatches between components, and defines ar-
chitectural styles to ensure component interaction does not result in syntactic or semantic
protocol mismatches [36]. This could influence future work in modelling of wrapper compo-
nents to ensure interoperable components through a library of wrappers ensuring syntactic
and semantic compatibility.

This area of research holds medium value as the interoperability of components is an
assumption in this (and other) research. The assumption that components are interoperable should remain in the methodology for defining RPL policies – a policy designer should not need to deal with low-level component interaction – thus we do not propose changes to RPL. As this future work may require research into areas such as libraries of wrapper components and semantic equivalence of protocols, this would require a high effort.

**Infrastructure component research** In this thesis, we have investigated in detail a formal policy language RPL. It is clear that this forms only one of the elements of the reconfiguration infrastructure. We envisage a number of different areas within the infrastructure which would benefit from detailed research.

**Reconfiguration Planning and Enacting Services** Given a new architectural configuration proposed by the reconfiguration policy, these infrastructure services must plan and enact the changes on the reconfigurable system. Research is therefore required in areas such as the runtime establishment of connections, starting and ending computation of components and the transferring of computation state between components. In Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) [80, 100], (preplanned) reconfigurations occur at runtime. Whilst this is achieved by taking the system offline whilst reconfigurations occur, research into modular blueprints aims towards reconfiguring subsets of the system during runtime [45]. Approaches to reconfiguration at a low-level of abstraction, introduced in Section 2.1, are relevant to the Reconfiguration Planning Service of the infrastructure. Work by Bhattacharyya aims to formally model process reconfiguration [7], which considers how normal and reconfiguration process interact at runtime. Research in the reconfiguration of FPGA gate arrays [17] allows portions of the hardware to remain operational whilst reconfiguration is enacted, which may also be of importance in this reconfiguration planning. As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the property of quiescence (when removing connections between components, both must have ceased communication with each other and thus is in a safe state to terminate communication) is one vital area of concern in reconfiguration planning, and thus must be considered.

**Metadata Acquisition Service** We state the assumption that metadata may be published by components or monitored using third party services. Gamble addresses methods for obtaining metadata including: dependability benchmarking, fault injec-
tion, the use of field data and robustness testing [37]. Gamble concludes, however, that methods are design-time techniques with little detailed discussion in the literature of what metadata to acquire and how to gather it. Research is therefore required to ensure standardisation of metadata semantics and representation, and monitoring techniques. We may consider work in non-functional properties [94] as a starting point for the representation of metadata, however this is still in an early stage of maturity. An additional aspect of the metadata acquisition relates to the polling frequency with which the metadata are acquired from system components.

**Metadata Reasoning Service** Reasoning about non-functional properties (NFPs), including their compositionality is a non-trivial task [94]. We take this view for component and service metadata. Significant work has been undertaken in the representation of individual types of NFP. There is, for example, considerable research on measuring and evaluating these non-functional types in implemented systems [61], including the use of probabilistic evaluation methods including *reliability block diagrams* and *petri nets*. These evaluation methods are also described in the survey report by Gamble [37]. Such work may provide a basis for the representation and theories of metadata required for their assessment and reasoning. Thus we consider the reasoning over metadata to be an interesting avenue for further research, which would require results from metadata representation and semantics as stated above.

Given these diverse areas of research, each would require significant effort. Thus we suggest that a *high effort* is required. We also consider each area to hold *high value*.

**Formal infrastructure architecture definition** The architecture we have presented for the infrastructure in Chapter 3 has been defined as an Acme model. A formal architectural model promotes confidence that the infrastructure is consistent with respect to the composition of components. A formal architectural model may also constitute a specification in the verification of an implementation of the infrastructure itself. Consideration must be given to the notation used to represent the architecture for verification – using Acme in this thesis allows for easy interchange between architectural modelling notations. Verification using Acme itself is an option as described by Gamble [36]. Other architectural notations may be considered – Darwin and Wright – which have a formal semantics.

We suggest that the verification of an infrastructure implementation against an architec-
atural model would require a high effort. Research would be required to determine whether the architecture should be remodelled into a formal architectural notion or to further enrich the Acme model. Given this decision, model development and verification would be required, which would be of a high value. The architecture model provided in this thesis would provide a useful and considerable basis for this future work.

Verification of infrastructure We have presented an architectural model of the reconfiguration infrastructure and have performed formal verification on properties of RPL policies. If we are able to formally verify other such infrastructure components, it would be an interesting, if considerable, task to perform verification on properties of the whole infrastructure. This would allow us to have increased confidence and thus the ability to perform verification on such reconfiguration infrastructures would be of benefit. Further research is required to develop relevant formal models of the remaining infrastructure components, this would require a high effort and would yield a high value.

8.2 RPL: Reconfiguration Policy Language

Rule condition expressiveness The triggering conditions of RPL rules are simple boolean expressions. Extending these conditions to include existential and universal quantification operators would greatly improve the expressiveness of the language. Quantification operators allow the expression of predicates over a range of objects in a domain. Examples of quantifications in RPL may include determining: whether there exists a component in the registry with a metadata value which meets some required level; if all components in the system meet a minimum level of service; or if any components in the system configuration are not connected. We consider such additions to be relatively simple with little impact on RPL semantics and proof theory, thus we suggest a low-medium effort is required. Although this work would increase the expressiveness of RPL, it would have a low value with regards to the verification task in this thesis and in comparison to the other work considered in this chapter.

Extend action language In the development of RPL, we have proposed an action language. This aspect of RPL allows a policy designer to guide reconfigurations and perform a number of accessor actions on the system state. This is sufficient for this thesis, but would need
to be extended for use in practice. Initial extensions should include a \textit{while} statement, as discussed in Section 7.1.2. This inclusion shall require the guarantee of termination in the denotational semantics of RPL, in the form of a unique least fixed point that always exists – considered by Nielson to be a ‘major task’ [81]. A \textit{medium-high effort} is required determine relevant additions to the language, and then to extend the syntax, semantics and proof theory of RPL. As with the rule condition expressiveness work above, this work would increase the expressiveness of RPL, however, it would not greatly advance the state of the art and thus would have a \textit{low value}.

**Configuration validation** A reconfigurable system architecture may have constraints. This is the ability to restrict what configurations a system may enter. For example a constraint of the example system in Chapter 5 may be that no more than one ‘hub’ component may be present in the system. At present the ability to represent constraints is not present in the system model architecture. Constraint checking should be considered when executing the reconfiguration policy – in that a new configuration must be validated against the constraints before a policy response completes. A further extension may be to allow a policy designer to define multiple actions which may be selected depending on whether the resultant system configuration respects the constraints.

Whether constraint checking should be part of the policy executor or of a different service of the reconfiguration infrastructure requires further research. We suggest that architectural styles may be a useful area of research in this work [78], as they contain design rules, or constraints, that determine which compositions of components and connectors are permitted in an architectural model. The validation of new configurations would give a \textit{medium value} and requires a \textit{medium effort}.

**RPL specification language** A possible addition to the response notation in RPL is to allow implicitly defined actions. This will allow a policy designer to provide a specification of a policy. Such a specification could consist of preconditions and postconditions – as in VDM [58] and as proposed in the design by contract software engineering technique [76]. This is one aspect of development in the RPL which we were unable to include due largely to time constraints and would not contribute towards the objectives of the research. Further research into the changes to syntax, semantics and proof theory would be required, although we could draw on knowledge of the VDM specification language. We consider this work to
Semantic equivalence In this thesis we have given two semantic definitions of RPL: a denotational and a structural operational semantics. The denotational definition was used as the main definition in the thesis – it was used to introduce the RPL language and to form the formal theory of RPL and RPL policies for the use in formal proof. The SOS definition was presented for reference to aid the understanding of a policy designer and may inform a policy executor. As the SOS definition is not used for formal verification, we did not provide a proof of equivalence between the two approaches. If the SOS definition were to be used in the development and verification of a policy interpreter [81], this proof would be required and be of medium value. We consider this work to require a medium effort.

Policy executor The policy executor is not addressed in this work. RPL is an executable policy and as a further piece of work, we should consider how the policy is executed. The policy executor may be considered similar a digital controller in a control system (where the reconfiguration infrastructure may be considered a control system such that “a desired effect is achieved by operating on inputs until the output, which is a measure of the desired effect, falls within an acceptable range of values” [56]). Fitzgerald et al. describe research in the DESTECS project\(^1\) with co-modelling in which a discrete-time (DT) control system is modelled [29], which may be a useful avenue of research. Research into a RPL policy executor should investigate when a policy is executed, and also how an executor may interact with architectural constraints as mentioned above. We may consider the following areas requiring substantial research:

Concurrency and interference The components of an open reconfigurable system and its environment may change at any time. In this work, we do not address the possibility of the component metadata changing from the time a RPL policy is executed to the time in which execution finishes (and indeed the time in which any changes are enacted). Policy execution is assumed to be atomic, clearly this may not be practical and further research is required as to whether support for this should form part of the policy executor and other infrastructure services.

Reconfiguration thrashing There is an inherent problem in reconfiguration – reconfiguration thrashing. This occurs when a system reconfigures continuously – thereby

\(^1\)www.destecs.org
spending more computational effort in the act of reconfiguration than performing the functions the system is required to perform. Wilkinson addresses this issue [120]. Whilst this is an example of a system-level property, it may be necessary to investigate this in relation to RPL policy execution.

Given some initial areas for research outlined for the policy executor here, we suggest that the design and formal description of a RPL policy executor would require significant work. Thus it may be described as requiring a high effort with a high value. We note that the structural operational semantics may provide a starting point for the interpretation of RPL policies. We also argue that the development of a RPL policy executor is not required to meet the objectives of the thesis. Through the development of the RPL language, formal theory and natural deduction proofs, we have provided a basis for the use of formal verification – the development of an executor of policies is not required to achieve this contribution.

8.3 Formal Verification

Model checking We have demonstrated the use of formal verification in the form of formal proof. However, we see that other verification techniques may provide additional benefits. Model checking [20, 102] would open up the opportunity to check for other temporal logic properties such as ‘eventual optimum’ whereby if the reconfigurable system is in a degraded state, then we want to ensure that the system will eventually return to an optimal state – work of a high value. A key issue in model checking is the selection of suitable abstractions to avoid a state space explosion and remains tractable. The thesis presents an operational semantics in Appendix E, which may aid effort in this task. As mentioned earlier, several model checking tools are in development in academia such as Spin\(^2\) and SAL\(^3\) which would warrant further investigation for suitability in this task. As discussed in Section 7.1.4, models for a reconfigurable system, the system’s environment and the reconfiguration infrastructure would be required for this task – a considerable high effort.

Automated proof checking The natural deduction proofs presented in this thesis were written by hand. Our observations in Section 7.1.4 commented on the fact that a large propor-
tion of the effort of constructing these proofs may have been completed using automated proof checking. There are currently no proof checkers for VDM in which the RPL proof theory is embedded. To enable automation of proofs in RPL, we would be required to embed the proof theory in a logic such as HOL which would allow the use of the Isabelle theorem prover\(^4\). Alternatively, development of a proof tool which would allow a prover to input a proof theory and discharge properties. Both approaches would require considerable high effort in research and also in development for a generic theorem prover. This effort would bring a high value, especially with regards to a generic theorem prover, as this would aid in the formal verification beyond RPL.

**Simulation** One area of non-formal verification which may prove interesting in the development of a methodology for RPL policies is simulation. This technique allows a policy designer to investigate the effects of a policy on a reconfigurable system with a scripted set of events to simulate the system’s environment. Developments in using a formal model in VDM++ and a prototype Java scenario and graphical user interface are detailed in [15]. Using the same model-view-controller architecture, we may model a reconfigurable system and the reconfiguration infrastructure, with a choice of RPL policies as chosen by the user of the simulation tool. In the DESTECS project\(^5\), research into co-modelling and co-simulation are also relevant. For example, the reconfigurable system and environment may be defined as continuous-time (CT) models and the reconfiguration infrastructure as a discrete-time (DT) model. These models are simulated using CT and DT simulators respectively. Overall coordination and control of the co-simulation is thus the responsibility of a co-simulation engine which is a focus of the DESTECS project: the results of which may be of interest. As with the model checking research, models for a reconfigurable system, the system’s environment and the reconfiguration infrastructure would be required for this task – a considerable high effort with a high value.

### 8.4 Further Work Summary

In this Chapter, we have outlined a number of avenues for further research to improve the work of this thesis and to further the state of the art in dynamic reconfiguration. We have provided an

\(^4\)http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/hvg/Isabelle/
\(^5\)www.destecs.org
indication as to our intuition of effort required for each of these areas. We see that only one of these areas would require a low effort: *rule condition expressiveness*. This area, whilst requiring a low effort, would not have added to the contributions of the thesis nor provide a large impact. It is our belief that those areas requiring medium and high efforts would provide high impact and thus are worth further investigation.
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Appendix A

Reconfiguration Infrastructure
ACME Model

We provide the Acme textual description of the reconfiguration infrastructure as described in Chapter 3. To aid readability, we first provide the general structure of the infrastructure in Section A.1, followed by subsequent sections introducing the different subcomponents of the infrastructure.

A.1 Reconfiguration Infrastructure and Reconfigurable System and Registry Outline

System Infrastructure_and_System = {

Component Reconfiguration_Infrastructure = {
    Port self_pub;
    Port monitor;
    Port reconfig_operations;
    Port comp_disc;
}

Component Reconfigurable_System_and_Registry = {
    Port reconfiguration_operations;
    Port comp_disc;
}
Port monitor;
Port self_pub;
}

Connector reconfig_ops = {
    Role scs_out, rsr_in;
}

Connector comp_disc = {
    Role rsr_in, scs_out;
}

Connector self_pub_metadata = {
    Role mars_in, rsr_out;
}

Connector monitor_metadata = {
    Role rsr_out, mars_in;
}

Attachment Reconfigurable_System_and_Registry.monitor to
    monitor_metadata.rsr_out;
Attachment Reconfigurable_System_and_Registry.self_pub to
    self_published_metadata.rsr_out;
Attachment Reconfigurable_System_and_Registry.comp_disc to
    comp_disc.rsr_out;
Attachment Reconfigurable_System_and_Registry.reconfiguration_operations
to reconfiguration_operations.rsr_in;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Infrastructure.comp_disc to
    comp_disc.scs_out;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Infrastructure.reconfig_operations to
    reconfiguration_operations.scs_out;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Infrastructure.self_pub to
    self_published_metadata.mars_in;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Infrastructure.monitor to
    monitor_metadata.mars_in;
}
A.2 Reconfiguration Infrastructure

Component Reconfiguration_Infrastructure = {
    Port self_pub;
    Port monitor;
    Port reconfig_operations;
    Port comp_disc;
}

Representation Reconfigurable_Infrastructure_Rep = {
    System Reconfigurable_Infrastructure_Rep = {

        Component Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service = {
            Port system_model;
            Port component_failure;
            Port metadata;
            Port self_pub;
            Port monitor;
        }

        Component System_Configuration_Service = {
            Port reconfig_operations;
            Port comp_disc;
            Port component_failure;
            Port metadata;
            Port system_model;
            Port reconfig_model;
        }

        Component Reconfiguration_Control_Service = {
            Port system_model;
            Port reconfig_model;
        }

    Connector system_model = {
        Role rcs_in, scs_out, mars_in;
    }

    Connector component_failure = {

Role scs_in, mars_out;
}  
Connector metadata = {
    Role mars-out, scs_in;
}
Connector reconfig_model = {
    Role rcs_out, scs_in;
}

Attachment Reconfiguration_Control_Service.reconfig_model to reconfig_model.rcs_out;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Control_Service.system_model to system_model.rcs_in;
Attachment System_Configuration_Service.metadata to metadata.scs_in;
Attachment System_Configuration_Service.reconfig_model to reconfig_model.scs_in;
Attachment System_Configuration_Service.system_model to system_model.scs_out;
Attachment System_Configuration_Service.component_failure to component_failure.scs_in;
Attachment Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service. component_failure to component_failure.mars_out;
Attachment Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service. metadata to metadata.mars-out;
Attachment Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service. system_model to system_model.mars_in;
}

Bindings {
    self_pub to Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service.self_pub;
    monitor to Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service.monitor;
    comp_dis to System_Configuration_Service.comp_disc;
    reconfig_operations to System_Configuration_Service.reconfig_operations;
}
A.3 Metadata Acquisition and Reasoning Service

Component Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service = {
    Port system_model;
    Port component_failure;
    Port metadata;
    Port self_pub;
    Port monitor;
}

Representation Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service_Rep = {
    System Metadata_Acquisition_and_Reasoning_Service_Rep = {

        Component Self_Published_Acquisition_Service = {
            Port self_pub;
            Port metadata_out;
            Port component;
            Port comp_failure;
        }
        Component Monitoring_Acquisition_Service = {
            Port monitor;
            Port metadata_out;
            Port component;
            Port comp_failure;
        }
        Component Metadata_Reasoning_Service = {
            Port acq_metadata;
            Port metadata_out;
            Port hist_meta;
        }
        Component Metadata_Store = {
            Port hist_meta;
            Port current_metadata;
        }
        Component Metadata_Acquisition_Control_Service = {
            Port comps;
            Port model;
        }

        Connector acquired_metadata = {

Role reas_in, self_out, monit_out;
}
Connector reasoned_metadata = {
    Role reas_out, store_in;
}
Connector historical_metadata = {
    Role reas_in, store_out;
}
Connector comps = {
    Role cont_out, self_in, monit_in;
}
Attachment Metadata_Reasoning_Service.acq_metadata to acquired_metadata.reas_in;
Attachment Metadata_Reasoning_Service.metadata to reasoned_metadata.reas_out;
Attachment Metadata_Reasoning_Service.hist_meta to historical_metadata.reas_in;
Attachment Metadata_Store.hist_meta to historical_metadata.store_out;
Attachment Metadata_Store.current_metadata to reasoned_metadata.store_in;
Attachment Self_Published_Acquisition_Service.metadata to acquired_metadata.self_out;
Attachment Self_Published_Acquisition_Service.component to comps.self_in;
Attachment Monitoring_Acquisition_Service.metadata to acquired_metadata.monit_out;
Attachment Monitoring_Acquisition_Service.component to comps.monit_in;
Attachment Metadata_Acquisition_Control_Service.comps to comps.cont_out;
}

Bindings {
    self_pub to Self_Published_Acquisition_Service.self_pub;
    monitor to Monitoring_Acquisition_Service.monitor;
    component_failure to Self_Published_Acquisition_Service.comp_failure;
    component_failure to Monitoring_Acquisition_Service.comp_failure;
    system_model to Metadata_Acquisition_Control_Service.model;
    metadata to Metadata_Reasoning_Service.metadata;
}
A.4 System Configuration Service

Component System_Configuration_Service = {
    Port reconfig_operations;
    Port comp_disc;
    Port component_failure;
    Port metadata;
    Port system_model;
    Port reconfig_model;
}

Representation System_Configuration_Service_Rep = {
    System System_Configuration_Service_Rep = {
        Component Component_Discovery_Service = {
            Port comp_details;
            Port new_component;
        }
        Component System_Registry_Model_Service = {
            Port component;
            Port metadata;
            Port system_model;
        }
        Component Reconfiguration_Planning_Service = {
            Port system_model;
            Port reconfig_model;
            Port reconfiguration_plan;
        }
        Component Reconfiguration_Enacting_Service = {
            Port reconfig_operation;
            Port reconfiguration_plan;
        }
        Connector new_component = {
            Role disc_out, model_in;
        }
        Connector system_model = {
    }
Role model_out, plan_in;
}
Connector reconfiguration_plan = {
    Role plan_out, enact_in;
}

Attachment Component_Discovery_Service.new_component to
    new_component.disc_out;
Attachment System_Registry_Model_Service.component to
    new_component.model_in;
Attachment System_Registry_Model_Service.system_model to
    system_model.model_out;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Planning_Service.system_model to
    system_model.plan_in;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Planning_Service.reconfiguration_plan to
    reconfiguration_plan.plan_out;
Attachment Reconfiguration_Enacting_Service.reconfiguration_plan to
    reconfiguration_plan.enact_in;
}

Bindings {
    reconfig_operations to
        Reconfiguration_Enacting_Service.reconfig_operation;
    comp_disc to Component_Discovery_Service.comp_details;
    system_model to System_Registry_Model_Service.system_model;
    reconfig_model to System_Registry_Model_Service.system_model;
    component_failure to System_Registry_Model_Service.component;
    reconfig_model to Reconfiguration_Planning_Service.reconfig_model;
}

A.5 Reconfiguration Control Service

Component Reconfiguration_Control_Service = {
    Port system_model;
    Port reconfig_model;
Representation Reconfiguration_Control_Service_Rep = {
    System Reconfiguration_Control_Service_Rep = {

        Component Policy_Executor = {
            Port system_model;
            Port recon_model;
            Port policy;
        }

        Component Executable_Reconfiguration_Policy = {
            Port policy;
        }

        Connector policy = {
            Role exec_in, pol_out;
        }

        Attachment Policy_Executor.policy to policy.exec_in;
        Attachment Executable_Reconfiguration_Policy.policy to policy.pol_out;
    }

    Bindings {
        system_model to Policy_Executor.system_model;
        recon_model to Policy_Executor.metadata;
    }
}
Appendix B

RPL Abstract Syntax
Definition

This Appendix contains the full abstract syntax for RPL, as introduced in Section 4.5.1. The abstract syntax of RPL is defined using VDM-SL [58], as described in Section 2.4.

\[Policy \:: \ v : Id \rightarrow^m Type\]
\[al : AssignList\]
\[rm : RuleMap\]

\[Type = ScalarType \mid ArchType \mid CollType\]

\[ScalarType = \text{NatTp} \mid \text{BoolTp}\]

\[ArchType = \text{Comp} \mid \text{Conn}\]

\[CollType = \text{SetType} \mid \text{SeqType}\]

\[SetType :: tp : ArchType\]

\[SeqType :: tp : ArchType\]

\[AssignList :: a : Assignment^*\]

\[RuleMap :: rm : N \rightarrow^m \text{Rule-set}\]

\[Rule :: b : \text{BoolExpr}\]
\[re : \text{Response}\]
Response = RuleMap | Action | Nil

Action :: v : Id \rightarrow Type
        asl : ActStmtList

ActStmtList :: as : ActStmt*

ActStmt = Assignment | Conditional | ReconfigAct | Complex

Assignment = ScalarAssign | ArchAssign

ScalarAssign :: i : Id
               e : ScalarExpr

ArchAssign :: i : Id
               e : ArchExpr

Conditional = If | ForSet | ForSeq

If :: b : BoolExpr
     as1 : ActStmtList
     as2 : ActStmtList

ForSet :: i : Id
          setId : Id
          setType : Type
          asl : ActStmtList

ForSeq :: i : Id
          seqId : Id
          seqType : Type
          asl : ActStmtList

ReconfigAct = AddComp | RemComp | AddConn | RemConn | RemConnByComp | RemConnByCompServ

AddComp :: c : Id

RemComp :: c : Id
AddConn :: p : Id
   r : Id
   s : token

RemConn :: p : Id
   r : Id
   s : token

RemConnByComp :: c : Id

RemConnByCompServ :: c : Id
   s : token

Complex = LetComp | BestComp | CompSearch

LetComp :: i : Id
   cs : Id
   asl : ActionStmtList

BestComp :: i : Id
   cs : Id
   n : N

CompSearch :: i : Id
   cs : Id
   s : token-set
   t : Prov | Req

Expr = ArchExpr | ScalarExpr | MetaExpr

ArchExpr = CurrComps | CurrConns | CurrReg | Id

ScalarExpr = ArithExpr | BoolExpr | Id | ScalarValue

ArithExpr :: op1 : ScalarExpr
   operator : plus | minus | Multiply
   op2 : ScalarExpr

BoolExpr = RelExpr | And | Or | Not | True
RelExpr :: \( \text{op1} : \text{ScalarExpr} \)
    \[ \text{operator} : \text{EQUAL} \mid \text{LESS} \mid \text{GREATER} \]
    \( \text{op2} : \text{ScalarExpr} \)

And :: \( \text{op1} : \text{BoolExpr} \)
    \( \text{op2} : \text{BoolExpr} \)

Or :: \( \text{op1} : \text{BoolExpr} \)
    \( \text{op2} : \text{BoolExpr} \)

Not :: \( \text{op1} : \text{BoolExpr} \)

ScalarValue = \( \mathbb{N} \mid \mathbb{B} \)

MetaExpr :: \( i : \text{token} \)
    \( v : \text{token} \)
Appendix C

RPL Context Conditions

This appendix contains a static semantics for RPL. A static semantics ensures texts are well formed, including type-correctness of expressions and scoping of variables. We consider a static semantics to be a well-formedness function over a policy and static environment. A static semantics aims to restrict syntactically correct texts to those considered valid. The static semantics should be sufficiently strong to ensure that every well-formed sentence of the language satisfying the relevant static semantic function is assigned a meaning in the dynamic semantics.

In Section C.1, we introduce the objects required for a static semantics – consisting of two mappings for recording variable and metadata types used in a policy. Section C.2 contains a number of well-formedness functions, which, given the relevant syntactic object and type map determines whether the validity of that syntactic element.

C.1 Objects for Context Conditions

\[
TypeMap = Id \xrightarrow{m} Type
\]

\[
MetaTypeMap :: c : Id \xrightarrow{m} TypeMap \\
      s : token \xrightarrow{m} TypeMap
\]

\[
Type = ScalarType \mid ArchType \mid CollTp
\]

\[
ScalarType = NatTp \mid BoolTp
\]
$ArchType = \text{Comp} \mid \text{Conn}$

$CollType = \text{SetType} \mid \text{SeqType}$

$SetType :: tp : ArchType$

$SeqType :: tp : ArchType$

### C.2 Context Condition Functions

$wfPolicy : Policy \times \text{MetaTypeMap} \to \mathbb{B}$

$wfPolicy(mk-Policy(v, al, rm), mtpm) \triangleq wfAssignList(al, v, mtpm) \land wfRuleMap(rm, v, mtpm)$

$wfAssignList : AssignList \times \text{TypeMap} \times \text{MetaTypeMap} \to \mathbb{B}$

$wfAssignList(mk-AssignList(al), tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \forall a \in \text{inds} al \cdot wfAssignment(al(a), tpm, mtpm)$

$wfRuleMap : RuleMap \times \text{TypeMap} \times \text{MetaTypeMap} \to \mathbb{B}$

$wfRuleMap(mk-RuleMap(rm), tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \forall i \in \text{dom} rm \cdot \forall r \in rm(i) \cdot wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)$

$wfRule : Rule \times \text{TypeMap} \times \text{MetaTypeMap} \to \mathbb{B}$

$wfRule(mk-Rule(b, re), tpm, mtpm) \triangleq exprType(b, tpm, mtpm) = \text{BOOLTp} \land wfResponse(re, tpm, mtpm)$
\textbf{wfResponse} : \textit{Response} \times \textit{TypeMap} \times \textit{MetaTypeMap} \rightarrow \mathbb{B}

\textbf{wfResponse}(re, tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \\
\textbf{cases} \textit{re} \textbf{of} \\
\textit{mk-RuleMap}(\cdot) \rightarrow \textbf{wfRuleMap}(re, tpm, mtpm) \\
\textit{mk-Action}(\cdot, \cdot) \rightarrow \textbf{wfAction}(re, tpm, mtpm) \\
\text{Nil} \rightarrow \textbf{true} \\
\textbf{end}

\textbf{wfAction} : \textit{Action} \times \textit{TypeMap} \times \textit{MetaTypeMap} \rightarrow \mathbb{B}

\textbf{wfAction}(\textit{mk-Action}(v, asl), tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \\
\textbf{let} \textit{tpm'} = \textit{tpm} \uplus v \textbf{in} \textbf{wfActStmtList}(asl, tpm', mtpm)

\textbf{wfActStmtList} : \textit{ActStmtList} \times \textit{TypeMap} \times \textit{MetaTypeMap} \rightarrow \mathbb{B}

\textbf{wfActStmtList}(\textit{mk-ActStmtList}(asl), tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \\
\forall a \in \textbf{inds} \textit{asl} \cdot \textbf{wfActStmt}(asl(a), tpm, mtpm)
wfActStmt : Stmt × TypeMap × MetaTypeMap → B

wfActStmt(as, tpm, mtpm) △

cases as of

mk-If(b, as₁, as₂) → exprType(b, tpm, mtpm) = BoolTp ∧
wfActStmtList(as₁, tpm, mtpm) ∧
wfActStmtList(as₂, tpm, mtpm)

mk-ForSet(i, setId, setType, as₁) → i ∉ dom tpm ∧ setId ∈ dom tpm ∧

  tpm(setId).tp = setType ∧
  let tpm’ = tpm ↑ i → setType in
  wfActStmtList(as₁, tpm’, mtpm)

mk-ForSeq(i, seqId, seqType, as₁) → i ∉ dom tpm ∧ seqId ∈ dom tpm ∧

  tpm(seqId).tp = seqType ∧
  let tpm’ = tpm ↑ i → seqType in
  wfActStmtList(as₁, tpm’, mtpm)

mk-ScalarAssign(i, e) → i ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(i) = exprType(e, tpm, mtpm)

mk-ArchAssign(i, ae) → i ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(i) = archType(ae, tpm, mtpm)

mk-AddComp(c) → c ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(c) = COMP

mk-RmComp(c) → c ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(c) = COMP

mk-AddConn(p, r, -) → {p, r} ⊂ dom tpm ∧ tpm(p) = COMP ∧
  tpm(r) = COMP

mk-RmConn(p, r, -) → {p, r} ⊂ dom tpm ∧ tpm(p) = COMP ∧
  tpm(r) = COMP

mk-RmConnByComp(c) → c ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(c) = COMP

mk-RmConnByCompServ(c, -) → c ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(c) = COMP

mk-CompSearch(i, cs, -) → {p, r} {i, cs} ⊂ dom tpm ∧ tpm(i) = SetType(COMP) ∧
  tpm(cs) = SetType(COMP)

mk-BestComp(i, cs, -) → {p, r} {i, cs} ⊂ dom tpm ∧ tpm(i) = SetType(COMP) ∧
  tpm(cs) = SetType(COMP)

mk-LetComp(i, cs, as₁) → i ∉ dom tpm ∧

  let tpm’ = tpm ↑ i → COMP in
  wfActStmtList(as₁, tpm’, mtpm)

end
\textbf{wfAssignment} : \textit{Assignment} \times \textit{TypeMap} \times \textit{MetaTypeMap} \rightarrow \textit{B} \\

\textbf{wfAssignment}(a, tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \\
\quad \text{cases } a \text{ of} \\
\quad \quad \textbf{mk-ScalarAssign}(i, e) \rightarrow i \in \text{dom } tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{exprType}(e, tpm, mtpm) \\
\quad \quad \textbf{mk-ArchAssign}(i) \rightarrow i \in \text{dom } tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{archType}(ae, tpm, mtpm) \\
\quad \text{end} \\

\textbf{archType} : \textit{ArchExpr} \times \textit{TypeMap} \times \textit{MetaTypeMap} \rightarrow \textit{Type} \mid \textit{Error} \\

\textbf{archType}(ae, tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \\
\quad \text{cases } ae \text{ of} \\
\quad \quad \textbf{CurrComps} \rightarrow \text{SetType}(\text{Comp}) \\
\quad \quad \textbf{CurrConns} \rightarrow \text{SetType}(\text{Conn}) \\
\quad \quad \textbf{CurrReg} \rightarrow \text{SetType}(\text{Comp}) \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{id} \rightarrow \text{if } id \in \text{dom } tpm \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{then } tpm(id) \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\quad \text{end}
exprType : Expr × TypeMap × MetaTypeMap → Type | Error

exprType(e, tpm, mtpm) △
cases e of
  mk-ArithExpr(e₁, op, e₂) → if exprType(e₁, tpm, mtpm) = NatTp ∧
  exprType(e₂, tpm, mtpm) = NatTp
    then NatTp
  else Error
  mk-RelExpr(e₁, op, e₂) → if exprType(e₁, tpm, mtpm) = NatTp ∧
  exprType(e₂, tpm, mtpm) = NatTp
    then BoolTp
  else Error
  mk-And(e₁, e₂) → if exprType(e₁, tpm, mtpm) = BoolTp ∧
  exprType(e₂, tpm, mtpm) = BoolTp
    then BoolTp
  else Error
  mk-Or(e₁, e₂) → if exprType(e₁, tpm, mtpm) = BoolTp ∧
  exprType(e₂, tpm, mtpm) = BoolTp
    then BoolTp
  else Error
  mk-Not(e) → if exprType(e, tpm, mtpm) = BoolTp
    then BoolTp
  else Error
  mk-MetaExpr(i, v) → if i ∈ dom mtpm.c
    then mtpm.c(i)(v)
  else if i ∈ dom mtpm.s
    then mtpm.s(i)(v)
  else Error
  id → if id ∈ dom tpm
    then tpm(id)
  else Error
  c:N → NatTp
  c:B → BoolTp

end
Appendix D

RPL Denotational Semantics Definition

The complete denotational semantic definition is presented in this appendix, as introduced in Section 4.5.2. As described in Section 2.4.2, a semantic definition comprises two parts: a semantic domain and a set of denotations (or semantic functions). A semantic domain constitutes related sets of elements to be used in the semantic functions. Domains also have associated operations—functions which take arguments from the domain. Given the semantic domains, the remainder of the denotational definition consists of a number of semantic functions. The semantic functions relate to the syntactic elements of the defined language. Section D.1 presents the semantic domains of RPL and Section D.2 contains the denotational functions.

D.1 Semantic Domains

1 Boolean Values

Domain $b \in \text{Bool} = \mathbb{B}$

Operations

true, false: Bool

\(\neg: \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

\(\lor, \land: \text{Bool} \times \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

if _ then _ else _ : Bool \times D \times D \rightarrow D \text{ (For prev. specified domain D)}
II Natural Numbers

Domain $n \in Nat = \mathbb{N}$

Operations

$1, 2, 3, ... : Nat$

$+, -, *, : Nat \times Nat \to Nat$

$=, >, <: Nat \times Nat \to \text{Bool}$

III State

Domain $\sigma \in \Sigma = \text{IntVars} \times \text{System}$

IV Internal Variables

Domain $iV \in \text{IntVars} = Id \xrightarrow{m} \text{Value}$

Operations

$iV(.) : \text{IntVars} \times Id \to \text{Value}$

$iV \upharpoonright (i \mapsto e) : \text{IntVars} \times (Id \xrightarrow{m} \text{Value}) \to \text{IntVars}$

V Identifiers

Domain $i \in Id = \text{token}$

VI Value

Domain $v \in \text{Value} = \text{ScalarValue} \mid \text{ArchValue}$

VII Scalar Values

Domain $sv \in \text{ScalarValue} = Nat \mid \text{Bool}$

VIII Architectural Values

Domain $av \in \text{ArchValue} = \text{CId} \mid \text{Connector}$

IX Component Identifiers

Domain $c \in \text{CId} = \text{token}$

X System

Domain $s \in \text{System} = \text{Comps} \times \text{Conns} \times \text{ServMetadata} \times \text{Registry}$

Operations

$\text{currSComps}(\sigma) : \Sigma \to \text{Cid-set}$

$\text{currSComps}(\sigma) \triangleq \text{dom } \sigma.s.cs$
currRComps(\sigma): \Sigma \rightarrow Cid-set
currRComps(\sigma) \triangleq \text{dom } \sigma.s.r

currConns(\sigma): \Sigma \rightarrow Conn-set
currConns(\sigma) \triangleq \text{dom } \sigma.s.cns

addSComp(\sigma, c): \Sigma \times Id \rightarrow \Sigma
addSComp(\sigma, c) \triangleq \text{let } cId = \sigma.iV(c) \text{ in } 
\mu(\sigma.s.cs \mapsto \text{addComp}(\sigma.s.cs, cId, \sigma.s.r(cId)))

remSComp(\sigma, c): \Sigma \times Id \rightarrow \Sigma
remSComp(\sigma, c) \triangleq \text{let } cId = \sigma.iV(c) \text{ in } 
\mu(\sigma.s.cs \mapsto \text{remComp}(\sigma.s.cs, cId))

addRComp(\sigma, c): \Sigma \times Id \rightarrow \Sigma
addRComp(\sigma, c) \triangleq \text{let } cId = \sigma.iV(c) \text{ in } 
\mu(\sigma.s.cs \mapsto \text{addRegComp}(\sigma.s.cs, cId))

remRComp(\sigma, c): \Sigma \times Id \rightarrow \Sigma
remRComp(\sigma, c) \triangleq \text{let } cId = \sigma.iV(c) \text{ in } 
\mu(\sigma.s.cs \mapsto \text{remRegComp}(\sigma.s.cs, cId))

addConn(\sigma, p, r, s): \Sigma \times Id \times Id \times \text{token} \rightarrow \Sigma
addConn(\sigma, p, r, s) \triangleq \mu(\sigma.s.cns \mapsto \text{addConnToConns}(\sigma.s.cns, p, r, s))

remConn(\sigma, p, r, s): \Sigma \times Id \times Id \times \text{token} \rightarrow \Sigma
remConn(\sigma, p, r, s) \triangleq \mu(\sigma.s.cns \mapsto \text{remConnCS}(\sigma.s.cns, p, r, s))

remConnByComp(\sigma, cId): \Sigma \times Id \rightarrow \Sigma
remConnByComp(\sigma, cId) \triangleq \mu(\sigma.s.cns \mapsto \text{remConnC}(\sigma.s.cns, cId))

remConnByCompServ(\sigma, s): \Sigma \times \text{token} \rightarrow \Sigma
remConnByCompServ(\sigma, s) \triangleq \mu(\sigma.s.cns \mapsto \text{remConnServ}(\sigma.s.cns, s))

compSearch(\sigma, i, s, t): \Sigma \times Id \times \text{token-set} \times \text{Prov | Req} \rightarrow \text{Comp-set}
compSearch(\sigma, i, s, t) \triangleq \sigma.iV(i) \cap (\text{servSearchC}(\sigma.cs, s, t) \cup \text{servSearchR}(\sigma.r, s, t))
bestComp(σ, i, n): Σ × Id × N → Comp-set
bestComp(σ, i, n) ≜ Not considered here

XI Component Mapping
Domain cs ∈ Comps = CId m→ Comp
Operations

  servSearchC(cs, s, t): Comps × token-set × PROV | REQ → Comp-set
  servSearchC(cs, s, t) ≜ if t = PROV
   then {c | c ∈ rng cs & getProvServ(c) ∈ s}
   else {c | c ∈ rng cs & getReqServ(c) ∈ s}

  addComp(cs, cid, c): Comps × CId × Comp → Comps
  addComp(cs, cid, c) ≜ cs † {cid ↦ c}

  remComp(cs, cid): Comps × CId → Comps
  remComp(cs, cid) ≜ cs ≲ {cid}

XII Connectors
Domain cns ∈ Conns = Connector-set
Operations

  addConnToConns(cns, p, r, s): Conns × Id × Id × token → Conns
  addConnToConns(cns, p, r, s) ≜ cns ∪ mk.Connector(p, r, s)

  remConnCS(cns, p, r, s): Conns × Id × Id × token → Conns
  remConnCS(cns, p, r, s) ≜
   cns − {cn | cn ∈ cns & isConnReq(cn, r) ∧ isConnProv(cn, p) ∧ isConnServ(cn, s)}

  remConnC(cns, cId): Conns × CId → Conns
  remConnC(cns, cId) ≜
   cns − {cn | cn ∈ cns & isConnReq(cId) ∨ isConnProv(cn, cId)}

  remConnS(cns, s): Conns × token → Conns
  remConnS(cns, s) ≜ cns − {cn | cn ∈ cns & isConnServ(cn, s)}
XIII Registry

Domain \( r \in Registry = ClId \xrightarrow{m} Comp \)

Operations

\[
\text{servSearchR}(r, s, t): Registry \times \text{token-set} \times \text{PROV | REQ} \rightarrow \text{Comp-set}
\]

\[
\text{servSearchR}(r, s, t) \triangleq \\
\text{if } t = \text{PROV} \\
\quad \{ c \mid c \in \text{rng } r \& \text{getProvServ}(c) \in s \} \\
\text{else } \{ c \mid c \in \text{rng } r \& \text{getReqServ}(c) \in s \}
\]

\[
\text{addRegComp}(r, cid, c): Registry \times ClId \times \text{Comp} \rightarrow \text{Comps}
\]

\[
\text{addRegComp}(r, cid, c) \triangleq reg \uparrow \{ cid \mapsto c \}
\]

\[
\text{remRegComp}(r, cid): Registry \times ClId \rightarrow \text{Comps}
\]

\[
\text{remRegComp}(r, cid) \triangleq reg \downarrow \{ cid \}
\]

XIV Individual Component

Domain \( c \in \text{Comp} = \text{token-set} \times \text{token-set} \times \text{Metadata} \)

Operations

\[
\text{getReqServ}(c): \text{Comp} \rightarrow \text{token}
\]

\[
\text{getReqServ}(c) \triangleq c.ps
\]

\[
\text{getProvServ}(c): \text{Comp} \rightarrow \text{token}
\]

\[
\text{getProvServ}(c) \triangleq c.rs
\]

XV Individual Connector

Domain \( cn \in \text{Conn} = ClId \times ClId \times \text{token} \)

Operations

\[
\text{isConnReq}(cn, cid): \text{Conn} \times ClId \rightarrow \text{Bool}
\]

\[
\text{isConnReq}(cn, cid) \triangleq cid = cn.r
\]

\[
\text{isConnProv}(cn, cid): \text{Conn} \times ClId \rightarrow \text{Bool}
\]

\[
\text{isConnProv}(cn, cid) \triangleq cid = cn.p
\]

\[
\text{isConnServ}(cn, s): \text{Conn} \times \text{token} \rightarrow \text{Bool}
\]
isConnServ\( (cn, s) \triangleq s = cn.s \)

**XVI Service Metadata**

Domain &amp;nbsp; \( mV \in \text{ServMetadata} = Id \xrightarrow{m} Metadata \)

Operations

\( mV(\_): \text{ServMetadata} \times Id \rightarrow Metadata \)

**XVII Metadata**

Domain &amp;nbsp; \( md \in Metadata = Id \xrightarrow{m} ScalarValue \)

Operations

\( md(\_): Metadata \times Id \rightarrow ScalarValue \)
D.2 Denotational Semantic Functions

\( P: Policy \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [v, al, rm]\sigma = RM[rm, 0](AL[al](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v))) \]

\( AL: AssignList \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [[a] \leftarrow rs]\sigma = AL[rs](A[a]\sigma) \]
\[ [[]\sigma = \sigma \]

\( RM: RuleMap \times \mathbb{N} \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [rm, l]\sigma = \text{let } i = \{ r \mid r \in rm(l) & SE[r.b]\sigma \}
\[ \text{if } i \neq \{ \}
\[ \text{then let } j \in i
\[ \text{in } RE[j.re]\sigma
\[ \text{else if } \exists l' \in \text{dom } rm \cdot l' > l
\[ \text{then } RM[rm, l+1]\sigma
\[ \text{else } \sigma \]

\( RE: Response \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [rs]\sigma = RM[rm, 0]\sigma \]
\[ [ac]\sigma = AC[ac]\sigma \]
\[ [\text{Nil}]\sigma = \sigma \]

\( AC: Action \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [v, asl]\sigma = ASL[asl](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow v)) \]

\( ASL: ActStmtList \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [[as] \leftarrow rs]\sigma = ASL[rs](AS[as]\sigma) \]
\[ [[]\sigma = \sigma \]

\( A: Assignment \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [ScalarAssign(i, e)]\sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto SE[e]\sigma)) \]
\[ [ArchAssign(i, e)]\sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto AE[e]\sigma)) \]

\( AS: ActionStmt \times \Sigma \to \Sigma \)
\[ [ScalarAssign(i, e)]\sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto SE[e]\sigma)) \]
\[ \text{ArchAssign}(i, c) \sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto \mathcal{AE}[c]\sigma)) \]

\[ \text{If}(b, a_1, a_2)\sigma = \text{if } \mathcal{SE}[b]\sigma \text{ then } \mathcal{ASL}[a_1]\sigma \text{ else } \mathcal{ASL}[a_2]\sigma \]

\[ \text{ForSet}(i, \text{seqId}, -, \text{asl})\sigma = \text{if } \sigma.iV(\text{seqId}) = {} \]
\[ \quad \text{then } \sigma \]
\[ \quad \text{else let } s \in \sigma.iV(\text{seqId}) \]
\[ \quad \text{in } \mathcal{ASL}[\text{asl}](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto \{s\}))); \]
\[ \quad \mathcal{AS}[\text{ForSet}(i, \text{seqId}, -, \text{asl})](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (\text{seqId} \mapsto \sigma.iV(\text{seqId}) - s))); \]

\[ \text{ForSeq}(i, \text{seqId}, -, \text{asl})\sigma = \text{if } \sigma.iV(\text{seqId}) = [] \]
\[ \quad \text{then } \sigma \]
\[ \quad \text{else let } s = \text{hd } \sigma.iV(\text{seqId}) \]
\[ \quad \text{in } \mathcal{ASL}[\text{asl}](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto \{s\}))); \]
\[ \quad \mathcal{AS}[\text{ForSeq}(i, \text{seqId}, -, \text{asl})](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (\text{seqId} \mapsto \text{tl } \sigma.iV(\text{seqId})))) \]

\[ \text{AddComp}(c)\sigma = \text{remRComp}(\text{addSComp}(\sigma, c), c) \]

\[ \text{RemComp}(c)\sigma = \text{remSComp}(\text{addRComp}(\sigma, c), c) \]

\[ \text{AddConn}(p, r, s)\sigma = \text{addConn}(\sigma, p, r, s) \]

\[ \text{RemConn}(p, r, s)\sigma = \text{remConn}(\sigma, p, r, s) \]

\[ \text{RemConnByComp}(c)\sigma = \text{remConnByComp}(\sigma, c) \]

\[ \text{RemConnByCompServ}(s)\sigma = \text{remConnByCompServ}(\sigma, s) \]

\[ \text{LetComp}(i, cs, \text{asl})\sigma = \text{if } \sigma.iV(cs) = {} \]
\[ \quad \text{then } \sigma \]
\[ \quad \text{else let } c \in \sigma.iV(cs) \]
\[ \quad \text{in } \mathcal{ASL}[\text{asl}](\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto c))); \]

\[ \text{BestComp}(i, cs, n)\sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto \text{bestComp}(\sigma, cs, n))); \]

\[ \text{CompSearch}(i, cs, s, t)\sigma = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uparrow (i \mapsto \text{compSearch}(\sigma, cs, s, t))); \]

\( \mathcal{SE}: \text{ScalarExpr} \times \Sigma \rightarrow \text{Scalar Value} \)

\[ [a_1 = a_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_1]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_2]\sigma \]

\[ [a_1 > a_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_1]\sigma \rightarrow \mathcal{SE}[a_2]\sigma \]

\[ [a_1 < a_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_1]\sigma \rightarrow \mathcal{SE}[a_2]\sigma \]

\[ [b_1 \lor b_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[b_1]\sigma \lor \mathcal{SE}[b_2]\sigma \]

\[ [b_1 \land b_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[b_1]\sigma \land \mathcal{SE}[b_2]\sigma \]
\([-b]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[b]\sigma
\]
\([a_1 + E_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_1]\sigma + \mathcal{SE}[a_2]\sigma
\]
\([a_1 - E_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_1]\sigma - \mathcal{SE}[a_2]\sigma
\]
\([a_1 * E_2]\sigma = \mathcal{SE}[a_1]\sigma * \mathcal{SE}[a_2]\sigma
\]
\([i]\sigma = \sigma.iV(i)
\]
\([n]\sigma = \mathcal{N}[n]
\]
\([\text{True}]\sigma = \text{true}
\]

\(\mathcal{AE}: \text{ArchExpr} \times \Sigma \rightarrow \text{ArchValue}
\]
\([\text{CurrComps}]\sigma = \text{currSComps}(\sigma.s)
\]
\([\text{CurrConns}]\sigma = \text{currSConns}(\sigma.s)
\]
\([\text{CurrReg}]\sigma = \text{currRComps}(\sigma.s)
\]
\([i]\sigma = \sigma.iV(i)
\]

\(\mathcal{ME}: \text{MetaExpr} \times \Sigma \rightarrow \text{ScalarValue}
\]
\([\text{MetaExpr}(i, v)]\sigma = \text{if } i \in \text{dom } \sigma.sys.mV
\]
\[\text{then } \sigma.sys.mV(i).md(v)
\]
\[\text{else let } \text{comp} = \sigma.sys.cs \cap \sigma.sys.r
\]
\[\text{in } \text{comps}(i).md(v)
\]
Appendix E

RPL Structural Operational Semantic Definition

In this appendix we introduce a structural operational semantic (SOS) definition for the reconfiguration policy language RPL. We structure the appendix as follows. In Section E.1, following the language definition of Chapter 4, we introduce the SOS definition of RPL, providing rational for the SOS relations and rules. Section E.2 provides the complete SOS definition for RPL.

E.1 Structural Operational Semantic Description

E.1.1 Semantic Object

The semantic object denotes the state upon which the policy language has some effect. It is a dynamic object changed by the semantic rules of the language. The semantic object Σ contains a collections of variables and the model of the reconfigurable system. The variable collection denotes the internal variables iV, local to the policy. Internal variables are given as a mapping from variable identifiers to values. The System object s is based upon the model introduced in Section 4.2. The semantic object is presented below as a VDM record type – similarly to the abstract syntax representation of RPL.

\[
\Sigma ::= \ iV : Id \xrightarrow{m} Value \\
\quad \quad \quad \quad sys : System
\]

The reconfigurable system *System* consists of a collection of components *cs*, connectors *cn*, system metadata *mV* and the registry *reg*. The component collection and registry take the form of a mapping from component identifiers to *Component* objects. The connector collection takes the form of a set of *Connector* objects. The metadata are represented by the *SysMetadata* object.

\[
\text{System} :: \quad cs : CId \overset{m}{\rightarrow} \text{Component} \\
\quad cn : \text{Connector-set} \\
\quad sm : \text{SysMetadata} \\
\quad reg : CId \overset{m}{\rightarrow} \text{Component}
\]

\[
\text{Component} :: \quad ps : \text{token-set} \\
\quad rs : \text{token-set} \\
\quad md : \text{Metadata}
\]

\[
\text{Connector} :: \quad p : CId \\
\quad r : CId \\
\quad f : \text{token}
\]

The values which are held in the variable mappings may be of a *ScalarValue* – that is boolean and numerical values, or an *ArchValue* – component identifiers and connector objects.

\[
\text{Value} = \text{ScalarValue} | \ CId | \text{Connector}
\]

\[
\text{ScalarValue} = \mathbb{N} | \mathbb{B}
\]

\[
\text{Value} = \ CId | \text{Connector}
\]

Finally, the *SysMetadata* object consists of a mapping from identifier to a *Metadata* object.

\[
\text{SysMetadata} :: \quad mV : Id \overset{m}{\rightarrow} \text{Metadata}
\]

\[
\text{MetaData} = Id \overset{m}{\rightarrow} \text{ScalarValue}
\]

### E.1.2 Policy Mechanism

The Policy semantic relation \(\overset{p}{\rightarrow}\) takes a *Policy* object and an initial state, and provides an output state. The output state contains the system model, with any configuration changes.
The semantic rule below, \( \text{Policy} \), simply initialises the policy’s internal variables to values depending upon their datatype, and adds these to the internal variable mapping in the state object. This augmented state object is passed to the assignment list to assign values to internal variables, with the state object passed to the RuleMap and a resultant state is returned.

\[
\sigma.iV = (\{ id \mapsto \text{nil} \mid id \in \text{dom } v \cdot v(id) \notin \text{ScalarType} \}) \lor
\{ id \mapsto 0 \mid id \in \text{dom } v \cdot v(id) = \text{NAT} \} \lor
\{ id \mapsto \text{TRUE} \mid id \in \text{dom } v \cdot v(id) = \text{BOOL} \} ;
\]

\[
\text{Policy} \left( \text{mk}_{\text{Policy}} (v, al, rm), \sigma \right) \xrightarrow{p} \sigma''
\]

As the assignment list is a simple sequence syntactic object, the semantic rules simply recurse through the list of assignment statements. The base case, in \( \text{AssignList}1 \), dictates that no changes are made to the state. The recursive case, \( \text{AssignList}2 \), executes the head of the list, assignment list \( a \), and recursion occurs over the tail, assignment list \( \text{rest} \).

\[
\xrightarrow{al} : (\text{AssignList} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma
\]

\[
\text{AssignList1} \left( \left[ \right], \sigma \right) \xrightarrow{a1} \sigma
\]

\[
\left( a, \sigma \right) \xrightarrow{a} \sigma';
\]

\[
\text{AssignList2} \left( \left[ a \right] \rightarrow^{\text{rest}} \sigma' \right) \xrightarrow{a1} \sigma''
\]

The rule mapping relation denotes that given a \( \text{RuleMap} \), a natural number and state \( \Sigma \), a new \( \Sigma \) object shall be returned.

\[
\xrightarrow{rm} : (\text{RuleMap} \times \mathbb{N} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma
\]
In the first case, we deal with the situation where there exists an response which may be taken. A set comprehension is utilised to determine the set of all rules with conditions that evaluate to true, named rs' from the rule set denoted by the natural number provided. If this set is non-empty, then the rule set is evaluated. Given a rule set rs', the response of one rule (chosen non-deterministically) is evaluated.

\[ r \in rs; \]
\[ mk\text{-}Rule(b, re) = r; \]
\[ (re, \sigma) \overset{r}{\rightarrow} \sigma'; \]
\[ (rs, \sigma) \overset{rs}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]

\[ n \in \text{dom } rm; \]
\[ rs = rm(n); \]
\[ rs' = \{ rs(i) \mid i \in rm \cdot (rs.b, \sigma) \overset{rs}{\rightarrow} \text{TRUE} \} \]
\[ rs' \neq \{ \}; \]
\[ r \in rs'; \]
\[ mk\text{-}Rule(b, re) = r; \]
\[ (re, \sigma) \overset{r}{\rightarrow} \sigma'; \]
\[ (rm, n, \sigma) \overset{rm}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]

The second rule relates to a case where no response may be taken given the rules at the given degradation level, but where more levels exist in the rule mapping. In this case, where the rule set rs is empty, the next level \((n + 1)\) of the rule map is evaluated.

\[ n \in \text{dom } rm; \]
\[ rs = rm(n); \]
\[ rs' = \{ rs(i) \mid i \in rm \cdot (rs.b, \sigma) \overset{rs}{\rightarrow} \text{TRUE} \} \]
\[ rs' = \{ \}; \]
\[ \exists n' \in \text{dom } rm \cdot n' > n \]
\[ (rm, n + 1, \sigma) \overset{rm}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]
\[ (rm, n, \sigma) \overset{rm}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]
The final rule states that there are no rules at the given level which evaluate to true and there are no other rules in the mapping at a higher level of degradation. In this case, the starting state is returned.

\[ n \in \text{dom} \text{rm}; \]
\[ rs = \text{rm}(n); \]
\[ rs' = \{rs(i) \mid i \in \text{rm} \cdot (rs.b, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{rs}} \text{TRUE}\} \]
\[ rs' = \{\}; \]
\[ \text{rs'} = \{\}; \]
\[ \nexists n' \in \text{dom} \text{rm} \cdot n' > n \]
\[ \text{(ruleMap1)} \]
\[ (\text{rm}, n, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma \]

The response of a rule may be either an action or another sequence of rules. As such, we provide two rules for the response relation.

\[ \xrightarrow{r} : (\text{Response} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma \]

For an Action response, the action \( ac \) is evaluated and the resultant state is the result of the response.

\[ \text{ActResp} (ac, \sigma) \xrightarrow{ac} \sigma' \]
\[ (ac, \sigma) \xrightarrow{r} \sigma' \]

For a RuleMap response, the \textit{ruleMap} itself is evaluated and the resultant state \( \sigma' \), the result of the response.

\[ \text{RuleResp} (\text{ruleMap}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma' \]
\[ (\text{ruleMap}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{r} \sigma' \]

In the Nil response, no changes are made to the state, and thus the \( \sigma \) input is given as the resultant state.

\[ \text{NilResponse} (\text{NIL}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\sigma} \sigma \]
E.1.3 Reconfiguration Actions

We give the action relation, $\overset{ac}{\rightarrow}$, for the action response type detailed above.

$$\overset{ac}{\rightarrow} : \left(\text{Action} \times \Sigma \right) \times \Sigma$$

The Action rule state that the local variables, $v$, are instantiated to an initial value and the list of action statements, $asl$ are evaluated.

$$lVars = \left( \{ id \mapsto \text{nil} \mid id \in \text{dom} \cdot v(id) \notin \text{ScalarType} \} \lor \right. \\
\left. \{ id \mapsto 0 \mid id \in \text{dom} \cdot v(id) = \text{Nat} \} \lor \right. \\
\left. \{ id \mapsto \text{True} \mid id \in \text{dom} \cdot v(id) = \text{Bool} \} \right) ;$$

$$\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \uplus lVars)$$

$$\overset{ac}{\rightarrow} \sigma''$$

A recursive definition is used to define the action statement list. The rules appear exactly the same as the assignment list rules.

$$\overset{asl}{\rightarrow} : \left(\text{ActStmtList} \times \Sigma \right) \times \Sigma$$

$$\overset{asl}{\rightarrow}$$

$$\overset{act}{\rightarrow}$$

$$\overset{as}{\rightarrow} : \left(\text{ActStmt} \times \Sigma \right) \times \Sigma.$$ We present a number of these rules here, however a complete collection is presented in Section E.2.

The semantic rule AddComp ensures the component identifier $cId$, obtained from the variable
mapping, is present in the domain of the registry and not in the system component collection. The rule subsequently adds the component to the component collection and removes it from the registry.

\[
cId = \sigma.iV(c);
\]
\[
cId \in \text{dom}\,\sigma\,\text{reg} \land cId \notin \text{dom}\,\sigma\,\text{sys.cs};
\]
\[
comp = \sigma\,\text{reg}(cId);
\]
\[
sys' = \mu(\sigma\,\text{sys}, \text{cs} \mapsto (\text{cs} \uparrow \{cId \mapsto \text{comp}\}));
\]
\[
sys'' = \mu(\sigma \, \text{sys}', \text{reg} \mapsto (\text{reg} \leftarrow \{cId\}));
\]
\[
\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}'');
\]
\[
(\text{mk}_\text{AddComp}(c), \sigma) \xrightarrow{} \sigma'
\]

The \textit{RemComp} rule is essentially the opposite from the \textit{AddComp} rule. However, there is the additional stipulation that the component to be removed is not connected to any other component in the system for it to be removed.

\[
cId = \sigma.iV(c);
\]
\[
cId \notin \text{dom}\,\sigma\,\text{reg} \land cId \in \text{dom}\,\sigma\,\text{sys.cs};
\]
\[
\neg\exists cn \in \sigma\,\text{sys.cn} \cdot cId = cn.p \lor cId = cn.r
\]
\[
comp = \sigma\,\text{reg}(cId);
\]
\[
sys' = \mu(\sigma\,\text{sys}, \text{reg} \mapsto (\text{reg} \uparrow \{cId \mapsto \text{comp}\}));
\]
\[
sys'' = \mu(\sigma\,\text{sys}', \text{cs} \mapsto (\text{cs} \leftarrow \{cId\}));
\]
\[
\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}'');
\]
\[
(\text{mk}_\text{RemComp}(c), \sigma) \xrightarrow{} \sigma'
\]

The rule for the addition of a connector determines first whether the components being connected are present in the system and, if this is the case, they are able to provide and require the given function. If this is the case then a new connector is created and added to the system.
\[ pId = \sigma.iV(p); \]
\[ rId = \sigma.iV(r); \]
\[ \{pId, rId\} \subset \text{dom} \sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ s \in \sigma.sys.cs(pId) \cdot ps; \]
\[ s \in \sigma.sys.cs(rId) \cdot rs; \]
\[ c = \text{mk_Connector}(pId, rId, s); \]
\[ \text{sys}' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cn \mapsto (cn \cup \{c\})); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}'); \]

The removal of a connector ensures that the components and function given are currently connected in that manner. Given this, the connector is removed from the system.

\[ pId = \sigma.iV(p); \]
\[ rId = \sigma.iV(r); \]
\[ \{pId, rId\} \subset \text{dom} \sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ cnR = \{cn | cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \land cId = cn.p \land cId = cn.r \land s = cn.s\}; \]
\[ \text{sys}' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cns \mapsto (cn - cnR)); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}'); \]

The \text{RemConnByComp} and \text{RemConnByFunc} rules construct a set of connectors from those connectors present in the system. The set is restricted by functions specifying the component and function for which the connectors are to be removed. This set of connectors is removed from the system.
\[ cId = \sigma.iV(c); \]
\[ cId \in \text{dom} \sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ cnR = \{cn \mid cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \& cId = cn.p \lor cId = cn.r\}; \]
\[ sys' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cn \mapsto (cn - cnR)); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, sys \mapsto sys'); \]
\[ (\text{mk}_{\text{RemConnByComp}}(c), \sigma) \overset{\alpha_5}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]

\[ cnR = \{cn \mid cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \& s = cn.s\}; \]
\[ sys' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cn \mapsto (cn - cnR)); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, sys \mapsto sys'); \]
\[ (\text{mk}_{\text{RemConnByServ}}(s), \sigma) \overset{\alpha_5}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]

RPL contains two more complex action statements \textit{CompSearch} and \textit{BestComp}, allowing the system designer to perform some more complex actions. The \textit{CompSearch} rule constructs a set of all supplied components \(cs\) which provide the function \(s\). This set is assigned to given target variable \(i\). Two rules are used depending upon whether the service is to be provided (\textit{CompSearch1}) or required (\textit{CompSearch2}).

\[ t = \text{PROV}; \]
\[ sc = \{c \mid c \in \text{dom} \sigma.s.cs \cdot s = \sigma.sys.cs(c).ps\}; \]
\[ rc = \{c \mid c \in \text{dom} \sigma.s.reg \cdot s = \sigma.sys.reg(c).ps\}; \]
\[ search = \sigma.iV(cs) \cap (sc \cup rc); \]
\[ v = \sigma.iV \uplus \{i \mapsto \text{search}\}; \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v) \]
\[ (\text{mk}_{\text{CompSearch}}(i, cs, s, t), \sigma) \overset{\alpha_3}{\rightarrow} \sigma' \]
\( t = \text{REQ}; \)
\( sc = \{ c \mid c \in \text{dom } \sigma.s.cs \cdot s = \sigma.sys.cs(c).rs \}; \)
\( rc = \{ c \mid c \in \text{dom } \sigma.s.reg \cdot s = \sigma.sys.reg(c).rs \}; \)
\( \text{search} = \sigma.iV(cs) \cap (sc \cup rc); \)
\( v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{ i \mapsto \text{search} \}; \)
\( \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v) \)

The `BestComp` rule utilises an external function `bestComp` which is not provided in this semantic definition as it is an system-specific function reliant on the form of the system metadata, which is not the focus of this thesis. Given a set of components and the number of components required, the bestComp function returns the identifiers of the best components from the set. These component identifiers are assigned to the supplied variable identifier \( i \).

\[ cs' = \text{bestComp}(\sigma.iV(cs), n); \]
\[ v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{ i \mapsto cs' \}; \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v) \]

**E.2 Complete Structural Operational Semantic Definition**

### E.2.1 Objects for Semantics

\[ \Sigma :: \ iV : \text{Id} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Value} \]
\[ \text{sys : System} \]

\[
\text{System :: } cs : \text{CId} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Component} \\
\text{cn : Connector-set} \\
\text{sm : SysMetadata} \\
\text{reg : CId} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Component}
\]
Component :: $ps : \text{token-set}
\quad rs : \text{token-set}
\quad md : \text{Metadata}$

Connector :: $p : \text{CId}
\quad r : \text{CId}
\quad f : \text{token}$

Value = $\text{ScalarValue} \mid \text{CId} \mid \text{Connector}$

$\text{ScalarValue} = \mathbb{N} \mid \mathbb{B}$

Value = $\text{CId} \mid \text{Connector}$

SysMetadata :: $mV : \text{Id} \rightarrow \text{Metadata}$

$\text{MetaData} = \text{Id} \rightarrow \text{ScalarValue}$

### E.2.2 Semantic Rules

\[\sigma.iV = \{id \mapsto \text{nil} \mid id \in \text{dom } v \cdot v(id) \notin \text{ScalarType}\} \vee \]
\[\{id \mapsto 0 \mid id \in \text{dom } v \cdot v(id) = \text{NAT}\} \vee \]
\[\{id \mapsto \text{TRUE} \mid id \in \text{dom } v \cdot v(id) = \text{BOOL}\} ;\]

\[(al, \sigma) \xrightarrow{al} \sigma' ;\]

\[(rm, 0, \sigma') \xrightarrow{rm} \sigma''\]

\[\text{Policy}\]

\[(mk_{\text{Policy}}(v, al, rm), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\ell_{\text{Policy}}} \sigma''\]

### E.2.2.1 AssignList

\[\xrightarrow{al} : (\text{AssignList} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma\]

\[\text{AssignList1}\]

\[(\emptyset, \sigma) \xrightarrow{al} \sigma\]
\begin{align*}
(a, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma'; \\
(rest, \sigma') \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma'' \\
[(a) \mapsto \text{rest}, \sigma] \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma''
\end{align*}

\textbf{E.2.2.2 Rule Map}

\(\text{rm} \rightarrow: (\text{RuleMap} \times \mathbb{N} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma\)

\begin{align*}
n &\in \text{dom} \text{rm}; \\
r s &= \text{rm}(n); \\
rs' &= \{rs(i) \mid i \in \text{rm} \cdot (rs.b, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \text{TRUE}\} \\
r s' &\neq \emptyset; \\
r &\in rs'; \\
\text{mk-Rule}(b, re) &= r; \\
(re, \sigma) &\xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma'; \\
(r m, n, \sigma) &\xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma'
\end{align*}

\(\text{ruleMap1}\)

\begin{align*}
n &\in \text{dom} \text{rm}; \\
r s &= \text{rm}(n); \\
rs' &= \{rs(i) \mid i \in \text{rm} \cdot (rs.b, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \text{TRUE}\} \\
r s' &= \emptyset; \\
\exists n' &\in \text{dom} \text{rm} \cdot n' > n \\
(r m, n + 1, \sigma) &\xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma' \\
(r m, n, \sigma) &\xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma'
\end{align*}

\(\text{ruleMap2}\)
\( n \in \text{dom } \text{rm}; \)
\( rs = \text{rm}(n); \)
\( rs' = \{ rs(i) \mid i \in \text{rm} \cdot (rs.b, \sigma) \xrightarrow{r} \text{true} \} \)
\( rs' = \{ \}; \)
\( \nmid n' \in \text{dom } \text{rm} \cdot n' > n \)
\( \text{rm}, n, \sigma \xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma \)

E.2.2.3 Response

\[ (\text{Response} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma \]

\[ \text{ActResp} \]
\[ (ac, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{eq}} \sigma' \]
\[ (ac, \sigma) \xrightarrow{r} \sigma' \]

\[ \text{RuleResp} \]
\[ (\text{ruleMap}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{rm}} \sigma' \]
\[ (\text{ruleMap}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{r} \sigma' \]

\[ \text{NilResponse} \]
\[ (\text{Nil}, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{eq}} \sigma \]

E.2.2.4 Action

\[ (\text{Action} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma \]

$lVars = (\{id \mapsto \text{nil} \mid id \in \text{dom} \ v \cdot v(id) \notin \text{ScalarType}\} \lor \{id \mapsto 0 \mid id \in \text{dom} \ v \cdot v(id) = \text{NAT}\} \lor \{id \mapsto \text{TRUE} \mid id \in \text{dom} \ v \cdot v(id) = \text{BOOL}\};$

$\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma.iV \downarrow lVars)$

$$\text{Action}$$

$(\text{asl}, \sigma') \xrightarrow{a} \sigma''$

$(\text{mk}_\text{Action}(v, \text{asl}), \sigma) \xrightarrow{eq} \sigma''$

### E.2.2.5 ActStmtList

$\xrightarrow{asl}: (\text{ActStmtList} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma$

$\text{ActStmtList1}$

$([[], \sigma] \xrightarrow{asl} \sigma$)

$\text{ActStmtList2}$

$([a \ consort \ rest, \sigma] \xrightarrow{asl} \sigma''$)

### E.2.2.6 ActStmt/Assign/Conditional/ReconfigActs

$\xrightarrow{a}: (\text{AssignStmt} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma$

$\xrightarrow{as}: (\text{ActStmt} \times \Sigma) \times \Sigma$
ScalarAssign

\[(se, \sigma) \rightarrow \text{val};\]
\[v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto \text{val}\};\]
\[\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v)\]

ArchAssign

\[(ae, \sigma) \rightarrow \text{val};\]
\[v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto cs'\};\]
\[\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v)\]

CompSearch

\[t = \text{PROV};\]
\[sc = \{c \mid c \in \text{dom } \sigma.s.cs \cdot s = \sigma.sys.cs(c).ps\};\]
\[rc = \{c \mid c \in \text{dom } \sigma.s.reg \cdot s = \sigma.sys.reg(c).ps\};\]
\[\text{search} = \sigma.iV(cs) \cap (sc \cup rc);\]
\[v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto \text{search}\};\]
\[\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v)\]
\( t = \text{REQ}; \)
\( sc = \{ c \mid c \in \text{dom } \sigma.s.cs \cdot s = \sigma.sys.cs(c).rs \}; \)
\( rc = \{ c \mid c \in \text{dom } \sigma.s.reg \cdot s = \sigma.sys.reg(c).rs \}; \)
\( \text{search} = \sigma.iV(cs) \cap (sc \cup rc); \)
\( v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{ i \mapsto \text{search} \}; \)
\( \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v) \)
\( \text{CompSearch2} \)
\( \text{mkCompSearch}(i, cs, s, t), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma' \)

**BestComp**

\( cs' = \text{bestComp}(\sigma.iV(cs), n); \)
\( v = \sigma.iV \uparrow \{ i \mapsto cs' \}; \)
\( \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto v) \)
\( \text{BestComp} \)
\( \text{mk_BestComp}(i, cs, n), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma' \)

**NOTE:** bestComp is an auxiliary function, not covered here.

**AddComp**

\( cId = \sigma.iV(c); \)
\( cId \in \text{dom } \sigma.reg \land cId \notin \text{dom } \sigma.sys.cs; \)
\( \text{comp} = \sigma.reg(cId); \)
\( \text{sys}' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cs \mapsto (cs \uparrow \{ cId \mapsto \text{comp} \})); \)
\( \text{sys}'' = \mu(\sigma.sys', \text{reg} \mapsto (\text{reg} \ominus \{ cId \})); \)
\( \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}''); \)
\( \text{AddComp} \)
\( \text{mk_AddComp}(c), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma'' \)
RemComp

\[ cld = \sigma.iV(c); \]
\[ cld \notin \text{dom}\sigma.reg \land cld \in \text{dom}\sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ \neg \exists cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \cdot cld = cn.p \lor cld = cn.r \]
\[ \text{comp} = \sigma.reg(cld); \]
\[ \text{sys}' = \mu(\sigma.sys, \text{reg} \mapsto (\text{reg} \uparrow \{cld \mapsto \text{comp}\})); \]
\[ \text{sys}'' = \mu(\sigma.sys', \text{cs} \mapsto (\text{cs} \uparrow \{cld\})); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}''); \]
\[ \text{mk}_{\text{RemComp}}(c, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma' \]

AddConn

\[ pId = \sigma.iV(p); \]
\[ rId = \sigma.iV(r); \]
\[ \{pId, rId\} \subset \text{dom}\sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ s \in \sigma.sys.cs(pId).ps; \]
\[ s \in \sigma.sys.cs(rId).rs; \]
\[ c = \text{mk}_{\text{Connector}}(pId, rId, s); \]
\[ \text{sys}' = \mu(\sigma.sys, \text{cn} \mapsto (\text{cn} \cup \{c\})); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, \text{sys} \mapsto \text{sys}''); \]
\[ \text{mk}_{\text{AddConn}}(p, r, s, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\alpha} \sigma' \]
RemConn

\[ pId = \sigma.iV(p); \]
\[ rId = \sigma.iV(r); \]
\[ \{pId, rId\} \subset \text{dom} \sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ cnR = \{cn | cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \& cId = cn.p \land cId = cn.r \land s = cn.s\}; \]
\[ sys' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cn \mapsto (cn - cnR)); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, sys \mapsto sys'); \]
\[ (mk_{RemConn}(p, r, s), \sigma) \xrightarrow{as} \sigma' \]

\[ cId = \sigma.iV(c); \]
\[ cId \in \text{dom} \sigma.sys.cs; \]
\[ cnR = \{cn | cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \& cId = cn.p \lor cId = cn.r\}; \]
\[ sys' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cn \mapsto (cn - cnR)); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, sys \mapsto sys'); \]
\[ (mk_{RemConnByComp}(c), \sigma) \xrightarrow{as} \sigma' \]

\[ cnR = \{cn | cn \in \sigma.sys.cn \& s = cn.s\}; \]
\[ sys' = \mu(\sigma.sys, cn \mapsto (cn - cnR)); \]
\[ \sigma' = \mu(\sigma, sys \mapsto sys'); \]
\[ (mk_{RemConnByCompServ}(s), \sigma) \xrightarrow{as} \sigma' \]

If

\[ (if, \sigma) \xrightarrow{as} \text{TRUE}; \]
\[ (th, \sigma) \xrightarrow{as} \sigma' \]
\[ (mk_{If}(if, th, el), \sigma) \xrightarrow{as} \sigma' \]
\[(if, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \text{FALSE};\]
\[(el, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma';\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{If}(if, \text{th}, el), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma';\]

For

\[\sigma.iV(setId) \neq \{\};\]
let \(x \in \sigma.iV(setId)\) in
\[\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto x\});\]
\[(asl, \sigma') \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma'';\]
\[\sigma''' = \mu(\sigma'', iV \mapsto iV \uparrow \{\text{temp} \mapsto (\sigma.iV(setId) - \{x\})\});\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{ForSeq}(i, \text{temp}, \text{setType}, \text{asl}), \sigma''') \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma''''\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{ForSet}(i, \text{setId}, \text{setType}, \text{asl}), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma''''\]

\[\sigma.iV(setId) = \{\};\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{ForSet}(i, \text{setId}, \text{setType}, \text{asl}), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma\]

\[\sigma.iV(seqId) \neq [];\]
\[\sigma' = \mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto iV \uparrow \{i \mapsto \text{hd} \sigma.iV(seqId)\});\]
\[(asl, \sigma') \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma'';\]
\[\sigma''' = \mu(\sigma'', iV \mapsto iV \uparrow \{\text{tl} \sigma.iV(seqId)\});\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{ForSeq}(i, \text{temp}, \text{seqType}, \text{asl}), \sigma''') \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma''''\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{ForSeq}(i, \text{seqId}, \text{seqType}, \text{asl}), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma''''\]

\[\sigma.iV(seqId) = [];\]
\[(\text{mk}_\text{ForSeq}(i, \text{seqId}, \text{seqType}, \text{asl}), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\Delta} \sigma\]
E.2.2.7 Expressions

ScalarExpr

\[ \xrightarrow{s_c} : (ScalarExpr \times \Sigma) \times ScalarValue \]

\[(e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1;\]
\[(e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_2;\]

\[\text{ArithExprPlus} \]
\[((\text{mk-ArithExpr}(e_1, \text{PLUS}, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1 + v_2)\]

\[(e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1;\]
\[(e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_2;\]

\[\text{ArithExprMinus} \]
\[((\text{mk-ArithExpr}(e_1, \text{MINUS}, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1 - v_2)\]

\[(e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1;\]
\[(e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_2;\]

\[\text{ArithExprMultiply} \]
\[((\text{mk-ArithExpr}(e_1, \text{MULTIPLY}, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1 \times v_2)\]

\[(e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1;\]
\[(e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_2;\]

\[\text{RelExpr} \]
\[((\text{mk-RelExpr}(e_1, \text{EQUALS}, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1 = v_2)\]

\[(e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1;\]
\[(e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_2;\]

\[\text{RelExprLess} \]
\[((\text{mk-RelExpr}(e_1, \text{LESS}, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{s_c} v_1 < v_2)\]
\((e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{RelExpr}} v_1;\)
\((e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{RelExpr}} v_2;\)
\((\text{mk-ArithExpr}(e_1, \text{GREATER}, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{RelExpr}} v_1 > v_2\)

\((e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{And}} v_1;\)
\((e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{And}} v_2;\)
\((\text{mk-And}(e_1, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{And}} v_1 \land v_2\)

\((e_1, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Or}} v_1;\)
\((e_2, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Or}} v_2;\)
\((\text{mk-Or}(e_1, e_2), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Or}} v_1 \lor v_2\)

\((e, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Not}} v\)
\((\text{mk-Or}(e), \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Not}} \neg v\)

\(e \in \text{ScalarValue}\)
\((e, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Scalar}} e\)

\(e \in \text{Id}\)
\((e, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\text{Id}} \sigma.iV(e)\)

\(\text{ArchExpr}\)

\(\xrightarrow{\text{ArchExpr}}: (\text{ArchExpr} \times \Sigma) \times \text{ArchValue}\)
\[ \text{CurrComps} \]
\[ cs = \text{dom} \sigma.s.cs; \]
\[ (\text{CurrComps}, \sigma) \overset{\text{acs}}{\rightarrow} cs \]

\[ \text{CurConns} \]
\[ cns = \sigma.s.cns; \]
\[ (\text{CurConns}, \sigma) \overset{\text{acs}}{\rightarrow} cns \]

\[ \text{CurrReg} \]
\[ reg = \text{dom} \sigma.s.reg; \]
\[ (\text{CurrReg}, \sigma) \overset{\text{acs}}{\rightarrow} reg \]

\textbf{MetaExpr}

\[ \overset{\text{me}}{\rightarrow} : (\text{MetaExpr} \times \Sigma) \times \text{ScalarValue} \]

\[ cs = \sigma.sys.cs \cap \sigma.sys.r; \]
\[ i \in \text{dom} cs; \]
\[ \text{compM} = cs(i) \]
\[ ((\text{mk-MetaExpr}(i, v), \sigma) \overset{\text{me}}{\rightarrow} \text{compM}(v)) \]

\[ i \in \text{dom} \sigma.sys.mV; \]
\[ \text{servM} = \sigma.sys.mV(i) \]
\[ ((\text{mk-MetaExpr}(i, v), \sigma) \overset{\text{me}}{\rightarrow} \text{servM}(v)) \]
Appendix F

Case Study Policy

The policy presented in this Appendix is the complete policy definition introduced in Chapter 5. We present the policy in the same manner in that we present the general policy structure first as a complete rule maps. The actions are given placeholder identifiers and are given in full after the policy rule map structure for ease of reading. It is important to note, however, the placeholders are not identifiers to actions.

F.1 Policy Structure

CaseStudyPolicy = policy(
  iV({VSat → N, ASat → N, HInS → B});
  asl([VSat = 8; ASat = 7; HInS = True]);
  ruleMap({0 → {(((mExpr('vis', 'Sat')) = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat')) = ASat) ∧ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys')) = HInS)) → Nil}},
            1 → {(mExpr('vis', 'Sat')) > VSat → Action(rem1V)},
            1 → {(mExpr('aud', 'Sat')) > ASat → Action(rem1A)},
            1 → {(6 < (mExpr('vis', 'Sat')) < VSat) → Action(add1V)},
            2 → {(2 < (mExpr('aud', 'Sat')) < ASat) → Action(add1A)},
            2 → {(4 < (mExpr('vis', 'Sat')) < 6 → Action(add3V))},
            3 → {(0 ≥ (mExpr('vis', 'Sat')) → Action(addAllV)},
)
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\( (0 \geq (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') \rightarrow \text{Action}(addAllA))) \}

\( 2 \rightarrow \{(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \rightarrow \text{Action}(addHub))\} \}

\)

**F.2 Policy Actions**

The following policy actions are described in more detail in Section 5.5.2.

\[ rem1V = \text{new Action}( \]
\[ \quad \{hub \mapsto \text{COMP}, currVis \mapsto \text{COMPSET}, currComps \mapsto \text{COMPSET} \}, \]
\[ \quad [currComps = \text{CurrComps}(); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{hub} = \text{CompSearch}(currComps, \{"visual", "audio"\}, \text{REQ}); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{currVis} = \text{CompSearch}(currComps, \{"visual"\}, \text{PROV}); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{LetComp}(remVis, currVis) \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{RemConn}(remVis, hub, "visual"); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{RemComp}(remVis) \]
\[ ]

\[ rem1A = \text{new Action}( \]
\[ \quad \{hub \mapsto \text{COMP}, currAud \mapsto \text{COMPSET}, currComps \mapsto \text{COMPSET} \}, \]
\[ \quad [currComps = \text{CurrComps}(); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{hub} = \text{CompSearch}(currComps, \{"audio", "audio"\}, \text{REQ}); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{currAud} = \text{CompSearch}(currComps, \{"audio"\}, \text{PROV}); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{LetComp}(remAud, currAud) \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{RemConn}(remAud, hub, "audio"); \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{RemComp}(remAud) \]
\[ ]

\[ add1V = \text{new Action}( \]
\[ \quad \{addVis \mapsto \text{COMP}, hub \mapsto \text{COMP}, regVis \mapsto \text{COMPSET}, regComps \mapsto \text{COMPSET}, \]
\[ \quad \quad currComps \mapsto \text{COMPSET} \}, \]
\[ \quad [currComps = \text{CurrComps}(); \]


hub = CompSearch(currComps, {"visual", "audio"}, REQ);
regComps = RegComps();
regVis = CompSearch(regComps, {"visual"}, PROV);
addVis = BestComp(regVis, 1);
AddComp(addVis);
AddConn(addVis, hub, "visual")
}

d1A = new Action(
{addAud ➞ COMP, hub ➞ COMP, regAud ➞ COMPSET, regComps ➞ COMPSET,
currComps ➞ COMPSET},
currComps = CurrComps();
hub = CompSearch(currComps, {"visual", "audio"}, REQ);
regComps = RegComps();
regAud = CompSearch(regComps, {"audio"}, PROV);
addAud = BestComp(regAud, 1);
AddComp(addAud);
AddConn(addAud, hub, "audio")
})

d1V = new Action(
{addVis ➞ COMP, hub ➞ COMP, regVis ➞ COMPSET, regComps ➞ COMPSET,
currComps ➞ COMPSET},
currComps = CurrComps();
hub = CompSearch(currComps, {"visual", "audio"}, REQ);
regComps = RegComps();
regVis = CompSearch(regComps, {"visual"}, PROV);
addVis = BestComp(regVis, 1);
AddComp(addVis);
AddConn(addVis, hub, "visual")
})

dAllV = new Action(
\{hub \mapsto \text{Comp}, addVis \mapsto \text{CompSet, regComps} \mapsto \text{CompSet, currComps} \mapsto \text{CompSet}\},
\{currComps = \text{CurrComps()}; hub = \text{CompSearch(currComps, \{“visual”}, “audio”\}, REQ); regComps = \text{RegComps()}; addVis = \text{CompSearch(regComps, \{“visual”\}, PROV); ForSet(c, addVis)
    AddComp(c);
    AddConn(c, hub, “visual”);\}
\}

addAllA = \text{new Action(}
\{hub \mapsto \text{Comp, addAud} \mapsto \text{CompSet, regComps} \mapsto \text{CompSet, currComps} \mapsto \text{CompSet}\},
\{currComps = \text{CurrComps()}; hub = \text{CompSearch(currComps, \{“visual”}, “audio”\}, REQ); regComps = \text{RegComps()}; addAud = \text{CompSearch(regComps, \{“audio”\}, PROV); ForSet(c, addAud)
    AddComp(c);
    AddConn(c, hub, “audio”);\}
\}

addHub = \text{new Action(}
\{newHub \mapsto \text{Comp, regHub} \mapsto \text{CompSet, regComps} \mapsto \text{CompSet, currComps} \mapsto \text{CompSet, currVis} \mapsto \text{CompSet, currAud} \mapsto \text{CompSet}\},
\{currComps = \text{CurrComps()}; regComps = \text{RegComps()}; regHub = \text{CompSearch(regComps, \{“visual”}, “audio”\}, REQ); newHub = \text{BestComp(regHub, 1); AddComp(newHub); currVis = \text{CompSearch(currComps, \{“visual”\}, PROV); currAud = \text{CompSearch(currComps, \{“audio”\}, PROV);\}
\}
ForSet(c, currVis)
    AddConn(c, newHub, "visual");
ForSet(c, currAud)
    AddConn(c, newHub, "audio");
}
Appendix G

Theories and Useful Derived Rules

This Appendix presents the theory of RPL (Section G.1) and the theory of the RPL policy defined by the case study in Chapter 5 (Section G.2). The theories may not be considered complete – derived rules may be added as required, and further axioms may be defined. We also present a number of rules derived from the VDM theory which we do not intend to prove in this thesis, however we are confident about their validity (Section G.3).

G.1 Theory of RPL

G.1.1 State

\[
\begin{align*}
\Sigma \text{-form} & \\
\sigma \vdash \Sigma & \\
\sigma \vdash iV : \text{mapof IdValue} & \Rightarrow \text{Ax}
\end{align*}
\]
\begin{align*}
&\text{Ax}\quad (iV, mV, s) : \Sigma \\
&\text{Ax}\quad (iV, mV, s).iV = iV \\
&\text{Ax}\quad \sigma : \Sigma; i : \text{Id}; i \in \text{dom}\sigma.iV \\
&\quad \sigma.iV(i) : \text{Value} \\
&\text{Ax}\quad \sigma : \Sigma \\
&\quad \sigma.mV : \text{MetadataVars} \\
&\text{Ax}\quad (iV, mV, s) : \Sigma \\
&\quad (iV, mV, s).mV = mV \\
&\text{Ax}\quad \sigma : \Sigma; m : \text{Id}; m \in \text{dom}\sigma.mV \\
&\quad \sigma.mV(m) : \text{Metadata} \\
&\text{Ax}\quad \sigma : \Sigma \\
&\quad \sigma.s : \text{System} \\
&\text{Ax}\quad (iV, mV, s) : \Sigma \\
&\quad (iV, mV, s).s = s
\end{align*}
G.1.2 Policy

\[ v : \text{Id} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Type}; \text{al: AssignList}; \]

\[ \text{rm: RuleMap}; \text{wfPolicy}(v, \text{al}, \text{rm}) \]

\[ (v, \text{al}, \text{rm}): \text{Policy} \]

\[ \sigma, \sigma': \Sigma; \text{p: Policy}; \]

\[ (p . \text{rm}, 0)(p . \text{al}(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto p . v))) = \sigma' \]

\[ p(\sigma) = \sigma'; \]

\[ \text{G.1.3 Assignment List} \]

\[ \sigma, \Sigma; \text{p: Policy}; \]

\[ p(\sigma): \Sigma \]

\[ \text{al-empty-form} \]

\[ []: \text{RuleSeq} \]

\[ \text{al-single-form} \]

\[ [a]: \text{AssignmentList} \]
\( a: \text{Assignment}; al: \text{AssignmentList} \)
\[ [a] \triangleleft al: \text{AssignmentList} \]

\( \sigma: \Sigma; \sigma': \Sigma; \)
\( al: \text{AssignmentList}; al \neq []; \)
\[ \text{tl al(hd al(\sigma))} = \sigma' \]
\( \text{al(\sigma)} = \sigma' \)

\( a, b, c: \text{Assignment} \)
\[ [a, b, c]: \text{AssignList} \]

### G.1.4 RuleMap

\( \text{rm-empty-form} \)
\[ \{ \rightarrow \}: \text{RuleMap} \]

\( n: \mathbb{N}; rs: \text{RuleSet} \)
\[ \{ n \mapsto rs \}: \text{RuleMap} \]

\( \text{rm-add-form} \)
\[ \{ n \mapsto rs \} \cup \text{rm}: \text{RuleMap} \]
\( \sigma : \Sigma ; \sigma' : \Sigma ; \text{rm} : \text{RuleMap} ; l : \mathbb{N} \)

\[
(\text{let } i = \{ r \mid r \in \text{rm}(l) \land r.b(\sigma) \})
\]

\[
\text{in if } i \neq \{ \}
\]

\[
\text{then let } j \in i
\]

\[
\text{in } j, \text{re}(\sigma)
\]

\[
\text{else if } \exists l' \in \text{dom} \text{rm} \cdot l' > l
\]

\[
\text{then } (\text{rm}, l + 1)\sigma
\]

\[
\text{else } \sigma = \sigma'
\]

\[
\frac{}{(\text{rm}, l)(\sigma) = \sigma'} \quad \text{Ax}
\]

\section*{G.1.5 Rule}

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rule-form: Expression; re: Response} & \\
(b, \text{re}): \text{Rule} & \\
\text{Ax}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rule-b-defn: Rule} & \\
(b, \text{re}).b = b & \\
\text{Ax}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rule-b-form: Rule} & \\
(b, \text{re}).b: \text{Expression} & \\
\text{Ax}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rule-re-defn: Rule} & \\
(b, \text{re}).\text{re} = \text{re} & \\
\text{Ax}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rule-re-form: Rule} & \\
(b, \text{re}).\text{re}: \text{Response} & \\
\text{Ax}
\end{align*}
\]
G.1.6 Response

The wfResponse function contains a cases statement in the body, as is given below. A series of formation axioms are derived from this.

\[
\text{wfResponse}(re, tpm, mtpm) \triangleq \text{wf-re-case}, \text{ and}
\]

\[
\text{wf-re-case} \triangleq \text{cases } re \text{ of}
\]

\[
\text{mk-RuleMap}(-) \rightarrow \text{wfRuleMap}(re, tpm, mtpm)
\]

\[
\text{mk-ImpAction}(-, -) \rightarrow \text{wfImpAction}(re, tpm, mtpm)
\]

\[
\text{mk-ExpAction}(-, -) \rightarrow \text{wfExpAction}(re, tpm, mtpm)
\]

\[
\text{Nil} \rightarrow \text{true}
\]

Ax
Nil-σ-defn:
\[ re: \text{Response}; re = \text{NIL}; \sigma: \Sigma \]
\[ re(\sigma) = \sigma \]

rs-ruleMap-form:
\[ rs: \text{RuleMap} \]
\[ rs: \text{Response} \]

re-expAct-form:
\[ eac: \text{ExplicitAction} \]
\[ eac: \text{Response} \]

re-impAct-from:
\[ iac: \text{ImplicitAction} \]
\[ iac: \text{Response} \]

v-expAct-form:
\[ v: \text{Id} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Value}; asl: \text{ActStmtList} \]
\[ (v, asl): \text{ExplicitAction} \]

expAct-v-defn:
\[ (v, asl): \text{ExplicitAction} \]
\[ (v, asl).v: \text{Id} \xrightarrow{m} \text{Value} \]

expAct-asl-defn:
\[ (v, asl): \text{ExplicitAction} \]
\[ (v, asl).asl: \text{ActStmtList} \]
G.1.7 Action Statement List

The ActionStmt function contains a cases statement in the body, as is given below. A series of formation axioms are derived from this.

\[ \text{wfActionStmt}(\text{as, tpm}) \overset{def}{=} \text{wf-as-case} \text{, and} \]
\[ \text{wf-as-case} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{cases stmt of} \]

- \text{mk-If}(b, as_1, as_2) \rightarrow \text{exprType}(b, tpm, mtpm) = \text{BOOLTp} \land
  \text{wfActStmtList}(as_1, tpm, mtpm) \land
  \text{wfActStmtList}(as_2, tpm, mtpm)

- \text{mk-ForSet}(i, setId, setType, asl) \rightarrow i \notin \text{dom} tpm \land \text{setId} \in \text{dom} tpm \land
  tpm(setId).tp = setType \land
  \text{let} tpm' = tpm \upharpoonright i \mapsto \text{setType} \land
  \text{in} \text{wfActStmtList}(asl, tpm', mtpm)

- \text{mk-ForSeq}(i, seqId, seqType, asl) \rightarrow i \notin \text{dom} tpm \land \text{seqId} \in \text{dom} tpm \land
  tpm(seqId).tp = \text{seqType} \land
  \text{let} tpm' = tpm \upharpoonright i \mapsto \text{seqType} \land
  \text{in} \text{wfActStmtList}(asl, tpm', mtpm)

- \text{mk-ScalarAssign}(i, e) \rightarrow i \in \text{dom} tpm \land
  tpm(i) = \text{exprType}(e, tpm, mtpm)

- \text{mk-ArchAssign}(i, ae) \rightarrow i \in \text{dom} tpm \land
  tpm(i) = \text{archType}(ae, tpm, mtpm)

- \text{mk-AddComp}(c) \rightarrow c \in \text{dom} tpm \land tpm(c) = \text{COMP} \land
  \text{tpm}(r) = \text{COMP}

- \text{mk-RemComp}(p, r, -) \rightarrow \{p, r\} \subset \text{dom} tpm \land tpm(p) = \text{COMP} \land
  \text{tpm}(r) = \text{COMP}

- \text{mk-RemConnByComp}(c) \rightarrow c \in \text{dom} tpm \land tpm(c) = \text{COMP}

- \text{mk-RemConnByCompServ}(c, -) \rightarrow c \in \text{dom} tpm \land tpm(c) = \text{COMP}

- \text{mk-CompSearch}(i, cs, -, -) \rightarrow \{i, cs\} \subset \text{dom} tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{SetType}(\text{COMP}) \land
  tpm(cs) = \text{SetType}(\text{COMP})

- \text{mk-BestComp}(i, cs, -) \rightarrow \{i, cs\} \subset \text{dom} tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{SetType}(\text{COMP}) \land
  tpm(cs) = \text{SetType}(\text{COMP})

- \text{mk-LetComp}(i, cs, asl) \rightarrow i \notin \text{dom} tpm \land
  \text{let} tpm' = tpm \upharpoonright i \mapsto \text{COMP} \land
  \text{in} \text{wfActStmtList}(asl, tpm', mtpm)
\begin{align*}
as & : \text{ActionStmt}; \ b : \AA; \ as_1 : \text{ActionStmt}; \ as_2 : \text{ActionStmt}; \\
(exprType(b, tpm, mtpm) = \text{BOOL}\text{TP} \land \text{wfActStmtList}(as_1, tpm, mtpm) \land \text{wfActStmtList}(as_2, tpm, mtpm)) : \AA
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
as & : \text{ActionStmt}; \ b : \AA; \ setId : \text{Id}; \ setType : \text{Type}; \ asl : \text{ActionStmtList}; \\
(i \notin \text{dom } tpm \land \text{setId} \in \text{dom } tpm \land \text{tpm}(\text{setId}).tp = \text{setType} \land \text{let } tpm' = tpm \uparrow i \mapsto \text{setType} \\
& \quad \text{in } \text{wfActStmtList}(asl, tpm', mtpm)) : \AA
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
as & : \text{ActionStmt}; \ b : \AA; \ seqId : \text{Id}; \ seqType : \text{Type}; \ asl : \text{ActionStmtList}; \\
(i \notin \text{dom } tpm \land \text{seqId} \in \text{dom } tpm \land \text{tpm}(\text{seqId}).tp = \text{type} \land \text{let } tpm' = tpm \uparrow i \mapsto \text{seqType} \\
& \quad \text{in } \text{wfActStmtList}(asl, tpm', mtpm)) : \AA
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
as & : \text{ActionStmt}; \ i : \text{Id}; \ e : \text{ScalarExpr}; \\
i \in \text{dom } tpm \land \text{tpm}(i) = \text{exprType}(e, tpm, mtpm) : \AA
\end{align*}
as: ActStmt; i: Id; ae: ArchExpr;
i \in \text{dom} \ tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{archType}(ae, tpm, mtpm); \ \Ax
wf-as-case: \ \Box

as: ActStmt; i: Id;
i \in \text{dom} \ tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{COMP}; \ \Ax
wf-as-case: \ \Box

as: ActStmt; i: Id
i \in \text{dom} \ tpm \land tpm(i) = \text{COMP}; \ \Ax
wf-as-case: \ \Box

as: ActStmt; p: Id; r: Id
\{p, r\} \subset \text{dom} \ tpm \land tpm(p) = \text{COMP} \land tpm(r) = \text{COMP}; \ \Ax
wf-as-case: \ \Box

as: ActStmt; p: Id; r: Id
\{p, r\} \subset \text{dom} \ tpm \land tpm(p) = \text{COMP} \land tpm(r) = \text{COMP}; \ \Ax
wf-as-case: \ \Box

as: ActStmt; c
: Idc \in \text{dom} \ tpm \land tpm(c) = \text{COMP}
: \Box \ \Ax
wf-as-case: \ \Box
as: ActStmt; c
: Idc ∈ dom tpm ∧ tpm(c) = COMP

\textit{wf-as-remConnByCompServ-case-form}

\textit{wf-as-case: B}

as: ActStmt; i: Id; cs: Id;
\{i, cs\} ⊆ dom tpm ∧ tpm(i) = SetType(COMP) ∧
tpm(cs) = SetType(COMP): B

\textit{wf-compSearch-case-form}

\textit{wf-as-case: B}

as: ActStmt; i: Id; cs: Id;
\{i, cs\} ⊆ dom tpm ∧ tpm(i) = SetType(COMP) ∧
tpm(cs) = SetType(COMP): B

\textit{wf-bestComp-case-form}

\textit{wf-as-case: B}

\textbf{Assignments}

\textit{scalarAssign-form}

\textit{Ax}

(i := e): ScalarAssign

σ: Σ; σ′: Σ;
(i := e): ActStmt

\textit{scalarAssign-defn}

\textit{Ax}

\(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \sigma. iV \uplus (i \mapsto e(\sigma))) = \sigma′\)

\(\sigma = \sigma′\)
\( \text{Conditionals} \)

\[ \text{If} (b, \text{as}_1, \text{as}_2): \text{ActStmt} \]
\[\sigma: \Sigma; \sigma': \Sigma;\]

\[
\text{if-true-defn} \\
\sigma: \Sigma; \sigma': \Sigma; \\
\text{If } (b, as_1, as_2): \text{ActStmt} \; b = \text{true}' \\
\text{Ax} \\
\text{If } (b, as_1, as_2), \sigma = as_1(\sigma) \\
\]

\[
\sigma: \Sigma; \sigma': \Sigma; \\
\text{if-false-defn} \\
\text{If } (b, as_1, as_2): \text{ActStmt} \; b \neq \text{true}' \\
\text{Ax} \\
\text{If } (b, as_1, as_2), \sigma = as_2(\sigma) \\
\]

\[i: \text{Id}; \text{setId}: \text{Id}; \text{setType}: \text{Type} = \text{StmtList} \]  
\[
\text{Ax} \\
\text{ForSet} (i, \text{setId}, \text{setType}, \text{asl}): \text{ActStmt} \\
\]

\[
\sigma: \Sigma; \sigma': \Sigma; \\
\text{Ax} \\
\text{ForSet} (i, \text{setId}, \text{setType}, \text{asl}) \sigma = \sigma \\
\]

\[
\sigma: \Sigma; \sigma': \Sigma; \\
\text{Ax} \\
\text{ForSet} (i, \text{setId}, \text{setType}, \text{asl}) \sigma = \sigma' \\
\]

\[i: \text{Id}; \text{seqId}: \text{Id}; \text{seqType}: \text{Type} = \text{StmtList} \]  
\[
\text{Ax} \\
\text{ForSeq} (i, \text{seqId}, \text{seqType}, \text{asl}): \text{ActStmt} \\
\]
σ: Σ; σ': Σ;
ForSeq(i, seqId, seqType, asl): ActStmt

\[ \sigma. iV(seqId) = [] \]

Ax

ForSeq(i, seqId, seqType, asl)σ = σ'

σ: Σ; σ': Σ;
ForSeq(i, seqId, seqType, asl): ActStmt

\[ \sigma. iV(seqId) \neq []; \]

Ax

\[ ... = \sigma' \]

ForSeq(i, seqId, seqType, asl)σ = σ'

Reconfiguration Actions

\[ c: Id \]

Ax

AddComp(c): ActStmt

AddComp(c): ActStmt;

remSComp(addSComp(σ, c), c) = σ'

Ax

AddComp(c)σ = σ'

\[ c: Id \]

Ax

RemComp(c): ActStmt

RemComp(c): ActStmt;

remSComp(addRComp(σ, c), c) = σ'

Ax

RemComp(c)σ = σ'
\[ p: \text{Id}; r: \text{Id}; s: \text{token} \]
\[ \text{AddConn}(p, r, s): \text{ActStmt} \]

\[ \text{AddConn}(p, r, s): \text{ActStmt}; \]
\[ \text{addConn}(\sigma, p, r, s) = \sigma' \]
\[ \text{AddConn}(p, r, s)\sigma = \sigma' \]

\[ p: \text{Id}; r: \text{Id}; s: \text{token} \]
\[ \text{RemConn}(p, r, s): \text{ActStmt} \]

\[ \text{RemConn}(p, r, s): \text{ActStmt} \]
\[ \text{remConn}(\sigma, p, r, s) = \sigma' \]
\[ \text{RemConn}(p, r, s)\sigma = \sigma' \]

\[ c: \text{Id} \]
\[ \text{RemConnByComp}(c): \text{ActStmt} \]

\[ \text{RemConnByComp}(c): \text{ActStmt}; \]
\[ \text{remConnByComp}(\sigma, c) = \sigma' \]
\[ \text{RemConnByComp}(c)\sigma = \sigma' \]

\[ s: \text{token} \]
\[ \text{RemConnByCompServ}(s): \text{ActStmt} \]
Complex Actions

\[\text{compSearch}(i, cs, s, t): \text{ActStmt} ;\]

\[\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto i \mapsto (\text{compSearch}, \sigma, cs, s, t))) = \sigma' \]

\[\text{compSearch}(i, cs, s, t)\sigma = \sigma' \]

\[\text{bestComp}(i, cs, n): \text{ActStmt} ;\]

\[\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto i \mapsto (\text{bestComp}, \sigma, cs, s, n))) = \sigma' \]

\[\text{bestComp}(i, cs, n)\sigma = \sigma' \]

G.1.9 Scalar Expressions

Wellformedness Rules

The exprType function contains a cases statement in the body, as is given below. A series of formation axioms are derived from this.
\[
\text{exprType}(e, tpm, mtpm) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{exprType-case}, \text{ and}
\]

\[
\text{exprType-case} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{cases } e \text{ of}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{mk-ArithExpr}(e_1, op, e_2) & \rightarrow \text{if } \text{exprType}(e_1, tpm, mtpm) = \text{NatTp} \land \\
& \quad \text{exprType}(e_2, tpm, mtpm) = \text{NatTp} \\
& \quad \text{then } \text{NatTp} \\
& \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\text{mk-RelExpr}(e_1, op, e_2) & \rightarrow \text{if } \text{exprType}(e_1, tpm, mtpm) = \text{NatTp} \land \\
& \quad \text{exprType}(e_2, tpm, mtpm) = \text{NatTp} \\
& \quad \text{then } \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\text{mk-And}(e_1, e_2) & \rightarrow \text{if } \text{exprType}(e_1, tpm) = \text{BoolTp} \land \\
& \quad \text{exprType}(e_2, tpm, mtpm) = \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{then } \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\text{mk-Or}(e_1, e_2) & \rightarrow \text{if } \text{exprType}(e_1, tpm) = \text{BoolTp} \land \\
& \quad \text{exprType}(e_2, tpm, mtpm) = \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{then } \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\text{mk-Not}(e) & \rightarrow \text{if } \text{exprType}(e, tpm, mtpm) = \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{then } \text{BoolTp} \\
& \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\text{mk-MetaExpr}(i, v) & \rightarrow \text{if } i \in \text{dom } mtpm.c \\
& \quad \text{then } mtpm.c(i)(v) \\
& \quad \text{else if } i \in \text{dom } mtpm.f \\
& \quad \quad \text{then } mtpm.s(i)(v) \\
& \quad \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\text{id} & \rightarrow \text{if } id \in \text{dom } tpm \\
& \quad \text{then } tpm(id) \\
& \quad \text{else } \text{Error} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
e : \mathbb{N} & \rightarrow \text{NatTp} \\
e : \mathbb{B} & \rightarrow \text{BoolTp}
\end{align*}
\]

end
mk-ArithExpr\((e_1, \text{op}, e_2)\): ScalarExpr
exprType\((e_1, tpm, mtpm)\) = NatTp ∧
exprType\((e_2, tpm, mtpm)\) = NatTp
exprType-case: NatTp

\[\text{Ax}\]

mk-ArithExpr\((e_1, \text{op}, e_2)\): ScalarExpr
exprType\((e_1, tpm, mtpm)\) \neq \text{NatTp} ∨
exprType\((e_2, tpm, mtpm)\) \neq \text{NatTp}
exprType-case: ERROR

\[\text{Ax}\]

mk-RelExpr\((e_1, \text{op}, e_2)\): ScalarExpr
exprType\((e_1, tpm, mtpm)\) = NatTp ∧
exprType\((e_2, tpm, mtpm)\) = NatTp
exprType-case: BOOLTp

\[\text{Ax}\]

mk-RelExpr\((e_1, \text{op}, e_2)\): ScalarExpr
exprType\((e_1, tpm, mtpm)\) \neq \text{NatTp} ∨
exprType\((e_2, tpm, mtpm)\) \neq \text{NatTp}
exprType-case: ERROR

\[\text{Ax}\]

mk-And\((e_1, \text{op}, e_2)\): ScalarExpr
exprType\((e_1, tpm, mtpm)\) = BOOLTp ∧
exprType\((e_2, tpm, mtpm)\) = BOOLTp
exprType-case: BOOLTp

\[\text{Ax}\]
\[ mk-\text{And}(e_1, \text{op}, e_2): \text{ScalarExpr} \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e_1, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) \neq \text{BOOLTp} \lor \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e_2, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) \neq \text{BOOLTp} \]
\[ \text{exprType-case: ERROR} \]

\[ mk-\text{Or}(e_1, \text{op}, e_2): \text{ScalarExpr} \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e_1, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) = \text{BOOLTp} \land \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e_2, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) = \text{BOOLTp} \]
\[ \text{exprType-case: BOOLTp} \]

\[ mk-\text{Or}(e_1, \text{op}, e_2): \text{ScalarExpr} \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e_1, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) \neq \text{BOOLTp} \lor \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e_2, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) \neq \text{BOOLTp} \]
\[ \text{exprType-case: ERROR} \]

\[ mk-\text{Not}(e): \text{ScalarExpr} \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) = \text{BOOLTp} \]
\[ \text{exprType-case: BOOLTp} \]

\[ mk-\text{Not}(e): \text{ScalarExpr} \]
\[ \text{exprType}(e, \text{tpm}, \text{mtpm}) \neq \text{BOOLTp} \]
\[ \text{exprType-case: ERROR} \]
\[\text{mk-MetaExpr}(i, v): \text{ScalarExpr}; i: \text{Id}\]

\[id \in \text{dom} \ mtpm.c; \text{type} = mtpm.c(i)(v)\]

exprType-case: type

\[\text{mk-MetaExpr}(i, v): \text{ScalarExpr}; i: \text{Id}\]

\[id \in \text{dom} \ mtpm.s; \text{type} = mtpm.s(i)(v)\]

exprType-case: type

\[\text{mk-MetaExpr}(i, v): \text{ScalarExpr}; i: \text{Id}\]

\[id \notin \text{dom} \ mtpm.c; id \notin \text{dom} \ mtpm.s\]

exprType-case: ERROR

\[id: \text{ScalarExpr}; id: \text{Id}\]

\[id \in \text{dom} \ tpm; \text{type} = tpm(id)\]

exprType-case: type

\[id: \text{ScalarExpr}; id: \text{Id}\]

\[id \notin \text{dom} \ tpm\]

exprType-case: ERROR

\[e: \text{ScalarExpr}; e: \mathbb{N}\]

exprType-case: NATTp
Formation and Definition Rules

\[ e: \text{ScalarExpr}; e: \mathbb{B} \]
\[ \text{exprType-case: BOOLTp} \]

\[ n: \mathbb{N} \]
\[ n: \text{ScalarExpr} \]

\[ b: \mathbb{B} \]
\[ b: \text{ScalarExpr} \]

\[ i: \text{Id} \]
\[ i: \text{ScalarExpr} \]

\[ x: \text{ArithExpr}; y: \text{ArithExpr} \]
\[ x + y: \text{ScalarExpr} \]

\[ x: \text{ArithExpr}; y: \text{ArithExpr} \]
\[ x + y: \text{ScalarExpr} \]

\[ x: \text{ArithExpr}; y: \text{ArithExpr} \]
\[ x + y: \text{ScalarExpr} \]
\(\text{arithExpr-i-defn-iV} \quad i: \text{Id}; x: \mathbb{N}; \{ \{ i \mapsto x \}, mV, s \}: \Sigma \quad i(\{ i \mapsto x \}, mV, s) = x\)

\(\text{arithExpr-i-defn-mV} \quad i: \text{Id}; x: \mathbb{N}; (iV, \{ i \mapsto x \}, s): \Sigma \quad i(iV, \{ i \mapsto x \}, s) = x\)

\(\text{arithExpr-n-defn} \quad n: \mathbb{N}; \sigma: \Sigma \quad n(\sigma) = n\)

\(\text{arithExpr\+-defn} \quad x: \text{ArithExpr}; y: \text{ArithExpr}; n_1: \mathbb{N}; n_2: \mathbb{N}; \sigma: \Sigma; \quad x(\sigma) = n_1; y(\sigma) = n_2; \quad (x + y)(\sigma) = n_1 + n_2\)

\(\text{arithExpr\--defn} \quad x: \text{ArithExpr}; y: \text{ArithExpr}; n_1: \mathbb{N}; n_2: \mathbb{N}; \sigma: \Sigma; \quad x(\sigma) = n_1; y(\sigma) = n_2; \quad (x + y)(\sigma) = n_1 - n_2\)

\(\text{arithExpr\*defn} \quad x: \text{ArithExpr}; y: \text{ArithExpr}; n_1: \mathbb{N}; n_2: \mathbb{N}; \sigma: \Sigma; \quad x(\sigma) = n_1; y(\sigma) = n_2; \quad (x + y)(\sigma) = n_1 \cdot n_2\)

\(\text{boolExpr-i-defn-iV} \quad i: \text{Id}; x: \mathbb{B}; \{ \{ i \mapsto x \}, mV, s \}: \Sigma \quad i(\{ i \mapsto x \}, mV, s) = x\)
boolExpr::defn.mV

\[ i : \text{Id}; x : \mathbb{B}; (iV, \{ i \mapsto x, \ldots \}, s) : \Sigma \]

\[ i(iV, \{ i \mapsto x, \ldots \}, s) = x \]

\[ x : \text{ArithExpr}; y : \text{ArithExpr}; n_1 : \mathbb{N}; n_2 : \mathbb{N}; \sigma : \Sigma; \]

\[ x(\sigma) = n_1; y(\sigma) = n_2; n_1 = n_2 \]

\[ (x = y)(\sigma) \]

\[ x : \text{ArithExpr}; y : \text{ArithExpr}; n_1 : \mathbb{N}; n_2 : \mathbb{N}; \sigma : \Sigma; \]

\[ x(\sigma) = n_1; y(\sigma) = n_2; n_1 > n_2 \]

\[ (x > y)(\sigma) \]

\[ x : \text{ArithExpr}; y : \text{ArithExpr}; n_1 : \mathbb{N}; n_2 : \mathbb{N}; \sigma : \Sigma; \]

\[ x(\sigma) = n_1; y(\sigma) = n_2; n_1 < n_2 \]

\[ (x < y)(\sigma) \]

\[ x : \text{BoolExpr}; y : \text{BoolExpr}; \sigma : \Sigma; \]

\[ (x \land y)(\sigma) \]

\[ x : \text{BoolExpr}; y : \text{BoolExpr}; \sigma : \Sigma; \]

\[ (x \lor y)(\sigma) \]
G.1.10 Architectural Expressions

Wellformedness Rules

The archType function contains a cases statement in the body, as is given below. A series of formation axioms are derived from this.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &: \text{BoolExpr}; \
y &: \text{BoolExpr}; \
\sigma &: \Sigma; \\
\text{boolExpr} \lor \text{R-defn} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{Ax} \]

\g{\text{Ax}}{\text{G.1.10 Architectural Expressions}}

Wellformedness Rules

The archType function contains a cases statement in the body, as is given below. A series of formation axioms are derived from this.

\[
\text{archType} : \text{ArchExpr} \times \text{TypeMap} \times \text{MetaTypeMap} \to \text{ArchType} | \text{ERROR}
\]

\[
\text{archType}(ae, tpm, mtpm) \triangleq
\]

\[
\text{cases } ae \text{ of }
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CurrComps} & \to \text{SetType(Comp)} \hfill \hfill \\
\text{CurrConns} & \to \text{SetType(Conn)} \hfill \hfill \\
\text{CurrReg} & \to \text{SetType(Comp)} \hfill \hfill \\
id & \to \text{if } id \in \text{dom } tpm \\
\text{end then } tpm(id) \hfill \hfill \\
\text{else Error } & \hfill \hfill \\
\end{align*}
\]

\g{\text{Ax}}{\text{G.1.10 Architectural Expressions}}
Formation and Definition Rules

G.2 Theory of Case Study Policy

policy.al: AssignList

policy.v: TypeMap

policy.rm: RuleMap
policy.rm(0)-defn()

\[\text{policy.rm}(0) = \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{vis}, \text{'Sat'}) = \text{VSat}) \land (m\text{Expr}(\text{aud}, \text{'Sat'}) = \text{ASat}) \land (m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}, \text{'InSys'}) = \text{HInS}) \rightarrow \text{Nil})\}\]

policy.rm: RuleMap

policy.rm(0): RuleSet

policy.rm(0)-form()

policy.rm: RuleMap

policy.rm(0): RuleSet

policy.rm(1)-defn()

\[\text{policy.rm}(1) = \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}, \text{'InSys'}) = \text{HInS} \rightarrow (...))\}\]

policy.rm: RuleMap

policy.rm(1): RuleSet

policy.rm(1)-form()

policy.rm: RuleMap

policy.rm(1): RuleSet

policy.rm(2)-defn()

\[\text{policy.rm}(2) = \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}, \text{'InSys'}) \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow (...))\}\]

policy.rm: RuleMap

policy.rm(2): RuleSet

policy.rm(2)-form()

\[
\{(\text{VSat} \mapsto 8, \text{ASat} \mapsto 8, \text{HInSys} \mapsto \text{true}), \\
\{\text{vis}'' \mapsto \{(\text{Sat} \mapsto 4)\}, \text{aud}'' \mapsto \{(\text{Sat} \mapsto 7)\}, \text{hub}'' \mapsto \{(\text{InSys} \mapsto \text{true})\}, \\
\{\ldots\}, (\ldots)\}: \Sigma
\]

policy-σ-form
Metadata Typemap

The definition below states that the symbol $mtpm$ may be used as a shorthand for the MetaTypeMap containing metadata relating to the services provided by the policy $policy$.

$$mtpm \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{MetaTypeMap}(\{\ldots\}, \{‘audio’ \mapsto (\ldots), ‘visual’ \mapsto (\ldots), ‘hub’ \mapsto (\ldots)\})$$

G.3 Auxiliary Derived Rules

The following rules are used throughout the proofs in this thesis. They are rules generic to the formalism used, however are not a part of [8].

$$\forall s \in (\cdot)-\textset; s = \{\}$$
$$\forall a \in s \cdot P(a)$$

$$\text{let-=}$$
$$b: A; a: A, a = b \vdash P(a)$$
$$\text{let } a = b \text{ in } P(a)$$

$$\text{let-∈}$$
$$b: A\text{-set}; a: A, a \in b \vdash P(a)$$
$$\text{let } a \in b \text{ in } P(a)$$

$$\in-\text{†}$$
$$a: A; x: A \xrightarrow{m} B; y: A \xrightarrow{m} B; a \in \text{dom} x;$$
$$a \in \text{dom } (x \upharpoonright y)$$
map-add-form

\{a \mapsto b\}: A \rightarrow B; \{c \mapsto d\}: A \rightarrow B

\{a \mapsto b, c \mapsto d\}: A \rightarrow B

\begin{align*}
a: \mathbb{N}; b: \mathbb{N} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textgreater \lor \textless} \\
\hline \\
a > b \lor a \leq b
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
a: \mathbb{N}; b: \mathbb{N} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textless \lor \textgreater} \\
\hline \\
a < b \lor a \geq b
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
a: \mathbb{N} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textless - self} \\
\hline \\
a \leq a
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
a: A; a \in s: s = \{b\} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{@-single-set} \\
\hline \\
a = b
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\textacylone}: \text{A-set} \\
\hline \\
a: A
\end{array}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{single-set non-empty} \\
\hline \\
\{a\} \neq \{\}
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\[
\sigma = \lor \neq \\
(e_1 = e_2)(\sigma) \lor (e_1 \neq e_2)(\sigma)
\]

\[
a: \mathbb{N}; b: \mathbb{N}; a < b \\
\neg a > b
\]

\[
a: \mathbb{N}; b: \mathbb{N}; a = b \\
\neg a > b
\]

\[
s: A\text{-set}; i: A; i \in s; \\
(i = a) \lor (i = b) \lor \ldots \lor (i = n)
\]

\[
s = \{a, b, \ldots, n\} \\
s = \{\ldots, n, \ldots\}
\]

\[
n \in s
\]

\[
\neg e_1(\sigma) \\
\neg (e_1 \land e_2)(\sigma)
\]
Appendix H

Proofs

This appendix contains the full formal proofs as introduced in Section 6.3. For each, we present the inference rule we wish to prove, followed by the natural deduction proof for the rule.

\[
\text{wfPolicy} \quad \text{wfPolicy}(policy, mtpm)
\]

from

1. mtpm: MetaTypeMap \hspace{1cm} \text{mtpm-form()}
2. \text{wfAssignList}(policy.al, policy.v, mtpm) \hspace{1cm} \text{lemma-wfAssignList-policy(1)}
3. \text{wfAssignList}([..], \{\rightarrow\}, mtpm) \hspace{1cm} \text{unfolding 2}
4. \text{wfRuleMap}(policy.rm, policy.v, mtpm) \hspace{1cm} \text{lemma-wfRuleMap-policy(1)}
5. \text{wfRuleMap}(\{\rightarrow\}, \{\rightarrow\}, mtpm) \hspace{1cm} \text{unfolding 4}
6. \text{wfAssignList}([..], \{\rightarrow\}, mtpm) \land \text{wfRuleMap}(\{\rightarrow\}, \{\rightarrow\}, mtpm) \land \text{-I}(3, 5)
7. \text{wfPolicy}((\{\rightarrow\}, [..], \{\rightarrow\}), mtpm) \hspace{1cm} \text{folding 6}

infer \text{wfPolicy}(policy, mtpm) \hspace{1cm} \text{folding 7}

Figure H.1: wfPolicy Proof

\[
\text{mtpm: MetaTypeMap} \quad \text{lemma-wfAssignList-policy}
\]

\[
\text{wfAssignList}(policy.al, tpm, mtpm)
\]
\textbf{MetaTypeMap}

1. \textit{VSat, ASat, HubInS: Id} \\
2. \textit{7, 8: N} \\
3. \textit{True: B} \\
4. \textit{policy.al: AssignList} \\
5. \textit{inds policy.al: N\textsubscript{1}-set} \\
6. \textit{policy.v: TypeMap} \\
7. \textbf{from} \textit{y: N\textsubscript{1}; } \textit{y \in inds policy.al}

7.1 \textit{inds policy.al = \{1, 2, 3\}} \\
7.2 \textit{y = 1 \lor y = 2 \lor y = 3} \\
7.3 \textbf{from} \textit{y = 1}

7.3.1 \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(1), tpm, mtpm)}

\textbf{infer} \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(y), tpm, mtpm)} =-\text{subs-left}(a)(7.1, 7.3.1)

7.4 \textbf{from} \textit{y = 2}

7.4.1 \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(2), tpm, mtpm)}

\textbf{infer} \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(y), tpm, mtpm)} =-\text{subs-left}(a)(7.4.1)

7.5 \textbf{from} \textit{y = 3}

7.5.1 \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(3), tpm, mtpm)}

\textbf{infer} \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(y), tpm, mtpm)} =-\text{subs-left}(a)(7.5.1)

\textbf{infer} \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(y), tpm, mtpm)} \lor-E(7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5)

8. \(\forall a \in \text{inds policy.al} \cdot \textit{wfAssignment(policy.al(a), tpm, mtpm)} \lor-I\text{-set}(5, 7)

\textbf{infer} \textit{wfAssignList(policy.al, tpm, mtpm)}

Figure H.2: lemma-wfAssignList-pol Lemma
from $\text{VSat, ASat, HubInS: Id}$
1 $7, 8: \mathbb{N}$
2 $\text{True: } \mathbb{B}$
3 $\text{7, 8: ScalarExpr}$
4 $\text{True: ScalarExpr}$
5 $\text{VSat = 8; ASat = 7; HubInS = True: ScalarAssign}$
6 $\text{VSat = 8; ASat = 7; HubInS = True: Assignment}$
7 $\text{[VSat = 8, ASat = 7, HubInS = True]: AssignList}$
8 $\text{infer policy.al: AssignList}$

Figure H.3: assignList-policy-form Proof

\[\text{policy.al: AssignList; VSat: Id; 8: } \mathbb{N};\]
\[\text{tpm: TypeMap; mtpm: MetaTypeMap}\]
\[\text{wfAssignment(policy.al(1), tpm, mtpm)}\]

from $\text{policy.al: AssignList; VSat: Id; 8: } \mathbb{N}; \text{tpm: TypeMap; mtpm: MetaTypeMap}$
1 $\text{8: ScalarExpr}$
2 $\text{VSat = 8: ScalarAssign}$
3 $\text{VSat = 8: ActionStmt}$
4 $\{\text{VSat} \mapsto 8, \ldots\}: \text{TypeMap}$
5 $\text{dom }\{\text{VSat} \mapsto 8, \ldots\}: \text{Id-set}$
6 $\text{VSat }\in\text{ dom }\{\text{VSat} \mapsto 8, \ldots\}: \mathbb{B}$
7 $\{\text{VSat} \mapsto 8, \ldots\}(\text{VSat}): \text{NatType}$
8 $\text{tpm(VSat): NatType}$
9 $\text{exprType-case: NAT TP}$
10 $\text{exprType}(8, tpm, mtpm): \text{NAT TP}$
11 $\text{tpm(VSat) = exprType(8, tpm, mtpm): } \mathbb{B}$
12 $\text{VSat }\in\text{ dom }\text{tpm }\land\text{tpm(VSat) = exprType(8, tpm, mtpm): } \mathbb{B}$
13 $\text{wf-al-case: } \mathbb{B}$

infer $\text{wfAssignment(policy.al(1), tpm, mtpm)}$

Figure H.4: lemma-wfAssign-all Lemma
\text{policy.al: AssignList; ASat: Id; 7: \mathbb{N};}

\text{tpm: TypeMap; mtpm: MetaTypeMap}

\text{wfAssignment(policy.al(2), tpm, mtpm)}

\text{policy.al: AssignList; HInS: Id; True: \mathbb{B};}

\text{tpm: TypeMap; mtpm: MetaTypeMap}

\text{wfAssignment(policy.al(3), tpm, mtpm)}

\text{mtpm: MetaTypeMap}

\text{wfRuleMap(policy.rm, tpm, mtpm)}
from mtpm: MetaTypeMap

1  policy.rm: RuleMap            ruleMap-policy-form()
2  policy.v: TypeMap             typeMap-policy-form()
3  dom policy.rm: N-set          dom -form(1)
4  from k:N, k ∈ dom policy.rm
4.1  dom policy.rm = {0, 1, 2}    dom -defn(1)
4.2  k = 0 ∨ k = 1 ∨ k = 2        set-k- ∨(3, 4.h1, 4.h2, 4.1)
4.3  from k = 0
4.3.1 0 ∈ dom policy.rm        set-=∈ (4.1)
4.3.2 ∀r ∈ policy.rm(0) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)
    lemma-wfRule-set-policy-rs0(1, 4.3.1, h1)
    infer ∀r ∈ policy.rm(k) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)    =-subs-left(a)(4.h1, 4.3.h1, 4.3.2)
4.4  from k = 1
4.4.1 1 ∈ dom policy.rm        set-=∈ (4.1)
4.4.2 ∀r ∈ policy.rm(1) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)
    lemma-wfRule-set-policy-rs1(1, 4.4.1, h1)
    infer forallr ∈ policy.rm(k)wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)=subs-left(a)(4.h1, 4.4.h1, 4.4.2)
4.5  from k = 2
4.5.1 2 ∈ dom policy.rm        set-=∈ (4.1)
4.5.2 ∀r ∈ policy.rm(2) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)
    lemma-wfRule-set-policy-rs2(1, 4.5.1, h1)
    infer ∀r ∈ policy.rm(k) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)    =-subs-left(a)(4.h1, 4.5.h1, 4.5.2)
    infer ∀r ∈ policy.rm(k) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)    =-subs-left(a)(4.h1, 4.5.h1, 4.5.2)
5  ∀i ∈ dom policy.rm · ∀r ∈ policy.rm(i) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm) ∨ I-set(3, 4)
    infer wfRuleMap(policy.rm, tpm, mtpm)    folding 5

Figure H.5: lemma-wfRuleMap-pol Lemma

---

policy.rm: RuleMap; 0 ∈ dom policy.rm;

mtpm: MetaTypeMap

lemma-wfRule-set-policy-rs0
∀r ∈ policy.rm(0) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)
from policy.rm: RuleMap; 0 ∈ dom policy.rm
1 0: N nat-form()
2 policy.rm(0): RuleSet at-form(1, h1, h2)
3 from i: Rule, i ∈ policy.rm(0)

3.1 policy.rm(0) = {((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧
                              (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)∧
                              (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)}
                  policy.rm(0)-defn(h1)

3.2 i = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧(mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)∧
               (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)
      ∈-single-set(3.h1, 3.h2, 3.1)

3.3 {(((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧(mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)∧
               (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)}: RuleSet
      =-type-inherit-right(2, 3.1)

3.4 ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧(mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)∧
               (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil): Rule
      single-set(3.3)

3.5 exprType-case: BoolTp
3.6 exprType(((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧(mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)
               ∧ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS)), tpm, mtpm)

      = BOOLTp unfolding 3.5

3.7 Nil: Response re-Nil-form()
3.8 wf-re-case: B wf-re-nil-case-form(3.7)
3.9 wfResponse(Nil, tpm, mtpm) unfolding(3.8)
3.10 exprType(((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧(mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)
               ∧ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS)), tpm, mtpm)

      = BOOLTp ∧wfResponse(Nil, tpm, mtpm)
      ∧-I(3.6, 3.9)

3.11 wfRule(((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)∧(mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)∧
               (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil), tpm, mtpm)
      folding 3.10

infer wfRule(i, tpm, mtpm)
      =-subs-left(a)(3.h1, 3.2, 3.11)

infer ∀r ∈ policy.rm(0) · wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)
      ∀I-set(2, 3)

*note* - Proof of Expression well-formedness not included.

Figure H.6: lemma-wfRuleSet0 Lemma
policy.rm: RuleMap; 1 \in \text{dom} \ policy.rm;

mtpm: MetaTypeMap

\forall r \in policy.rm(1) \cdot wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)

---

policy.rm: RuleMap; 2 \in \text{dom} \ policy.rm;

mtpm: MetaTypeMap

\forall r \in policy.rm(2) \cdot wfRule(r, tpm, mtpm)
\[
\text{ruleCond-total} \quad \sigma : \Sigma; \quad VSat, ASat, HInS : Id; \quad VSat, ASat, HInS \in \text{dom } \sigma.iV;
\]

\[
\text{mtpm: MetaTypeMap}; \quad \text{policy: Policy}; \quad i : \mathbb{N}; \quad i \in \text{dom } \text{policy.rm}
\]

\[
\forall r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \cdot r.b : B
\]
from \(\sigma: \Sigma; vV Sat, A S Sat, H I n S: Id; V Sat, A S Sat, H I n S \in \text{dom} \sigma.iV; \)

\[mtpm: \text{MetaTypeMap}; \text{policy}: \text{Policy}; i: \mathbb{N}; i \in \text{dom policy.rm}\]

1. \(\text{policy.rm}: \text{RuleMap}\)
2. \(\text{dom policy.rm}: \text{N-set}\)
3. \(\text{dom policy.rm} = \{0, 1, 2\}\)
4. \(i = 0 \lor i = 1 \lor i = 2\)
5. \(i = 0\)

5.1 \(0 \in \text{dom policy.rm}\)

5.2 \(\text{policy.rm}(0): \text{RuleSet}\)

5.3 \(\text{from } j: \text{Rule}; j \in \text{policy.rm}(0)\)

5.3.1 \(\text{policy.rm}(0) = \{(m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\}\)

5.3.2 \(\{(m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\}\): \text{RuleSet} 

\[\text{dom} - \text{form}(1)\]

\[\text{set} = 0; (2, h6, h7, 3)\]

5.3.3 \(\{(m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\): \text{Rule}\)

\[\text{single-set}(5.3.2)\]

5.3.4 \(\{(m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\). b = \)

\[\{(m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \rightarrow \text{Nil}\}\): \text{Rule}\)

\[\text{rule-b-defn}(5.3.3)\]

5.3.5 \(m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat): B\)

\[\text{=form}(\ast \text{note1})\]

5.3.6 \(m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat): B\)

\[\text{=form}(\ast \text{note1})\]

5.3.7 \(m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S): B\)

\[\text{=form}(\ast \text{note1})\]

5.3.8 \((m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \land \text{Nil})\). b \in B\)

\[\text{=subs-left}(b)(5.3.8, 5.3.4, 5.3.3)\]

5.3.9 \((m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \land \text{Nil})\). b \in B\)

\[\text{=subs-left}(b)(5.3.8, 5.3.4, 5.3.3)\]

5.3.10 \(j = ((m E x p r(' vis', ' Sat') = V Sat) \land (m E x p r(' aud', ' Sat') = A S Sat) \land (m E x p r(' hub', ' InSys') = H I n S) \rightarrow \text{Nil})\)

\[\text{\in single-set}(5.3.3, 5.3.2, 5.3.1)\]

\[\text{infer } j.b: B\]

\[\text{=subs-left}(a)(5.3.3, 5.3.2, 5.3.1)\]

5.4 \(\forall r \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \cdot r.b: B\)

\[\text{\forall-I}(5.2, 5.3)\]

5.5 \(0: \mathbb{N}\)

\[\text{0-form}()\]

\[\text{infer } \forall r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \cdot r.b: B\]

\[\text{=subs-left}(b)(5.5, 5.4)\]

\[\ast \text{note1}\ast \text{Simple expression formation justification – not included}\]

Figure H.7: rules-total Proof
from $\sigma: \Sigma; vVSat, ASat, HInS: Id; VSat, ASat, HInS \in \text{dom } \sigma.iV$;

$mtpm: \text{MetaTypeMap}; policy: Policy; i: N; i \in \text{dom } policy.rm$

...  

6 from $i = 1$
   infer $\forall r \in policy.rm(i) \cdot r.b: \mathbb{B}$
   =$\text{subs-left}(b)( * note_2*)$

7 from $i = 2$
   infer $\forall r \in policy.rm(i) \cdot r.b: \mathbb{B}$
   =$\text{subs-left}(b)( * note_2*)$

   infer $\forall r \in policy.rm(i) \cdot r.b: \mathbb{B}$
   $\vee-\text{E}(4, 5, 6, 7)$

* note_2* Use same tactic as subproof 5 – not included.

Figure H.8: rules-total Proof cont...

$\sigma: \Sigma; VSat, ASat; HInS: Id;$

$VSat, ASat, HInS \in \text{dom } \sigma.iV; policy: Policy$

$\exists i \in \text{dom } policy.rm \cdot \exists r \in policy.rm(i) \cdot r.b(\sigma)$
from $\sigma: \Sigma; vVSat, ASat; HInS: Id$

\[ VSat, ASat; HInS \in \text{dom } \sigma.iV; policy: Policy \]

1  \[ policy.rm: RuleMap \quad \text{ruleMap-policy-form()} \]
2  \[ \text{dom } policy.rm: \text{N-set} \quad \text{dom-form}(1) \]
3  \[ \text{dom } policy.rm = \{0, 1, 2\} \quad \text{dom-defn}(1) \]
4  \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys'): ScalarExpr \quad mExpr-form(h1, 'InSys') \]
5  \[ HInS: ScalarExpr \quad \text{scalarExpr-i-form}(h1) \]
6  \[ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS)(\sigma) \vee (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS)(\sigma) \]

\[ \sigma = \sim \sim \neq (3, 4, h1) \]

7  \[ \text{from } \ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS)(\sigma) \]
8    \[ 1: \mathbb{N} \quad 1\text{-form}() \]
9    \[ 1 \in \text{dom } policy.rm \quad \text{set-}\in(3) \]
10   \[ \text{policy.rm}(1) = \{ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)) \} \quad \text{policy.rm}(1)-\text{defn}(1) \]
11   \[ \text{policy.rm}(1): \text{RuleSet} \quad \text{policy.rm}(1)-\text{form}(1) \]
12   \[ \{ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)) \}: \text{RuleSet} \quad \text{=type-inherit-right}(7.4, 7.3) \]
13   \[ \text{mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)} \in \quad \text{single-set}(7.5) \]
14   \[ \text{mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)} \quad \text{-rule}-\text{I}(7.6) \]
15  \[ \text{mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)} \quad \text{-subs-left(a)}(7.4, 7.3, 7.7) \]
16  \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS: ScalarExpr \quad \text{scalarExpr-\sim-\text{form}(4, 5)} \]
17  \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)) \quad \text{rule-b-form}(7.6) \]
18  \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)) \quad \text{rule-b-form}(7.6) \]
19  \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS \to (\ldots)) \quad \text{rule-b-form}(7.6) \]
20  \[ \exists r \in \text{policy.rm}(1) \cdot r.b(\sigma) \quad \exists\text{-I}(7.6, 7.4, 7.8, 7.11) \]
21  \[ \exists i \in \text{dom } policy.rm \cdot \exists r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \cdot r.b(\sigma) \quad \exists\text{-I}(7.1, 2, 7.2, 7.12) \]
22  \[ \text{from } \ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS)(\sigma) \]
23    \[ 2: \mathbb{N} \quad 2\text{-form}() \]
24    \[ 2 \in \text{dom } policy.rm \quad \text{set-}\in(3) \]
25    \[ \text{policy.rm}(2) = \{ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)) \} \quad \text{policy.rm}(2)-\text{defn}(1) \]
26    \[ \text{policy.rm}(2): \text{RuleSet} \quad \text{policy.rm}(2)-\text{form}(1) \]
27    \[ \{ (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)) \}: \text{RuleSet} \quad \text{=type-inherit-right}(8.4, 8.3) \]
28    \[ \text{mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)} \in \quad \text{single-set}(8.5) \]
29    \[ \text{mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)} \quad \text{-rule}-\text{I}(8.6) \]
30    \[ \text{mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)} \quad \text{-subs-left(a)}(8.4, 8.3, 8.7) \]
31    \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS: ScalarExpr \quad \text{scalarExpr-\sim-\text{form}(4, 5)} \]
32    \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)) \quad \text{rule-b-form}(8.6) \]
33    \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)) \quad \text{rule-b-form}(8.6) \]
34    \[ mExpr('hub', 'InSys') \neq HInS \to (\ldots)) \quad \text{rule-b-form}(8.6) \]
35    \[ \exists r \in \text{policy.rm}(2) \cdot r.b(\sigma) \quad \exists\text{-I}(8.6, 8.4, 8.8, 8.11) \]
36    \[ \exists i \in \text{dom } policy.rm \cdot \exists r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \cdot r.b(\sigma) \quad \exists\text{-I}(8.1, 2, 8.2, 8.12) \]
37    \[ \text{infer } \exists i \in \text{dom } policy.rm \cdot \exists r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \cdot r.b(\sigma) \quad \text{\sim\text{-E}(6, 7, 8)} \]

Figure H.9: policy-deadlockfree Proof
\( i, j \in \mathbb{N}; \text{policy.rm: RuleMap}; \ i, j \in \text{dom} \text{policy.rm}; \)

\( r, r': \text{Rule}; \ r \in \text{policy.rm}(i); \ r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{sem-diff-cond} \\
\hline
r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma : r.b(\sigma) \neq r'.b(\sigma)
\end{array}
\]
\textbf{Figure H.10:} sem-diff-cond Proof
\[\text{from } i, j \in \mathbb{N}; \text{policy.rm}: \text{RuleMap}; i, j \in \text{dom policy.rm};\]

\[r, r': \text{Rule}; r \in \text{policy.rm}(i); r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j)\]

10\hspace{1em} \text{from } i = 0

...  

10.9 \hspace{1em} \text{from } j = 1

10.9.1 \hspace{1em} r' \in \text{policy.rm}(1) = \text{-subs-right}(a)(h1, 10.9.h1, h6)

10.9.2 \hspace{1em} r' = (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots) \in \text{-single-set}(h4, 10.9.1, 8)

10.9.3 \hspace{1em} \text{policy.rm}(1) = \{(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots)\} \text{ policy.rm}(1)-\text{defn}()

10.9.4 \hspace{1em} \{(mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots)\}: \text{RuleSet}

\hspace{1em} = \text{-type-inherit-right}(6, 10.9.3)

10.9.5 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots): \text{Rule single-set}(10.9.4)

10.9.6 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots).b = mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \text{ rule-b-defn}(10.9.5)

10.9.7 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots).b: \text{Expression rule-b-form}(10.9.5)

10.9.8 \hspace{1em} \{(VSat \rightarrow 8, ASat \rightarrow 8, HlnSys \rightarrow \text{true})\},

\hspace{2em} \{(\text{\textquoteleft vis\textquoteleft } \rightarrow (\text{\textquoteleft Sat \textquoteleft } \rightarrow 4)), \text{\textquoteleft aud\textquoteleft } \rightarrow (\text{\textquoteleft Sat \textquoteleft } \rightarrow 7)},

\hspace{4em} \text{\textquoteleft hub\textquoteleft } \rightarrow (\text{\textquoteleft InSys \textquoteleft } \rightarrow \text{true}}\}, \ldots\}: \Sigma \text{ policy-\sigma-form *note}_1^*\]

10.9.9 \hspace{1em} \neg((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)\land

\hspace{4em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS)(\sigma_1) \text{ *note}_2^*\]

10.9.10 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)\land

\hspace{4em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS)(\sigma_1) \text{ *note}_2^*\]

10.9.11 \hspace{1em} \neg((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)\land

\hspace{4em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS) \rightarrow \ldots).b(\sigma_1)

\hspace{1em} = \text{-subs-left}(a)(10.7, 10.6, 10.9.9)

10.9.12 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS \rightarrow \ldots).b(\sigma_1)

\hspace{1em} = \text{-subs-left}(a)(10.9.7, 10.9.6, 10.9.10)

10.9.13 \hspace{1em} ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \land (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat)\land

\hspace{4em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS)).b(\sigma_1) \neq

\hspace{4em} (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HlnS).b(\sigma_1) \neq \text{-I}(10.9.11, 10.9.12)

10.9.14 \hspace{1em} r.b(\sigma_1) \neq r'.b(\sigma_1) \text{ folding 10.9.13}

10.9.15 \hspace{1em} \exists \alpha : \Sigma \cdot r.b(\alpha) \neq r'.b(\alpha)

\hspace{1em} \exists \alpha \text{-I}(10.9.8, 10.9.14)

\hspace{2em} \text{infer } r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \alpha : \Sigma \cdot r.b(\alpha) \neq r'.b(\alpha) \Rightarrow \text{-I-left-vac}(10.9.15)

...  

*note}_1^* \text{ Refer to state in rest sub-proof as } \sigma_1

*note}_2^* \text{ Simple expression definition justification, not included}

Figure H.11: sem-diff-cond Proof cont...
from $i, j : \mathbb{N}; \text{policy} \cdot \text{rm}: \text{RuleMap}; i, j \in \text{dom} \text{policy} \cdot \text{rm}$;

$$r, r' : \text{Rule}; r \in \text{policy} \cdot \text{rm}(i); r' \in \text{policy} \cdot \text{rm}(j)$$

10 from $i = 0$

...  

10.10 from $j = 2$

10.10.1 $r' \in \text{policy} \cdot \text{rm}(2)$  

= -subs-right(a)(h1, 10.10.h1, h6)

10.10.2 $r' = (m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots)$  

$\in$ -single-set(b4, 10.10.1, 9)

10.10.3 $\text{policy} \cdot \text{rm}(2) = \{(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots)\}$  

policy \cdot \text{rm}(2)-defn()

10.10.4 $\{(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots)\}; \text{RuleSet}$

= -type-inherit-right(6, 10.10.3)

10.10.5 $(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots); \text{Rule single-set}(10.10.4)$

10.10.6 $(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots). b =$

$m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS}$  

rule-b-defn(10.10.5)

10.10.7 $(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots). b: \text{Expression}$  

rule-b-form(10.10.5)

10.10.8 $\{(\text{VSat} \rightarrow 8, \text{ASat} \rightarrow 8, \text{HInS} \rightarrow \text{true})\}$

$\{\{\text{"vis"} \rightarrow \{(\text{Sat} \rightarrow 4\}}, \text{"aud"} \rightarrow \{(\text{Sat} \rightarrow 7\}},$

$\text{"hub"} \rightarrow \{(\text{InSys} \rightarrow \text{false})\}\}; \Sigma$  

policy-\sigma-form *note3*

10.10.9 $\neg((m\text{Expr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land (m\text{Expr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land$

$(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS}))(\sigma_2)$

*note4*

10.10.10 $(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS})(\sigma_2)$

*note4*

10.10.11 $\neg((m\text{Expr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land (m\text{Expr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land$

$(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots). b(\sigma_2)$

= -subs-left(a)(10.7, 10.6, 10.10.9)

10.10.12 $(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS} \rightarrow \ldots). b(\sigma_2)$

= -subs-left(a)(10.10.7, 10.10.6, 10.10.10)

10.10.13 $((m\text{Expr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land (m\text{Expr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land$

$(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS})). b(\sigma_2) \neq$

$(m\text{Expr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') \neq \text{HInS}). b(\sigma_2)$

$\neq - I(10.10.11, 10.10.12)$

10.10.14 $r. b(\sigma_2) \neq r'. b(\sigma_2)$

folding 10.10.13

10.10.15 $\exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r. b(\sigma) \neq r'. b(\sigma)$

$\exists - I(10.10.8, 10.10.14)$

$\in \text{fer} r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r. b(\sigma) \neq r'. b(\sigma)$  

$\Rightarrow - I$-left-vac(10.10.15)

infer $r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r. b(\sigma) \neq r'. b(\sigma)$  

$\lor - E(4, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10)$

11 from $i = 1$

infer $r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r. b(\sigma) \neq r'. b(\sigma)$

*note5*

12 from $i = 2$

infer $r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r. b(\sigma) \neq r'. b(\sigma)$

*note5*

infer $r \neq r' \Rightarrow \exists \sigma : \Sigma \cdot r. b(\sigma) \neq r'. b(\sigma)$

$\lor - E(3, 10, 11, 12)$

*note3* refer to state in rest sub-proof as $\sigma_2$

*note4* Simple expression definition justification, not included

*note5* Use same proof tactic as subproof 10, not included
reachable-rules

policy.rm: RuleMap; \ i: \mathbb{N};

\ i \in \text{dom} \ policy.rm; \ r: Rule; r \in policy.rm(i)

\exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma)
from policy.rm: RuleMap; i: N; i ∈ dom policy.rm; r: Rule; r ∈ policy.rm(i)

1  dom policy.rm: N-set  dom -form(h1)
2  dom policy.rm = {0, 1, 2}  dom -defn(h1)
3  (i = 0) ∨ (i = 1) ∨ (i = 2)  set-i - (1, h2, h3, 2)
4  from i = 0

4.1  0 ∈ dom policy.rm  set-∈ (2)
4.2  policy.rm(0): RuleSet  at-form(h1, 4.1)

4.3  policy.rm(0) = {((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧
         (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)}  policy.rm(0)-defn()
4.4  r ∈ policy.rm(0)  = -subs-right(a)(h2, 4.1, h5)
4.5  r = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)  ∈ -single-set(h4, 4.4, 4.3)
4.6  {(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil}: RuleSet  = -type-inherit-right(4.2, 4.3)
4.7  (mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil): b =
         ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS))  rule-b-defn(4.7)
4.8  ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil).b =
         ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS))  rule-b-form(4.7)
4.9  {(VSat → 8, HInSys → true),
         (vis' → (Sat → 9)), "aud" → (Sat → 8),
         "hub" → (InSys → true)}: Σ  policy-σ-form *note1*
4.10  ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS))(σ1)  *note2*
4.11  ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → HInS)(σ1)  *note2*
4.12  (mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
         (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → ...).b(σ1)  = -subs-left(a)(4.9, 4.8, 4.11)
4.13  r.b(σ1)  = -subs-left(a)(4.9, 4.5, 4.12)

5  from i = 1
5.1  infer ∃σ: Σ . r.b(σ)  Z-I(4.10, 4.13)
5.2  infer ∃σ: Σ . r.b(σ)  *note3*
6  from i = 2
6.1  infer ∃σ: Σ . r.b(σ)  *note3*
6.2  infer ∃σ: Σ . r.b(σ)  V-E(2, 4, 5, 6)

 Figure H.13: reachable-rules Proof
\[ policy.rm: \text{RuleMap}; \quad i, j: \mathbb{N}; \quad i, j \in \text{dom} \text{policy.rm}; \]

\[ r: \text{Rule}; \quad r \in \text{policy.rm}(i) \]

\[ i > j \Rightarrow \exists \sigma: \Sigma \cdot r.b(\sigma) \land \neg \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(\sigma) \]
from policy.rm: RuleMap; i, j:N; i, j ∈ dom policy.rm;

r: Rule; r ∈ policy.rm(i)

1  dom policy.rm: N-set
2  dom policy.rm = {0, 1, 2}
3  i = 0 ∨ i = 1 ∨ i = 2
4  j = 0 ∨ j = 1 ∨ j = 2
5  from i = 0

5.1  from j = 0
5.1.1  i = j
5.1.2  ¬i > j
5.2  from j = 1
5.2.1  i < j
5.2.2  ¬i > j
5.3  from j = 2
5.3.1  i < j
5.3.2  ¬i > j
5.4  infer i > j ⇒ ∃σ: Σ. r.b(σ) ∧ ¬∃r’ ∈ policy.rm(j) ∗ r’.b(σ) ⇒ -I-right-vac(5.2.2)

6  from i = 1

6.1  policy.rm(i): RuleSet
6.2  policy.rm(1): RuleSet
6.3  policy.rm(1) = {\{mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots\}}

6.4  r ∈ policy.rm(1)
6.5  r = (mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots)
6.6  {(mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots) : RuleSet
6.7  (mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots): Rule
6.8  (mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots).b =

6.9  (mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots).b: Expression

6.10  from j = 0

6.10.1  {\{ VSat → 8, ASat → 8, HInSys → true\},
       \{{\{\ldots ≥ 9\}\ → \{\ldots ≥ 8\}\},
       \{hub\ → \{\ldots ≥ true\}\}, \ldots\}}: Σ

6.10.2  (mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS)(σ1)
6.10.3  (mExpr(‘hub’, ‘InSys’) = HInS → \ldots).b(σ1)

6.10.4  r.b(σ1)

...
from policy.rm: RuleMap; i, j: N; i, j ∈ dom policy.rm;
    r: Rule; r ∈ policy.rm(i)
6 from i = 1
6.10 from j = 0
...
6.10.5 policy.rm(j): RuleSet at-form(h2, h1, h3)
6.10.6 from x: Rule; x ∈ policy.rm(j)
6.10.6.1 policy.rm(0): RuleSet =-subs-right(a)(h2, 6.10.h1, 6.10.5)
6.10.6.2 policy.rm(0) = {((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧
    (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)}
6.10.6.3 x ∈ policy.rm(0) =-subs-right(a)(h2, 6.10.h1, 6.10.6.h2)
6.10.6.4 x = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil)
6.10.6.5 ∈-single-set(6.10.6.h1, 6.10.6.3, 6.10.6.2)
6.10.6.6 ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil): Rule single-set(6.10.6.5)
6.10.6.7 ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil).b =
    ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS)) rule-b-defn(6.10.6.6)
6.10.6.8 ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil).b: Expression
6.10.6.9 ¬(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat)(σ1) *note3*
6.10.6.10 ¬((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS))(σ1) ¬∧-I-right-σ(6.10.6.9)
6.10.6.11 ¬((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) ∧ (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) ∧
    (mExpr('hub', 'InSys') = HInS) → Nil).b(σ1)
    =-subs-left(a)(6.10.6.8, 6.10.6.7, 6.10.6.10)
infer ¬x. b(σ1) =-subs-left(a)(6.10.6.h1, 6.10.6.4, 6.10.6.11)
6.10.7 ¬∃r′ ∈ policy.rm(j) · r'.b(σ1) ¬¬∃I-set(6.10.5, 6.10.6)
6.10.8 r.b(σ1) ∧ ¬∃r′ ∈ policy.rm(j) · r'.b(σ1) ∧¬I(6.10.4, 6.10.7)
6.10.9 ∃σ: Σ · r.b(σ) ∧ ¬∃r′ ∈ policy.rm(j) · r'.b(σ) ¬¬I(6.10.1, 6.10.8)
infer i > j ⇒ ∃σ: Σ · r.b(σ) ∧ ¬∃r′ ∈ policy.rm(j) · r'.b(σ) ⇒ -I-left-vac(6.10.9)
...

*note3* Simple expression definition justification, not included

Figure H.15: dead-rules Proof
from policy.rm: RuleMap; i, j: N; i, j ∈ dom policy.rm;
  r: Rule; r ∈ policy.rm(i)

...  
6      from i = 1
6.11   from j = 1
6.11.1 i = j =-trans-right(a)(h2, 6.h1, 6.11.h1)
6.11.2 ¬i > j =- I-right-vac(6.11.2)
6.12   from j = 2
6.12.1 i < j <-defn(6.h1, 6.2.h1)
6.12.2 ¬i > j <- I-right-vac(6.12.2)

7      from i = 2

*note4* Use largely same proof tactic as subproof 6 thus not included

Figure H.16: dead-rules Proof

σ, σ′: Σ; policy: Policy; σ′ = policy.al(μ(σ, iV → policy.v));
0 ∈ dom policy.rm; x: Rule; x ∈ policy.rm(0); x.b(σ′)

(no-recon-goal)

policy(σ).sys = σ.sys
from \( \sigma, \sigma' : \Sigma; \) policy: Policy; \( \sigma' = policy.al(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto policy.v)) \);
\[0 \in \text{dom} \text{ policy.rm}; x : \text{Rule}; x \in \text{policy.rm}(0); x.b(\sigma')\]
1. policy.rm: RuleMap [rulemap-policy-form(h2)]
2. from y: RuleSet, \( y \in \{ r \mid r \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \} \)
2.1. \( \{ r \mid r \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \} : \text{RuleSet} [\text{type-inherit-right}(2.1, 2.2)]
2.2. policy.rm(0): RuleSet [policy.rm(0)-form(1)]
2.3. policy.rm(0) = \{(mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil})\} [policy.rm(0)-defn(1)]
2.4. \( x = ((mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) \in \text{-single-set}(h5, h6, 2.3)
2.5. \{(mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil})\} : \text{RuleSet} [\text{type-inherit-right}(2.2, 2.3)]
2.6. \{(mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) \} \neq \{ \} [\text{single-set-non-empty}(2.5)]
2.7. ((mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) : \text{Rule} [\text{single-set}(2.5)]
2.8. ((mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) . \text{re} = \text{Nil} [\text{rule-re-defn}(2.7)]
2.9. ((mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) . \text{re}: \text{Response} [\text{rule-re-form}(2.7)]
2.10. y = \{(mExpr(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = VSat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = ASat) \wedge
\quad (mExpr(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil})\} [\text{rule-re-form}(2.7)]
2.11. \( y \neq \{ \} \) [\text{=subs-left}(a)(2.1, 2.10, 2.6)]
...

Figure H.17: no-recon-at-goal Proof
from \( \sigma, \sigma': \Sigma; \) policy: Policy; \( \sigma' = \text{policy.al}(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \text{policy}.v)); \)
\[ 0 \in \text{dom} \text{policy}.rm; x: \text{Rule}; x \in \text{policy}.rm(0); x.b(\sigma') \]

from \( y: \text{RuleSet}, y = \{ r | r \in \text{policy}.rm(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \} \)

... 2.12 from \( k: \text{Rule}; k \in y \)

2.12.1 \[ k = ((\text{mExpr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS}) \rightarrow \text{NIL}) \]
\[ \in \text{-single-set}(2.12.1, 2.12.2, 2.10) \]

2.12.2 \[ ((\text{mExpr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS}) \rightarrow \text{NIL}) \cdot \text{re}(\sigma') : \Sigma \]
\[ \text{Nit-\sigma-defn}(2.9, 2.8, h1) \]

infer \( k.\text{re}(\sigma') : \Sigma \)
\[ = \text{-subs-left}(a)(2.12.1, 2.12.2) \]

2.13 let \( j \in y \) in \( j.\text{re}(\sigma') : \Sigma \)

let- \( \in (2.1, 2.12) \)

2.14 from \( k: \text{Rule}; k \in y \)

2.14.1 \[ k = ((\text{mExpr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS}) \rightarrow \text{NIL}) \]
\[ \in \text{-single-set}(2.14.1, 2.14.2, 2.10) \]

2.14.2 \[ ((\text{mExpr}(\text{vis}', \text{Sat}') = \text{VSat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{aud}', \text{Sat}') = \text{ASat}) \land \\
(\text{mExpr}(\text{hub}', \text{InSys}') = \text{HInS}) \rightarrow \text{NIL}) \cdot \text{re}(\sigma') = \sigma' \]
\[ \text{Nit-\sigma-defn}(2.9, 2.8, h1) \]

infer \( j.\text{re}(\sigma') = \sigma' \)
\[ = \text{-subs-left}(a)(2.14.1, 2.14.2) \]

2.15 let \( j \in y \) in \( j.\text{re}(\sigma') = \sigma' \)

let- \( \in (2.14, 2.16) \)

2.16 if \( y \neq \{ \} \)
then let \( j \in y \) in \( j.\text{re}(\sigma') \)
else if \( \exists l' \in \text{dom} \text{policy}.rm \cdot l' > 0 \)
then \( \text{policy}.rm(1)(\sigma') \)
else \( \sigma' \)
= let \( j \in y \) in \( j.\text{re}(\sigma') \)
condition-true(2.13, 2.11)

infer if \( y \neq \{ \} \)
then let \( j \in y \) in \( j.\text{re}(\sigma') \)
else if \( \exists l' \in \text{dom} \text{policy}.rm \cdot l' > 0 \)
then \( \text{policy}.rm(1)(\sigma') \)
else \( \sigma' = \sigma' \)
\[ = \text{-subs-right}(a)(2.13, 2.15, 2.16) \]

... 2.18 from \( \sigma, \sigma': \Sigma; \) policy: Policy; \( \sigma' = \text{policy.al}(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \text{policy}.v)); \)
\[ 0 \in \text{dom} \text{policy}.rm; x: \text{Rule}; x \in \text{policy}.rm(0); x.b(\sigma') \]

from \( y: \text{RuleSet}, y = \{ r | r \in \text{policy}.rm(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma') \} \)

...
from $\sigma, \sigma': \Sigma$; policy: Policy; $\alpha' = \text{policy.al}(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \text{policy}.v))$;
$0 \in \text{dom} \text{policy.rm}$; $x$: Rule; $x \in \text{policy.rm}(0)$; $x.b(\sigma')$

...  
3  \{r \mid r \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma')\}: \text{RuleSet}  
4  \text{let } i = \{r \mid r \in \text{policy.rm}(0) \cdot r.b(\sigma')\} 
\quad \text{in if } i \neq \{\} 
\quad \text{then let } j \in i \text{ in } j.re(\sigma') 
\quad \text{else if } \exists l' \in \text{dom} \text{policy.rm} \cdot l' > 0 
\quad \text{then } \text{policy.rm}(1)(\sigma';) 
\quad \text{else } \alpha' = \sigma' 

5  (\text{policy.rm}, 0)(\alpha') = \sigma'  
6  (\text{policy.rm}, 0)(\text{policy.al}(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \text{policy}.v))) = \sigma'  
7  \text{policy}(\sigma): \Sigma  
8  \text{policy}(\sigma) = \sigma'  
9  \sigma.sys = \alpha'.sys  
10 \sigma.sys: \text{System}  
11 \sigma.sys = \text{policy}(\sigma).sys  
\text{infer } \text{policy}(\sigma).sys = \sigma.sys 

Figure H.19: no-recon-at-goal Proof
from $\sigma, \sigma': \Sigma$; policy: Policy; $\sigma' = policy.al(\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto policy.v))$;

\[ i: \mathbb{N}; policy.rm: RuleMap; i \in \text{dom} policy.rm; r: Rule; r \in policy.rm(i); r.b(\sigma') \]

1 \hspace{1em} dom \hspace{0.2em} policy.rm: \mathbb{N}-\text{set} \hspace{2.5em} \text{dom}\hspace{0.2em}\text{-form}(h5) \\
2 \hspace{1em} \text{dom}\hspace{0.2em}\text{-defn}(h5) \\
3 \hspace{1em} i = 0 \lor i = 1 \lor i = 2 \hspace{2.5em} \text{set-}\text{=}(1, h4, h5, 2) \\
4 \hspace{1em} 0, 1, 2: \mathbb{N} \hspace{2.5em} \text{n-}\text{form}() \\
5 \hspace{1em} \text{from} \hspace{0.2em} i = 0 \\
5.1 \hspace{1em} 0 \in \text{dom} \hspace{0.2em} policy.rm \hspace{2.5em} \text{set-}\text{=}(\in(2)) \\
5.2 \hspace{1em} policy.rm(0): \text{RuleSet} \hspace{2.5em} \text{at-}\text{form}(4, h5, 5.1) \\
5.3 \hspace{1em} policy.rm(0) = \{(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \wedge \hspace{2.5em} \text{policy.rm(0)-}\text{defn}(h5) \\
\hspace{7em} (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \wedge \hspace{2.5em} \\
\hspace{10em} (mExpr('hub', 'Insys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil} \} \hspace{2.5em} \text{single-}\text{set}(h7, 5.4, 5.3) \\
5.4 \hspace{1em} r \in policy.rm(0) \hspace{2.5em} \text{=}-\text{subs-right}(a)(h4, 5.h1, h8) \\
5.5 \hspace{1em} r = ((mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \wedge (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \wedge \hspace{2.5em} \text{single-}\text{set}(5.6) \\
\hspace{7em} (mExpr('hub', 'Insys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}) \hspace{2.5em} \text{nil-}\text{-}\text{type-inherit-right}(5.2, 5.6) \\
5.6 \hspace{1em} \{(mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \wedge (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \wedge \hspace{2.5em} \text{rule-re-}\text{defn}(5.7) \\
\hspace{7em} (mExpr('hub', 'Insys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}): \text{Rule} \hspace{2.5em} \text{rule-re-}\text{form}(5.7) \\
5.7 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \wedge (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \wedge \hspace{2.5em} \text{nil-}\text{-}\text{defn}(5.9, 5.8, h1) \\
\hspace{7em} (mExpr('hub', 'Insys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}: \text{re: Response} \hspace{2.5em} \text{nil-}\text{-}\text{defn}(5.9, 5.8, h1) \\
5.8 \hspace{1em} (mExpr('vis', 'Sat') = VSat) \wedge (mExpr('aud', 'Sat') = ASat) \wedge \hspace{2.5em} \text{self}(4) \\
\hspace{7em} (mExpr('hub', 'Insys') = HInS) \rightarrow \text{Nil}: \text{re}: \sigma' = \sigma' \hspace{2.5em} \text{self}(4) \\
5.9 \hspace{1em} 0 \leq 0 \hspace{2.5em} \text{nil-}\text{-}\text{defn}(5.9, 5.8, h1) \\
5.10 \hspace{1em} r.r(\sigma') = \sigma' \hspace{2.5em} \text{self}(4) \\
5.11 \hspace{1em} \text{subs-left}(a)(h7, 5.5, 5.10) \\
5.12 \hspace{1em} \text{subs-left}(b)(h1, 5.11, h9) \\
5.13 \hspace{1em} \exists r' \in policy.rm(0): r'.b(r.r(\sigma')) \hspace{2.5em} \exists\text{-}\text{set}(h7, 5.2, 5.4, 5.13) \\
5.14 \hspace{1em} 0 \leq 0 \land \exists r' \in policy.rm(0): r'.b(r.r(\sigma')) \hspace{2.5em} \exists\text{-}\text{set}(4, h5, 5.1, 5.15) \\
5.15 \hspace{1em} \exists j \in \text{dom} policy.rm: j \leq i \land \exists r' \in policy.rm(j): r'.b(r.r(\sigma')) \]

...
from $\sigma, \sigma': \Sigma$; policy: Policy; $\sigma' = \text{policy}$.al($\mu(\sigma, iV \mapsto \text{policy}.v)$);
   i: N; policy.rm: RuleMap; i $\in$ dom policy.rm; r: Rule; r $\in$ policy.rm(i); r.b($\sigma'$)

... from i = 1
inferred $\exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm} \cdot j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma'))$

... from i = 2
inferred $\exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm} \cdot j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma'))$

inferred $\exists j \in \text{dom policy.rm} \cdot j \leq i \land \exists r' \in \text{policy.rm}(j) \cdot r'.b(r.re(\sigma'))$ \hspace{1cm} $\lor$-E(3, 5, 6, 7)

Figure H.22: rules-non degrade Proof cont...